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This step graph shows
how well THIEL speakers
preserve the sound's
harmonic relationships.
The tweeter (blue) and
woofer (red) ouputs
combine (black) to
reproduce the input signal
extremely well.

accomplish this by using very wide bandwidth
drivers in conjunction with special synthesized first-order crossover systems
designed to provide phase coherent transitions
betv* the drivers. The result is much eater
sonic reKm, especially in the areas of setial
Instrumetrs Ad voices seem to occupy real
reater "live" quality to them.
THIEL also \uses extensive electrical
compensation iru-lhe crossovers to correct
frequency responstgularities. This ensures that
the exact timbre of each specific sound is true to
the original.
THIEL's crossovers use only the highest quality
components. Low distortion polypropylene and
custom-made polystyrene capacitors, and air-core
inductors wound with high purity copper are used
for the lowest distortion.
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ne of the delights of being published by a multinational conglomerate that grows through
acquisition, as Emap Petersen does, is that
Stereophile finds itself in interesting company. Like La Nouvelle Revue du Son in France,
for example, edited by the legendary Jean
Hiraga, who turned me on to the sonic
importance of wires and passive components almost 25 years ago. And Mojo, an
English music magazine tightly targeted
on baby boomers like me, who bought
their first stereo systems in the '60s to better appreciate the progressive rock we
lived and loved by. (I wonder if turn-ofthe-millennium college students gather
'round anew G4 Mac to get off on MP3s
the way, 30 years ago, we gathered 'round
our precious vinyl.)
As well as agreat piece on Miles Davis'
Kind of Blue sessions, September's Mojo
had an in-depth piece on Carlos Santana.
(See what Imean about targeting?) This
culminated in praise for the guitarist's new
CD, Supernatural (Arista 19080-2), which
features all manner of famous friends,
from Eric Clapton (for people my age) to
Lauryn Hill and Dave Matthews (for people like my teenage daughter). So, being a
well-trained consumer, I called in at
Borders on my way home from the office
and bought acopy.
Iknew Ishouldn't have bothered, that
instead I should have just played my
Japanese pressing of Caravanserai one
more time. Musically, Supernatural isn't
bad, but the sound is adifferent story.
Most of the cuts are compressed to hell.
They sound loud when played at low levels, but when you turn up the volume the
relentlessness of the sound, the total lack
of dynamic lighen'shade, have you turning it down again.
Recordings like Supernatural are antihi-fi. There is nothing more to be gained
from playing them back on anything with
greater pretensions than a boombox.
They're also anti-musical, in my opinion.
If everything is at the same level, then
how can there be any musical interest? If
listeners are thrilled by the occasional loud
climax, that doesn't mean that sustained
loudness is continually thrilling — sorry,
Red Hot Chili Peppers fans!
Ichecked out Supematural's dynamics
with aDorrough AES/EBU meter, which
shows peak and average levels. Like those
of almost all CDs these days, Supernaturars
peak levels lit the OdBFS LED on the
meter (which actually indicates 3LSBs
Stereophile, December 1999

below maximum level). All mastering
engineers do this to squeeze the maximum resolution out of the CD medium,
and it's what Ido with Stereophile's CDs.
But the Santana CD's average levels (by
which the car judges loudness) ranged
from -5dB to -8dB,1 revealing that someone in the recording/mixing/mastering
chain had passed it through an aggressive
compressor/limiter to make it sound "loud."

Imay have a
sweet tooth, but that
doesn't mean Iwant
apound of sugar in
every cup of coffee!
By contrast, Irecently received an email of complaint from areader who had
bought Stereophile's Rendezvous CD. "Your
CD has no dynamic range," he wrote. "It
sounds quiet." Isighed when Iread this.
One of the great audio confusions is that
of "loudness" with "dynamic range." The
reason you have to turn up your volume
to play Rendezvous is because it has enormous dynamic range. Its average levels are
around 20dB below its peaks. But this low
average level means that it sounds "quiet"
compared, for example, with the Santana
CD, which has very little dynamic range.
When Ibought the Santana disc, Ialso
picked up acopy of one of this issue's
"Recordings of the Month," the Beatles'
Yellow Submarine Sonora& (Apple/Capitol
CDP 521481 2). John Swenson's review
(p.171) is right on the money: The engineers at Abbey Road Studios have indeed
done agreat job of remastering. Again, the
CD peaks at OdBFS, but while the average
level does occasionally reach -6dBFS, it is
often around -12dBFS or even lower.
Compared with Supernatural, this 30-yearold recording does have asemblance of
dynamic range.
Just for grins, Imeasured the peak and
average levels of Yehudi Menuhin's semi-

1The average level of asinewave is 3dB below its peak
level. When you listen to recorded music with a
peak/average ratio of less than 3dB, you're listening to
harmonic distortion. Some of the cuts on the Chili
Peppers' Calyornication album feature apeak/mean ratio
of 4dB, the lowest Ihave measured so far.
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Atkinson

nal 1932 performance of the Elgar Violin
Concerto, recorded, again, at Abbey Road
(EMI Classics CDS 7 54564 2). Obviously, by its very nature, classical music has
much more light and shade than rock. But
in the orchestral climaxes Irecorded typical average levels of around -11dBFS,
with peaks of OdBFS. It's ironic that, at the
turn of the millennium, a 68-year-old
transcription from 78s can have better
fidelity, in terms of dynamic range, than a
typical 1999 rock recording.
Before you all write in to dis me as an
old fogey who hates rock music, please
note that Igrew up on rock music, that I
played and recorded rock music professionally, and that Ithink the best that rock
has to offer is music for all time. It's just
that Ialso love the sound of live musical
instruments, and I'm getting tired of the
overcompression that is being foisted on
us. Imay have asweet tooth, but that
doesn't mean Iwant apound of sugar in
every cup of coffee!
These thoughts were triggered by an
excellent lecture by Bob Katz, the recording engineer responsible for some of the
excellent Chesky CDs and DADs, given
at the Audio Engineering Society Convention in New York at the end of September. Space is too short here to go into
detail about Bob's presentation, which
tied together the concepts of peak and
average metering and calibrated monitoring levels in order for mastering engineers to produce CDs with volume levels
that are heard as consistent from disc to
disc. But he, too, is distressed by the phenomenon of ever-shrinking dynamic
range on recordings. You should check
out the essays on his website (www.digi
do.com) — they pack alifetime of audio
wisdom into a minimum number of
words. See also Peter van Willenswaard's
"Industry Update" in this issue (pp27-31),
in which he replicates some of Bob's tests
on high-sample-rate digital audio.
Triggered by Michael Fremer's FollowUp (p.49) to his KR VT8000 MK monoblock amplifier review in November, to
which Dr. Riccardo ICron has penned two
impassioned "Manufacturers' Comments"
letters (pp.189-193), Ihad intended to
devote this "As We See It" to the topic of
measurements. However, all that it is necessary to say is that, while measurements
can't replace or even describe the listening
experience, they do shine the light on areas
that need clarification or investigation, as in
the case of CD dynamic range.
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Don't even think of listening to another loudspeaker
until you hear this amazing story...

This story is true. The people,

replaced his expensive monitor speakers and their match-

the events and the astounding

ing woofers. And the mega-watt, mega-dollar electronics

conclusions are real.

had been replaced with aflea-power integrated amplifier.

My name is Jim Smith. I've
been a music lover and audio
perfectionist since 1970. Most of

Iput on one of my LPs. The music hit like atidal wave.
It just washed over me. Even CDs.
For the first time, Iwas experiencing the emotional

that time, Iran ahigh-end shop

impact of live music—from ahigh-end audio system! Fas-

devoted to providing musical ac-

cinating and involving, every piece of music spoke to me

curacy. Ialso made hundreds of

vividly, in away I'd never experienced before.

live recordings. And that's how
Idiscovered...

The Big Shoot-out
Next day Icalled Bill, my partner. We decided to get a

Live Music Was Causing a

pair of these German speakers to see how they compared

Problem

to Bill's "killer" high-end speaker system.

Compared to live concerts or

When the Avantgarde UNO Hornspeakers arrived, we

recording sessions, high-end

set them up immediately. Stone cold, with no break-in,

sound was apale shadow of the

they blew away his big ($78,000) system! At $8,970, this

live music experience. Even the

wasn't supposed to happen. Bill was flabbergasted. Iwas

very best high-end demonstra-

stunned.

tions Iheard didn't come close
to the emotional impact of alive
musical event.
As audiophiles, we struggled
to replace the natural emotional
response to live music with (expensive) improvements
in "focus." "transparency," "soundstage," "slam," etc.
But it never seemed to be enough. Being an audiophile had
become alot like work. Where was the fun?
Then, in the fall of '98, afriend told me about aformer
client who had gotten off the "improvements" merry-goround. He was actually having fun! When aconservative
guy makes radical claims, you listen. We drove down to
Gainesville, Florida, so Icould hear it for myself.
A Night to Remember
My former client still had his reference turntable, but
a pair of stunning horn speakers from Germany now
AUDIO ART—With six vibrant colors available in German
automotive metallic finishes, you'll enjoy just looking at them.

literature, atechnical overview, test reports,

Everyone who heard them was dazzled.
Finally. IGOT IT. Music played through

and achallenging article called "The Concert

the Avantgardes made people smile, made

Experience."

them dance, made them FEEL the music.
Just like live!
IKnow Exactly What You're
Thinking

SEVEN
SECRETS
TO
BETTER
SOUND

Listen, Iknow what some "experts"
say. Iwas one of those guys who dis-

Avantgarde-USA

Plus, as long as my supply lasts, you'll also
get Seven Secrets to Better Sound—vital information I'll bet no one has ever shared with
you.
To get your FREE InfoPak, call Toll-Free
at 1-800-944-9537. Call me now, and I'll include our "Top Ten" list of CDs from our refer-

liked horns. To me, they were hopelessly

ence library. You'll have the whole package at

colored. But not the Avantgardes...

your door in afew days.

They're wonderfully transparent, astonishingly quick,
detailed and smooth. They can create an incredible soundstage. They're the only high-end speakers I've heard that
realistically reproduce live music's dynamic nuances—the
major source of music's emotional impact.
In fact, they do all the "audiophile tricks" supremely

Where to Hear the Hornspeakers
To find out where you can hear the Avantgarde Acoustic
Hornspeakers, call me Toll-Free at 1-800-944-9537.
If there's no demo site nearby, please visit me here in
Atlanta, Georgia. Call the Toll-Free number above to set a

well. But once you hear them, you'll forget about that

time and get directions. In the Atlanta area, call 770-777-

audiophile stuff, because with the Avantgarde Horn-

2095. Dancinç: attire is optional.

speakers, it's About the Music...

Thanks for listening,

But Don't Take My Word For It...
The Avantgardes—UNO, DUO, and TRIO—are receiving rave reviews worldwide from experts who never
etc,, liked horns before. Check out excerpts from just three:

1:14t/ Seui'k
Jim Smith, President

f

UNO—"The way the UNOs reproduce music is so exciting and full of life that soon Iforget the loudspeaker
and just enjoy the musical event."
—M. Eichelsdorfer. Stereo, Germany
DUO—"So, to conclude, these speakers are simply the best
Ihave ever heard in my domestic system. Nothing else

It's About the Music...

has come close to recreating the power and finesse of a
full organ. or bringing afull orchestra into the living room,
and conveying the emotion of asolo performance."
—Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly, UK, Issue 03 1999
TRIO—"They are unquestionably the finest loudspeakers 1have heard in my home and, without any doubt,
one of the best loudspeakers in the whole blooming
world...and from an engineering standpoint the most
remarkable. —Jonathan Valin, Fi, USA

Avantgarde-USA lac
I/

6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming, GA 30040

FREE Avantgarde InfoPak

770-777-2095

Find out more about the amazing Avantgardes. Call

Toll Free: 1-800-944-9537

me to request your FREE InfoPak. It includes descriptive

E-mail: hornguysgaol.com
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extended resolution cd
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JVC Disc America is pleased to
announce the resumption of its
legendary XRCD (Extended

e en s

Resolution Compact Disc)
series of classic recordings.
XRCD allows the listener to
hear recordings as the artist
and producer intended...to hear
the sound of the original master

Fittingly, the new XRCD series

kicks off with the release of four legendary
recordings (taped in two marathon 1956 sessions)
by one of the supreme groups in jazz, the original

tape. The gains in clarity,
transparency, dynamics and
warmth can be heard by all, on
every CD player, without the

Miles Davis Quintet. The Quintet, consisting of
John Coltrane, Red Garland, Paul Chambers and
"Philly" Joe Jones, simply went into Rudy Van
Gelder's famed studios and recorded nearly their
entire live repertoire. Critics have been hailing
the results ever since. Of these sessions Ralph J.

need for any add on converter
or additional equipment.

Gleason said: "There's no point in saying 'Accept
No Substitute'. There isn't any. This is it."

STEAM/
WITH

.1.1.1

THE
MILE
DAVIS
QUINTET

Cookin'-VIC1-60127
Featuring
"My Funny Valentine" &
"Blues By Five".

Steamin'-VIC1-60128
Featuring
"Surrey With The Fringe
On Top" &
"Well You Needn't".

RELAXIN . WITH
THE MILES DAVIS QUINTET

Relaxin'-VICJ-60125
Featuring
"If IWere A Bell" &
"You're My Everything".

Workin'-VICJ-60126
Featuring
"It Never Entered My
Mind" &
"Trane's Blues".

Bags Groove
JVCXR-0046-2
This timeless release
matches Miles Daviswith
Thelonious Monk, Sonny
Rollins, Milt Jackson,
Kenny Clarke, Percy
Hearth and MiltJackson.

Miles Davis
All Stars
Walkin'
JVCXR-0047-2
The quintessential blues
jams, "Walkin" and "Blue n'
Boogie"
are the two
masterpieces from this
set... considered by many
to be two of the of the
greatest instrumental blues
performances of all time.

NC Disc America Proudly Presents The Entire XRCD Catalog:
JVCXR-0001-2

NC

JVC XRCD SAMPLER

JVCX R-0002-2
JVCX R-0003-2

JVC

THE BILL HOLMAN BAND A VIEW FROM THE SIDE

JVC

ERNIE WATTS UNITY

JVCX R-0004-2

JVC

TIGER OKOSHI TWO SIDES TO EVERY STORY

JVCX R-0005-2

JVC

CARMEN LUNDY SELF PORTRAIT

JVCX R-0006-2

JVC

NAKAGAWA POESY

JVCX R-0007-2

JVC

SPIRIT TRAVELER PLAYING THE HITS FROM THE MOTOR CITY
OSCAR CASTRO-NEVES TROPICAL HEART

JVCXR-0008-2

JVC

JVCX R-0009-2

JVC

HIROKO KOKUBU PURE HEART

JVCXR-0010-2

JVC

JVCXR-0011-2

NC

TOM COSTER FROM THE STREET
MISHA CONNECTED TO THE UNEXPECTED

JVCXR-0012-2

AudioQuest

MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN GIVE IT UP TO LOVE

JVCXR-0013-2

AudioQuest

JVCXR-0014-2
JVCX R-0015-2

AudioQuest

BENNIE WALLACE THE OLD SONGS
TERRY EVANS PUTTIN' IT DOWN

Acoustic Sounds

JIMMY ROGERS BLUE BIRD

JVCXR-0016-2

Good Vibes

VICTOR FELDMAN AUDIOPHILE

JVCXR-0017-2
JVCXR-0018-2

Prestige

JOHN COLTRANE BLACK PEARLS

RIVERSIDE

JVCXR-0019-2

Contemporary

WES MONTGOMERY &THE MONTGOMERY BROTHERS GROOVE YARD
BARNEY KESSEL WITH SHELLY MANNE AND RAY BROWN THE POLL WINNERS

JVCX R-0020-2
JVCXR-0021-2

RIVERSIDE
PABLO

BILL EVANS EVERYBODY DIGS BILL EVANS
COUNT BASIE AND HIS ORCHESTRA 88 BASIE STREET

JVCX R-0022-2

PABLO

DUKE ELLINGTON DUKE'S BIG 4

JVCX R-0023-2

AudioQuest

DOUG MacLEOD COME TO FIND

JVCXR-0024-2

AudioQuest

ROBERT LUCAS LUKE AND THE LOCOMOTIVES

JVCXR-0025-2
JVCX R-0026-2

AudioQuest

JOE BEARD FEATURING RONNIE EARL AND THE BROADCASTERS BLUES UNION

AudioQuest

MIGHTY SAM McCLAIN KEEP ON MOVIN'

JVCX R-0027-2

AudioQuest

DOUG MacLEOD YOU CAN'T TAKE MY BLUES
THE BILL HOLMAN BAND BRILLIANT CORNERS -THE MUSIC OF THELONIOUS MONK
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PABLO
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PABLO
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JVC
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Letters
Where's my magazine?
Editor:
Ihave been asubscriber to Stereophile for
several years. Suddenly, in July, Ididn't
receive the magazine anymore. Is there
a distribution problem or is there a
problem with my subscription?
011e Hedstroem
Sweden
olle.hedstreom@swipnetse
Stereophile in the UK
Editor:
Ihave not received an issue of Stereophile
since May 1999 on my subscription.
Roger Staton
rer@wmdic-digimagedemon.co.uk
My apologies to all ofour subscribers who have
not been receiving their copies of Stereophik
in areliable manner. The company that services overseas subscriptions has been having a
problem, but Iam informed that service is now
back to normal. Subscribers who have not received issues will have their subscriptions increased by the number of missed issues. Again,
all of us at Emap Petersen apologize for the
disruptions in service.
—John Atkinson
James Bongiorno is back
Editor:
Please inform Stereophilds readers that,
after a20-year battle with liver problems (not due to drinking), and going
through some tough therapy the last
year, my latest blood tests indicate that
the hepatitis virus is gone. My doctors
have pronounced me cured, and now I
have to recover from the therapy and
get my energy back. Be assured that I
will return to my inimical form soon.
James Bongiorno
Santa Barbara, CA
sstinc@earthlink.net
It is indeed good news thatJim Bongiorno, one
of the pioneers of high-end ampleer design, is
back in action.
—JA
Mark Levinson is married
Editor:
S000, the newborn and the two-yearold are fast asleep. My wife is watching
E! Entertainment's pre-Emmy show to
see how badly Joan Rivers can mess up
someone's name or who they are, etc. I
Stereophile, December 1999

am idly watching. Kim Catcall, looking
fabulous, saunters by with adapper guy
dressed in black.
Joan: "Who is this, Kim — your husband?"
Kim: "Yes, this is my husband, Mark
Levinson. He makes audio equipment."
'This is probably amisquote, since I
nearly shit aMpingo Disk on hearing it.
Mark takes it in stride and is totally cool,
as if this is unimportant. Istart to rant
about how saying "Mark Levinson
makes audio equipment" is like saying
"Ferrari makes cars."
Now that he's married to Kim, I
guess Mark has found time for alife
outside audio. Take note, audiophiles.
Keith Dinsmore
iceninel @earthlink.net
What does it take?
Editor:
What does it take to get the attention of
your staff to review new products for
companies that are just starting out?
Shalendra Porwal
sporwal@columbusar.com
As amatter ofpolity, we do not review products
from companies "that are just starting out." We
want to be sure that acompany whose products
we review will still be around in acouple ofyears
to look after our readers/their customers. We
therefore insist that their products be available
from at leastfive US dealers, or, ifsold direct, be
sold with amoney-back guarantee andfull support We make an exception for aproduct availablefrom fewer than five dealers only as with
the Bunnester processor reviewed in this issue,
those dealers are very high-profile
Letters to the Editor should be sent
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
Fax (505) 983-6327. E-mail: Letters
@stett-ophile.com. Unless marked
otherwise, all letters are assumed to
be for possible publication. If you
have problems with your subscription, call (800) 666-3746 or e-mail
sreosubs@petersenpub.com. Please
note: We are unable to answer
requests for information on specific
products or systems.

Who gets to decide?
Editor:
Is Stereophile planning on doing areview
of the new BAT VK-50SE preamp? I
have a'50SE and it sounds awesome. It
is replacing aVK-5i that Ihave owned
for the past two years. Iguess what I'm
wondering is, how does amagazine like
Stereophile decide what to review? Do
you guys ever go out and buy asample
to review, or is it totally up to the manufacturer who they will send asample to?
Does the manufacturer get to pick the
reviewer? Iguess I'm curious about how
the reviewing process works.
Isure wish Iknew how to write a
review myself; but I'm afraid Idon't
know all those fancy, big words that most
reviewers use. Someone asked me the
other day what Ithought of the '50SE
and Ijust said "It kicks butt." When he
asked if Icould be alittle more descriptive, Itold him "It kicks major butt."
Someday I'll write abook on what it's
like to be afemale audiophile. It sucks!
But Icertainly do enjoy the music.
Suzy Kraft
Suzy@bmwmpowercom
Actually, Ms. Kraft, areview of the BAT VK50SE appears in this issue Regarding your
main question about who decides who gets to
review anew product, we do discourage manufacturersfrom trying to cherry-pick reviewersfor
the purpose ofgetting agood review But given
that, it's also worth something to have areviewer who has ahistory with that product review
an update or later iteration, even while encouraging "crossbreeding" so reviewers have new experiences to draw on for their work. The manufacturer might also then get afresh view of their
gear. Like most things in We ids abalancing act.
Acompany making good sound at ashow is
agood way to start And then, of course they
have to want areview. Some don't. Iactually
admire that, fit is not taken to an extreme A
magazine shouldn't be part of someone's marketing plan. A company has to be ready for a
review with asolid business, agood dealer network meeting ourfive-minimum criterion, and
the likelihood of being around in acouple of
years to service what they sell; in short, acompany has to be areal company.
What makes Stereophile interested in a
pitrefor review are reviewer interest at shows, var13
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Letters
niques. Ithink that he measures all the
right things in (mostly) all the right
ways. While the measurements sometimes fail to explain an obvious audible
flaw, they frequently do, and Ifind them
to be very informative. The conflict between John's measurements and the
enthusiasm for the products expressed
by the subjective reviewers was the basis
of my concern.
Speakers that sound good to me over
the long term always deliver a respectable set of measurements as printed
in Sterrophile, and in my own testing. I
rely on measurements to confirm listening impressions and to identify the
sources of audible aberrations — not to
determine how aspeaker sounds but to
discover why it sounds that way.
Measurements also help to prevent me
from becoming momentarily seduced
by apoorly designed product.
Idid not say, nor did Iimply, that
measurements could tell the whole
Support the companies
that make the good stuff
story. Judging the sound of a loudspeaker solely by its measured response
Editor:
The July 1999 Stereophile included my is like judging the performance of a
letter to the editor (p.10), in which Icrit- road-racing motorcycle solely by its
icized the loudspeaker reviews printed quarter-mile times. Rapid acceleration is
in the May issue of the magazine. Many no guarantee of overall racetrack perforpeople agreed with my contention that mance, but the converse is true: Poor
something has gone terribly wrong with performance at the drag strip will assure
the direction of the high-end audio in- aloss on the road course, where accelerdustry, and Ireceived positive comments ation is an important aspect of winning.
Similarly, flat frequency response alone
from around the world regarding this
epistle. Ihave posted 16 of these on my does not guarantee good sound from a
website at www.audioperfectionist.com. speaker, but large deviations from flat
Your September issue includes two re- response are apromise of inaccurate persponses to my letter, one positive and formance and long-term dissatisfaction.
Ihave no problem with high prices
one negative. What surprises me is that
most of these readers seem to have taken per se, and Isupport legitimate attempts
my letter as simply acriticism of Stereo- to advance the art with cost-no-object
phile and have missed my primary mes- designs. The very best products are selsage. Let me reiterate.
dom cheap, and manufacturers must
The speakers discussed in my July let- make aprofit to stay in business. My
ter were designed by experienced engi- problem is with prices that are estabneers, yet are demonstrably inaccurate. I lished to present the illusion of quality,
have listened to each one, and each attached to products that don't perform
sounds inaccurate to me, yet they all as well as those that cost far less.
A loudspeaker (or any component)
received rave reviews from Stereophilds
subjective reviewers, as well as from that is ostensibly an all-out assault on the
some reviewers writing for other maga- state of the art, as evidenced by acommensurately high price tag, should
zines. Ithink that these speakers were
designed solely to impress magazine sound good and be made from the highreviewers, and were never intended to est quality materials. It should also delivbe accurate transducers. Ithink these er an impeccable set of measurements.
products are exorbitantly priced in order How can acomponent represent the
to gain inordinate attention from high- state of the art if it is objectively flawed
end reviewers. Ithink that this is aseri- in any area, when there are alternative
ous problem that is giving us products products available that are not?
An amplifier with frequency-response
that cost more than they should and perform poorly. Continuing this trend deviations ofjust afew dB would be condemned as apoor design, but loudspeakcould ruin our industry.
Ioffered no criticism whatever of ers and cables that are grossly inaccurate
John Atkinson's measurement tech- are touted by reviewers as magical. The
ions importunings by makers importers, and PR
agencies, or assignment frvm John Atkinson
and/or me for products that we feel merit areview. Each component revitwed should be something our reading public ware to know about.
W' rarely buy asample to review, though
there are tvcceptions. And agood review can kill
as fast as abad one—a company has to be ready
to meet asudden demand fit materializes.
But, Ms. Kraft, what makes you think you
can't write areview? Why not try it and send it
alongfor me to have alook at? He you never
know— take astab at it. When Ihave nonaudiophiles over, they always naturally use the
high-end language —"engagine" aromantie
"sounds involving," "sweet," whatever —
because listening to music is avery human thing
to do, and the vocabularyfor it is human too. It
does take time to master the technical side of
things, but the language ofdesnibing music isn't
some alien tongue spoken by only a
few monks
in 'Met.
—Jonathan Scull

Stereophile, December 1999

EgglestonWorks Andra was Stereophilds
1997 "Loudspeaker of the Year." Isn't this
something of acontradiction?
Today there is software available that
enables anyone who can push ENTER on
acomputer keyboard to design aspeaker with flat amplitude response. Paradigm can offer aspeaker with high-quality, cast-basket drivers and flat frequency
response within narrow limits for less
than $600/pair. Isn't frequency-response
linearity the least that we should expect
from aspeaker claiming to represent the
state of the art?
Good impulse response is alot more
difficult to achieve, and only a few
designers know how. The Vandersteen
2C,e is afour-way time- and phase-accurate design with a10" woofer and aminimum-diffraction, "baffleless" enclosure.
This is aclassic loudspeaker that has
"stood the test of time." It is faithful to
the music and to the input signal. The
2Ce costs about $1300/pair.
Does a speaker deserve automatic
accolades from reviewers simply because
it costs 10 times more than the Vandersteen, even though it may offer inferior amplitude-response linearity and
have amidrange driver wired out of
phase from the woofer and tweeter? Or
should it be scrutinized even more carefully because of its high cost in order to
protect the consumer? Should an amplifier that sells for $30,000 be given automatic status as a"high-end" performer
because the reviewer can't afford to buy
it, or should the reviewer ask if the product actually sounds better than amplifiers at one third the price?
Please don't get the idea that Ithink
the aforementioned high-value products
are the best available, and that all expensive products lack merit — Iknow this is
not the case. Virtually all of the audio
components that Iconsider to be the
very best are, indeed, expensive. I'm
complaining about the proliferation of
products whose high cost is their only
claim to fame. Consumers have aright
to expect that high-priced components
offer some demonstrable sonic advantage over those products that cost less.
Reviewers have the responsibility to
inform them when they do not.
Judging from the letters posted on my
website, many Stereophile readers are
tired of the constant flow of positive
reviews for expensive products that display little intrinsic merit. They have
become so disenchanted by this situation
that when something comes along that
offers a true breakthrough in performance, they may dismiss it as just another high-priced scam.
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Letters
It really doesn't matter whether these
inaccurate products were purposeful
designs or the result of engineering
incompetence. It's time to expose them
for what they are and get back to the
original ideals of accuracy and value.
This is my only objective.
I'm not a bitter malcontent who
wants only to bitch about aworld gone
wrong and reminisce about the good old
days. I'm aconcerned music lover who
wants to continue to have access to truly
accurate, carefully engineered hi-fi
equipment. Iwant to support the companies that make the good stuff and hold
others to the same standard. How about
you?
Richard L Hardesty
richardh@audioperfectionistcom
The Pact with the Digital Devil
Editor:
The e-mail said: "Dr. Gizmo, did you
read Robert Orban's letter to the editor
in the October Stereophile? Want to discuss? Meet me at the Oak Room, Plaza,
at 8pm, 10/4. —The Devil"
This didn't surprise me. Ihave had
many exciting debates with the Devil,
which is one of the advantages of being
the world's oldest audiophile. Iwas there
when Joshua tested the first horn.
The Devil looked great. He was sunburned, had along ponytail, his diamond ear studs glistened. The Tempter
was wearing an ecru silk shirt, black
Armani blazer, ripped jeans, work boots,
and a Rolex Oyster Perpetual. He
looked just like the "A"-list rock'n'roll
producers you find in "A"-list recording
studios all over the world.
Before Idescribe my conversation
with The Almighty One, let me quickly
tell you about ameeting we had 30 years
ago. It was all about the pact he made
with the fashion industry that resulted in
textured polyester, which led to totally
carefree clothes for men and women.
Total convenience — you could now
throw your dress, pants, or three-piece
suit in the washer, then into the dryer...
no more dry cleaning or pressing, no
more nasty wrinkles. The Sulfurous
One was proud of having designed the
Arnold Palmer powder-blue textured
polyester knitted leisure suits, and their
accompanying white shiny shoes and
belts, that virused middle-class America.
No more cotton, no more silk, no more
wool. Who wanted to be bothered?
He Who Knows the Truth in Our
Hearts ordered the martinis, then
pulled Stereophile from his pocket. As his
shoulders slumped, he began to cry:
"They don't understand me, and then
they betray me... and seek redempStereophile, December 1999

don. It is so unfair."
Being abig fan of Oprah, Montel, and
Geraldo, Iknew exactly what to do. I
reached over, held his hand, and said, "I
feel your pain." With that gesture of
compassion, The Tempter let it all out.
"It was one of my best and bi:4 1est
deals... it affected billions. It was
win/win for everyone. Iwas running
out of religious fakes, and the music industry was already filled with greed and
vanity, so Icreated digital audio with the
promise that if you signed my Digital
Pact, Iwould make recording squeakyclean, make editing wrirdde-free, make
it possible for hundreds of thousands of
musicians to have their own recording
studios, deliver more profits, more jobs,
new cool audio toys, and create new
music opportunities to sell billions of little silver discs. The only thing Idemanded in return was ...just give me your
music soul. The price was right, and
almost everyone signed up gladly. Ialso
encouraged everyone who signed my
Digital Pact not to worry about telling
the truth about digital audio because,
let's face it, the public is never interested
in music quality — only new hits that go
platinum. Of course, there was one
small, pesky, insignificant group of music
maniacs who rebelled." He tapped the
Stereophile cover. "But they speak only in
foreign tongues that the public doesn't
understand, so Ididn't care."
The Devil blew his nose and sipped
his extra-dry Absolut martini on the
rocks (with one olive). "And now ...is
this the thanks Iget? The pro audio industry is beginning to feel guilty? Iwas
there at the 1999 New York AES convention. Iheard everyone muttering,
'Digital sound sucks.' Idon't get it. Of
course digital sound sucks, of course polyester double-knits feel like plastic — the
Pact everyone signed was not about
quality it was about greed, convenience,
ego, and mendacity
"You know, Dr. Gizmo, I've been
making the same deal for thousands of
years: no surprises with me. Iwas totally
up-front."
The Devil was feeling better now. He
opened the October Stereophile to p.15.
"It upsets me that more and more 'sensitive' audio engineers now want their
souls back and are seeking forgiveness
and redemption, so they're writing these
letters to the editor to try to prove that
they care about music quality. It doesn't
matter — once you sign aDigital Pact
with me, you never get your music soul
back. The first to line up to sign my
Digital Pact were audio engineers, who
always need areason do create some-

thing new and better ... not."
Because the Devil is such an old friend,
Ihad the confidence to, like Daniel
Webster, confront him: "What about all
the 'new and improved' digital formats?"
He laughed hard enough to shake the
Oak Room's chandeliers.
"My dear Dr. Gizmo, give me abreak.
New format, new floormat Just look at
the modern recording studio. Even if
God in Her Infinite Glory invented a
new and improved digital format, recordings can't sound much better than my
original dismal digital format, because
recording studios, with their absurd egotistical complexity, are extreme machines
of music discombobularity! By this time
the Devil was laughing so hard Ithought
he was going to pee in his jeans. "Millions of dollars of technology and hardware, all feeding loudspeakers with $29
ferrite magnets, mounted in the wall.
Give me abreak. There is no redemption
in digital. That's the deal."
Ihad to pick the Devil up off the floor
and calm him down. Igave him my
martini, which he gulped down.
"Dr. Gizmo, last night Ilistened to
1000 of the latest CDs of pop music's
bi:est stars and compared them to
some of my Ben Webster 1954 vinyl,
and my confidence was restored. If the
music industry thinks they're going to
pluck their souls back from me with
new digital formats, they'll have to start
smoking adifferent brand of weed. No
new and improved digital format will
redeem their musical souls, because it's
impossible to express the soul of music
in amodern digital recording studio —
and that makes me very happy."
He burped, then looked at me.
"There is only one way Iwould renegotiate my Digital Pact. But Iwon't give
that secret away."
The Devil paid the bill, said he was
going over to St. Patrick's Cathedral to
see if he could drum up some business,
and asked if Iwanted to join him. Itold
him Iwas going to Bloomingdale's to
check out the new Donna Karan fall collection. He Who Loves Hot Climates
hugged me good-bye and said, "Stay in
touch."
Dr: Harvey "Gizmo" Rosenberg
Guildmeister, The Triode Guild
drgizmo3@earthlink.net
Double-blind testing
Editor:
In the by-now-familiar tirade from the
Objectivist engineering crowd, Robert
Orban ("Letters," October, p.15) accuses
audiophiles of being "anti-experimentalist" because they fail to use the doubleblind and null tests that he favors. No,
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Letters
Mr. Orban, we don't reject scientific
experimentation, only the specific tests
you favor: they are unnecessarily complex and contrived; they bear little resemblance to the way people actually listen to music in their homes; they are
therefore irrelevant.
Mr. Orban is quite right about the scientific cachet of double-blind testing, but
he misapplies it. Look, if Iwant to compare two amplifiers at home and still be
objective, Ican have them put behind a
curtain, in abox, or in another room by a
second person so that Icannot see them.
Ican then have aremote switch hooked
up so Ican choose between A and B
without knowing their brand identities
until the listening sessions are finished
and Ihave recorded my conclusions. This
is avalid single-blind experiment that is
consistent with the way Iactually listen
to music at home. A single-blind test has
afurther advantage in that it can be continued tomorrow or until the end of the
month or whenever, to detect subtle differences that may become apparent only
with extended listening.
Double-blind testing is needed only
when both principals, the researcher and
his subject, are susceptible to subconscious influences on each other — as, for
example, in adrug test on humans. Since
an amplifier is an inanimate object, why
is a double-blind test required? Why
should an audio test be burdened with
an additional and unnecessary randomization (A13X) of the switching so one
has to guess which of two anonymous
components he is actually hearing? An
experimenter should try to design his
tests to be as simple and direct as possible, but it seems that the audio Objectivists go out of their way to choose
testing methods that maximize complexity and minimize real-world behavior and experience.
To sum up, Mr. Orban and the
Objectivists have rejected ascientifically
rigorous single-blind experiment in
favor of an artificially complex and contrived double-blind one. Objective? Yes.
Valid in its application to home audio?
Probably not. Then they extrapolate
their laboratory results (ie, everything
sounds the same) to the home without
providing any proof that their data are
meaningful there. So who is being "scientific," Mr. Orban?
On the other hand, Ican sympathize
somewhat with the Objectivists after
reading Chip Stern's review of the Mesa
Tigris integrated amplifier in the August
1999 Stereophile. The technical tests by
Thomas J. Norton show abadly engineered product with restricted bandStereophile, December 1999

width, gobs of distortion, and wretched
squarewave performance; Mr. Norton
properly characterizes the amp's electrical performance as "poor." So it comes as
a shock to read Mr. Stern's fulsome
praise: "one of the most compelling values in high-end audio." Okay, so electrical test-bench data arc never definitive,
but the discrepancy here is so great that
it invites the kind of condescending derision shown by Mr. Orban.
Perhaps the technical limitations of
the Mesa Tigris combine in aeuphonic
manner, but Ihardly think that this well
serves the quest for high-fidelity music
reproduction. Ithink Stereophile owes its
readers asecond opinion by adifferent
reviewer, you might even steal some of
the thunder from the Objectivists and
arrange asingle-blind comparison with
the Tigris amp and an accurate amp in
the same price range. Wouldn't it be fun
to "null out" Mr. Orban?
Malcolm G. BaYour
Acme, PA
Common-mode testing
Editor:
Istrongly advocate including CMRR
(common-mode rejection ratio) test
results in equipment reviews, and was
pleased to discover that John Atkinson
measured the CMRR ofJeff Rowland's
Coherence preamplifier for Shannon
Dickson's September review. However,
the measurement method did not take
into account the main point of Dickson's
sidebar, "Transformers and the Audio
Interface: A Question of Balance." The
fact that the CMRR of the Coherence
measured only slightly better than that
of the Mark Levinson No380S exemplifies why the technique used for JA's
CMRR tests doesn't fully demonstrate
the real-world benefits of transformer
coupling highlighted in the sidebar.
The method used in Mt Adcinson's
Audio Precision instrument, and by virtually the entire audio industry, applies the
common-mode test voltage to both of
the balanced inputs through apair of vety
precisely matched resistors. The test result
is misleading because it has very little correlation with the actual CMRR realized
when the equipment is part of atypical
system. In 1996, the IEC (an international standards organization) noted in arequest for comments that "This test is not
an adequate assurance of the performance
of certain electronically balanced amplifier input circuits." Due in part to my
efforts, the IEC recently adopted anew
CMRR test (IEC 60268-3, section 2.15),
which more accurately predicts performance in areal-world system.

Briefly stated, conventional electronically balanced inputs are exquisitely sensitive to the slightest impedance imbalance in the driving source. The 80dB
CMRR measured in the lab often
degrades to under 50dB in the real
world. Under the same conditions, the
CMRR of ahigh-quality transformerbalanced input is unchanged. Because of
this, I'm confident that the Coherence
preamp will be more immune to realworld noise and interference than the
Levinson No380S (or any other electronically balanced equipment). My
paper, "Balanced Lines in Audio: Fact,
Fiction, and Transformers," in the June
1995 Journal of the AES, contains complete technical details.
Bill Whitlock
Presidentjensen Transformers
whitlock@jensen-tranfimers.com
Ringing some bells
Editor:
Ijust read Mark Lawton's letter in
September (pp.11-13). Ihave no quarrel
with much of what he says. He certainly
rings some bells, no doubt about it. But
there is alot more to be said.
As Iread his comments, Isensed
more between than within the lines.
Generational issues, for instance; biases
arising from the cultural climate of the
times; and preferences such as rock vs
classical, vs jazz, vs whatever, all seem to
me merely an issue based on music
found to be congenial to one's tastes and
emotional makeup, nothing more.
Tubes? Don't knock them before you
live with them for awhile. Tubes are
dynamic, resolve detail, and offer palpable low-level ambience, if that sort of
thing happens to be important to you.
What about vinyl? There may be abit
of obsessional madness here, but vinyl
can yield superb sonies. Avast treasure of
great performances resides there. But
guess what? The same can be said for
78s! Irecently heard a1929 recording by
Mengelberg and the Concertgebouw
doing the Tchaikovsky 5th. It was all
there, Mr. Lawton: the hall ambience, the
vitality, the dynamism and drive of atruly
great human orchestral achievement.
In apejorative sense (to some), Isuppose this must brand me as aclassical
"nut," but (surprise) I'm ajazz nut too;
that can't be too bad. And there's lots of
great rock. There are simply no
absolutes — it's all in the perception.
And the human intelligence is variable.
You therefore never really know, do
you? Or do you? What about it, then? Is
high-end audio dying? Isay no. And I
don't think it ever will.
Why, then, are so many wringing their
19
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Letters
a topic of discussion of at least one
"audiophile" Internet newsgroup. Of all
the communications received, your readers will be happy to know that amere
three supported my position. But it's not
these three poor like-minded souls
whom Iwould like to address now.
Rather, this letter is in response to the
dozens of your readers who took the
time to e-mail me with their contrary
opinions. Shame on the overwhelming
majority of you, who responded with
hostility, aggression, insults, and even one
threat, instead of with well-written,
intelligently argued rebuttals. I was
appalled by the tone of some of these
messages, and by the names Iwas called.
If Iwas feeling alienated by the audiophile community before, Fm downright
disgusted now.
So here, submitted for your approval,
is one final reason the "High End" is
doomed: the so-called "audiophile
community" is made up of abunch of
angry Luddites.
Music evolves. The art of sound reproduction improves. Do you really think
that the future is still two-channel analog? At the rate Stereophile is going, Ibet
it's only amatter of months before someone (probably Fremer) writes acolumn
about the latest advance in audiophile
His two cents' worth
technology: the return of the Victrola!
Editor:
After reading Mark Lawton's letter in He will wax poetic about the quality of
the September 1999 issue (pp.11-13), I the sound reproduced by its state-of-theart titanium ear horn. He will insist that
would like to add my two cents' worth:
With my taste in music, Iagree with the best sound can be had by removing
the opinion that Stereophile might want its power supply and manually cranking
to get more current with the times. I the handle to spin the disc. He will close
have seen small rays of hope: aMassive the piece by trumpeting the welcome
Attack album mentioned in an equip- return of "glorious mono."
In case you're confused, here is the
ment review, Beck's album being named
aStereophile "Recording of the Month" future of audio: truly "perfect" 24/96
(February 1999). Ihope that more mod- multichannel digital sound downloaded
ern music will make it into pages of off the Web onto digital storage media.
The personal computer replaces separate
Stereophile.
Iam also for more reviews of moder- audio components as the "brains" of the
entertainment system. The data repreately priced equipment ($500-$2000).
Ben 7iutenson senting the music will be amplified in
btostoison@kroetcom the digital domain and sent out to speakers with digital crossovers that can be
manually adjusted to suit your taste.
Mr. Lawton responds
"Audiophile" products will feature only
Editor:
My previous letter ("Stop Bemoaning the most advanced DSP chips with the
Your Fate") was published in the Sep- "best" algorithms for reproducing the
tember issue. In it, Isuggested how most faithful sound. "Audiophile-grade"
Stereophile might expand its readership software controllers will provide the
and increase the overall appeal of "high- maximum feature set and the most
end" audio for "nonaudiophiles" like options for "tweaking" the sound to betmyself. It was written in avery direct ter suit your room conditions. Your
and pointed style designed to get your readers should rejoice; I'm sure that
some enterprising software developer
attention. Oh, how Iregret this now!
Since its publication, Ihave received will be able to sell you aprogram that
nearly 100 e-mails from Stereophik read- adds back in the "pops" and hiss they
ers, and was informed that my letter was seem to love from their LPs.

hands, rolling their eyeballs, and flagellating themselves over this question? Isee it
as asimple reaction to the awareness of
change sweeping over everything in the
world at an ever-accelerating rate, and to
the uncertainties of avolatile future. My
guess is that, 25 years from now, everything out there will be high-end by
today's standards. In that sense, the High
End will be alive and well.
Certainly there are people in the indusay who know this. Demands and expectations will change. Recording formats
and techniques will eclipse today's crude
processes. And, yes, surround sound is the
sine qua non of the new millennium, supported by sophisticated software yet to be
developed, high-resolution recording,
encoding techniques capable of capturing
the nuances of any venue, and having the
potential for surpassing anything we have
experienced so fan The supporting highend hardware will follow inevitably. In
other words, the market mentality will be
exactly the same as today. Only the players will change.
The High End will not die. It will
evolve, perhaps metamorphose, but it will
always exist in sonic form.
fini Cook
Santa Rosa, CA
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Ibet they'll even create a special
"audiophile" algorithm that transforms
the pure digital sound into a"tubelike"
presentation. Freedom of choice will be
the rule — amazing sound tailored by
you for your room and your ears is just
a mouse-click away. Best of all, this
technology will be cheap and widely
available. In the digital world, excellent
sound does not cost tens of thousands of
dollars, as it does in the analog realm.
My computer is more or less the same
as yours. This represents the democratization of good sound reproduction and
the socialization of the access to it. This
is obviously threatening to those who
have already invested thousands in
soon-to-be-obsolete systems (ie, this
magazine's readers).
Where do "high-end" manufacturers
see themselves in such aworld? The
expertise that will enable "high-end"
brands to survive lives in Silicon Valley,
not in Vacuum Tube Alley. Once audio
conforms to Moore's Law, a"high-end"
manufacturer is no longer the one with
the most expensive product, but the one
consistently first to market with some
new, essential feature.
The passing of atechnology can actually be a very emotional thing. We
mourn it because it marks time in our
own lives. What was the state of the art
in "our day" has been made obsolete.
We feel older.
But this is not the time to mourn; this
is the time to celebrate. We are on the
eve of the most exciting advances in
sound reproduction in the entire history
of recorded music. And it's coming
straight to you, not just to the wealthy
audiophile.
One of the hate-mails Ireceived actually put everything into perspective for
me, so in away I'm almost grateful for
all the hubbub. The writer compared
Stereophile to one of those magazines that
feature exotic sports cars. He reminded
me that no one who reads those magazines actually expects to ever own or
drive such acar; sometimes they just like
to imagine. This struck me as the perfect
analogy for the function of Stereophile to
its readers. In the end, you're just "audiophile pornography."
Now that Iunderstand your purpose,
Ihereby retract the entire content of my
previous letter and all my criticisms of
your publication. Imistakenly thought
Stereophiles purpose was to help its readers invest wisely in their choice of audio
equipment. Clearly, 'just did not get the
point. Just ask your readers.
Mark 1..airton
Santa Clara, CA
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Industry
US: THE INTERNET
Jon Iverson
One of the challenges facing audioequipment manufacturers as we enter
the Internet age is how to handle online
retailing of products to consumers. A
manufacturer that has so far shunned
mail-order in favor of bricks-and-mortar
retailing runs the risk of alienating its
established distribution base by jumping
online ("mail order with aweb address"),
where traditional territorial sales boundaries are often rendered meaningless.
In October, Philips subsidiary Marantz and Hifi.com, sister company to
Cambridge SoundWorks and awholly
owned subsidiary of Creative Technology, announced an exclusive agreement by which Hifi.com will be the
"first and only e-tailer" of Marantz
high-end audio and video products.
Marantz says that this agreement marks
adistinct shift from the manufacturer's
prior strategy of not approving any
company to sell its products online.
Commenting on why they have
finally broken their online silence,
Charlie Boornazian, VP of sales for
Marantz America, says that "After careful scrutiny and an extensive process of
determining our Internet strategy, Marantz is pleased to name Hifi.com our
exclusive online partner. We believe
Hifi.com will be the online equivalent
of the brick-and-mortar audio/video
specialty stores, with the service and ex-

pertise that have helped build the Marantz brand name."
Hacom was scheduled to re-launch
its websitc in early October. Tom Hannaher, Hifi.com VP of merchandising,
says "We feel honored to have Marantz
name us as their exclusive online retailer
of the company's audio/video products.
And with the announcement prior to
the Hifi.com launch, we're proud to
have Marantz's vote of confidence in our
online strategy."
US: NEW YORK CITY
Jon Iverson &John Atkinson
At the Audio Engineering Society Convention in New York City that took
place at the end of September, Sonic
Solutions announced that it plans to introduce what it says is the world's first
digital audio workstation based on
Sony's new Direct Stream Digital
(DSD) technology. Sonic says that the
new system, SonicStudio HD-DSD, is
being developed in cooperation with
Sony Corporation and will provide the
recording industry with amastering tool
for the new Super Audio CD (SACD)
format. The DSD functionality is provided by a small daughterboard that
plugs into Sonic's new HD card, this
running on ahost Macintosh.
Robert Doris, president of Sonic
Solutions, made the announcement:
"The early DSD editing systems Sonic
introduced in 1998 were used to sup-

Update
port this year's launch of Super Audio
CD. Now, in close collaboration with
Sony, Sonic is extending DSD and
Super Audio CD to deliver DSD audio
in full surround. Based on Sonic's advanced HDSP technology, the new
SonicStudio HD-DSD systems push
the envelope of recording technology
with the ultimate in high-resolution and
multichannel sound."
Sonic says that their SonicStudio HDDSD combines the company's HDSP
audio array processor with Sony's custom-developed DSD technology to deliver four edited channels of DSD audio
(two board sets are used to provide eightchannel surround). A company release
says that, using aPCM-sampled, proxy
audio technique for functions such as
screen display, SonicStudio HD-DSD
provides mastering engineers with the
capability to record, edit, and audition the
64x-oversampled (2.8224MHz), 1-bit
DSD signal in real time.
According to the company, SonicStudio HD-DSD will provide a full
range of premastering capabilities, including editing of DSD programs, application of automated EQ and gain
changes, mixing of DSD channels, and
downconversion into PCM audio, as
well as standard machine control and interface functions. It also supports the
direct transfer of edited DSD streams
directly to SACD authoring systems.
Sonic expects commercial deliveries of

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, where, and who at (505) 9836327 at least eight weeks before the month of
the event. The deadline for the February
2000 issue is December 1, 1999. Mark the
fax 'Attention Dealer Bulletin Board." We
will fax back aconfirmation. If you do not
receive confirmation within 24 hours, please
fax us again.
ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and homeStereophiie, December 1999

theater meetings and events. For information, call (623) 516-4960, or e-mail
AzAudioS@aol.com.

atom.com/cas, or call Carl Richard at
(860) 745-5937.
FLORIDA

CALIFORNIA

•Imrnedia has moved to alarger facility, located at 1717 4th Street, Berkeley,
94701. Please call (510) 559-2050 for
directions and information on upcoming seminars.
CONNECTICUT

• For information about the Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.the-

• Friday, December 3: The South
Florida Audio Society is holding its
annual Holiday Bash. Please come and
enjoy the warm southeast Florida climate — audiophile snowbirds are invited. For information on times and locations of other meetings, contact Manny
Acosta at (954) 436-3679, mannyacos
ta@worldnet.att.net, or visit www.
sfas.org.
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Update

SonicStudio HD-DSD workstations to
begin next year, which came as welcome news to mastering engineers. A
common complaint at the convention's
many workshops on the new media was
the lack of mastering tools. All of the
first generation of SACDs (see Jonathan
Scull's review of the Sony SCD-1
SACD player in November) were basically recorded and/or mastered direct to
atwo-track DSD recorder.
In an interesting counterpoint to the
SonicStudio HD-DSD announcement,
Sonic revealed that Sony Music in New
York has completed its first two DVDAudio titles, including adisc of Bernard
Hermann film scores performed by the
Los Angeles Philharmonic and EsaPekka Salonen and recorded using the
company's DVD-Audio authoring systems, SonicStudio HD and Sonic DVD
Creator AV. The SonicStudio HD software supports editing and mixing of
multichannel audio at sample rates from
44.1kHz to 192kHz. DVD Creator
allows authoring of DVD-Audio titles
with real-time preview of all the elements in aDVD-Audio title — multichannel high-resolution audio, menus,
slide shows, and video.
Leslie Cohen of Sony Music Entertainment stated that "Sony Music has
begun production on an impressive slate
of DVD-Audio releases from anumber
of its top artists which will be available
concurrent with the new format's
launch. We look forward to working
closely with Sonic to take full advantage
of DVD-Audio's capabilities as we help
shape the future of this format."
The main obstacle facing DVD-A,
feels JA, is precisely its versatility. The
format is so "rich," and offers so many
choices to content producers that deciding what kind of DVD-A to release becomes hard. As Bike Suzuki ofJVC and

the DVD Forum's Working Group 4
said at the conclusion of aworkshop on
DVD-A, the creative community must
"ask not what DVD-Audio can do for
you, but instead ask what you can do
with DVD-Audio."

The main obstacle facing
DVD-A is precisely its
versatility. The format
offers so many choices
to content producers
that deciding what kind
of DVD-A to release
becomes hard.
Universal Music Group, Teldec, and
Warner Music Group also announced
DVD-Audio titles that are in various
stages of preparation and that are intended for release by the end of the year,
with titles mentioned including albums
from Bela Fleck, Emerson, Lake and
Palmer, Miles Davis, Take Six, andJazz at
the Movies. Al McPherson, VP of technology at WMG, commented that "Preparing DVD-Audio titles is much more
challenging than traditional CD premastering. In contrast to aCD, which involves just asingle stream of stereo audio
at afixed sample rate, our first demonstration DVD-Audio disc contains hundreds of different elements — 10 tracks
with six channels at different sample
rates, graphics, menus, slide shows, and
video. Preparing DVD-A titles requires
complex tools that can handle all these
elements." In asomewhat wry aside, he
noted that the task facing arecord com-

pany in acquiring all the relevant intellectual rights for all these necessary elements was not atrivial one.
McPherson also clarified anumber of
issues, including the fact that whether or
not aDVD-A release will be backward
compatible with "legacy" DVD-Video
players, by including aDolby Digital or
DTS version of the music program, will
be up to the artists. Likewise, it is not
mandatory for a DVD-A to include
watermarking, which several engineers
at the AES felt might well be audible
under some conditions, but is left to the
discretion of the artist.
US: NEW YORK CITY
Jon Iverson
Cirrus Logic unveiled two new Crystal
digital/analog converter chips at the
AES Convention that will support both
dueling high-definition audio standards:
DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD
(SACD). As a result, the new DACs
should enable the creation of universal
DVD players for both the mass and
high-end audio markets. The new
DACs are the CS4397 "SuperDAC,"
which the company describes as a
"high-performance audio DAC on a
single chip" with 120dB dynamic range
performance; and the CS4391, alowercost DAC also supporting DVD-Audio
and SACD and sporting a 108dB dynamic range.
Terry Ritchie, of Cirrus Logic's Crystal
Audio Products Division, clearly feels
your audiophile pain: "'The consumer
doesn't want to be concerned with standards or compatibility issues; they simply
want to put their DVD disc into aplayer
and get the best possible performance.
While DVD-Audio and SACD compete
in the audio space to become the nextgeneration audio format, manufacturers
that opt for our new chips can roll out

Calendar
GEORGIA

•Sunday, November 21, 2-530pm: The
Atlanta Audio Society and the Adanta
Auditioning Center (130 Crestwicke
Drive, Atlanta) will host an analog listening session with Paul Marks of Thor
Electronics, Trevor De Maat of Trema
Sound, and Garth Leerer of Musical
Surroundings. Nonmembers are welcome. For more information, contact
Chuck Bruce at (770) 493-7105, chucks
audio@mindspring.com, or www.mind
spring.corn/- chudcsaudio; or the Audi24

tioning Center at (404) 305-4961.
LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio club holds monthly meetings to
discuss topics of interest and listen to
music. If you live in the area, join the
fun by e-mailing stoloc@hotmail.com.
MASSACHUSETTS

• For details about the monthly meetings of the Boston Audio Society, and to
inquire about sample articles from their

publication, The Speaker, visit http://
bostonaucliolome.att.net, or call (603)
899-5121, or e-mail dbsystems@ibm.net.
MINNESOTA

• Tuesday, November 16, 7pm: The
Audio Society if Minnesota welcomes
Luden Pichette of Avalon Acoustics for
amembers-only seminar at the Audio
Research Corporation headquarters,
5740 Green Circle Drive, Minnetonka.
Nonmembers may join at the door,
annual dues are $20. Please call (612) 825Stereophile, December 1999

Tower of Power.
What

How about 380 watts per channel into 8ohms and 700 watts
into 4 ohms? Rotel's new RB1090 delivers high-octane
performance. No matter what the style of music. Of course, brawn
alone doesn't make a great amplifier. Pinpoint soundstaging,
stable imaging and the ability to reveal delicate nuances in music
are the keys to aspine tingling listening session.
We begin by custom winding our own toroidal transformers. In
the case of RB1090, they're twin 1.25kVA toroidals in adual
mono design. This "over-engineering" of the power supply isn't
applied only to our premium designs though. in fact, all of our
amplifiers feature rugged oversized power supplies and select
premium grade components obtained from around the world.
From our five channel RB985 home theater amplifier to the
massive two channel RB1090, each of our power amplifiers will
satisfy even the most demanding users.
Need even more power? Some of our amplifiers can be bridged to
mono for three times their rated output into stereo, or, stack two
stereo
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installation. Hear them at your authorized dealer.
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Industry
universal DVD players that support both
formats with asingle chip."
The company also claims that the
DAC's new architecture removes jitter
noise and "thus eliminates the need for
expensive phase-lock loops or voltagecontrolled oscillators, further reducing
overall system cost and making mainstream universal DVD players areality."
Cirrus Logic says that the new DACs
include Switched Capacitor techniques,
Multi-Bit Delta Sigma Modulator architecture, and Dynamic Element Matching, which work together to "substantially reduce both noise and signal distortion compared with traditional 1-bit
DAC designs."
The CS4391 was expected to be
available to manufacturers by late September, with the CS4397 SuperDAC
expected to hit their test benches in
1kcember.
THE NETHERLANDS
Peter van Willenswaard
Do we really need 96kHz (or higher)
sampling rates? Those who have heard
them, including me, say they sound better —especially the 192kHz and DSD
varieties. But scientific proof that humans
can actually hear above the 20kHz barrier broken by these high-sampling
schemes is scarce and debatable.
Last year, recording and mastering
engineer Bob Katz, best known for his
purist recordings on the Chesky label,
set up an interesting test to find out if the
audio frequencies above 20kHz were
responsible for the improvements heard
with the higher sampling rates. He
recorded a 96kHz-sampled piece of
music on his Sonic Solutions digital
audio workstation, then ran that through
acustom-designed digital 20kHz brickwall low-pass filteri to mimic the standard CD audio bandwidth. However,
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various filter paths used in the listening tests.

the filter did not downsample the music
to 44.1kHz; its output remained at the
original 96kHz sample frequency. The
advantage of this was that the D/A converter used in the comparison would
always operate under the same conditions; the only variable was whether or
not the audio cut off at 20kHz.
To Katz's surprise, he could hear no
difference between the original and filtered versions. He reported his findings
to aprofessional audio discussion group
on the Web and created along-running
thread.
Intrigued, my Dutch colleague Eelco
Grimm and Idecided to try to set up
such atest ourselves. We had long been
of opposite positions on the subject of
"audible above 20kHz," his stance being
that, if properly implemented, 20kHz
of bandwidth for digital audio should be
enough. Still, we agreed that the highsampling demos we'd heard indeed had

sounded better. But it took awhile to
get all the necessary equipment in one
place at the right time. Meanwhile, by
the end of last year, at the Tonmeister
Tagung in Frankfurt, a group of
German recording engineers reported a
similar experiment,2this one carried out
with aSpectral Design AudioCube digital recording system. Result: They, too,
heard no difference between filtered
and unfiltered versions.
Finally, in April 1999, we had been
able to bring together arange of equipment that would allow us to make our
own comparisons with three different
systems: I) Sonic Solutions digital audio
workstation with Katz filter, the "Katz
Test"; 2) AudioCube, using their
I DSP programmers Rusty Scott, Robert BristowJohnson. Matthew Xavier. and Ernst Parth designed the
software for this filter.

2 When asked, they appeared not to be aware of the
test Bob Katz had Performed earlier that year.
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6806 or visit www.visi.corn/-asm for
more information.
NEW JERSEY

• Saturday and Sunday, November 27
and 28, llam-5pm: CSA Audio (193
Bellevue Avenue, Upper Montclair)
is hosting Carl Marchisotto of Acarian Systems, who will introduce
the Tuscany and other new Alón
models. For more information, call
(973) 744-0600.
Audio Connection (615 Bloomfield
Stereophiie, December 1999

Avenue, Verona) is sponsoring the following Thursday-evening seminars at
5pm. RSVP to (973) 239-1799, fax
(973) 239-1725, or visit www.audio
connect.com.
• November 18: Wadia Digital will
premiere the new PowerDACs.
•December 2: George Cardas will present the Cardas cable lineup, and perhaps some new LP releases; Charles
Hansen of Ayre Acoustics will introduce his company's new DVD/CD/
Video player.

NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly club catering
to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics
from September through June, call Roy
Harris at (516) 489-9576.
• Sunday, November 21, 2-6pm: The
Gotham Audio Society will hold its
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Update

DoubleRate SRC (sample-rate converter), German variant; 3) dCS 972
Sample Rate Converter, with Augan
OMX-24 hard disk as intermediate
storage device (fig.1).
It is illustrative to note that both the
Katz and the AudioCube tests use brickwall filters, whereas the dCS features a
slightly "softer" rolloff (dCS filter #2).
The audio data was processed twice by
the filters in the dCS and AudioCube:
once down to 48kHz, and again up to
96kHz. The data was processed by the
specially designed Katz filter only once
(it couldn't be used in real time, by the
way, as it ran as software on acomputer),
but had the disadvantage of being closer
to the audioband than the 24kHz brickwall filters of the other two.
As aprecaution, to exclude differences
in jitter between the various filter paths
that might unwontedly influence sound
quality, we copied all originals and all filtered results to the same Nagra-D, a24bit/96kHz digital tape recorder of
known low-jitter performance. "Originals" is plural, as we listened to four different recordings, all 24/96. All listening
was done via the same dCS 954 DAC
(in 24/96 mode) into high-quality active
two-way studio loudspeakers made by
Heynis, aDutch company. Location was
the mastering room of Bert van der
Wolf (Kompas CD Multimedia), who is
also the Dutch dCS distributor and one
of the pioneers of high sampling rates in
Holland. A fourth person taking part in
the listening test was Onno Scholtze, a
freelance recording engineer formerly
with Philips Classics. Onno, Bert, Eelco,
and Iare all audiophiles, and none of us
shies away from controversial subjects
(which takes courage if you operate in
the professional audio sector, Ican assure
you). The listening took an entire day. I
don't have room here to relate all the

details, so I'll presentjust our conclusions.
First, all four of us heard differences
between the original and the various lowpass filtered versions. The original sounded best (no surprise, maybe) to all of us,
with the dCS route coming in aunanimous second. When it came to the Katz
filter and the AudioCube SRC, preferences depended on the listener's taste.

low-jitter Nagra-D as acommon source
in our three-system comparison.
When Eelco reported our findings to
the Internet discussion group, all hell
broke loose. They said we should have
been A/13 switching instead of listening
to afew minutes of an original, then a
few minutes of afiltered version. Some
would take our findings seriously only if
we would repeat it under (double-)
blind conditions.
First, all four of us
So, after weeks of e-battering, Eelco
and
Bert reluctantly planned anew sesheard differences
sion to see what they could do. They
first verified that the previously heard
between the original
differences were still audible via our
and the various
standard nonblind method. They were.
Then they started A/B switching below-pass filtered
tween synchronized files — using the
Augan hard-disk recorder, also averyversions. The original
low-jitter device —and confirmed what
they already knew: A/B allows an evalsounded best.
uation of just one difference aspect; if
the difference is subtle, it will be heard
The dCS proved to have the bestonly during the first few switches, after
sounding filter, but was the difference
which A/B switching becomes very
from the original due to the filter, or to
frustrating. Nevertheless, they also set
the use of the dCS 972 itself? Bert had
up blind tests for each other ("difference
looked into that earlier: When using
or not") in which each A/B pair could
the 972 to go from 96kHz to 44.1kHz
be listened to as often as requested.
and back up to 96kHz, he had heard
After each listener had worked his way
no difference.
through four different music fragments,
Bob Katz hadn't listened from a they gave up, exhausted, and counted
Nagra-D as asource, but directly from
their scores: 50%, pure chance.
the Sonic. As the German Tonmeisters
Then Bert came up with an idea:
had used their AudioCube as their
What would happen if the four variasource, we decided to compare original
tions (original, Katz, dCS, AudioCube)
to filtered versions in those ways too.
were recorded in random order and
The differences now almost vanished —
numbered 1, 2, 3, 4? That, too, would be
apparently, the higher jitter of these latablind test. With Bert absent from the
ter recording systems effectively masked
room, Eelco prepared aset of files in the
the influence of the brickwall filtering.
Augan, numbered them, noted for himBob Katz had been right when he reself which was which, and went home.
ported not to have heard adifference —
Bert couldn't wait, and took the test the
when using the Sonic, neither did we.
same evening. Before he started listenWe had just been lucky to choose the
ing — this is crucial — he deleted the ref-
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annual Audio Flea Market at 145 West
84th Street (between Columbus and
Amsterdam Avenues, NYC). Buy, sell,
trade, and/or barter components and
software, or just sdimooze! Tables available. For more information, call (212)
629-1933.
CANADA

• Audio Excellence is sponsoring the
following events. Please call the appropriate stores for more information:
• Thursday, November 18, Yorkville,
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(416) 413-0002, 6-8pm: Paul Hales of
Hales Design Group and Bill McKeegan of Krell Industries' H.E.A.T.
(High End Audio Theater) will discuss
their companies' products.
• Friday, November 19, Richmond
Hill, (905) 881-7109, 6-8pm: Paul
Hales of Hales Design Group and
Bill McKeegan of Krell Industries'
H.E.A.T.
•Friday, November 19, Richmond Hill,
(905) 881-7109, 8-9pm: Krell's Dan
D'Agostino will host the Canadian pre-

miere of the Master Reference amplifier. By invitation only.
THAILAND

• Friday through Sunday, December
10-13: What Hi-Fi?, The Sound, and What
Audio-Video? magazines are sponsoring
the Hi-End Audio Show 1999 at the
Ambassador Hotel Bangkok. For more
information, please fax Mr. Sathit
Pavasutthiphand at (662) 256-9597.
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It takes intense discipline, years of experience and the right "feel" to give a standoul

performance. Simply getting the notes right is uninspiring. At B&W, we understand hov.

hard that task is. It took five years to design and perfect the original $40,000 per pail

Nautilus and three more to bring this technology to earth in the new Nautilus 80C

Series. Our incomparable Nautilus tweeter substantially reduces high frequeng

distortion. A new FST midrange driver design features our famous Kevlar — cones witi

bullet-nosed dispersion modifier. Curved cabinets braced with Matrix — virtualll
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Isis.The latest performance.
Innersound launches Isis a hybrid electrostatic speaker with transmission
line base which is seamlessly integrated with the electrostatic element.
Isis is a smaller, less costly version of its bigger brother Eros designed to
compliment smaller rooms while still retaining the "Magical" electrostatic
sound of its bigger brother.

InnerSound Inc.. 1700 Highway 16. Whitesburg, GA 30185 USA. Tel: (770) 838 1400. Fax: (770) 838 0111
InnerSound (UK), International House. Horsecroft Road. Harlow, Essex CM19 5SX. Tel: 441279 442700. Fax: 44 1279 442701
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erence files in order to come as close to
the sighted procedure we followed earlier. Then he compared files 1, 2, 3, and 4,
noting his preferences: best, less good,
poorer, poorest. When he phoned Eelco
with his results, he had given the various
tracks exactly the same ranking as he had
during the sighted test —meaning that
he had ascore of 100%. This could have
been chance, of course, but it wasn't the
first time he'd performed atest this way.
He had used the same method several
times before when evaluating the new
sets of digital filters dCS sent him now
and then, and had ranked those in the
correct order as well — every time.
All of this, too, was reported back to
the Internet discussion group. The evidence was almost unanimously accepted.
So, it seems, we discovered ablind test
that works: aranking or preference test.
The original may be included as one of
the items, but its identity must not be
disclosed to the listener, nor must it be
separately available as areference, lest
one fall into the pits of A/B testing and
confuse oneself with mind-cracking
endeavors to try to hear differences
where none exist — which is what happens when you compare original with
original. The interesting thing is that this
blind preference test has agreat similarity to what we audiophiles do in our
sighted experiments: We will change
something, listen, say "This is better,"
then change something else, deliver the
next verdict, etc. If we repeat the evaluation aweek later, we usually end up
with the same conclusions and rankings.
I've concentrated here on test methods. But what about the opening question: Do we need higher sampling rates?
Well, we still don't know for sure. It's evident now that brickwall filters, and even
"softer" digital cutoff filters near the
audioband, can be heard. But are we
hearing the lack of ultrasonic frequencies,
or are we hearing the filtering action?
Maybe we're stuck in aparadox: We
can't hear frequencies above 20kHz, so
we can throw them out — but if we do
that, we'll hear the filter, so we can't.
US: MONTANA
Wes Phillips
Troy Kosovich, Dynaudio's director of
marketing, died Tuesday, September 14
in asingle-car accident near Bozeman,
Montana. According to anewspaper report, he apparently lost control of his
Isuzu Rodeo while returning to his hotel
after an evening with aclient. Troy was
37, and is survived by his wife, Angel, and
his three-year-old son, Killian.
Troy had been with Dynaudio for
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only 28 days, having joined the firm
after afour-year stint as Wilson Audio
Specialties' director of sales and marketing. Before joining Wilson, Troy had
been sales manager for Salt Lake City
retailer Audition Audio.
Unbelievably enthusiastic about
high-end audio and music, Troy was
relentless in his pursuit of good sound.
He had great ears, aremarkable memory for tweaks that worked, and awillingness to try anything to produce better sound. Long after Iwould have
given up, Troy would still be raring to
go, insisting we try one more time.
That was the way he engaged life —
full on. At HI-FI '96, he and Angel had
just learned of Killian's conception. To
celebrate, they attempted aflat-out assault on New York. While the rest of us
were blurrily trying to tease an extra 15
minutes of sleep out of our packed
schedules, Troy and Angel were rising at
the crack of dawn, making the rounds of
New York's must-see places.
Troy worked as hard as he played. His
jobs kept him on the road, meeting dealers and the public, spreading the gospel of
high-end audio. Everywhere he went, he
made friends—Wilson and Dynaudio
have been inundated with calls from customers and dealers around the world as
the news of his death spread throughout
the audiophile community
Take away the people with the musical passion, and the High End might just
as well be selling toasters. Troy was one
of the souls who make this business special. His passing leaves the whole industry just alittle bit duller.
A trust fund is being set up by
Dynaudio North America on behalf of
Killian. Donations should be made out to
Killian Kosovich and Angel Kosovich
and sent to Dynaudio North America
c/o Trust Fund, 1144 Tower Lane, Bensenville, IL 60106.
JAPAN
Barry Willis
Nearly six years after suffering adebilitating stroke, Sony Corporation cofounder Akio Morita succumbed to
pneumonia on Sunday, October 3, in
Tokyo. He was 78.
The embodiment of the "new Japan,"
the tireless Morita nurtured asmall startup electronics firm into the world's most
widely recognized brand name. With
only $500 in seed capital loaned by his
father, Morita and his partner, Masaru
Ibuka, set up shop in awar-ravaged Tokyo department store, making and selling
kits to turn AM radios into shortwave
receivers. In the intervening 50-some

Update

years, Sony became one of the most dominant technology and entertainment conglomerates on the planet, with astrong
presence in awide variety of interconnected industries: broadcasting, computers, music, movies, audio, and video.
Morita had an almost prescient sense
for new technology In the early 1950s,
Sony licensed the transistor from Bell
Laboratories. The device was at the time
only a laboratory curiosity, and Bell
executives believed that it would have
limited commercial applications. As is
now common knowledge, the transistor
and its large-scale relative, the integrated
circuit, have transformed not only the
electronics industry but the world as a
whole. Sony's innovations include the
transistor radio, the video cassette
recorder, the portable cassette player, the
Trinitron television, the compact disc,
and, most recently, the Super Audio CD.
Morita's true genius was as abusinessman. Sony was one of the first Japanese companies to build afactory in
the United States, and the first to be listed on the New York Stock Exchange, in
1970. Morita's nearly lifelong tenure at
Sony paralleled Japan's rise to world
economic power. He often served as an
unofficial diplomat, easing tensions
between US and Japanese industries.
The outspoken Morita was one of
Japan's most widely recognized public
figures, more famous than all the Prime
Ministers who served during his time,
and perhaps the only Japanese businessman to have attained celebrity status in
the West. Last December, Time magazine designated him one of the 20th
century's "20 most influential business
geniuses." As adventurous in his personal life as he was in business, Morita
moved his family to New York in the
early 1960s to learn his major market
firsthand, and took up high-risk sports
like skiing, scuba diving, and wind surfing when in his 60s.
Morita was also an innovative econotnic theorist and author. Many of his
recommendations are only now being
implemented in the wake of the recent
Asian economic crisis. Among them:
shorter working hours, more generous
dividends for stockholders of Japanese
companies, and reductions in government regulations. He was said to have
enormous disdain for market research.
"Our plan is to lead the public with new
products rather than ask them what kind
of products they want," he wrote in his
autobiography, Made in Japan. With the
recent introduction of its Super Audio
Compact Disc, Sony is following
Morita's philosophy to the letter.
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US: SEATTLE
Jon Iverson
Microsoft entered the Internet audio
fray in August by releasing their Windows Media Technologies 4 platform,
which the company claims introduces a
"new standard for CD-quality audio" on
the Internet. Windows Media includes
Windows Media Player, Windows
Media Services, Windows Media Tools,
and Windows Media Audio SDK.
Microsoft says that Windows Media
Audio (WMA) files run at half the size of
competing formats such as MP3, while
maintaining "CD-quality sound" — a
term largely criticized by audiophiles as
misleading, since many feel the highly
compressed files are not nearly good
enough sonically to be equated with
CDs. But Microsoft states that an independent study conducted by National
Software Testing Labs has found that
their platform is preferred over the
sound of MP3.
Several Internet-oriented music companies — such as MusicMatch, AudioRequest, and Musicinaker.com —quickly jumped on the MS bandwagon, but it
will likely be the participation of the
five largest record labels that makes or
breaks the new format. As a result,
Microsoft has been quick to score initial
deals with Sony (Columbia Records
Group), EMI (Capitol), and Warner
Music Group (Atlantic). The format has
aways to go, however — its WMA releases number in the hundreds and feature few new releases, while competing
formats such as MP3, Liquid Audio, and
RealAudio number their titles in the
tens of thousands.

to use. This is plug-and-play at its best.
No diskettes, CDs, or additional power
cords are needed with Travelstar E."
Preliminary specifications indicate
that the Travelstar Eweighs less than a
pound and can hold up to 10GB, "about
the equivalent of 10,000 novels or 10
symphonies in high-fidelity sound,"
according to the company. IBM also
claims that testing has shown that
Travelstar Eis "five times more rugged
than astandard notebook hard drive."
Bundled with the drive is RioPort.
com's digital audio jukebox software,
which the company says allows consumers to encode, organize, and download M P3 or Microsoft's Windows
Media Audio (WMA) files from the
Internet, or aCD from apersonal collection, for playback on the road. The
new product should be available later
this month in 8and 10GB versions with
respective estimated street prices of
$449 and $549.

US & JAPAN
Barry Willis &Jon Iverson
The Walkman is 20 years old. As part of
its celebration of one of the most successful audio products in history, Sony
introduced its first personal music player
with the capability of downloading
music from the Internet. The new
Walkman employs Sony's "memory
stick" technology to store audio files as
large as 32 megabytes. The latest Walkman, which was unveiled at the end of
September in Japan and New York, is
expected to retail for approximately $400
and should appear in stores in January.
Sony had delayed entering the downloadable music market until copyright
issues were resolved. The company has
US: THE INTERNET
been involved in ajoint effort with IBM
Jon Iverson
to develop apirate-proof means of disIBM announced in October a new
tributing music over the Internet, and is
device that it says will allow mobile users
to add an extra 10 gigabytes (GB) of a major player in the Secure Digital
Music Initiative. Sony has avested interhard-drive capacity to their notebook
est in ensuring some degree of copyPCs. Why is this important to audio fans?
right security: The giant corporation
IBM is intending the new drive, called
operates Sony Music, one of the largest
the Travelstar E, to primarily appeal to
record labels in the world.
those wanting to take extended music
Industry analysts see Sony's entry into
libraries with them on the road. IBM
the portable digital player market as
describes the new product as acompact,
legitimizing a product category that
lightweight device comprising an IBM
hard drive, a rugged container, and a until recently was dominated almost
entirely by Diamond MultiMedia's Rio.
cable that "easily plugs into astandard PC
"Right now it's hard for consumers to
card slot in any notebook."
find MP3 players, because there has
David Uriu, director of IBM Mobile
Storage Products, explains that "this is a been only one," said PC Data analyst
Stephen Baker. About 125,000 MP3
significant and strategic move for IBM,
[which] has now made it easier for peo- players were sold this year, mostly by
Diamond. Aided by Sony's push, the
ple to upgrade their mobile storage as
well as download music for the road.
category is expected to explode as the
Internet grows.
Travelstar Eis very easy to install and easy
Stereophile, December 1999
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Prior to Sony's entry, the market for
portable digital music players was predicted to grow to 6.67 million units by
2003. That number may have to be
revised, now that Sony joins Philips,
RCA, and Creative Labs in announcing
MP3 players. Memory-stick devices
have no moving parts, making them
ideal as portable players.
Other manufacturers are trying hard
to make their MP3 players stand out
from the pack. Pine Technology USA, of
Fremont, California, has had long experience in the manufacture of motherboards, modems, and other computer
components but is new to consumer
electronics. The company is shipping its
$189 D'Music SM-320V MP3/CD
portable and the $219 SM-320, which
includes an FM tuner. Both players have
32Mb of embedded solid-state memory
and will accept a 32Mb SmartMedia
card. Pine's players operate on two AAA
batteries, and can double as voice recorders with up to 4.5 hours of recording capacity. Retailers include Fry's Electronics and Office Depot.
Philips' Internet music portable will
be brought to market at about $200
early in 2000. The Philips player will
decode at least five different compressed-music formats, including MP3,
Real Audio G2, Liquid Audio, a2b, and
EMMS. Additional formats will be
available as downloads.
Best Data Products introduced the
$239 Cabo portable MP3 player, available through retailers and websites. The
Cabo has 64Mb of embedded memory
and aslot for a32Mb SmartMedia card,
and runs for up to 10 hours on two
AAA batteries. Music-management
software for PCs, amicrophone, "earbud" headphones, and memory storage
for 250 phone numbers are included.
If RCA's Lyra player does well, parent
company Thomson will develop its own
CD/MP3 portable for the US market,
to debut late in 2000. Probable features
include the ability to decode and play
back music from MP3 CDs and from a
removable Type 1or 2 CompactFlash
card. Thomson also has shown prototype MP3-compatible shelf systems,
including a100-disc CD changer.
Early entries in the MP3 market will
lack digital audio watermarking technology approved by the Secure Digital Music
Initiative because of delays in arranging a
licensing agreement with Aris Technologies, developer of the robust-butsupposedly-undetectable
encryption
technique (see next story). Buyers of
RCA's Lyra player will be able to download the technology from the Internet at
33
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REL ACOUSTICS SUB BASS SYSTEMS
Do one thing, do it perfectly. At REL Acoustics, we understand this simple truth. Our
passion, our obsession, is the reproduction of perfect deep bass. The secret to RELs' success
lies in adeeper understanding of how asubwoofer should perform. Deep bass is not effective unless
it integrates seamlessly with the higher frequencies from your main speaker. Our patented ABC
crossover allows for no less than 24 individual points, starting as low as 22 Hz and moving upwards
in musical semi-tones.
Construction is beyond anything seen before. Drivers are endowed with robust chassis and magnetic
structures, and our internal power amplifiers are massively engineered. All to one effect. Deep, taut,
structural bass. After all, isn't this the foundation your music and film sound system should be built on?
To learn more about REL subwoofers, please contact us or visit our web site at www.rel.net.

Stmta III $1295
and Storm III $1795,
available in black or
optional walnut, rosenut
or cherry (shown). Add $200
fir optional woodfinishes.
Q-201E about $1595,
in black only

SUMIKO IS THE EXCLUSIVE NORTH AMERICAN IMPORTER OF REL AUDIO PRODUCTS
2431 FIFTH STREET, BERKELEY, CALIFORNIA 94710
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a later date, company officials stated,
although it is not clear what advantage
this would present to consumers.
US: THE INTERNET
Barry Willis
Sudden awareness of free digital downloadable music on the Internet sent the
music industry into apanic last year. The
Secure Digital Music Initiative, acoalition of record labels, software companies, and electronics manufacturers,
worked overtime developing standards
for encrypting music in an attempt to
thwart piracy. Preliminary guidelines for
copyright protection were issued in
June. Most recently, the SDMI completed aseries of listening tests intended to
find the least intrusive form of encryption. The organization seemed to present aunited front in the anti-piracy war.
Such apparent unity may have been
short-lived. Infighting among organization members is said to have caused the
industry to fail to deliver SDMI-compliant devices in time for the holiday
season. Music lovers see no value in
copyright protection, said one SDMI
member who was widely quoted in several news stories: "SDMI does not provide value or added benefit to the consumer. The issue of security, which is
not a consumer issue, suddenly becomes aconsumer issue. Authentication
is of greater concern to the content creator than the consumer."
A major point of contention is the
possibility that if even one non-SDMIcompliant portable device is available to
consumers, they may have little motivation to buy those that are compliant.
Not all consumer-electronics manufacturers have agreed to incorporate antipiracy technology in their forthcoming
products. Adding further confusion is
the fact that, as apromotional gimmick,
record labels have begun offering free
MP3 recordings for a limited time
before the release of anew CD.
Forrester Research analyst Mark
Hardie says that, from the beginning,
SDMI has "set themselves up for lack of
success, because the pace of technology
won't wait for agroup of people to go
off and meet in hotel ballrooms around
the globe every six weeks and discuss
the ways to do something."
Diamond Multimedia and Sony
Electronics are each launching new
portable players that include different
approaches to implementing early efforts at "watermarking." Sony is pushing hard to get copyright specifications
finalized as quickly as possible. Diamond and other small companies,
Stereophile, December 1999

which stand to gain from the delayed
rollout of SDMI-compliant devices, are
not nearly so eager. Any delay might
render watermarking efforts irrelevant,
some observers say, because the digital
music market gains popularity daily.

A major point of
contention is that if even
one non-SDMI-compliant
portable device is
available to consumers,
they may have little
motivation to buy those
that are compliant.
Philips, RCA, Toshiba, Creative Labs,
and other companies have announced
plans to ship MP3 players without
copyright protection.
The music industry is adamant that
future downloadable formats be fully
protected, but no one at present can
predict how any copyright-protection
technology will affect sales. As one
SDMI member noted, there is no history upon which to base any decision.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The Hi-Fi Show —Britain's biggest
annual such event —moved away from
its traditional home at London's Heathrow airport this year, to anew venue at
the Novotel hotel in Hammersmith,
just acouple of miles west of the city
center. For some of us old-timers, however, it was not so much anew venue as
areturn to the former Cunard hotel,
which had hosted several hi-fi shows in
the late 1970s. Iremembered the old
Cunard as being something of abuilding site, so discovering that refurbishment was still going on brought anot
entirely welcome twinge of nostalgia.
That said, at least some of the facilities
had been improved.
A number of exhibitors decided to
give the show proper amiss this year,
just to see how the new venue worked
out. (Several of them could be found
hanging out in the vicinity of the hotel
bar.) The organization was not without
some teething problems, and attendance seemed alittle weak on the second trade day (attendance was 6%
down on 1998). But the public days
compensated by being exceptionally
busy [attendance was up 5.5% at 6780—
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Ed.], so while Iwouldn't describe the
return as particularly glorious, it looks
like we'll all be heading back to Hammersmith again this time next year.
With the show having well over 100
exhibitors, each with its own particular
agenda, attempts to provide comprehensive coverage would quickly degenerate into an unintelligible list. The following personal highlights will therefore focus mainly on equipment likely
to feature on the world stage.
The show as awhole rather reflects
the current state of an industry that is
not at all sure where it's going, and is
therefore fragmented and heading off in
various directions at once. While big
multinational brands like Pioneer,
Sony, Marantz, and Technics were
promoting and demonstrating the new,
rival "high-band" formats of SACD and
DVD-Audio, tubes seemed to be the
rule rather than the exception among
the smaller players strung along the
Novotel's endless third-floor corridors.
The most intriguing and unexpected
story of the show must be the linkup of
Jim Marshall's famous, long-established UK musical instrument amplifier
brand, and leading Japanese audiophile
designer Hiroyasu Kondo of Audio
NoteJapan. The marriage is being brokered by leading UK tube distributor
PM Components (no relation to yrs
trly). A raes nest of industry politics
lurks behind this initiative, most of
which is probably too sub judice to feature in aresponsible magazine. The bottom line is that Marshall will be manufacturing, in its Milton Keynes factory, a
line of "affordable" tube hi-fi amps and
other components designed by Kondo.
Product availability is likely to be
"after Easter," with atarget selling price
of around or below £1200 for integrated amps and pre-/power combos (likely to be push-pull class-A designs using
pentodes strapped as triodes). CD players and loudspeakers are also planned.
The products will be marketed worldwide by PM Components and branded
as either "Marshall Kondo" or "Kondo
by Marshall." Given the reputations and
resources of the key protagonists, this
could give the whole thermionic movement apowerful boost.
Emphasizing the show's international
significance, Conrad-Johnson worldpremiered a new and rather lovelylooking preamp. The Premier 17LS is a
remote-controlled, single-ended, zerofeedback tube device based on the
redoubtable ART, but will cost amuch
less extravagant £500 ($4495 in the
US), and be available around the end of
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the year. High-end distributor Audiofreaks demonstrated it with C-J's
M F2500 power amp and Avalon Opus
loudspeakers.
High on my list of priorities was a
visit to the Naim room to hear the new
NAP500 power amp — or, rather, three
of them, still very much in prototype
form and actively driving apair of NBL
speakers. On the first day the sound was
good rather than gobsmacking — but
even "good" is much better than Naim
usually manages under show conditions. However, areturn visit the following day, by which time Naim had
replaced aCDS II CD player damaged
in transit, got me seriously excited. The
NAP500 is slated to start production in
December, and Ican't wait to try one!
Naim's three-way NBL (for Nested Box
Loudspeaker) looks and sounds increasingly impressive too, clever production
engineering now allowing the complex
three-box enclosure to be shipped as a
single unit and installed by simply
releasing acouple of hexbolts.
Two considerably older names in
British amplification are using their
illustrious histories to good advantage.
Quad's newly revived tube monoblock
power amp, the II-40, may have been
seen elsewhere before, but now there's a
partnering C24 preamp, full of styling
cues reminiscent of the classic C22. The
combination is to sell for £3000 and
uses components far superior to those
used in the originals — the C24's tubes
have a30,000-hour life, so the pins are
hardwired in place.
Sugden built a reputation in the
early transistor years for making nocompromise class-A solid-state amps
that ran uncommonly hot while sounding unusually sweet. The classic P51's
heritage is obvious enough in the concept and shape of the new Masterclass
power amp, though the hefty build,
gunmetal finish, and high-class cosmetics look bang up to date.
Like it or not, fashion plays an important role in the high-end audio industry,
and the Italians are more adept practitioners than most. Italy was well represented at the show, but the company
that most took my fancy calls itself
Synthesis Art in Music (aka FASE
snc). Among acollection of unusually
compact and elegant tube amps that
simply ooze style, the Nimis, available
in achoice of five pretty pastel shades,
stood out. This little dual-mono integrated costs around £800 and uses four
EL84 tubes for 15Wpc. Just make sure
your teenage daughter doesn't check
out www.synthesis-hi-fi.it
Stereophile, December 1999

Update

with LAG, parent to Wharfedale and
Quad), has given its recently acquired
Heybrook brand a proper makeover.
The four new Heybrook models are
visually distinguished from stablemate
brands by using yellow Kevlar-cone
main drivers, though more complex cabinet construction also contributes to this
premium brand's superior performance.
DAB digital radio was one of the
issues at the show, and the BBC had
gathered all of the commercial particiMarshall will be
pants into one room. Besides awhole
gaggle of in-car units, there are now
manufacturing a
four domestic receivers, from Areal'',
line of "affordable"
Cymbol, TAG McLaren Audio, and
Technics The last was bringing the
tube hi-fi amps and
first whiff of Far East competition with
an under-£500 price tag, while the
other components
TAG/TMA implementation incorporates DAB as an optional module withdesigned by Kondo.
in an AM/FM tuner, and has by far the
best scrolling display.
The demonstration that will linger
B&W's show newcomer was also
distinctly fashion-oriented. The new longest in my memory, however, was of
"leisure monitor" LM1 loudspeaker is professional "high-band" digital audio,
effectively areplacement for the very put on at the organizers' behest for only
successful Solid. The clever integral the public days by recording engineer
stand/mounting-bracket approach is Tony Faulkner. He'd arrived on the
retained, but the speaker now has Friday (trade) afternoon, lugged his
trendy soft edges all around, and fea- flight cases up to a room empty of
tures B&W's trademark mesh-protect- everything, including lightbulbs and
chairs, and simply plu K ed in. A pair of
ed external tweeter.
Perhaps the most original new loud- Quad ESL-63s were perched on said
speakers were ProAc's Future One and flight cases, driven from acouple of
Future Two (£5800 and £10,500 large, mean EAR monoblock tube
respectively): large, elegant, floorstand- amps and ahigh-band pro recorder.
Afew seconds of hearing digital masing three-way designs using conventional dynamic drivers but with an open- ter recordings sampled at 192kHz was
back (dipole) midrange to provide sufficient to shake my nearly 20 years
of profound digital skepticism. Where
panel-type transparency.
Other speaker highlights included "regular" digital normally leaves me
KEFs revised Reference Series, with struggling to pick the details out of a
improved crossovers and larger magnets, wodge of sound, here Iwas immediateplus the new, midprice Concerto series ly aware of human beings playing musiof real-wood floorstanders. Castle's just- cal instruments, and crucial ineffables
ly popular Harlech semi-omni design like humor came over much more
clearly. Whether such vital qualities
has been augmented and released as the
Super Harlech: larger main drivers in a will survive the translation into amassmarket replay format remains to be
similar-size quarter-way enclosure.
In recent years Acoustic Energy has seen, but at least Inow have cause for
probably been the most successful of optimism.
The Hi-Fi Show has always been an
the British speaker brands financed
from the Far East. It was therefore asur- odd mixture, combining the somewhat
prise to hear that managing director conflicting role of an international speSteve Tayler had retired from active par- cialist hi-fi trade fair with that of apubticipation, while another co-founder, lic show. Transplanting the event closer
Neil McEwen, has been appointed gen- to central London seems to have
strengthened the latter role, which
eral manager. AE's Aegis series has done
particularly well, and new additions should be good news for the domestic
ensure that it now comprehensively market. Despite all the uncertainty over
covers the budget sector for all hi-fi and aproliferation of possible futures, the
industry seemed in agenerally positive
home-theater applications.
The JPW-led Audio Group Inter- mood, and taking strength from its
CI
national, or AGI (not to be confused enormous and growing diversity.

Roksan, too, is opting for awide
range of pastel and metallic color finishes for its new Kandy range of mid-price
components, pitched at around half the
price of the Caspians (k, typically under
£500 per component). The Caspians
themselves continue, with particularly
flexible/upgradeable power amplification, including three-, four-, and fivechannel options.
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ould we all be better off if
we all spent less?
Cornell University professor Robert H. Frank poses that question
in his Luxury Fever (The Free Press,
1999, $25). No, don't buy the book for
$25. That would be unnecessary consumption —depletion of our planees
scarce resources. Do what they do in
Ithaca, New York: Take the book out of
the library.
The book can save you money,
maybe tens of thousands of dollars. If
you read it, you might never again be
tempted to purchase a luxury car, an
expensive watch, or a top-of-the-line
barbecue grill.
Back in the 1980s, when the most you
could pay for apropane barbecue grill
was a few hundred bucks, Professor
Frank bought himself an $89.95 grill.
Today you can own the VikingFrontgate Professional grill for acatalog
price of $5000. Thanks, Professor Frank,
for calling this product to my attention.
(Not that I'm tempted to buy one — the
propane grill my first wife bought
leaked gas and almost exploded. Iuse
charcoal now.)
Fired by either natural gas or propane,
the Viking-Frontgate Professional comes
with an infrared rotisserie that can turn
and broil two 20-lb turkeys while you
grill burgers for 40 guests on its 828square-inch cooking surface.
As with barbecue grills, so with hi-fi.
I saved the 1983 Audio magazine
"Equipment Directory." 1Crell's top-ofthe-line amp, the 10,01A-200 monoblock, sold for $3000 — that's $6000/
pair. Okay, Iknow — inflation. Figure
maybe $10,000 in current dollars.
Today, Krell's top-of-the-line Master
Reference amps sell for $120,000/pair.
That's 20 times more money — or,
adjusted for inflation, 12 times.
Don't get me wrong — Idon't dispute that the Master Reference amps,
which Ihave not seen, let alone heard
(Dan D'Agostino hasn't sent me a
review pair), are better than the KMA200 monos you could have bought for a
song back in 1983. But it used to be that
you were a serious audiophile if you
paid more for your hi-fi than the price of
the average car. Now you're aserious
Stereophile, December 1999
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Electrocompaniet ECI 3integrated amplifier

audiophile if you pay more than the
average price of ahouse ($120,000 is just
for the amps. For awhole system, you're
probably looking at aquarter million.)
Professor Frank again: "The real significance of offerings like the $5000
Viking-Frontgate Professional grill.., is
that their presence makes buying a
$1000 unit seem almost frugal....
"When people at the top spend more,
others just below them will inevitably
spend more also, and so on all the way
down the economic ladder. And as this
happens, simpler versions of products
that once served perfectly well often fall
by the wayside."
$129/pair Advent speakers? $1000/
pair old Quads?
Read the book and keep your old
Advents and Quads, your $89.95 backyard grill, your 1983 $1800 Krell KSA50 amplifier.
"I want to be amaster, not aslave," says
Leporeilo in Mozart's Don Giovanni.
When you buy the Master Reference
amps, Iwonder who's really the "master."
Professor Frank advocates high consumption taxes. Lotsa luck. But he does
put forth an elegant idea: Rather than
taxes on specific luxuries, or aregressive value-added tax, he proposes that
the federal income tax be replaced with
aconsumption tax. To put it simply,
take the money you earn, deduct what
you save (ie, don't spend), and pay tax
on the difference.
Back to hi-fi.
Another US high-end manufacturer
once told me he could sell his products
for 40% less if he didn't make them look
so expensive.
Note that he was talking about cosmetics, not parts quality. He admitted
that at least 40% of the price of his prod-

ucts went for show, not for sound. Conspicuous consumption.
Electrocompaniet
ECI 3integrated amplifier
One reason I've always liked gear from
Electrocompaniet is that it's such a
prime example of inconspicuous consumption. At $1995, their new ECI 3
integrated amplifier might appeal to
Prof. Frank.
Electrocompaniet was founded in
the 1970s by Per Abrahamsen. Per is a
little like his Norwegian namesake, Per
Gynt. 1 If you've ever met him, you
know: There's amischievous sparkle in
his eye, aheartiness in his handshake.
Iasked Lars about this. Why do
Norwegians appear to be... well, happier, more jovial than Swedes?
Lars didn't have aready answer. He
did say that Swedes like Norwegians,
and that the two languages are basically the same. Swedes admire, among
other things, the purity—the lyrical
sound and pristine quality — of the
Norwegian language. "The difference
is that the Norwegians prefer to sing it,
and we Swedes just mumble it. No language is as beautiful to a Swede as
Norwegian."
Does any of this bear on what the
Electrocompaniet ECI 3integrated amplifier sounds like?
Well, yes. Imean, ya.
Ijust wonder whether the lyrical
nature of the Norwegian language has
something to do with what the ECI 3
sounds like. Great hi-fi gear usually
does reflect the personality of its
designer and, by extension, the country
of manufacturing origin.
1"Peer Grit" is an anglicism.

—FtL
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Let's get down to business.
The ECI 3is Electrocompaniees least
expensive integrated amplifier and
retails, as Isaid, for $1995. It has no
phono stage, and doesn't seem to be a
world-beating bargain for $2k — not
with only 75Wpc into 8ohms.
But power ratings aren't everything,
especially with Electrocompaniet. As a
disciple of the famous Finnish designer, Matti Otala, Per Abrahamsen
believes that an amplifier should produce plenty of current. He points to
the company's proprietary Floating
Transformer Technology (FFT) power
supply, which he says can deliver twice
the current of ordinary power-supply
designs. And there's ample power-supply storage: 40,00011F. That means
headroom. The ECI 3 sounds more
powerful than its power rating might
lead you to believe.
While the ECI 3 is not ashowoff
product, it's elegant in an understated
way. The volume control is aspecial joy
to use. As you press the remote control
up or down — or press keys recessed
into the amp's acrylic faceplate —a blue
LED moves in a clockwise motion,
starting at 7 o'clock, as if it were attached to aknob, which it's not. Per
assures me that the remote control does
not degrade the sound.
The "navigator" buttons — one set of
four on the remote, another on the unit
itself— control volume and source
selection. There are six inputs, including
one balanced input for CD. (The amp
itself is fully balanced, which adds to its
cost.) There are also atape loop and one
balanced output, which can be used for
an additional power amplifier in abiamped system.
If the look of this amp doesn't call
attention to itself, neither does its sound.
The bass is not the tightest, tautest,

most powerful I've heard. (With 75Wpc,
it couldn't be.) The highs are not tipped
up in order to etch out more deuil and
thus stand out in ashowroom shoot-out.
But let's digress for amoment...

While the ECI 3 is not
ashowoff product,
it's elegant in an
understated way.
Solid-state amps seem to be designed
to give one of two sonic presentations.
The first aims for detail and high resolution, with very tight, fast bass. All too
often, though, the midrange and treble
are marked by acertain dryness. The
amp lacks liquidity, sounding harmonically thin.
Not that this kind of approach always
results in a poor-sounding amplifier.
Sometimes the designer achieves great
clarity and definition combined with
harmonic purity. Ithink of Steve McC,ormack's DNA-0.5 amplifier, now in
production again.
The other kind of solid-state sound
tries to get closer to the sound of tubes —
warm, harmonically rich, full-bodied.
But such amps often lack resolution,
speed, and bass impact. Sometimes, too,
there is agrainy quality in the midrange — aslightly artificial, almost plasticky sound that tells you the amp really isn't tubed.
The Electrocompaniet ECI 3 is
remarkable in that it seems to fall
between these two types of amplifiers
while retaining the best qualities of each.
For starters, the bass is tight and well
controlled. There is a limit, however.
Even with high current delivery,

Contacts
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75Wpc is still 75Wpc. There is no
graininess in the midrange — much less
of that ersatz tube quality that bugs me
in certain other solid-state amplifiers.
And the ECI 3 has much of the crystalline clarity Iso admire in, say, the
McCormack DNA-0.5
The ECI 3's glory is its midrange,
where most of the music is. The ECI 3
has aharmonic rightness about it. It's
rich and full-bodied, but not so rich that
it seems overripe. The bass may not be
the tightest and fastest I've heard, but it's
rich in harmonic content. The sound
has character. Listen with some solo
cello if you can.
So —can the ECI 3take the place of
tubes?
For many listeners, especially those
who don't want the expense and bother
of tubes, yes. But for adedicated tube
lover, perhaps not.
As Ilistened to the McIntosh MC
2000 amplifier that Iwrote about last
month on the Verity Audio Fidelio
speakers, Iheard more resolution, more
detail, more sense of air and space. And
more life to the music. Compared to a
great tube amplifier like the Big Mac,
the ECI 3 seemed less immediate and
lifelike. And yes, Irealize that the comparison is totally unfair. (The Big Mac
comes in at $15k.)
What makes the ECI 3agreat amplifier is the way its sonic strengths come
together. This is the mark of a great
designer who has orchestrated the total
sound, not just bits and pieces of it.
The line amp section is worth some
comment, too. For one thing, it's there.
Some integrateds are essentially apower
amp with switching and avolume control.
There are advantages to an active line
stage —and don't forget, you can use
the ECI 3's line stage to drive aseparate
power amplifier. The catch is, most line
stages, especially less expensive ones,
seem to compromise transparency, and
sometimes rather badly —proving that
it's difficult to do something and have it
sound like nothing.
No such criticism attaches to the
Electrocompaniet's line stages. (I've
heard the separate line stages from
which the ECI 3's line stage is derived.)
This is wonderfully sane, civilized,
and musical European equipment,
superbly engineered and built without
being overbuilt. It's designed to reproduce music, not just made to meet
specs. To help him achieve amusical
sound, Per Abrahamsen has alistening
panel comprising musicians, record producers, and others.
If you're auditioning the ECI 3
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against other solid-state integrateds,
don't be in a hurry to judge — Ican
almost guarantee that this amplifier will
not impress you on first hearing. But I
find that the longer Ilisten — that is,
over time, and over the course of each
listening session — the more Ienjoy it.
The ECI 3is agreat product and well
worth seeking out. Before you buy an
integrated amp at or near this price, give
it aserious audition. Its sound is very
special, and so are its ergonomics.
Taking everything into account, the ECI
3is agreat bargain, after all.
Dynaudio Contour 1.3
Special Edition loudspeaker
Denmark is not so far from Norway. If
you're looking to put together an allScandinavian system, you might want
to pair the Electrocompaniet ECI 3
with the new Dynaudio Contour 1.3
Special Edition.
Dynaudio builds the drivers used in
some of the world's best speakers.
Speaker drivers seem to be a Danish
specialty —ScanSpeak and Vifa, too, are
located in Denmark.
Anyone can become aspeaker "manufacturer" by buying drivers and stuffing them in abox. But to build your
own speakers from scratch, as it were —
that's another story.
That cabinetry is another Danish specialty is readily apparent in the astonishingly beautiful bird's-eye maple enclosure of the Contour 1.3 Special Edition.
This is not some cheap'n'cheerful minimonitor banged out by machines on an
assembly line.
Note the appellation "Special Edition." The Contour 13 MU Iwas introduced in 1998 for $2399/pair. Dynaudio's engineers asked themselves,
What if we built a Contour 13 and
could choose materials and design without regard to tight cost constraints?
That's the difference with a"special edition" —it's not built to meet aparticular
price point. It's built first, then priced.
Ididn't have aregular Contour 13 to
compare, but Dynaudio says that all the
two speakers share is the same cabinet
size. The drivers are different — higher
quality — and the rest of the parts arc
said to be of higher quality, too.
Such luxury does not come cheap.
The Contour 13 SE will set you back
$3499/pair. Figure another $500 or so
for good-quality stands and you're looking at $4000/pair. Iplaced the speakers
on sturdy 24" Osiris stands, which
seemed perfect.
This is atwo-way design. Igenerally
like two-ways, often more so than
Stereophile, December 1999

Dynaudio Contour 1.3 Special Edition loudspeaker

three-ways from the same manufacturer. As the legendary Henry ICloss once
told me, it's much easier to get atwoway right, which is why he was so big
on two-ways at AR, KLH, and Advent.
Each speaker weighs just over 22 lbs.
Solidly built!
Sensitivity is given as 85dB/
2.83V/1m, with anominal impedance
of 6ohms.
I would not sulilest pairing these
speakers with tiny single-ended triodes
— not with that low 85dB sensitivity.
Yes, Itried it. As expected, the speakers
died —just didn't come to life. Be wary
of small tube amps and small integrate& with little current drive.
Dynaudio recommends placing the
Contours about 41
/'out into the room.
2
Ihad to stop at 4' in my living room, but
the sound was still excellent. Foam
plugs are provided to stuff in the ports
to damp the bass and let you place the
speakers closer to awall, or even on a
bookshelf (which Idon't recommend).
Of course, you lose imaging when
you place any speaker closer to the wall.
What's more, Iwasn't so keen on the
sound with the ports plugged: it took
too much away from the speaker's
excellently tuned bass response.
The tweeter is a 1" soft-dome unit
with a4rrim die-cast aluminum front.
The woofer is a 61
/" polypropylene2
cone unit inside adie-cast basket. This
driver features an extra-long 3" voicecoil said to deliver very linear movement, ensuring fast, precise bass response. It fits inside its own cabinet — a
box within the speaker box —and is
mounted to overlap the side walls of the
front cabinet, increasing the rigidity of
the baffle.
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And that's one of the things that separate the Dynaudio Contour 13 SE
from most lesser monitor speakers of
about the same size. When it's partnered with ahefty amplifier, this little
speaker can do big bass, filling even a
fairly large room with sound that has
some foundation under it.
'What else makes this speaker special?
Its ability to deliver a quality of
sound that I can describe only as
authoritative. The speaker can play
loud, and fill even afairly large room.
That's not all—it delivers aquality of
harmonic presentation, top to bottom,
that I find very appealing. Refined.
Natural. Full-bodied.
The speakers image very well, as
you'd expect from stand-mounted monitors. Because they're designed to be
placed well out into aroom, you don't
sacrifice bass response to get the best
imaging — abig advantage, in my book.
The Elec-trocompaniet ECI 3 would
be a good choice in a smaller room.
Maybe not enough power, though, in a
larger room — especially if you like to listen loud. With the Pathos Twin Towers,
the sound was somewhat leaner and
dryer, but not objectionably so. Unfortunately, with only 35Wpc, Icouldn't get
the speakers to play loud without asense
of strain. Yes, Iran out of power.
And there's the rub.
Dynaudio says the impedance curve
of these speakers is benign, and anyway,
anominal 6 ohm load should not, in
and of itself, present great difficulties to
an amplifier. But there is that low 85dB
sensitivity. Believe it when Dynaudio
recommends aminimum of 60Wpc in
asmall room and 80Wpc in more spacious digs. A big amp would not be
inappropriate.
The other consideration is break-in
time — always aproblem for hi-fi writers in ahurry, and sometimes for dealers
in ahurry, too. Ididn't like the sound of
this speaker at all, fresh out of the box.
There was rawness in the midrange, the
top seemed rolled-off, and I could
describe the bass only as constipated.
But this is not how the speaker sounds
when it's been well run-in, which it was
for over 100 hours with the "Special
Burn-In Noise" (track 20) on Stereophikes
Test CD 3. (Caution: Don't play this track
too loud, especially with new drivers.)
To sum up, the advantage of these
speakers is their ability to deliver afull,
rich tonal balance when placed well out
in the room, where they can image
properly. Many small monitors are frustrating: You have to move them back in
order to get satisfactory bass, and then
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for now and the future
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Introducing the Meridian 800 CD/DVD machine,
by far the most advanced player available. The Meridian 800 and
matching 861 surround controller are designed in a card based format
to adapt to aworld of fast changing technology.
Push forward the performance of your CD and DVD-V playback.
Rediscover your CD collection by upsampling to 88.2/24bit and bring
DVD concerts alive at 96/24bit with brilliant video performance.
Meridian Audio are inventors of MLP (Meridian Lossless Packing),
chosen by the world's leading experts for the new DVD-Audio standard.
Meridian 800 Series,

Who else would you trust - now and into the future?

Winner of three 1999 Academy
Golden note awards for:
Best multichannel audio processor,
Joint best pre/power amplifier
and Most aesthetic industrial design.

BC)CDTH RCDY ID STUART

IVIERIDIAN
Meridian America Inc
3800 Camp Creek Parkway Building 2400 Suite 122 Atlanta GA 30331
T (404) 344 7111 F (404) 346 7111
Meridian in Canada
Aralex Acoustics Ltd
106-42 Fawcett Road, Coquitlam BC V3K 6X9
1(604) 528 8965 F (604) 527 3886
http://wwvv.meridian-audio.corn

Sam's
you lose the imaging. Not here.
There's also the Contour 1.3 SE's ability to play loud, fill aroom, and deal
with demanding dynamics on arecording—provided, of course, you have sufficient power.
Finally, there's the way the speaker is
voiced —beautifully, in my opinion —
with smoothness and delicacy in the
midrange and treble. This speaker has
more than just resolution. It has refinement. And great neutrality —it's about
as free from colorations as any box
speaker I've heard.
Pity, though, that it makes rather
hefty power demands. Then again,
that's the way it often is with standmounted monitors, if they're to deliver
full, rich sound and play loud without a
sense of strain.
Other than the need for enough
power, do Ihave any reservations?
Well, yes. And these reservations are
more about less sensitive speakers in
general than this model in particular.
With less sensitive speakers, Ifind that I
lose something Icall the "jump factor."
It takes so much power to get the sound
out of the box.
I'd love to hear the McCormack
DNA-0.5 on these speakers!

MAKING

Space

And? And?
Compared with other new-stock
12AX7s Ihave on hand, the new Sovtek
12AX7LPS with spiral filament is an
improvement. It offers asmooth, glarefree sound, very dimensional, yet with
very good resolution.
Some tube buffs say this new Russky
tube sounds alot like the classic Telefunken 12AX7. Good news, since
The new Sovtek
NOS (new old stock) Telefunkens can
set you back $75 each or more, and you
12AX7LPs offer asmooth,
have to worry about possible counterfeits. Others compare the new tube
glare-free sound.
with the Mullard 12AX7, prime examples of which can set you back as much
tubes, manufactured by the Reflektor as $50 each NOS.
Nuts to NOS! New Sensor Corp.
factory in Seratov, Russia, and branded
sells the Sovtek tube for $15.50. Iliked
as "Sovteks." Iknow —"Sovtek" harks
them so much Istocked up. You never
back to darker times. Or maybe
know. One neat thing about New
brighter times, depending on one's staSensor is that they sell mainly to musitus in the "New Russia."
cians, not to audiophiles. Thus the
Terrific 12AX7s, Meg told me.
prices remain sane.
Maybe I'd like to evaluate them.
Oh. If ordering direct via their webSure would. And Ihad just the places
site, go to www.newsensor.com.
to put them: the two driver tubes of my
Flash! This just in. J.C. Morrison, who
Pathos Twin Towers plus the three tube
works for New Sensor, has just told me
sockets of my EAR 834P phono stage.
The Twin Towers take the sound of a that new Sovtek monoplate 2A3s are in
transit as we speak. Good news for sinpair of 12AX7 tubes and magnify it, as
gle-ended triode fans!
it were, really showing up differences.

The Sovtek 12AX7LPS tube

Fsst.
"Hey, Sam. Want some good
12AXs?"
It was Meg Reichardt on the phone
from New Sensor Corp., a company
based in New York City. She had on
hand abatch of the new 12AX7LPS

THE

Nordost Corporation 420 Franklin Street, Framingham, MA 01702 U.S.A.
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Nordost (UK) Limited Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Est. Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 5EX U.K.
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one bell, one whistle,

and abutton to turn them off.

It's not about a pile of features you'll never use.
It's about delivering the best sound for the dollar.
The NAD 317 integrated amplifier is built simple to
provide -foremost -afaithful and musical performance.
And, as with all NAD products, it maintains areputation for true value, performance and simplicity.
NAD -pressing all the right buttons.

NAD 317 Integrated Amplifier

pure. and simple.

80 watts into 8 ohms, bridgeable to 240 watts,
6 line level inputs (including 2 tape in/outputs),
pre out/main in, all discrete circuitry,
defeatable Soft Clipping, remote control with NAD link.

NAD Electronics of America

6 Merchant Street

Sharon, MA 02067

800.263.4641

www.NADelectronics.com
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label, the first has the words "ORIGINAL
The Mikrokosmos Labelography:
know Ikeep repeating these LP/CD
RECORDING BY," and the second has
Baseball cards for record collectors
comparisons done by youngsters, but
"MADE IN ENGLAND BY." The third label is
A Canadian fellow named Peter Fiilôp
they're so much fun. Here's another.
recently issued the first edition of The flat, the first two are grooved, and so on.
My friend's son is in aband, and they'd
French, South African, and Dutch vercut some tunes that they wanted to hear Mikrokosmos Labelography, asmartly produced loose-leaf-bound set containing sions are also included. British Rolling
on my system. They brought the CD-R
Stones collectors will find this set useful:
144 full-color, 2.5"-square reproducover, and, of course, they'd never heard
the label color of the popular series was
tions of classical record labels from
their music sound so good — actually, the
blue, but the other graphic changes folBritish Decca, EMI (HMV, English
recording was quite accomplished. One
low the same progression as the classical.
Columbia, Odeon, Angel), Eterna,
of the kids looked around dumbfounded
Eventually, Fülôp hopes to include
Melodiya, Mercury, and RCA Victor.
at my records and turntables and said,
"examples of labels from all the imporEach record company has a glossy
"Why would you have all of these?"
tant companies which have issued
tabbed locator page listing the series and
Itold him they sounded better "What do
microgroove clasyou like?" Iasked.
sical
records.
"How
about
These label examGreen Day's Insomples span the
niac?" he replied.
entire LP era,
I happened to
from the first
have that on LP
monaural discs isand CD, but had
sued in 1949, to
never done acomthe digital and digparison, so Ididn't
itally remastered
know what the reLPs appearing in
sult would be. Ido
the early 1980s."
know that all of the
Between its covcare is lavished on
ers of hard black
the Cl) version of
plastic, the almost
such arelease. The
LP-sized
book
LP, anonymously
contains the first
mastered and primed
series of 144 labels
in small quantities
plus accompanyof, say, afew thouing information,
sand, is essentially a
and is available
throwaway [and is
from Fülôp for the
often mastered from
more than reasonThe Mikrokosmos: 144 classical record labels at your fingertips.
DAT or men the CD
able price of $50.
— Ed].
The second release, containing 96
Well, we did the comparison using variant label abbreviations. Turn that
label variants from Westminster, DGG,
page and your eyes feast on 12 meticu"Arniatage Shanks," the opening track.
US Columbia, and additional Decca,
lously reproduced label miniatures
Much to my relief, it wasn't even close.
HMV/EMI, and Mercury labels, has
inserted into a 12-pocket transparent
We played the LP first, and of course
recently been issued. Fülôp plans on
Mylar sheet. Each label is identified by
they'd never heard Green Day sound
releasing two 96-label supplements
series and code.
that good. "Listen to that kick drumr
annually at $28 each, including 12For instance, lees say you hit agarage
the LP doubter exclaimed.
pocket Mylar sheets, data inserts, and
sale and find aBritish Decca black-label
Then we listened to the CD. No contabs. Additional binders will be supplied
pressing of Chabrier's España (SXLtest. The sound was flat and comwhen the original is full.
pressed, with the kick drum sounding 2020), as Idid afew years ago. Is it an
The project's only shortcoming is the
original? You turn to the Decca page,
particularly flaccid and indistinct.
absence of an approximate chronology to
and there are 12 SXL-series labels. The
Turning up the volume didn't help. The
first has "Decca" unboxed with the ffss let you know —by date and/or catalog
doubter shook his head and said, "I hear
number —when each change in label
logo above in a silver-rimmed circle.
what you're saying, but Idon't undergraphics was made. For instance, Ibought
Later pressings have "Decca" in asilver
stand why it is."
aBritish Decca pressing of the Stones' Let
box, with no ffss logo. But the second
What CD player was it? What's the
It Bleed as soon as it came out, in 1968. It
label also has "Decca" unboxed, as does
difference? Any $100 portable will "blow
was the first British Stones album rd
the third. What distinguishes them is
away" the finest analog rig, as David
bought that had the "Decca in the box"
that, along the left top perimeter of the
Ranata recently wrote in Sound & Vision.
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Exceptional Performance
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www.aerialacoustics.com
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response to asimilar gap between what
he heard from the Mesa Tigris in the
August issue and what '13N measured.
Iwas extremely disappointed and surprised to read the discrepancy between
the ICR's claimed power (75W) and
measured power (40W and lower, depending on load impedance and distortion). While the Amati Homage is 92dBsensitive, it does not present the easiest
load to an amplifier. The Virgo is less sensitive, and also does not present an easy
load. Yet the KR amplifier had no trouble, or so it seemed, driving either speaker to +100dB levels without audible clipping —granting that, as Chip pointed out
in his reply, tubes approach clipping gradually and generate more euphonic evenMikey still likes it, but...
order harmonic distortion.
I've been reviewing audio gear for 13
Everything measured surprised me,
years now, and never, never has the disespecially the high- . uency rolloff into
crepancy between what I heard and
what was measured been so great as it an 8ohm load (-2.7 . at 20kHz). The
amplifier's high source impedance, hence
was with the KR Enterprise VT8000
MK monoblocks (Stereophile, November its wide response variation into the magazine's standard simulated speaker load,
1999). Ididn't see the amps' disappointing measurements until the final review was also ashocker, as were the curvawas faxed to me for fact-checking. I ceous squarewave response and high disalmost went into toxic shock. Iam much tortion measurements. There was nothing
good in those measurements. Then came
more used to having John Atkinson or
the news of instability and ultrasonic
Tom Norton confirm what Iheard; cg,
the Audio Physic Virgo review, my first oscillations. Say what? Those are not
acceptable "performance" characteristics
for Stereophile (September 1995, p.121).
under any circumstances.
Have I, in one review, destroyed my
But Ineeded to get the amplifiers back
credibility with you? Ihope not, though
to hear once more in light of the meaIalmost destroyed my credibility with
surements. Was Ifooling myself? Were
me when Iread those measurements.
the many listeners who'd spent time in
How could something that sounds so
my room fooling themselves as well?
good, that seems to have so much power
As it turned out, Iwas finishing up
in reserve, measure so poorly? Chip
Stern took ahealthy swing at an answer this issue's review of the Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power amplifier,
in last month's "Letters" (p.13), in his
for which is claimed 300W into 8
ohms, 600W into 4ohms, and 1000W
into 2 ohms! The literature claims 80
In Heavy Rotation
amps peak! How about putting that
powerhouse up against the underpow1) Los Zafiros, Bossa Cubana,
ered, unstable, high-distortion, rolledNonesuch/World Circuit CD
off, round-squarewave-reproducing
2) Charlie Haden & Quartet West,
"tone control" of the KR VT8000s?
Tire Art of the Song, Verve CD
That's what Idid. My new room is
3) Buena Vista Social Club, Classic
not gigantic, but it's not tiny either: 19'
Records, 2LPs, 180gm
long by 14' wide, with an 8' ceiling. I
4 Five Style, 5ive Style, Sub Pop LP
drove the Amatis to 100dB SPLs and
5 Low, Secret Name, Kranky, 2LPs
higher with both amps, using raucous,
6 Johnny Dowd, Pictures from Life's
bass-heavy source material like the
Other Side, Koch CD
Stones' "Can't You Hear Me ICnockin'?"
7) Balkans Without Borders (various
and "Rocks Of" along with mellower
artists, benefit album for Doctors
fare like Nat King Cole's "When IFall
Without Borders), Omnium CD
in Love" and Roxy Music's "Avalon,"
8) Jimi Hendrix, Live at Woodstock,
played at lower SPLs.
MCA, 3LPs, 180gm
As Iobserved last time, the ICRs had
9) Small Faces, Small Faces, Castle/
Immediate LP, igoen
no trouble with the raucous, bass-heavy
stuff—nor, obviously, did the Musical
10) The Byrds, Fe Dimension,
Fidelity. With "Can't You Hear Me
Sundazed LP, 180gm
Knockin'?" positively shaking the house,

label, and that didn't have the circular ffss
logo. I'd always assumed that the label
change occurred with the release of Let It
Bleed, but last year, 30 years after it was first
issued, Icame upon an unboxed-"Decca"
pressing of the album. I'd always thought
my pressing was afirst; it was asecond.
Aside from that minor quibble, this is a
really wonderful addition to any record
collector's reference library. Someone
needs to do the same with jazz and rock!
You can buy The Mikrokosmos Labelography
directly from Peter Fülif.p. E-mail:
milcro@interlog.com. Or hit the website:
wwwinterlog.corn/- mikro. Tel: (416)
224-1956. Fax: (416) 224-2964.
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Icould detect no clipping or strain. In
fact, Isensed plenty of power in reserve,
though Ihad no desire to crank up the
¡(Rs further to find out. It was more
than loud enough. Nor did transient
response seem particularly softened or
lacking in "edge." The amps rocked fine,
and the bass was deep and well controlled. On "Avalon," the bass extension
and definition seemed fine, while the
percussion was sharp and well focused.
Did the same tunes sound the same
through the Musical Fidelity amp? No.
Nor would Ihave expected them to.
Without showing you my reviewing
hand, let's just say the MF, which is also
ahybrid design but in the other direction — tube (Nuvistor) input stage,
solid-state output — offered asomewhat
leaner, more sharply focused, "faster"
picture. Looking at the KR's abysmal
measurements, Idon't hear what Isee —
at all. [Mich is why we don't allow the magazine's reviewers to see the measurements until
after they have submitted their texts. See this
issue's 'As We See It"forfurther discussion, as
well as "Manufacturers' Comments" for the
KR response to the review. —Ed]
In the KR review, Iwrote that the
VT8000s were free of "... grain, glare,
etchiness, edge, `ripeness,' compression,
rnidbass 'lumpiness,' etc." Istill find them
free of almost all that, but they do sound
somewhat on the "ripe" side — meaning
harmonically rich and inviting, as in real
music, though perhaps the "reality" is the
effect of additive distortions.
I've just listened, through both amps,
to afabulous test pressing of An Pepper
Meets the Rhythm Section (Analogue
Productions APJ 010). There were differences in overall character, not
"wrongness" or "rightness." If the satisfying musical performance I heard
through the ICRs was the sonic result of
the awful errors that showed up in the
ICIt's measurements, rm at aloss to reconcile the two. But Randall Smith, Mesa
Engineering's designer and president,
did an outstanding job of trying to do
the same in his response to Chip's review and TJN's measurements (August
1999, 'Manufacturers' Comments,"
p.137). Ihope Riccardo Kron takes the
same thoughtful tack in his response to
my review and TJN's measurements.
What's playing
Finding out what's available on new vinyl
is abig problem. Some of you probably
knew that Tom Petty's Echo was available
on LP when you read my recent column
listing the CD "In Heavy Rotation."
Sorry, but Ididn't know there was vinyl
until it slapped me in the face in a
49

N9-32
Reference
Preamplifier

High-end audio systems have always relied on the sophisticated
control of ahigh-performance preamplifier to realize their full potential. Over the last quarter
century, the Mark Levinson

logo has graced some of the world's finest preamplifiers. The

highly acclaimed N380 and NQ380S are the most recent to wear the prestigious marque.
Conspicuously absent, however, has been aReference Preamplifier. Madrigal

now fills that

void with the introduction of the Mark Levinson N232 Reference Preamplifier.
The NQ32 completes the Mark Levinson Reference system. Like all our
products that wear the Reference badge, it features a modular architecture that allows it to be
updated as technology evolves, guaranteeing true Reference level performance for the life of your
investment. It also utilizes two-chassis construction, but with anon-traditional separation of audio
circuits from power and control devices. Input switching and setup options allow for unprecedented
system optimization. It is like having adedicated preamplifier for every source. Optional phono
modules (XLR or RCA) allow loading and gain adjustments by remote control.
Madrigal's first Reference Preamplifier reveals a level of subtlety
and nuance of your most cherished recordings that you may not have realized existed. Visit
your Mark Levinson dealer and hear the difference sophisticated control can make in your
music system, or learn more at www.madrigal.com.
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Analog
Chicago record store. The review in this
magazine (and in most music mags) simply said "CD." Same with the review of
Tom Waits' highly recommended Mule
Variations, the double-LP version of which
says "recorded, mixed, and mastered in
analog" right on the jacket.
The press release accompanying the
promo CD says it's available on LP, which
music editor Robert Baird neglected to
mention in his review. Why? Idon't
know. Ironically, the picture of Waits accompanying the review shows some LPs
on his night table. Clearly the artist is into
it. Why not let his fans know?
The Red Hot Chili Peppers' excellent
Cali.fornication is also available on a2-LP
set, and, like Petty's album, it was produced by the Phil Spector of the '80s
and '90s, Rick Rubin. Perhaps it's Rubin
who insists on the 180gm vinyl issues.
Perhaps we'll have achance to ask him.
Meanwhile, afew months ago Ioffered this column as aclearinghouse for
new vinyl information, but the response
so far has been underwhelming. Idid get
an e-mail from Rick Flynn at Quality
Vinyl (qvinyl@aol.com) announcing
some new LPs that will soon be available
from him and, I'm sure, other mail-order
vinyl vendors like Acoustic Sounds and

Audiophile International. The following
should be released by the time you read
this:
From EMI/Capitol, limited-edition,
180gm, RTI-pressed LPs (RTI also
presses LPs for Analogue Productions,
Classic Records, etc.) of:
Grand Funk Railroad,
An Amoican
Band
Heart, Dreamboat Annie
Steve Miller Band, Fly Like An Eagle
Pink Floyd, Dark Side of the Moon
Rolling Stones, Exile on Main Street
(2 LPs)
Rolling Stones, Some Girls
Rolling Stones, Sticky Fingers
From DIVJ in Japan, Japanese-pressed
180gm LPs:
Miles Davis Quintet, Cookin'
Miles Davis Quintet, Relaxin'
Kenny Dorham, Quiet Kenny
Bill Evans Trio, Portrait in Jazz
Bill Evans Trio, Sunday at the Village
Vanguard
Barbara Lea, Barbara Lea
Jackie McLean, McLean's Scene
Art Pepper, Meets The Rhythm Section
Sonny Rollins, Saxophone Colossus
George Wallington,Jazzfor the Canie Pride
Some of these titles, like the Davis
and Rollins, have been issued domesti-
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cally on superb-sounding 180gm vinyl,
certified all-analog. Are any of these
(including the Capitols) cut from analog
master tapes? We don't know. Idoubt
the Capitols are, though Dark Side may
be, even though Pink Floyd and Dark
Side engineer Alan Parsons love the digitally remastered version (fell!).
Speaking of all-analog releases, I
recently received the new 180gm 2-LP
45rpm edition of Eric Bibb and Needed
Time's Spirit & The Blues, from Swedish
audiophile label Opus 3 (www.opus3
records.com). Originally issued on CD
back in 1994, it went on to become one
of the label's best sellers, according to
Opus 3's Jan-Eric Persson, who engineered, produced, and mastered the set,
all in analog.
Simply recorded using an AKG C-24
vacuum-tube stereo mike and aNeumann U-89 for acoustic bass, it puts you
in the room with Mr. Bibb, his guitar,
and assorted accompanists in amoving,
pleasantly understated set of sacred
folk/blues tunes. Rather than shove his
religious faith in your face, Bibb presents
it in away that will uplift even aconfirmed atheist. An utterly natural recording of afine performance raises this set
above ordinary "audiophile" fare.
gâ
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Free product brochure, Cardos Aud,o, Ltd. •180 Eleventh Street, South East •Bandon, OR 97111
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op open the hood of our new audio/video controller and the heart of any techie is bound to skip abeat.
But what's really exciting is what all this sensational technology does for the rest of us. Our AVC-2500 is the
most advanced surround processor, dual-zone control preamplifier, D to A converter, and tuner available in
one compact unit.
The AVC-2500 takes the challenge out of controlling complex entertainment systems. Take, for example, its ability
to assign any digital source to more than one input. Switch from stereo music to amulti channel movie with no
more than one tap of your index finger.
And it gets even better. Now you can position your subwoofer where it sounds the best—even if it's close to your
chair. Your sub's output is automatically measured and precisely delayed so it will arrive in sync with the other
channels for pin-point accuracy.
Getting this much performance from your home theater has never been so intuitive or easy. For more
information, visit our website. And be prepared to arouse your higher—and lower—sensibilities.
• Compatible with HDTV

• Precision 24-bit digital processing using three Motorola 56009s

• Six audio/video inputs, six audio inputs, eight digital inputs

• Discrete circuits in analog line stages,four layer mil-spec circuit boards

• Digital source components and surround modes assignable to any inputs

• Automatic calibration of levels and delay timesfor all six channels

• Easy custom naming of inputs and radio stations

• Omnidirectional calibration microphone with 25 foot cord included

• Convenient automatic audio and video input selection

• Dual zone independent control over two audio and video systems

• Composite-video, S-video, and Component-video input switching

• FM/AM broadcast reference quality tuner, 20 station presets

• Informative on -screen display and backlit learning remote control

• 5.1 channel analog inputs and upgrade program forfuture technologies

• Dolby Digital, DTS, Dolby Surround with automatic mode selection

• High performance matching RF demodulator available

• tucasfilmTFIX libra performance certification and sonic enhancements

• 10-year Parasound limited warranty

Parasound Products Inc. •www.parasound.corn •950 Battery Street •San Francisco. CA 94111 •800-822-8802 •In Canada. cati 604-988-2966
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all it women's intuition, call it
instinct, but Ican tell when my
audiophile is about to buy anew
piece of equipment. Iknow when he
wants to have his friends over. And my
premonitions about how the installation
of anew audio component is going to
go are uncanny.
So you'd think it'd be apiece of cake
for me to figure out what to get my
audiophile for Christmas. For stocking
stuffers, Icould just buy whatever CDs
Ihate the most, knowing that they'd
inevitably become his favorites. For his
main gift, Icould buy whatever was big
and expensive.
But no. After 20 Christmases with
my audiophile, Ican assure you: Buying
a gift for him is more difficult than
installing acartridge.
I'd always hoped that some smart
audio dealer would set up an audiophile
registry, but that would never work.
Unlike brides and their china patterns,
audiophiles would change their selections every other day.
One Christmas — one of our first
together as husband and wife —I did
find him the perfect gift. We had both
finished school and finally had afew
bucks to spend, and, more than anything, Iwanted to create that Norman
Rockwell/Radio City Music Hall Christmas experience. (We are, after all, urban
New Yorkers.) And what is the centerpiece of the Christmas experience? The
dinner? The tree? The caroling?
Of course not. It's the presents —
those goodies in bright red bows waiting
to be ripped open on Christmas morning. Oh, how Ilove flinging paper and
boxes everywhere. There are times to be
reserved and neat. Christmas is not one
of them.
But what to buy for my audiophile?
I've always longed to be aCIA agent, so
uncovering what gear he lusted after
was afantasy mission in which Ialternately impersonated James Bond and
Inspector Clouseau. Iquestioned his
audiobuddies. Ipored over the audio
magazines always strewn across the
floor to see what pages they'd been left
open to. Ieven lurked outside the living
room during listening sessions to hear
what equipment was receiving the best
Stereophile, December 1999
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sion at abuddy's house, Igot on the
phone with Francine Tice and ordered
two PowerBlocks. But how to hide
them in aone-bedroom apartment?
When confronted with adifficult issue, there is only one solution: Call Dad.
"Sure," said Dad. "I'll go over and pick
them up and keep them here for you." I
guess Ishould have told him that the
PowerBlocks weighed 100 lbs each and
that the Tice factory was up abig hill.
One week before Christmas and needles
were already dropping from our
You'd think it'd be
tree, at aspeed eclipsed only by the freapiece of cake to figure
quency of my audiophile's whining.
"Our Christmas-tree lights must be
out what to get my
affecting the sound."
We turned them off.
audiophile for Christmas.
"Better, but it's still not there. It must
be the other Christmas-tree lights in our
For stocking stuffers, I
electrical service area."
could just buy whatever
With visions of being called Scrooges,
we asked our neighbors to shut off their
CDs Ihate the most.
Christmas-tree lights. Iwondered if I
should let him know about his gift.
Iserved myself another piece of the
"You know, Honey, our electricity
Trappist Monk fruitcake my boss sent
here is really bad."
Ilooked up in hope. Was this aclue I us every year. My audiophile verified
the polarity of the outlet and whined
needed?
"Last night there were some real about the electricity. Icouldn't take it
any more.
power surges."
"IgotyouthePowerBlocksforChristmas!"
Iwaited in anticipation.
"You did? Where are they?!?" In his
"You remember those line conditionexcitement he was already scouring the
ers George Tice was working on?"
"Yes ... ?" Iresponded calmly, as apartment.
"At my parents'."
inside Iscreamed Yes! Yes! Yes! Imental"Can we go over and get them
ly debated whether Ishould wrap his
present in the red foil paper or go for tonight?"
Ilooked at my audiophile, recalling
the ice-skating bears. But how to stop
my Dad's voice when he'd said, "Did
him from buying it first?
When Ituned back in, my audiophile you know these each weigh 100 pounds?
"No. They're supposed to be asurwas describing the Tice gear's electronprise. You can't let my parents know I
ics. Ilooked him square in the eyes.
"But hon, it sounds like they're really told you."
Getting through the next week was
big..."
"Oh, no! We can stack them. We can unbearable, but Christmas morning
put them right... there" He pointed to a finally arrived, and, with the perfect degree of Christmas abandon, my audiospot occupied by adining-room chair.
"But where would we put the chair?" phile ripped the paper off his perfect
"We can just move it ... somewhere Christmas gift.
else. After all, we never sit there."
Norman Rockwell may never have
Never try to reason with an audio- painted ascene of audiophiles sitting
phile. It's best to distract them. Food gleefully under aChristmas tree with
usually works. Ipassed him asecond their new toys, but perhaps he should
helping of leftover stuffing.
have. Ican think of no better image of
As soon as he left for alistening ses- pure Christmas joy.

buzz among him and his buddies.
Ilearned only what Ialready knew:
An audiophile loves everything he doesn't have, and believes that everything his
friends buy is terrible —until he steps in
and tweaks it for them.
And time was running short. We
were finishing the last of the Thanksgiving leftovers, and Istill had no clue as
to what to buy my audiophile. Ibegan
to panic. Then he let it slip.
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by
John Atkinson
& Jonathan Scull

ince 1992, Stereophile has named a
select few audio components its "Products
of the Yeat" In doing so, we recognize
those components that have proved capable of giving musical pleasure beyond the
formal review period.
There are five individual categories:
Loudspeakers (including subwoofers),
Amplification Components (preamplifiers, power amplifiers, etc.), Digital
Sources (CD players, transports,
processors), Analog Sources (phono
cartridges, turntables, tonearms, FM
tuners, etc.), and Accessories (everything else).
The two most important categories,
however, are the "Product of the Year"
itself—the best of the best — and the
"Budget Component of the Year" —
the best sound for the buck. There's
also an "Editor's Choice" award,
which John Atkinson reserves to himself to single out the superb-sounding
product that impressed him the most
in the past 12 months.
The formal voting procedure consists of two steps: First, Stereophiles
hardware reviewers are asked to nominate up to six components in each of
the seven categories. To be a contender, aproduct had to have been
reported on in Stereophile between the
November 1998 and October 1999
issues, either in a full Equipment
Report, in aFollow-Up review, or in
Sam Tellig's or Michael Fremer's regular columns. We then put together a
ballot form that included all components that had been nominated by
three or more writers and/or editors.
This process ensured that most of the
nominees in most of the categories
would have been auditioned by most
of the reviewers. The prices listed are
those that were current at the end of
August 1999.
Twenty of the magazine's editors
and reviewers gave three votes for
their first choice in each category, two
votes for their second choice, and one
vote for their third choice (if they had
a third choice). JA tallied the votes;
address your compliments and complaints to him.
And the winners are...
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1999 Joint Loudspeakers

B&W Nautilus 801

Revel Ultimate Salon

44bisnrimiuffliminuarmfflwifflumureme-Ar
Stereophile, December 1999

B&W Nautilus 801
($11,000/pair; reviewed by Wes Phillips, Vo122 Nos.1 & 5,1
January & May 1999)
Revel Ultimate Salon
($14,400-$15,500/pair, depending on finish; reviewed by
Larry Greenhill, Vo122 No3, March 1999)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Alón Circe ($12,000/pair, reviewed by Wes Phillips, Vo122
No.5, May 1999)
Audio Physic Virgo ($5395/pair, reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vo122 No.6, June 1999)
B&W Nautilus 805 ($2600/pair with stands; reviewed by
Larry Greenhill, Vo122 No.10, October 1999)
Dunlavy SC-IV/A ($7995-$8495/pair, depending on finish;
reviewed by Robert Deutsch, Vo121 No.11, November 1998)
JMlab Mezzo Utopia ($13,000/pair, reviewed by Paul
Messenger, Vo122 No.Z July 1999)
Joseph Audio RM22si ($2299-$2699/pair, depending on
finish; reviewed by Chip Stern, Vo121 No.11, November 1998)
Magnepan MGI.6/QR ($1475/pair; reviewed by Brian
Damkroge4 Vo122 No.1, January 1999)
Soliloquy 5.3 ($1895/pair; reviewed by Kalman Rubinson,
Vo122 No.9, September 1999)
Sonus Faber Amati Homage ($20,000/pair, reviewed by
Michael Fremer, Vo122 No.6, June 1999)
Wilson Audio Specialties MAXX ($38,900/pair, reviewed
by Martin Collorns, Vo122 No.5, May 1999)
1All back issues mentioned in this anide are available for $5 each (prior to 1994) or
$7 each (1994 onward), plus S&H. To order, call (800) 446-3563, (505) 992-6555, or
visit che Stereophile website: www.stereophile.com. (MasterCard and Visa only.)
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T

wo edge-of-the-art speaker systems share the honors
this year. First, something new from old: B&W's 20
years' experience churning out the seminal 801, mated
with advances gleaned from building the escargot-on-steroids Nautilus speaker system, resulted in another no doubt
long-lived redefinition of the genre. The jauntily Bauhaus
Nautilus 801 makes a strong visual statement —Walter
Gropius would understand the beautiful finish and purposefilly radiused rear cabinetry. Philip Johnson would nod approvingly at the scalloped, tapered-tube midrange and tweeter assemblies —very Modernist in aspect atop the slant-roof
bass module. The "surroundless" Kevlar midrange driver
conjures up images of Michael Rennie and The Day the Earth
Stood Still. Fortunately for all concerned, everyone is simply
awestruck by the sonics. The Nautilus 801 requires awellbuilt and capacious room or studio to contain its prodigious
bass, along with lots of clean power to be driven to its considerable best. Happily fed, it will "illuminate the inner truth
of the recording," according to WP.
And now for something completely different. Honors for
Loudspeaker of the Year are shared with the rad-looking
Revel Salon. (The company's smaller Ultima Gem was one of
last year's Joint Loudspeakers of the Year.) The Salon was built
from scratch to be agroundbreaker. Its strikingly modern design shrouds seven drivers in afour-way configuration with a
rear-facing reflex port and tweeter. LG reported that the
speaker's fien'finish were the best he'd come across, and
pointed to its big bass, timbral accurac-y, low distortion, dynamics, and lack of compression, among other strengths.
Each of these speaker systems, in its own way, redefines the
state of the art of iigh-end performance.
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THE ANT CAN

LIFT TEN TIMES ITS WEIGHT.

So don't be surprised when you hear the PSB Alphas in a
home theater or music system -big performance, small package.

"What has always impressed me most about Paul Bartons'
designs (and Ireviewed many ofhis creations over the years)
is their musicality. The little PSB Alpha bookshe(fspeaker....remains
abenchmark for sonic pelformance in the $200/pair range."
Lawrence B. Johnson
Stereophile Guide to Home Theater, Vol.3 No.3

leeKIPS
888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.com

I
999 Joint Amplification Components
Classé Omega power amplifier ($15,000;
reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo122 No3, March
1999)
Conrad-Johnson Premier Twelve monoblock power amplifier ($6990/pair, reviewed by
Michael Fremer, Vo122 No2, February 1999)
Jeff Rowland Design Group Coherence preamplifier ($14,500; reviewed by Shannon
Dickson, Vo122 No.9, September 1999)
Lamm Industries ML2 power amplifier
(129,290; reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vo122 No.7, July
1999)

Pass Labs X1000

Linn Klimax 500 Solo monoblock power amplifier
($19,000/pau; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vol.22 No.10,
October 1999)
Pass Labs X1000 monoblock power amplifier
($24,000/pair, reviewed by Jonathan Scull, VoL22 No.6, June 1999)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Adcom GFP-750 preamplifier ($1250; reviewed by Wes
Phillips, Vo122 No3, March 1999)
AudioPzisrn Mana Reference monoblock power amplifier
($15,000/pair; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo122 No.9,
September 1999)
Audio Research Reference One preamplifier ($8495;
reviewed by Wes Phillips, VoI21 No.11, November 1998)
Audio Research VT100 Mk.II power amplifier ($4995;
reviewed by Roberti Reina, Vo121 No.12, December 1998)
Ayre V-1 power amplifier ($7500; reviewed by Michael
Freme4 Vo122 No.9, September 1999)

T

he Linn 'Climax 500 Solo amplifier is unique, petite,
powerful, and punchy, and superbly redefines the
genus. Linn's Silent Power Brilliant' Switch Mode
Power Supply Technology does the trick and makes possible
the 'Climax's small, satiny, elegant form. Nevertheless, a
brawny 500W into 4ohms clamps the associated speakers to
its breast, atight Tango ensuing. "The amp's iron control and
absolute grip, transparent midbass, full palette of blushing
tonal color, extension from DC to ultraviolet, great slam and
linearity, openness, sweetness...," quoth J-10.
The X1000 monoblock, the joint amplification winner from
Pass Labs, sits at the opposite end of the build spectrum. This
huge, heavy, and authoritative device weighs 250 lbs and offers
1000W into 8ohms, 2000VA continuous, 3000VA peak —a
real industrial power plant Given that, its circuitry is simple, its
gain stages minimal, and its layout perfectly symmetrical. Per J10, "Wed a sensitivity for small detail and nuance with
Boundless Power to reproduce afine amalgam of the two" —
plus "shattering" dynamics.
b

(999 Digital Source
Linn Sondek CD12 CD player
($20,000; reviewed by Wes Phillips,
Vo122 No2, February 1999)

-.

Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Arcam Alpha 9CD player ($1599;
reviewed by Kalman Rubinson &
John Atkinson, Vo122 Nos.1 & 2,
I
Sondek
January & February 1999)
California Audio Labs CL-20 DVD/CD player ($2495;
reviewed by Kalman Rubinson, Vo122 No.1, January 1999)
dCS 972 digital-to-digital converter ($6995; reviewed by
Jonathan Scull, Vol.22 No2, February 1999)
Entech 205.2 D/A processor ($449.95; reviewed by Brian
Damkroger & John Atkinson, Vo121 No.12 & Vo122 No2,
December 1998 & February 1999)
Mark Levinson No.30.6 D/A processor ($16,950; reviewed
by John Atkinson, Vol.22 No.10, October 1999)
MSB LinkDAC D/A converter ($349; reviewed by Kalman
Rubinson, Vo122 No.1, January 1999)
Muse Model Eight & Muse Model 296 DVD/CD playback
system ($6500; reviewed by Shannon Dickson, Vo122 NoA,
April 1999)
Naim CDX CD player with XPS power supply ($8250;
reviewed by Michael Fremer, Vo122 No.5, May 1999)
Rotel RCD-971 CD player ($695; reviewed by Sam Tellig,

Vo122 No.4, April 1999)
Wadia 27ix D/A processor ($8950; reviewed
by John Atkinson, Vo122 Nos.4 & 10, April &
October 1999)

A

tatime when many designers are turning ajaundiced eye toward the evershifting digital future, Linn drops the
other shoe with agorgeous high-tech player,
the Sondek CD12. Just what does this wunderkind device
play for your 20 grand? DVD-Audio? Nope. DSD SACDs?
Ult no. Does it at least upsample digital inputs? That's anegative, Red Book Leader. The CD12 is Linn's stab at making
the absolute best of what we have today: bog-standard 16bit/44.1kHz CD media.
The CD12 is machined from two billets of solid aluminum
alloy. The drawer is chrome-plated aluminum and serves,
along with the remote, as the device's control interface. Four
20-bit Burr-Brown converters run in dual-differential mode,
preceded by aPacific Microsonics PMD-100 HDCD filter.
Eight dither options and Linn's Brilliant Switch Mode Power
Supply finish off the impressive spec list. But this would have
been all for naught had the CD12 not turned out to be "the
best CD player I've ever heard," as was indeed reported by
Mr. Phillips. Enough members of Stereophile's team of scribes
agreed to make the Sondek this year's outright winner.

911411,11-fflerIPM1111111MeWelle
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Perpetual Technologies P•1A...

Higher Velocity Audio
...Assaulting the Final Frontier
16-Bit to 24-Bit Resolution Enhancement

/ \I (\/\/\11
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Out of the Box — only $950

The 1
24 1A upgrades your current CD
collection to the new, higher density,
24-Bit/96kHz resolution standard. We

The yellow line is arepresentation of a16-Bit
low level (-82dB) input signal. The red line is
16-Bit output before resolution enchancement.
Note the inability to reproduce this low level
input signal accurately using this resolution.

The blue tine shows the output after resolution
enhancement. The signal is now much closer
to the original. Note the improvement interpolation has made on the very lowest level (bottoms) of the wave. Interpolated output confirms a24-bit result, despite a16-Bit input.

direerrireelrom*

Phase vs. Frequency

Amplitude vs. Frequency

120Hz-20kHai

120112-20kHzi

accomplish this by combining softwarebased interpolation, along with hardware-based upsampling,
micro-computer control.

all

under

•Step Two — only $399
Add our easy-to-install software-only
upgrade to convert the P.M to a fullband speaker-specific DSP-based
correction system for astonishing
improvements in depth, realism and
transparency.

•Step Three — only $699
Finally, add the Room Upgrade Kit
which includes acalibrated microphone
and software to collect, analyze, and
201.0 .

WO,' He'

These graphs represent actual data from avery famous
2-way British loudspeaker. Even the very best speakers
have phase errors totalling several thousand degrees
through the band. After P•1A correction phase
response is extraordinarily better (only ±-5 degrees).

Shown above is an actual amplitude
response pattern from avery well-known
3-way loudspeaker. As you can see, the
remarkably powerful DSP-based 1
).1A
corrects for amplitude errors.

then precisely overcome the anomalies
that plague your listening environment.
You will achieve the perfect loudspeakerto-room interface. At last, you'll experience every nuance, every detail in a
seamless,
coherent
presentation.
(available June 2000)

The 1
3.1A is ready to usher in the new era of higher-bit density formats (such as, 24-Bit 96kHz) that wil
deliver new sonic standards in definition and fidelity. Seven years in the making. this DSP-based technological tour-de-force will dramatically upgrade your system. With the P•1 A you'll experience remarkable
improvement in your soundstage with incredible wall-to-wall depth, unparalleled resolution and total transparency.The only way we can describe it is Higher Velocity Audio.

Order yours direct with a30-day money-back guarantee.
Call or visit our website today.

www.perpetualtechnologies.com
toll-free (877) 543-7500
Perpetual Technologies, LLC
voice (303) 543 7500 • fax (303) 543 7200
email Mark L.Schifter at mIschifterecsi.corn
See us at the CES -2000 — St.Tropez Hotel, Vice Presidential Suite

1999 Joint Analo Sources
Wilson-Benesch Full Circle turntable ($3895
with toneann & cartridge; reviewed by Michael
Fremer, Vo121 No.11, November 1998)

T

Rega Planar 25 turntable
($1275 with ronearm; reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vo122 No.5, May
1999)
WI TNT Mk.IV turntable
($6400; reviewed by Brian Damlçroger, Vo122 No2, February
1999)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Koetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum phono cartridge
($5500; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, VoI21 No.11, November
1998)
Kuzma Stabi S turntable ($1200; reviewed by Michael
Freiner, Vo122 No.7, July 1999)
van den Hul Black Beauty phono cartridge ($4000;
reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo122 No.5, May 1999)
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA phono cartridge
($5000; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo122 No.5, May 1999)
Well Tempered Reference turntable ($5495 with tonearm;
reviewed by Brian Damkroger, Vo122 No.8, August 1999)

he two turntables sharing the award this year
speak volumes about the state of the art of
analog playback in this, the supposed twilight
of vinyl.
The VP! TNT Mall was Stenvphiltis 1997
Analog Product of the Yeas. Although previous winners are usually not eligible to win again, the TNT
MILN was judged sufficiently improved over the
Mk.III that, once again, the TNT garners the laurels. The MILIV
replaces the spring suspension of yore with apneumatic suspension; introduces Rulon bearings and anew bearing mounting
technique; and the Flywheel optional with the Mk.III, becomes
standard issue. The SDS motor-speed controller supplied with the
MILIV finishes making something new from something old. "It's
well designed and beautifully built, simple and reliable, and offers
avery high level of performance," reports BD.
The Planar 25 was designed for Rega's 25th anniversary as an
upgrade to the Planar 3. les meant to deliver agood measure of
the performance of the more expensive Planar 9in amore costeffective 'table/tonearm package. According to MF, "At less than
twice the price, the Planar 25 is way more than twice as good as
the Planar 3. It's an incredible value, and afine performer." It
comes fitted with anew arm, the RB600 (essentially an RB300
wired with alow-capacitance cable), Neutrik RCA plugs, highquality pre-loaded bearings, and arigid, anti-resonant, three-point
mount of stainless steel. "Like the 9, the Planar 25 produced the
kind of deep, tight, authoritative bass and rich, buttery highs I
usually associate with fir more expensive 'tables." Say no more!

1999 Accessory
Acoustic Sciences Corporation Studio Traps
($315 each; reviewed by Jonathan Scull, Vo121 No.12,
December 1998)
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Argent RoomLens ($399 each; reviewed by Robert
Deutsch, VoI21 No.11, November 1998)
Audio Power Power Wedge Ultra 116 ($1499; reviewed by
Wes Phillips, Vo122 No.4, April 1999)
AudioPrism Foundation III AC line conditioner
($695.95; reviewed by Barry Willis, VoI21 No.12, December
1998)
AudioPrism LF-1 QuietLine Parallel AC line filter
($224.95/set of 8; reviewed by Barry Willis, Vo121 No.12,
December 1998)
AudioPrism Noise Sniffer RFI/EMI detector ($195;
reviewed by Barry Willis, Vo121 No.12, December 1998)
Checkpoint SA-S P-700 laser alignment tool ($189.95;
reviewed by Robert Deutsch, VoI21 No.11, November 1998)
Electra Glide Reference AC cords ($1200; reviewed by
Michael Freiner, Vo121 No.11, November 1998)
Symposium Rollerblocks Series 2 ($250/set of 3;
reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vo122 No.4, April 1999)
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S

tudio Traps are soundabsorbing and -reflecting
closed cylinders — recording-studio
technology
adapted for the home listening
environment. They come in a
variety of colors, and are
mounted on atripod and spindled on acountersprung shaft
so they're easy to rotate, raise,
and lower. Send ASC your
measurements (ahem) and
they'll design asetup for you.
Studio Traps have an immediate and profound effect on any
soundfield they're introduced
into. Learning to work their
absorbing/reflective characteristics,
the happy audiophile can practically
eliminate the room as afactor in the
sound. And once liberated from
gross room interactions, you'll
never go back!

Acoustic Sciences
Corporation
Studio Traps
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ASL

Audiophile
Systems, Ltd.

High Performance
Audio Components

Arcam FMJ
NEW AMMUNITION IN THE FIGHT
AGAINST BAD SOUND

Digital Converters
& Upsamplers
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Loudspeakers
Arcam A22 Integrated Amplifier

\
ç'r
Inversion "te -e àssic
Loudspeakers

When Arcam decided to encase their top-of-the-line products in afull metal jacket, it
was more than amere face-lift. For example, the new Arcam CD23 CD Player
incorporates dual power supplies...continued at www.asIgroup.comIdecember/fmj.htm

Delius

Aegis Series
Loudspeakers

DCS BRINGS ANOTHER DEAD BRITISH COMPOSER'S
MUSIC BACK TO LIFE
SEARCH

D

What does the new
Audiovector Subwoofer
have in common
with Hamlet?

Castle Richmond Hand-crafted real wood
cabinets, high-tech
carbon fiber drivers,
all in an affordable new
bookshelf s

First there was the Elgar Ring DAC, then the Purcell Upsampler, now dCS
introduces the new Delius 24-bit/192 kHz Ring DAC. Coming in at just slightly
over half the price of the Elgar, this new DAC offers the leading-edge
performance you've come to expect from dCS. Additional features include DSD
processing, software upgrades via the Internet, optional Firewire interface, and
...continued at www.asIgroup.comIdecember/delius.htm

Aegis
CONTACT

IF IT'S GOOD ENOUGH FOR THE ISO...
When the Indianapolis Symphony Orchestra went

ORLD CLASS AUDIO
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.
8709 CASTLE PARK DRIVE,
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
1-888-272-2658
VVVVW.ASLGROUPCOM

shopping for a new hi-fi system for their executive
offices they ended up with a pair of $299 Aegis Ones
(with an Arcam Alpha 75E CD player and Alpha 8R
Integrated combo). Not as strange as it might at first
seem. You see, the Aegis inherited its unusual musical
capabilities from the $4,000 a pair Acoustic Energy
...continued at vvww.asIgroup.cornidecember/aegis.htm

1999 Editor's Choice

24

dcs 912

dcs 972 digital-to-digital converter

I

nthat repository of human wisdom, The Hitchhiker's Guide
to the Galaxy, reference is made to the Babel Fish. Once
you slip one of these prosthetic piscines into your ear, it
translates everything you hear into alanguage you understand.
The beauty of "standards" is that people can choose
whichever one best fits their needs, and in these days of multiple digital standards, the British dCS 972 digital-to-digital
converter is the audio world's Babel Fish. It can take PCM
datastreams of word lengths from 16 to 24 bits and at data
rates from 321cHz to 1921cHz, via one or more regular-speed
or high-speed AES/EBU interconnects, through electrical or

optical signal formats, and output the data in whatever format at whatever sample rate you wish. Along the way it
monitors levels, reduces word-clock jitter, can adjust gain and
polarity and swap channels, informs its owner of how many
valid data bits there are in the incoming digital data, and provides all manner of dither and noise-shaping options so that
Adcinson's First Law of Digital Signal Processing —"First, do
no harm!" — is fully observed.
Ifirst heard the beneficial effects of the dCS 972 at HI-FI
'98 in Los Angeles, where it was used to upsample a 16bit/44.1kHz datastream from CD to 24/192. Just as Jonathan
Scull found in his review, this process might not add more
information, but it sure does make the music flow compared
with what we're used to from CD. A functionally identical
but cosmetically improved consumer version, the $5000 dCS
Purcell, is now available.
Ibought a972 to use in connection with my recording
activities: to de-multiplex the paralleled regular-speed
AES/EBU outputs of the Nagra-D tape recorder, operating at
a96kHz sample rate, into asingle double-speed AES/EBU
datastream. Though it is certainly auseful tool in this role, I
now find the 972 to be an essential adjunct to my enjoyment
of CDs in my listening room. Iuse it to increase the word
length of the data output by my Mark Levinson No31.5
transport to 24 bits and upsample the data to 882kHz. And
you don't even have to force it into your ear for the dCS to
work its sonic magic.
—John Atkinson

1999 Joint Budget Components
Adcom GFP-750 preamplifier
B&W Nautilus 805 loudspeaker
MSB LinkDAC D/A processor
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
Creek OBH-14 D/A processor/preamplifier
($350; reviewed by Sam Tellig, Vo122 No.5, May
1999)
Denon/Mission Mini System (D-M3 CD
receiver, MS-5 loudspeaker) ($449; reviewed by
Kalman Rubinson, Vo122 No.10, October 1999)
Entech 205.2 D/A processor
Magnepan MG1.6/QR loudspeaker
Musical Fidelity X-24K D/A processor ($499.95;
reviewed by John Atkinson, Vo122 No2, February
1999)
NAD 218 THX power amplifier ($1099; reviewed by
Robert J. Reina, Vo122 No.8, August 1999)
NHT SuperTwo loudspeaker ($750/pair; reviewed by Brian
Dainkroger, Vo122 No.10, October 1999)
Rotel RB-991 power amplifier ($999; reviewed by Robert
J. Reina, Vo122 No.8, August 1999)
Rotel RCD-971 CD player

T

hese three winners prove unquestionably that high performance is alive, well, and kicking butt in the real-world price
category, and Adcom's GFP-750 remote-controlled passive/active preamplifier seems something of amilestone. "No
matter how much you've budgeted for astereo preamplifier listen to the GFP-750 first. If you end up choosing something else,
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MSB LinkDAC

then you'll know that your choice is very good indeed," said WE
He seems to have said it all.
B&W's Nautilus 805, a two-way, stand-mounted, reflexloaded design, provoked the following from LG: "It quickly
swept me into the music, and Ifound myself listening with my
eyes dosed. It was as if aspecial light had been switched on in my
mind: 'This is aterrific loudspeaker, and an example of what I
really love about high-end audio.' "He deemed it achip off the
Nautilus 801's block! Well, we know how he feels.
The MSB LinlcDAC was considered averitable steal by an
enthocinstic KR "In view of its performance, cost, and compatibility with 24/96 sources, many CD players would benefit from
being partnered with it, and every DVD player deserves to be
auditioned with it. No home should be without one." Iguess we
know how he feels too!

or
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9B ST

Hearing is Believing... Feel the Emotions

Bryston's

9B

ST delivers extraordinary quality to your entire home theatre surround sound experience.

Feel the emotions: be shocked, be happy, feel sad, scared out of your wits, surprised, be moved,

be excited, feel like you want to cry with joy. The Bryston 9B ST amplifier will awaken all of your emo-

tions in asimple elegant package designed to provide 5channels of uncompromised sound quality.

Tel 1-800-632-8217

Fax 705-742-0882

www.bryston.ca

1999 Product of the Year
B&W Nautilus 801 loudspeaker
Runners-Up (in alphabetical order):
dCS 972 digital-to-digital converter
Linn !Climax 500 Solo monoblock power amplifier
Linn Sondek CD12 CD player
Mark Levinson No30.6 D/A processor
Naim CDX CD player with XPS power supply
Pass Labs X1000 monoblock power amplifier
Revel Salon loudspeaker
Sonus Faber Amati Homage loudspeaker
VPI TNT MILIV turntable
Wadia 27ix D/A processor

I

B&W Nautilus 801

tseems that late-millennial high-end is an art that's constantly reinventing
itself. In each category, from high-flying budget components to all-out
cost-no-object statement products, each component, in its way, redefines
what's possible.
The B&W Nautilus 801 walks away with the honors for Overall
Component of 1999. It impressed one and all with its novel engineering
approach, bold, evocative style, and huge, coherent, and focused sounclstage.
B&W sells lots of speakers and could easily have left well enough alone. But,
like most high-end companies, they are driven to do the best they can right at
the bleeding edge of the art. And, not content to rest on their laurels, they
ratchet that new technology right on down through the Nautilus line. Our
congratulations to B&W for building the best in aworthy field of contenders.
The 800 series lives again!

1998
Product of the Year:
Conrad-Johnson ART preamplifier
aafflli
Budget Component:
11010101= 1.11111111
mi
en
Creek 4330R integrated
amplifier
Joint Loudspeakers:
Audio Artistry Beethoven
Conrad-Johnson ART
Revel Ultima Gem
Joint
Amplification
Components:
Conrad-Johnson ART preamplifier
Mark Levinson No33H
Creek 433OR
monoblock power amplifier
VTL MB-1250 Wotan monoblock power amplifier
Joint Digital Sources:
Meridian 50824 CD player
Z-Systems RDP-1 digital preamplifier/equalizer
Analog Source:
Simon Yorke Designs Series 7Analogue Disc Transcription
System
Accessory:
Semiheiser HD600 headphones
Editor's Choice:
Z-Systems RDP-1 digital preamplifier/equalizer
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1997
Product of the Year:
dCS Elgar D/A processor
Budget Component:
Epos ES12 loudspeaker
Loudspeaker:
EgglestonWorks Andra
Joint Amplification Components:
Krell Full Power Balanced 600 power
amplifier
Pass Labs Aleph 3power amplifier
Digital Source: dCS Elgar D/A
Epos ES12
processor
Joint Analog Sources:
VPI TNT Mk3 turntable
Magnum Dynalab MD 108 FM tuner
Accessory: HeadRoom
Max headphone amplifier
Editor's Choice: B&W
DM302 loudspeaker
1996

dCS Elgar

Product of the Year: Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel digital
recorder
Home-Theater Product: Lexicon DC-1 surround-sound
processor
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Previous Winners, continued
Joint Budget Components:
McCormack Power Drive DNA-0.5
Special Edition amplifier
PSB New Stratus Mini loudspeaker
Joint Loudspeakers:
Aerial Acoustics 10T
Dunlavy Audio Labs Signature SC-VI
Amplification Component:
Krell Audio Standard monoblock power
amplifier
Digital Source:
Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel digital
Aerial Acoustics
recorder
Analog Source:
Naim ARO toneann
Joint Accessories:
Acoustic Sciences Corporation
Tube Traps
Townshend Audio Seismic
Sink
VP! HW-16.5 & HW-17
Nagra-D 4-channel
record-cleaning machines
Editor's Choice:
Nagra-D 4-channel open-reel digital recorder

10T

1995
Product of the Year:
Wilson Audio Specialties X-1/Grand SLAMM loudspeaker
Joint Home-Theater Components:
Audio Research SDP1 Multichannel Music Processor
Meridian Digital Home Theatre
surround system
Joint Budget Components:
Audio Alchemy VAC-in-the-Box
phono preamplifier
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-I loudspeaker
The Parts Connection Assemblage
DAC-1 D/A processor
Loudspeaker:
Wilson Audio Specialties X-1/
Wilson Audio Specialties X-1/ Grand SLAMM
Grand SLAMM
Amplification Component:
Pass Labs Aleph 0 monoblock power
amplifier
Digital Source:
Spectral SDR-2000 Professional HDCD
D/A processor
Analog Source:
Graham 1.5-T/C tonearrn
Joint Accessories:
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 112
& 116 AC line conditioners
Stax SR-Omega headphones
Editor's Choice:
Wilson Audio Specialties X-1/Grand
SLAMM loudspeaker
Dunlavy Audio Labs
SC-IV
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1994
Product of the Year:
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IV loudspeaker
Home Theater Product:
Proceed PAV audio/video preamplifier
Budget Product:
Grado SR60 headphones
Joint Loudspeakers:
B&W John Bowers Silver Signature
Dunlavy Audio Labs SC-IV
Amplification Component:
Audio Research VT150 monoblock power amplifier
Digital Source:
Sonic Frontiers SFD-2 D/A processor
Analog Source:
Linn Sondek LP12/Lingo turntable
Accessory:
Grado SR60 headphones
Editor's Choice:
BBC LS3/5A loudspeaker

1993
Product of the Year:
Convergent Audio Technology
equaisa.
SL-1 Signature preamplifier
Grado SR60
Budget Product:
Sumiko Blue Point Special
phono cartridge
Loudspeaker:
Thiel CS3.6
Amplification Component:
Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Signature preamplifier
Joint Digital Sources:
C.E.C. TL 1CD transport
Mark Levinson No31 CD transport
Analog Source:
Basis Ovation turntable
Accessory:
Lexicon CP-3 TI-IX surround-sound processor
Editor's Choice:
Linn Sondek LP12 turntable

1992
Product of the Year:
Mark Levinson No30 D/A processor
Budget Product:
Spica SC-30 loudspeaker
Loudspeaker:
Sonus Faber Extrema
Amplification Component:
Melos SHA-1 headphone amplifier
Digital Source:
Mark Levinson No30 D/A processor
Analog Source:
VP! HW19 1\41(.1V turntable
Accessory:
Audio Power Industries Power Wedge 1AC line conditioner
Editor's Choice:
Quad ESL-63 USA Monitor loudspeaker
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People are unique. As much as we may
seem alike superficially, our tastes, moods
and styles vary as do the sands in the
desert. That's why the cookie-cutter,
one-size-fits-all sales approach just does
not work. Bringing together people with
the audio/video system of their dreams calls
for aspecial sensitivity to our individual
traits. That's why at Sound by Singer

*Delivery *Super System Set-up *Custom Install
'Audio/Video Cabinetry 'Home/Office Trials

we custom tailor our business to fit your
needs, not the other way around.
Here are three ways that we make owning
the world's most enjoyable audio video easy.
How to Buy a $40,000 System for a
$10,000 Investment

-Nobody can get the gear you want into
your home easier than Sound by Singer.
Our Leveraged Buy-In Program lets you
get what you want now with alimited
initial investment. You can buy your dream
state-of-the-art component surrounded
with blue-chip demo components (fully
warranted, of course) which you can trade
in item by item towards your next desired
component for up to two years from the
date of purchase. Our payment plans fit
your needs and your planned expenditure.
Real Values for Used Equipment
Trade-Ins

-Tired of trading in equipment at 25%
of retail value? Sound by Singer has away
to help realize cost savings of up to 45%
and help save the world at the same time.
Call for details and aquote.
The Best Customer Demonstrator
Plans in the Business

-Our customers don't have to regret the
road not taken. With our Zero Error
In-Home Demo Plan, you select the two
products you really want to compare.
Buy both and evaluate them for up to seven
days in your home and return the one
you don't want for afull refund. With
our Preferred Customer Demo Plan, we
can arrange an in-home Demonstrations
for any of the components we have on
the floor.
At Sound by Singer, we make your
audio dreams come true!

Now 6Months 0% Interest Financing!
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Description: FM/AM receiver with
soundfield synthesis, Dolby Digital
decoding and virtual center and rear
channels, DSP-derived graphic equalizer and dynamic-range controller,
and computer-controlled interface
for use alone or (recommended)
with aPC (200M Hz or faster Pentium
MMX or equivalent, with bidirectional
USB port, CD-ROM or DVD-ROM
drive, 20MB of free hard-disk space,
and at least 32MB RAM, running
Windows 98; Macintosh software is
promised). Inputs: PC (Universal Serial Bus, coaxial and TosLink optical
S/PDIF digital, and analog all supported), two analog inputs, one duplicated with S/PDIF TosLink optical,
FM & AM antenna connectors. Outputs: one pair of speaker terminals,
headphone jack, analog passthrough
on analog input 2, analog subwoofer,
TosLink Optical S/PDIF digital. Supplied accessories: AM loop antenna,
indoor FM antenna, adapter for Ftype antenna connector, USB computer cable, CD-ROM with application software. Maximum output
power: 301./Vpc into 6ohms (13dBVV),
20Hz-20kHz, at 0.6% THD. Analog
input sensitivity: 150mV. Analog input
impedance: 35k ohms. Output level:
150mV (Aux 2), 2V (subwoofer),
330mV (headphone). Output impedance: not specified (speaker), 3.3k
ohms (Aux 2), 1.5k ohms (subwoofer), 47 ohms (headphone). Tuning range: 87.5-107.9MHz (FM),
530-1710kHz (AM). Usable sensitivity: 1.5pV (FM), 60dBp or less (AM).
Dimensions: 11.6" (295mm) H by
4.7" (120mm) W by 15" (379.5mm)
D. Weight: 11.9 lbs (5.4kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
E0158395V.
Price: $499. Approximate number
of dealers: not disclosed.
Manufacturer: Yamaha Electronics
Corp., 6660 Orangethorpe Avenue,
Buena Park, CA 90620. Tel: (714)
522-9105. Fax: (714) 670-0108.
Web: www.yamaha.com.
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onvergence is awidely used buzzword in today's consumer-electronics industry. However, other
than using my PC's soundcard in the
office to play back MP3-encoded music
and plugging the Mac in my listening
room into my reference system in order
to experience Riven with the highest possible sound quality, I've kept alow profile
in this area.
Part of my disdain for PC-based audio
has been, until recently, the poor audio
performance of soundcards. In addition,
the inside of acomputer, with all the RF
flying around, is ahostile environment
for audio. So when Ilaid eyes and ears on
Yamaha's @PET RP-U100 personal
receiver (which communicates with its
host PC via abidirectional USB datalink)
playing back avideo from the computer's
1)VD-ROM drive with spacious-sounding audio reproduction, Iimmediately
requested asample for review.
The @PET RP-U100
The $499 @PET (for Personal Entertainment Theater, with apreceding"@" to
imply what? That the product is computer-savvy?) is aslim unit intended to stand
alongside your computer monitot Frontpanel controls are minimal: four source
buttons, four DSP buttons, and alarge
rotary volume control below the blue fluorescent display. But once the supplied
software is installed on aPC running
Windows 98, mouse-clicking on pulldown menus offers up to 208 radio-tuner
presets in user-defined groups, anineband, ±6dB graphic equalizer, two degrees of signal compression as well as
uncompressed, and six different DSP
programs to enhance the sense of envelopment and spatial realism from just two
speakers. (A "Thru" bypass mode is included for two-channel purists.)
The sixth DSP program, labeled
"Virtual Dolby Digital," is intriguing.
When the RP-U100 detects Dolby
Digital data on one of its digital inputs, it
automatically switches from ordinary
PCM to 5.1-channel mode. The GUI
running on the computer allows the listener to adjust the various parameters,
such as the apparent positions of the virtual rear speakers and the subwoofer bal-

ance, if one is used. When headphones
are plugged into the front-panel jack, the
RP-U100 switches to aprogram called
"HP3D," intended to give asurround
experience over headphones — Ifound
this made the sound colored and
phascy-sounding, however.
Stereophile, December 1999
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Yamaha @PET RP-U100 personal receiver

Auralization

flu: Yamaha's virtual surround algorithms rely on psychoacoustic principles
derived from binaural hearing analysis
within the field of what is called "Spatial
Hearing." Though an in-depth look at
this exciting topic is beyond the scope of
Stereophlle, December 1999

this review,' abrief outline of afew key
concepts should give you an idea of how
these systems work.
1For an in-depth education in psychoacoustics, see
Jens Blauert's Spatial Hearing: The Psychophysia ofHuman
Sound Localization, Revised Edition, 1997, MIT Press,
ISBN: BLATH 0-262-02413-6.

A wide variety of algorithms are
employed in the virtual audio world,
from game-oriented "positional" 3D
effects in soundcards to bass enhancement, mono-to-stereo, stereo-to-"virtual
surround," and true 3D audio, to name
afew. Most of these methods include
69

manipulation of and trading between
interaural time delays (ITDs) and interaural intensity differences (I1Ds) of
sound stimuli arriving at the ears from
multiple directions. These values are
then combined with techniques such as
crosstalk cancellation, equalization, and
bass-enhancement methods to achieve
the desired illusion.
IT1) is the difference in the time of
arrival for agiven sound at each caz and

IID reflects amplitude differences due to
the shading effects of the head. (Sound
coming from one side will be attenuated by
the head.) Both processes are basic components of the head-related transfer function
(HRTF), which models the directional and
timbral impacts that the shapes of one's
ears, head, and torso have on sound arriving
at each ear from many angles.
Though HR'TFs vary from person to
person, we all have enough in common;

algorithms properly applied and finetuned can profoundly affect the illusion
of athree-dimensional soundscape. Still
aways off, however, are commercially
viable products - matched with more
computationally efficient and elegant
algorithms - with enough DSP horsepower to adapt, transparently and without artifacts, multiple HRTF curves in
real-time to account for head and source
movements within alistening room of

is good performance, but increasing the
input word length to 24 bits produced no
lowering of the noise floor, implying that
the RP-U100 has a16-bit data path.
The bottom traces in fig.4 are asimilar
spectral analysis taken of the receiver's output while it decoded data representing a
1LSB DC offset. Other than the presence
of identical power-supply components,
this noise floor is suspiciously lower than
that in fig3. Repeating the analysis with
data representing adithered 16-bit tone at
-110dBFS resulted in the upper traces in
fig.4. Now the noise floor correlates with
that in fig3. The difference between the
two sets of traces in this graph indicates
that the DAC actually turns off in the presence of asignal that its designers have
determined will indicate a reviewer's
attempt to measure dynamic range!
Note also that extending the measurement bandwidth to 200IcHz in this graph
reveals the presence of ahigh level of
ultrasonic noise, due to the D/A converter's noise-shaping. The RP-U100's noise
floor is actually alittle higher in level
than what would correspond with true
16-bit performance, but I'm surprised
that Yamaha didn't low-pass-filter the
analog output to get rid of the noise peak
between 100kHz and 200kHz.
The receiver's DIA linearity error (fig.5)
is respectably low for what must be alowcost part. But with the highish level of ultrasonic noise in its output, the waveform of
an undithered 11cHz tone at -9031dBFS

(fig.6) is obscured. The restricted dynamic
range (in the presence of asignal) can also
be seen in fig.7, which is ahigh-resolution
spectral analysis of the Yamaha's output
made with the Miller Audio ResearchJitter
Analyzer while the receiver decodes asignal consisting of a high-level tone at
11.025kHz and the data's 16th bit toggles
on and off at 229Hz. (This analytical signal
for jitter was developed by Julian Dunn,
then with PrismSound.)
As well as anoise floor 12dB higher than
that of the identically priced Musical Fidelity X-24K processor (also shown in fig.7),
and equivalent to adynamic range of
around 14 bits, there are some high-level
sidebands visible, these related both to the
229Hz data frequency (red numeric markers) and to the power-supply frequency
and its harmonics (purple markers). The
measured amount ofjitter was avery high
2.95 nanoseconds, more than 10 times

Measurements

athe Yamaha's digital meaIV stirements were taken by driving
one of its optical S/PDIF inputs from the
Audio Precision System One's digital data
output, with the DSP effects bypassed and
the volume control set at "25." This is the
unity-gain setting for analog sources; with a
1kHz tone at OdBFS, it resulted in amaximum output at the speaker terminals of
2.506V, or 785mW into 8ohms. Although
the volume control will •up to amaximum setting of"64," aI.;
FS digital input
dipped the amplifier's output stage at "41"
The digital input was noninverting. Fig.1
shows the RP-U100's frequency response
with de-emphasis (bottom traces) and
without (top). Points to note are the bass
rolloff (-3dB at 125Hz), the slight (03dB)
peaking in the top octave, and the 025dB
channel imbalance. The channel separation
via the digital inputs is shown in fig2. Quite
respectable at almost 70dB in either direction at 11cHz, this degrades at 6dB/octave
below 300Hz due to power-supply limitations, and above this frequency due to
capacitive coupling between the channels.
Fig3 shows a's-octave spectral analysis of the Yamaha's output while it
decoded 16-bit data representing a
dithered lIcHz tone at -90dBFS. Some
power-supply components can be seen at
60Hz, 120Hz, and 240Hz, but these are
all below -100dBFS. Other than apeculiar wrinkle at 10kHz in the left channel,
the traces are free from HF spuriae. This
3
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Yamaha RP-11100, frequency response via
digital input at OdBFS (top) and response
at -12dBFS with de-emphasis (bottom) at
44.1kHz sample rate. (Right channel
dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)

Fig.2 Yamaha RP-U100, channel separation vs
frequency via digital input, from top to
bottom: L-R, R-L (10dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.4 Yamaha RP-U100, spectrum of dithered
lkHz tone at -120dBFS (top) and -1LSB
(bottom), with noise and spuriae, 16-bit
data (right channel dashed).
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with the tuner circuit on asmall board
behind it. Aboard behind the front panel
carries all the control circuitry.

normal size. Hence, processing that
includes adjustable HRTF filters is most
practical for headphone use or nearfield
listening environments, where the variables of room acoustics and speaker-tolistener distances arc better defined —
such as in acomputer-based audio system. In addition, while most virtual 3D
techniques arc intended for stereo
speakers, some methods aim to improve
multichannel systems as well.

Inside the Yamaha
The \L maha receiver is constructed on
just four main circuit modules. A large,
vertical printed circuit board on the righthand side carries the output amplifier,
this based on acomplementary pair of
what appear to be bipolar transistors for
each channel fastened to afolded aluminum heatsink with quite alarge surface area. On the left rear, alarge shielded
module contains all the digital circuitry,

Installation
The RP-U100 is truly plug'n'play.
When Iconnected the supplied USB
cable to the receiver, my PC informed
me that it had found new hardware and
was installing the driver software,
prompting me to insert the Windows

higher than the Musical Fidelity taken
under the same conditions. Of course, as a
dedicated high-end D/A unit, the X-24K
lacks all of the Yamaha's features!
Note that this measurement was taken
with the RP-U100 driven by its S/PDIF
data input from aconventional CD transport When the Yamaha is fed music data
via the USB connection, its jitter performance will be different, perhaps even better. To test the jitter performance in this
mode, Irecorded the analytical test signal
on the computer's hard drive by feeding it
from the CD transport to one of the
Yamaha's optical data inputs, from where
it was fed by the USB bus to the host
computer. Playing back the resultant
WAV file by connecting the computer
soundcard's S/PDIF data output to the
Yamaha's S/PDIF data input gave jitter
performance comparable to what I'd
obtained before, showing that retrieving
the audio data from the hard drive is not
any different from doing so from aCD.

Unfortunately, when Iselected the
Yamaha's USB audio function as the computer's preferred playback device rather
than the soundcani, the resultant analog
signal was very sli
unstable, in terms
of both absolute frequency accuracy and
level. As the Miller Analyzer needs to see a
rock-steady signal in order to perform the
64 averages necessary for it to obtain the
required resolution of the jitter sidebands
in the presence of analog noise, it kept
ing out of its acquisition mode. So I
instead aPrismSound DScope, with a
dCS 904 24-bit A/D converter as its
acquisition front-end. The FFT length was
set to 32k to obtain sufficient resolution,
and meaningful differences can be seen in
fig.8 between the jitter performance using
an optical S/PDIF output from the computer's soundcard (red trace) and via the
USB port (blue trace).
The noise floor was very slightly higher in the USB mode, but, far from the jitter dropping in level, it rose significantly.
The power-supply-related sidebands at

±120Hz, for example, measured -92.5dB
when the Yamaha was driven by the
S/PDIF connection, but 10 times higher
at -72.5dB via the USB link, while the
data-related jitter at ±229Hz more than
doubled, rising from -84cIB to -772dB.
In addition, apair of high-level sidebands
at ±lIcHz made their appearance, and the
absolute frequency error increased by
182ppm. While it seems agood idea to
drive the Yamaha with digital audio data
via the same USB connection used to
control its functions, either the Yamaha's
implementation or the USB concept
seems flawed as far as highest-quality
sound is concerned.
Looking at the Yamaha's analog performance, its volume-control steps are sensibly arranged to be a uniform 1dB
(i-0.1dB) down to adisplayed setting of
"6," whereupon the steps increase to 3dB.
The receiver's output impedance was a
moderately low 0.12 ohms in the left
channel, 0.19 ohms in the right, both figures maintained across the audiohand.
°MILLER AUDI ,
RESEARCH
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Fig.5 Yamaha RP-U100, departure from linearity,
16-bit data. (Right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.6 Yamaha RP-U100, waveform of undithered
lkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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Fig.7 Yamaha RP-U100, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at -6dBFS
with LSB toggled at 229Hz), driven by PS Audio Lambda transport via 75 ohm S/PDIF cable. Center
frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz. Grayed-out trace is Musical Fidelity X-24K.
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Yamaha
98 CD-ROM as required. Iinstalled the
control and GUI programs from Yamaha's supplied CD-ROM. Once the software is installed, clicking on the Muftimedia button in the W98 control panel
allows you to tell the RP-U100 what
kind of speakers you're using and to set
the Yamaha's USB as the default audio
port. Sometimes when Ibooted up the
computer there was aglitch, the PC
telling me it couldn't find the RP-U100.
Reinstalling the drivers fixed this occasional problem, but it left me feeling a
little apprehensive.
The GUI is intuitive to use: Click on
the facsimiles of the front-panel buttons
(fig.1) to operate them. One peculiarity:
Click'n'dragging on the image of the
volume control allowed me to set a
maximum level of only "25," which is
the unity gain setting. A safety feature?

Fig.1 The RP-U100's GUI provides intuitive control
over the receiver's many signal-processing functions.

@PET

RP-U100

Sound quality
Ilike to listen to our local NPR station in
the office, so Ihooked up the Yamaha's
tuner section to asimple T-aerial fastened
to my office window. (You need to use a
300/75 balun adapter for this, as the RPU100 has only a75 ohm unbalanced FM
input.) Audio quality was fine; only with
the weakest stations did Isuffer from
birdies or hiss.
Fed digital audio from an external
CD transport, the Yamaha put out surprisingly robust sound. Despite its modest footprint, this is no wimpy, sonically
compromised piece of kit. Obviously,
with speakers on the far ends of my
desk, Idon't need hundreds of watts. But
Ihad no problem rocking out to levels
that forced my fellow office denizens to
shut their doors — and mine. The sound
was also sweet in the highs, though per-

Measurements
This gave just ±0.1dB of response variation into our standard simulated loudspeaker load. Driving the RP-U100's analog inputs gave afrequency response identical to that in fig.1, and so is not shown. In
fact, the analog inputs are bricicwall lowpass-filtered above 20kHz because the
Yamaha digitizes them in order to apply
the DSP. This can also be seen in fig.9, the
waveform of a11cHz squarewave. The
"ringing" apparent on the tops and bottoms of the waveform is actually due to
the absence of all odd-order harmonics
above the 19th at 191cHz. The low-pass filtering results in squarewaves, with frequencies above 6.6kHz being reproduced
as sinewaves (not shown).
Like the digital inputs, the analog inputs are noninverting. The analog input
impedance was 33.6k ohms at 1kHz,
the maximum voltage gain into 8ohms
was ahigh 40.6dB. Fig.10 shows the
crosstalk via the analog inputs, which

should be compared with that through
the digital inputs (fig2). The sharp
drop-off above 20kHz is due to the
aggressive anti-alias filtering, and the
decrease in channel separation below
1kHz is, again, due to power-supply
coupling. But note the peculiar scalloped shape of the crosstalk traces. I
have no idea what this is due to. The
presence of highish levels of ultrasonic
noise in the receiver's output led to a
poor unweighted S/N ratio of 39.6dB
ref. 1W into 8ohms, with awide mea-
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Fig.9 Yamaha RP-U100, small-signal lkHz
squarewave into 8ohms, analog input.
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surement bandwidth of 10Hz-5001cHz.
Switching in an A-weighting filter gave
amuch more respectable 71.6dB ratio.
Plotting the RP-U100's small-signal distortion percentage against frequency gave a
result dominated by the hieish levels of
noise present in the output, and so is not
shown. Fig.11 reveals that what distortion
is present is mainly second-harmonic in
nature, and is dominated by noise. (Thirtytwo readings were averaged to drop the
noise below the level of the actual distor-

Fig.11 Yamaha RP-U100, lkHz waveform at 2W
into 4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.8 Yamaha RP-U100, high-resolution jitter
spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz
at —6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz),
driven by WAV file on host PC's hard drive
via S/PDIF datalink (red) and USB datalink
(blue). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz;
frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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Fig.10 Yamaha RP-U100, channel separation vs
frequency, analog input (10dB/vertical div.,
R—L dashed).
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Fig.12 Yamaha RP-U100, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 24W into 8ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Nothing
keeps music
fresher.
S

ince before most of today's leading
audio and video companies even existed,
Audio Research has pursued one very
futuristic goal: virtual reality in the reproduction of recorded music. For 30 years
years, we've called it High Definition. It
remains our commitment to keeping your
music collection vital, not idle.
From the groundbreaking SP-3 in 1972 that created
Model
abenchmark for high-end audio performance, to our latest
preamplifier and power amplifier designs, we are committed to music
reproduction that combines cutting-edge technology with lasting value.

SP-3, 1972

That value resides in knowing we offer continuing service and support
for every model since our doors first opened in 1970.
And that each and every piece of equipmentwhether new or refurbished-is not only
tested, but auditioned by caring ears
11111111111
as the final test of quality.
So that even 30 years from now,
long after the picture fades, the
melody remains fresh.
Because with Audio Research,
music never goes stale.

Model LS25, 2000

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITION®

5740 Green Circle Drive /Minnetonka, MN 55343-4424 /Phone: 612-939-0600 FAX: 612-939-0604 www.audioresearch.com
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Yamaha
haps alittle laid-back in the midrange.
Driving the receiver's digital input
with the S/PDIF data output of my
computer soundcard and using WAV
files of my own recordings as source
material gave results no different from
what Ihad experienced with CDs. MP3s
downloaded from the Web, and those I'd
made from CD tracks with the Fraunhofer encoder, also sounded excellent.
However, changing to the USB connection for computer audio was disappointing: music acquired aslight grain. This
was not a problem with computer
games; the lushly ambient Riven soundtrack came over just fine, and benefited
from the Yamaha's soundfield processing. Treating W98's sound messages
with the Church algorithm was also a
satisfying, if unnecessary, experience.

Associated Equipment
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs CL-20 and Panasonic A120/CD DVD players, Meridian
500 CD transport, Musical Fidelity
X-24K 24/96 D/A processor.
Loudspeakers: Evett & Shaw Elan,
PSB Alpha A/V.
Headphones: Sennheiser HD-580.
Computer:
Pentium
MMX
166MHz with 20x CD-ROM drive,
32MB RAM, RME DigiPro/8
soundcard, and Apple Studio Display
flat-screen monitor, running Windows 98, WinAmp 2.5, Coolnlit96,
connected to Yamaha via USB and
optical S/PDIF links.
—John Atkinson

@PET

RP-11100

Replacing the Yamaha's internal D/A
with the Musical Fidelity X-24K did give
an improvement in the sense of refinement, although, strictly speaking, the
change should not have made any difference — the Yamaha digitizes its analog
inputs. Playing back DVDs from astandalone DVD player gave me the opportunity to compare the linear PCM version
of the soundtracks (when included) with
the compressed Dolby Digital version, as
decoded by the RP-U100. My preference
depended very much on the music. Idefinitely preferred the PCM track ofJames
Taylor's Live at the Beacon Theater (Columbia Music Video CVD 50171), while the
Dolby Digital track of Fleetwood Mac's
The Dance (Reprise 38486-2) gave better
involvement in the music. But with some
continued on p.193

Measurements
lion residual in this graph.) This distortion
profile is confirmed by fig.12, which
shows the spectra of the Yamaha's output
while it reproduced a50Hz tone at 24W
into 8ohms, while being driven from its
analog inputs. This is quite respectable
behaviot as is its performance on the punishing high-level, high-frequency intermodulation test (fig.13).
The highish noise levels for analog
sources mean that the percentage of distortion when plotted against output power
(fig.14) is actually dominated by noise. But
this little receiver more than meets its spec•dongoso .
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ified output powet even with both channels driven continuously. For our standard
I% THD+noise clipping point, Imeasured 30.1Wpc into 8ohms (14.8dBW),
39Wpc into 4 ohms (12.9dBW), and,
with one channel driven continuously,
603W into 2ohms (11.8dBW). With a
low-duty-cycle 11tHz toneburst (10 cydes
on, 4000 cycles off) —which is more representative of how the amplifier will
behave with amusic signal and with just
one channel driven —even more power
was available at the 1% THD clipping
point (fig.15): 523W into 8ohms (black
trace), 83W into 4 ohms (red), and
104.6W into 2ohms (blue). Even into the
punitive 1ohm load, the RP-U100 still

managed to put out 96.4W (green trace)!
Less power was available in the bass on
this test (543W at 50Hz into 4ohms),
but, given its nearfield listening use, it's
hard to imagine the Yamaha being bothered by any real loudspeaker load. Certainly it worked very well with the Evett
& Shaw speakers Iused, which dip to just
12 ohms between 400Hz and 500Hz.
Considering how little it costs and how
many features it offers, the RP-U100 measures surprisingly well, particular regarding
its output amplifier stage. Achieving good
sound at this price level is all about the
product's designers engineering appropriate compromises, and this Yamaha
appears to have done.
—John Atkinson

2•01,

Fig.13 Yamaha RP-U100, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 128W
into 4 ohms (linear frequency scale).
Ye...1.11100 7.0•N
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Fig.14 Yamaha RP-U100, distortion (%) vs continuous output power into (from bottom to
top) 8 ohms, 4 ohms, and 2 ohms.
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Fig 15 Yamaha RP-U100, distortion (%) vs lkHz-burst output power into 8 ohms (black trace), 4 ohms
(red), 2 ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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for seventeen years, LEGACY has
set the performance standard in home entertainment.
Wetr just raised the bar again.
Led by renowned designer. Bill Dudleston, LEGACY has developed anett
system architecture unlike anything the world has ever seen; directivity controlled,
front towers matched with dual center speakers. dipolar surrounds that hide in ceiling corners, and asubwoofer we could only call
Xtreme. An adventure powered with more than 2kilowatts and navigated by astate-of-the-art digital surround processor.
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Equipment

Report

Jonathan

Scull

Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE
line-stage preamplifier

I

suppose that most high-end designers
dream about making aStatement
Product — their best effort, without
regard for price. Victor Khomenko,
majordomo of Balanced Audio Technology, got the bug and came up with the
VK-50SE. This hugely full-functioned
line-stage preamp derives its Special Edition (SE) moniker from the eight hotrunning, super-hush-hush Russian 6H30
Reflector SuperTubes that populate the
circuit board.
But Victor is, by nature, afrugal man
who savors quality while enjoying aparticular disdain for overindulgence. Coming from St. Petersburg, Russia has made
him apractical man. So, while aStatement
Product in every way, the VK-50SE is also
built to aspecific price, however lofty, and
is meant to compete, Victor assures, with
preamps costing quite abit more.
This must be an altogether special beast.
A new BAT in the belfry
With its coolly glowing, blue-vacuum
fluorescent display and its array of pushbuttons and ice-blue LED indicators, the
VK-50SE's front panel is quite attractive.
A contrasting satiny-hued volume knob
juts out on the right. There's little to distinguish the new VK-50SE from BATs
other sturdy, well-made source components — except, perhaps, just how ventilated the case is (even so, it still has the
heft of milled-from-solid-brick). Be sure
to give it breathing room—the eight
6H30 tubes glowing brightly within put
out alot of heat.
Around back are five line inputs, a
tape output, and two pairs of line outputs, all on XLR connectors to take best
advantage of the VK-50SE's fully balanced topology. Banded in donuts of
Teflon, BAT XLRIRCA adapters are
among the best in the business, and arc
perfect for hooking up components
with single-ended connectors. Power
flows through astandard IEC fitting,
but Khomenko doesn't hold truck with
expensive aftermarket power cords.'
IDespite this, the silver-foil Electra Glide Fatboy Gold
sounded superb, even as the stiffly serpentine Synergistic
Reference Master Coupler Squared showed its class and
le nid remained the reference power cord throughout
il
.ystem.
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Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE preamplifier

Several key elements of its build quality vault the VK-50SE into super-preamp territory. First, BAT makes use of
what they dub the Super-Pak: additional power-supply capacitors double the
energy storage over the standard VK-50.
This results, they say, in greater dynamic
authority and ease in the reproduction
of complex musical passages. Then
there's the Six-Pak of output capacitors.
(Victor must have had acool beer in
hand during key phases of the design
process.) The VK-50SE's unusually high
current delivery requires output capacitors of larger value for improved bass
performance. Rather than using less
expensive polypropylenes, BAT dishes
up aSix-Pak of custom oil-filled capacitors for improved sonics and immunity
to shock and vibration.
"Intelligent" vibration control ties
down the resonant nodes on the circuit
board to the 'e-thick base plate. Eliminating unsupported spans on the board

Description: Tubed line-stage preamplifier. Tube complement: 8BAT 6H30
Reflector SuperTubes. Inputs: 5 balanced on XLRs. Outputs: 2balanced
on XLRs (pin 2hot). Tape output: 1on
XLRs. Maximum voltage gain: 17dB.
Volume-control resolution: 0.5dB
steps, 140 steps total. Frequency
range: 2Hz-300kHz. Minimum input
impedance, each phase: 100k ohms.
Output impedance: 200 ohms. Minimum power-amplifier input impedance (with optional Six-Pak): 3k
ohms. Noise: -110dB unweighted.
Distortion: 0.005% at 2V RMS output
Crosstalk: -95dB at 10kHz. Maximum

"dramatically reduces" sound-degrading
vibrations. BAT posits that it makes
more sense to prevent resonance in key
components than to apply damping
materials as an afterthought.
Dual-mono construction minimizes
interactions between channels from the
get-go. The VK-50SE's power supply
begins with apair of toroidal transformers — one for each channel — customdesigned to handle the larger power
demands of the 6H30 "SuperTube."
Toroids, by design, reduce stray magnetic fields and lower distortion. They're
also placed as far away from the signal
path as possible, and their weight is supported by the reinforced front chassis
corners to further minimize resonance.
The VK-50SE makes use of BATs
next-generation Unistage topology, said
to improve power-supply management
with higher-spec parts and better circuit
layout. 'This reduces "phase shift, signal
coloration, and distortions of multi-

output: 50V RMS. Absolute polarity:
switchable.
Dimensions: 19" W by 5.75" H by
15.5" D. Weight: 38 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
050800038.
Price: $7000. VK-R3 remote control
adds $500. Upgrade from standard
VK-50: $2500. Approximate number
of dealers: 55. Warranty: 5years (1
year on tubes).
Manufacturer: Balanced Audio Technology, 800 First State Blvd., Wlmington,
DE 19804. Tel: (802) 255-4228, (302)
999-8855. Fax: (302) 999-8818. Web:
www.balanced.com.
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From concept through
design and manufacture,
creating the world's
finest loudspeakers is a
complex task. No single
person, technology or
construction technique
can solve the many and
diverse problems
encountered when
converting electricity into
high-fidelity sound.
The Revel flagship Ultima
series Salon and its new
sibling, the Studio, bring
a host of solutions to
your listening room. They
solve the complex
problems by using an
advanced approach to
research and
engineering, including
in-house transducer
design and production.
Crossover networks are
individually tuned to a
reference standard,
compensating for small
differences in the
individual drivers.
Attention is given to
every detail and nothing
is left to chance.

Revel Ultima Salon . .
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Revel Ultima Studio-
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Achieving superiority
is complex. Using
the world's most
advanced tools for
design, manufacture
and test, Revel conquers
the complexity to
produce truly
superior loudspeakers.
Visit us at
www.revelspeakers.com
to learn more. Hear them
for yourself by visiting
your nearest authorized
Revel specialist.
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8500 Balboa Boulevard
Northridge, CA 91329

Fax:(818) 892-4960
Web: www.revelspeakers.com
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BAT

VK-50SE

stage designs, while suffering none of
the lackluster dynamics or componentmatching problems common with passive designs."
Like BAT preamps of yore, the VK50SE features azero-feedback topology. Vishay bulk metal-foil resistors in
the plate-loading circuit of the 6H3Os
improve resolution and lower the noise
floor. The volume control uses an electronic shunt attenuator that "bleeds"
some of the signal to ground. Only a
single Vishay resistor per phase winds
up in the signal path. With but asingle
component in series with the signal, the
circuit is kept short.
A couch potato's dream
Before the VK-50SE, the BAT preamp
Iwas most familiar with was the sweetnatured 5i, now discontinued and
replaced by the 6922-based VK-50.
The Si, too, was remote-controlled, if
only basically so. The preamps in the
new 50 series (as well as in the rest of
BAT's new line, tube and solid-state)
carry awell thought-out remote-control interface.
The details of operation are, believe
it or not, actually beyond the scope of
this review, so varied and customizable
are they. A brief rundown will give you
an idea:
Using the Function button and the
selector knob, or via the remote, the
user can select from eight programmable functions: balance, relative volume,
phase, mono/stereo, maximum volume,
fixed volume, display mode, and input
name assignment. Names can be up to
four characters long and can include
Latin, Cyrillic, or Greek characters! This
flexible programming facility defines
each signal input with agroup of userselectable parameters stored in memory.
Each time you select an input, its parameters are loaded into operating memory. You might set CD for stereo/noninverting and dial in the phono input
with more gain and phase inverted.
Maximum Allowable Volume functions as aconvenient safety net for rowdy audio/video inputs and makes gainmatching asnap. In the display mode,
you can switch the volume to read in
any of three modes: CNTS (relative
counts), DBU (decibels referenced to
unity gain), or DBM (decibels referenced to maximum gain). The manual
steps the user through the process of
selecting settings; even an all-thumbs
type like me had no problem.
The volume control comprises 140
steps of 0.5dB resolution to give precise,
repeatable volume settings — finding just
Stereophile, December 1999

Inside the Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE preamplifier.

rent allows us to achieve atremendous
load drive without using cathode followers or buffers. The VK-50SE can
source up to 40mA of signal current
into aload —a feat normally reserved
for power amplifiers and in sharp conThe 6H30 SuperTube
trast to many preamplifiers capable of
The development of the VK-50SE was
closely linked to Balanced Audio Tech- perhaps only 2mA or so."
Using the four sections of the eight
nology's discovery of the Reflector
6H3Os connected in parallel, one has, in
6H30 SuperTube, until now totally
effect, a tube topology yielding an
unknown in the West. Produced excluamplification factor of 15, acombined
sively for the Soviet military, it was
banned from export until the summer plate resistance of 200 ohms, and a
transconductance factor of 72mA. So
of '98, reports Khomenko. As soon as
the VK-50SE's differential plate-loaded
the ban was lifted, BAT parachuted in
gain stage delivers an output resistance
to obtain exclusive rights to it.
The 6H3O's plate resistance is four of 200 ohms per signal phase and aload
current delivery of 40mA. As usual at
times lower than the 6922's (800
ohms), and its transconductance is BAT, this is done without buffers
higher (18mA/V), to deliver just a and/or cathode followers.
Upgradeability has always been an
touch lower gain than the ubiquitous
important feature of BAT products. The
6DJ8/6922. The SuperTube can't be
VK-50 can be upgraded to SE status for
used as adirect replacement for the
$2500, and the VK-5i to SSE spec for
6922, but BAT developed aproprietary
$1950. This includes aset of 6H30s, a
circuit to "unleash its true potential."
Six-Pak of output capacitors, new
Amazingly, this tall, sturdy tube delivers
toroidal transformers, and "numerous
up to 6A of "pulse current" per section,
other modifications to the power supply
and can withstand 1050V of plate voltand gain stage." The Six-Pak mod alone
age. Because of its low impedance charcan be had for the VK-50 or VK-40
acteristic, the 6H30 allows a much
solid-state model for $500.
lower output resistance in the gain
stage without resorting to "crutch
SuperTube SuperSound
devices" like cathode followers.
Whatever you do, don't make the misThe gain stage operates at a"truly
take ofjudging the VK-50SE unless it's
spectacular" bias current of 150mA per
been well broken-in. This seems to be a
channel. BAT points out that the output
contentious subject for some, though I
stages of many power amplifiers are run
can't imagine why. Everything benefits in
at far less. "Operating at this high cur-

the right level was easy. Pressing the
Fade button does asmooth rolldown to
mute; touching it again runs the volume
up to where you left off. Nice touch.
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"I was losing all my friends!"
•

•

•

Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist
4

W

hen friends needed an audio system, they would turn

to me for advice. Iwas happy to help; nothing thrills
me more than helping someone discover the joy of
great sound. Imake no apologies: I'm an audiophile. When friends
asked my advice, I
steered them to the highest performance components
they could afford, which was easy when things were just 'stereo.' I
would

Shameless plug
So we set out to design asystem that's easy to choose, easy to set up,
and easy to use—and still delivers no-compromise performance.
Introducing something entirely new: the RM Digital Solution. It features
award-winning satellite/subwoofer speakers, aDolby' Digital preamp/
processor, and a500 watt multi-channel amplifier—integrated into

recommend components, give some quick set-up advice, and everybody
was happy.

asingle system. We engineered the 'high-end' component electronics
to work specifically with the speakers. By optimizing the complete
system—from input to speakers—we not only made it easy, we also

Things got complicated when digital home theater came along.

made it sound spectacular.

The phone calls would come just as we were sitting down to dinner. 'Hey
Matt, what the ""$#&! is bass management and how do Iturn it on?'
On 'Matt you creep. Ineed an electronics degree to hook this

So now my friends get the simplicity and high performance they want,
and Iget to eat dinner.

contraption up!' Creep? Me? Ouch!
Obviously things aren't as simple as they used to be.
Don't get me wrong, Ilove digital surround technology,
and nothing heats the excitement of aslick action flick
on agreat home theater system. But Igot tired of making
after-dinner house calls to hook up, set up, and explain
how to use complicated home theater systems.
Yet Icouldn't bring myself to recommend
one of those 'home theater-in-a-box'
systems. They may be easy to operate,
but they fall far short of a'spine-tingling' home theater performance.
Igot to thinking, 'It doesn't have to
be this
There's no reason why
you can't have an easy to use, high
performance home theater that
quickens your pulse, tugs on your
heartstrings, and gives you
goosebumps.'

NEW! The Polk - RM Digital Solution
system combines award-winning loud
speakers with ahigh-end, separatesquality Dolby Digital preamp/processor,
and a500 watt multi-channel power
amplifier to bring you high performance, easy to use home theater.

Free stuff
Seriously, I'm really proud
of the RMDS-1. It does so
much—and does it so well—
that Icould talk about it
for hours! Instead, call
(800) 377-7655 ext. 101
for a brochure. I'll also
send you afree copy of the
Home Ibealer Handbook. It's full of unbiased advice on selecting and optimizing acomponent system, if that's what you want."

5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore, MD 21215
Customer Service (800) 377-7655
Monday Friday 9:00arn to 6:00prn ES7
"Polk <ludo.' 'The Speaker Spec.Inn" and "Polk"
are trademarks of &dam,. Inyeernenr Corporanon
used under Inense by Polk Auras. Inrorporated

www.polkaudio.com

The Speaker Specialists(')

BAT

all ways from being left on (preferably
playing music) for the first 24 hours,
after which aslower curve of improvement usually follows.
Fresh out of the box, the VK-50SE
sounded positively nasty; the grain put
my teeth on edge. Anything else about
it, good or bad, couldn't be heard
behind the scrim of grime. It improved
st:qprificandy after 24 hours, and after

VK-50SE

72-100 hours the VK-50SE tightened
up, shed its grain, and bloomed into its
truc performance envelope. Ican't remember the last time apreamp changed
as much during break-in.
Istarted my listening with something
refined. Although Iusually find interpretations of classical music in the jazz
idiom pretty lame, Idearly love the
Jacques Loussier trio. Try asimply deli-

cious Telarc release, Boléro (CD-83466),
skip the trite cover of Ravel's warhorse,
and play the disc from track 2through
the end. Loussier's own composition,
"Nymphéas," is gorgeously recorded
music, unique and accessible in the way
Bill Evans is available to even those who
aren't jazz fanatics (if there be such creatures). The soundstage was quiet, yet
filled with shimmering air charged with

output coupling capacitors, even with
the Six-Pak option, which Iassume was
fitted to the review sample. Care should
be taken when mating the VK-50SE
with power amplifiers that have an input
impedance of less than 10k ohms. The
voltage-divider action of its high source
impedance at low frequencies and the
power amp's input impedance will roll
off the low bass. Into the Linn Klimax
500, for example, which has alow load
impedance of 7.7k ohms, the BAT's
response at 20Hz will be down 1.8dB
compared with the level at lIcHz. That
Jonathan still found the combination to
sound fine is presumably due to this
being outweighed by other, positive
aspects of the BAT's sound.
This rolloff at low frequencies can be
seen in fig.1, where the lower pair of
traces was made into a600 ohm load,

which is typical of some professional
amplifiers and is aswitchable option on
the Jeff Rowland designs. Into amore
typical 100k load (top traces), the LF
response is flat down to the 10Hz lower
limit of the graph. At the other end of the
audio band, the output is -0.3dB at
20IcHz, with slightly more audio-band
rolloff into the low load. Channel separation was better than 80dB below the
mid-treble, but with arise in crosstalk to
-67dB (L-R) and -76dB (R-L), due to
capacitive coupling between channels.
This will be subjectively inconsequential.
The preamplifier's active circuitry is
very linear. Fig2 shows the spectrum of
the output while the VK-50SE drives a
100Hz tone at 1V into 100k ohms. The
second harmonic is the highest in level,
but this is still at avery low -96dB
(0.0015%). Even when the load was
dropped to the punishing 600 ohms, the
second harmonic rose to only -93dB,
with the third harmonic now making an
appearance at -100dB. This excellent
linearity can also be seen in fig3, which
plots the THD+noise percentage into
both 100k ohms and 600 ohms. Other
than the equalization effect of its high
source impedance at low frequencies,
this preamp is not bothered by having to
deliver output current.
This is apparent in fig.4, which plots
the BAT's THD+noise percentage
against the output voltage, again into
100k ohms and 600 ohms. Into the
higher load, an astonishing 40V RMS is
available at lIcHz at the 1% THD clipping point, which is way higher than the
VK-50SE will ever be asked to deliver
into apower amplifier. This means that,
at the more usual output level of between 1V and 3V, the preamplifier is
operating at its optimal linearity. And
even into the atypical 600 ohm load, the
preamp doesn't actually clip until it is
delivering nearly 14V — equivalent to
an output current of 23mA!

Measurements

The

VK-50SE didn't invert signal
polarity unless its polarity button
was pressed, meaning that the XLR
jacks are wired with pin 2 hot. Into a
100k ohm load, the maximum voltage
gain was alittle higher than specified at
18.55dB, which is inconsequential. The
volume-control setting for unity gain
was "106." The tape outputs didn't appear to be actively buffered, just isolated
with series resistors, so tape recorders
should be left on or disconnected when
not in use.
The BATs input impedance measured
a high 220k ohms, and its output
impedance at lIcHz was 414 ohms from
both sets of outputjacks. This figure rose
slightly to 422 ohms at 20kHz, which is
anegligible change. At 20Hz, however,
the source impedance was avery high
4.6k ohms, which suggests undersized
Ponbep••• •
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Fig.1

Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE,
frequency response at 1V and unity gain
into 100k ohms (top below lkHz) and
600 ohms (0.5dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).
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Fig.3

Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE,
THD+noise (%) vs frequency at 1V into
100k ohms (bottom traces) and 600 ohms
(top traces) (right channel dashed).
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Fig.2 Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE,
spectrum of 100Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at
1V into 100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE,
distortion (%) vs output voltage into 100k
ohms (bottom, at 3V) and 600 ohms (top).

—John Atkinson
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the acoustics of the piano, acoustic bass,
and drumkit
Even on this laid-back material, the
VK-50SE was a charger, getting the
cuen'thrust, the timing of the music, just
right Listening to the percussive effects
of the drums on this disc so beautifully
rendered — the snap and pace, the timing and startling dynamics, along with
the lovely array of tonal colors — made
for an involving listening session. The
VK-50SE's linearity seemed above reproach. From the deepest bass right up
through the top end, all was beautifully
rendered. When the frequency response
is linear, Ithink it better involves the listener, as it removes another reminder
that we're listening to amere re-creation
of amusical event, not the real thing.
The sound of the piano's action, the
damped cymbal strikes, the acoustic
bass that drives "Presto" along, the
acoustic quality of that bass — its power
and control and differentiation, the
sound of fingers slapping and stroking
the strings — were completely engaging. Ifound myself returning time and
again in my notes to descriptors like
"involving" and "engaging." The VK50SE generally got everything so right
that Icouldn't help but fall into the
magic of the music.
Listen for the bell during the opening
of "Cantabile" for the wonder of extension, shimmer, and truthfulness of reproduction, the cymbal work riding
effortlessly above the accompanying
piano and bass. A sheer delight for the
senses, this recording is sure to set many
an audiophile's ears alight. At the same
time, there was real authority in the VK50SE's sound, the piano highlighting
the linearity and broadband power delivery. The air was delicious, the integrity of the performers on the soundstage was beyond reproach.
Changing up, Ispun the soundtrack
of an exciting recent film, Run Lola Run
(TVT 8220-2). It was recorded in Santa
Barbara and Berlin, the opposed cultural
bookends of the audio apocalypse. However, the CD comes to us via TVT
Soundtrax at 23 East 4th Street in Manhattan's East Village! (www.tvtrecords.
corn) Icouldn't believe how fine Run
Lola Run sounded, so I20/20'd the liner
notes and discovered it was mastered at
Bernie Grundman Studios in Hollywood, USA. Irecommend this CD to
those who enjoy worlcVtrip-hop/tedmo
music —and catch the film too, which is
imaginative and way out of the box.
A huge soundstage was laid out clear
as abell, rife with intricate scoring and
out-of-phase surprises wrapping around
82

the listening chair in amost entertaining
way. Don't tell me two-channel isn't virtual-reality immersive! The driving
rhythms lifted me bodily out of the Ribbon Chair and flailed my sorry butt
around in spastic response to filmmaker
T Tykwe?s driving, engaging, evocative
music. There is prodigious bass embedded in this CD.

Through an instrument like the VK50SE, one perceives all.
"Wish (Komm zu mir)" set out a
female vocal palpably suspended between the utterly invisible JMlab Utopia
loudspeakers — very organic, a real
reach-out-and-touch-me experience.
The powerful, transient-rich bottom end
swayed and hip-hopped along, drawing
me smack into the ambience of the film
again, as if Iwere back in the movie theThere was real authority
ater. Perhaps it wasn't real instruments in
real space, but listening to Run Lola Run
in the VK-50SE's sound,
that day evoked the experience of seeing
the film. Something to think about.
the piano highlighting the
As CD followed CD on the upsamlinearity and broadband
piing dCS front-end and the Sony
SCD-1 SACD player, it became evident
power delivery.
the VK-50SE handily combined the linearity and lushness of tubes with the
grip, control, extension, tightness, and
When listening to Run Lola Run and imaging precision typically found in
other Big Bass recordings, it became
solid-state components. In fact, "authorevident that the VK-50SE was limited
ity" and "precision" are the perfect
only by the bass response of whatever
words with which to describe the VKamp it was coupled to. The Forsell
50SE's presentation.
offered abloomier sound, happy for the
Next up: Moloko's Do You Like My
grip and control. The Linn 1Climax
Tight Sweater? (Echo/Warner Bros.
Solos loved the VK-50SE, which took 46532-2). Why, yes, Ido! (So much for
them in hand and boogied hard! The
old goats using classical music to review
Accuphase M2000s also appreciated the
equipment.) "Butterfly 747" takes off
control and linearity pouring out of the
with sounds of the seething streets, àla
VK-50SE's balanced outputs.
Blade Runner. Heat, energy, creativity, a
Track 6, "Running Three," highlighttaste of International Future-Hop, and
ed the VK-50SE's precise, expert way of some seriously deep bass and palpable 3D
organizing and presenting dense, comambience immersed me in the Ribbon
plex scorings while dishing out sweetChain Moloko creates the funky sound of
ness and light in the midrange and
the global village. They have Morcheeba
above. In fact, "Casino" has the kind of covered, and sit just alittle to the left of
midrange Iwish all pop recordings
Laurie Anderson and Art of Noise, with a
would strive for. Inoted acontinuousfrisson of the Ventures on acid.
ness of tonal color — Idrink that's the
Once again the bass thundered, nice
best way to put it — that was simply and tight on the Forsell, suggesting but
astounding. Around 3:55 into the track
not approaching the utter slam and
there's bass work that'll tell you all you
demon pace of the Linn Klimax Solo
want to know about how well your sys500s, small but ever-so-butch as they are.
tem does the very bottom. It should lit- The basso profundo was very deep, the
erally shudder your body, be felt as
midbass tight and transparent in away
much as heard — as it did while Ilisthe earlier VK-5i could never muster. At
tened to the rest of this track at the
all frequencies, the leading edges of the
goosed-up, lease-busting levels at which
signal sounded beautifully sculpted and
the good K-10 likes to play.
well delineated. Again it struck me that
All that, accompanied by eerie vocals
the BAT preamp sounded precise, while
that should develop way back behind the
still allowing the essential harmonia of
speakers, very focused and well lit, as was
music through unimpeded.
the entire upper range. That light — the
Continuing with contemporary fare,
special inner illumination that tubes do
Ispun Source's Material (Astralwerks
so well, and that these particular tubes ASW 6256-2). And hey, Caroline
get so right — was evident throughout Records is on 29th Street, not far from
the entire frequency range. There were
our loft! According to my notes,
no shadows, as it were; the light got "'Phoenix' isn't bad for delicacy, afine
down into the many nooks and crannies
sense of air and imaging over adriving,
in the music where dwell the details pulsing beat." Peering more carefully at
that make it all live. It was awesome; I the microsized liner notes, Isee that a
was breathing hard by track's end.
lot of the material was recorded in
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BAT
France. Let's call it '70s funk with an
electronica heartbeat come back to
haunt us all. Hugely entertaining and
upbeat, and coherently and masterfully
set out on abrilliant soundstage.
Looking for more of that inner light
with female vocals, Ilistened to Marianne Faithful' sounding sexy and dangerous on "Losing," from A Secret Life
(Island 314-524 096-2). There were the
upper midrange and treble with just the
right number of lumens —very natural,
highlighting the music without shining
too brightly upon it. A natural openness
and spaciousness were wholly apparent.
And Ilove the lyrics: "If you hurt me ...
I'll kill you." Go, babe.
Congratulations are due Patricia Barber for her first Premonition/Blue
Note recording, Companion (5 22963 2),
also her first with the legendary Hammond B3. Paging Jimmy McGriff! The
album opens with Sonny Bono's "The
Beat Goes On," and, as on her earlier
albums, this powerful and creative jazz
talent takes the song by its roots and
reshapes the familiar into something
uniquely her own. Recorded by engineer Jim Anderson, it's the best-sounding Barber CD yet —an instant classic,
in my view. Barber's startlingly holographic image emerged from the middle of agorgeously populated soundstage of musicians, instruments, and
music — organic, bay-bee. It's alive club
date, and the audience just loves her.
Next, slamatronic dynamics from
"Afro-Left" on Leftfield's Lt:ftism (Hard
Hands/Columbia CK 67231). The
strengths of the VK-50SE were laid out
in athrobbing, chest-pounding, vividly
palpable way — it had me by the neck! I

noted again, between gasps of air, the
linearity in the power delivery. Maybe
that's what separates the wheat from the
chaff in this field of top-effort preamps.
Given that, it's been my experience,
and was corroborated here, that one benefits from acomponent's ability to better
and more realistically populate asoundstage and develop the acoustically
charged air within. The VK-50SE laid out
as big asoundstage as any amp Ihooked
up to it could deploy. Its throughput was
remarkably wideband, with world-class
micro- and macrodynamics. Ifound it
impossible to listen to it playing background music. What it delivered was so
involving, organic, so evidently true to life
and to the intents of the musicians, that it
fairly demanded attention.
Stacked up against the 5i
In some ways, the VK-50SE is very much
BATs version of the Nagra PL-P —a bit
antithetical in nature to the 51 in some
profound way, everything faster and more
robustly set up for the listener. The SE
had aconfidence, even aswagger in comparison to the more diffident 5series.
As expected, the 5i sounded altogether warmer and sweeter, its sound more
warm in the upper ranges, its bass alittle
softer. But what agreat "floaty-free"
soundstage, as Peter Forsell likes to say.
The creaminess and bloom that are so
much apart of Ben Webster Meets Oscar
Peterson (West German Verve 829 1672) were more gorgeously apparent with
the Si. After luxuriating in its dulcet
tones during asunny Sunday-morning
listening session, Iremember thinking it
sure was alot easier on the ears than its
bigger brother.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: La Luce turntable;
SpJ toneann; Koetsu Rosewood Signature Platinum, Forsell Air Force
One, van den Hul Grasshopper IV
Gold cartridges.
Digital sources: dCS 972 D/D
converter, dCS Elgar (at 24/192),
Sony SCD-1 SACD player, Burmester 969 and Forsell Air Reference
CD transports.
Power amplifiers: Linn Klimax
Solo 500s, Accuphase M2000, Forsell
The Statement
Loudspeakers: JMlab Utopias.
Cables: Interconnects: Cardas Golden Reference, Synergistic Research
Designer's Reference Active Shielding, XL0 The Limited, TARA The
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One, Nordost Quatro Fil. Speaker
cables: Cardas Golden Cross and
Neutral Reference, Synergistic Research Designer's Reference, XLO
The Limited, TARA The One, Nordost SPM Reference. Power cords:
Synergistic Designer's Reference
Master Couplers Squared, Electra
Glide Fatboy Gold.
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps,
Argent RoomLenses, API Power
Wedge Ultra 116 and Ultra Enhancers, Signal Guard platforms, Black
Diamond Racing shelves and cones,
Nordost Pulsar Points, Bright Star Air
Mass and Big Rock combo, PolyCrystal equipment racks, cones, and cable
towers.
—Jonathan Scull

VK- 505 E

The higher-spec preamp gave out
considerably more information than the
5i, and created afar deeper and more
transparent soundstage. The Si actually
shifted the entire soundstage forward
— the wraparound immersive effect
could be even more pronounced
through it. The SE looked at the stage
from aslightly more distant perspective, set afew rows farther back. The Si
didn't sculpt images in air as clearly,
something the more expensive and
authoritative VK-50SE managed with
great ease.
While my reviewer side calls to the
VK-50SE, my I-jus'-wanna-lissen-tomusic side is drawn toward the essential
sweetness of the bloomy 5i. In the final
analysis, the greater detail and clarity of its
more expensive brother develops aricher
sonic tapestry, top to bottom, as simply
more information makes it through. In
this case, more is certainly better.
The Si was more easily likeable, like
ascruffy towheaded kid digging his toe
into the grass as you pat him on the
head. The VK-50SE, on the other hand,
was aformidable battleship that had to
be catered to — no trace of poor setup
allowed anywhere in the system. Don't
make the mistake of assuming that
you'll automatically achieve better
sound just by throwing money at your
stereo. Remember Scull's Law: The
more revealing, the more revealing. Ahem. The VK-50SE must be carefully
matched with the highest-quality ancillary components for you to enjoy its
considerable best.
I'd guess it wouldn't be at all abad
idea to upgrade the 5i to SSE specification. While Ididn't audition asample of
that particular upgrade, I'd say if it
builds on the charms of the original and
moves more in the direction of the VK50SE, you'll have yourself quite ahighend bargain.
How do you get to Carnegie Hall?
If you're aregular reader of this magazine and you're out there striving, as
Kathleen and Ido, to reach that state of
sonic nirvana we all crave; if music is as
important acomponent of your life as
it is of ours; if, when it comes to musical experience at home, you understand that wild desire for more and better, and if you can afford it — make sure
to check out the Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE. Or start with aVK50, then move up as circumstances permit. You may find it the most revealing
audio experience of your life. High!ï
recommended.
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Imagine.
A muscular 600 watt amp with the soul of a9 watt triode.
The

new Suaire stereo amp:
1140nie

magic
by Bob
Carver.

Surefire
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It's not a 9 watt triode of course, and we wouldn't want it to be, but it does share a very important
characteristic with one. It incorporates the current-source (high output impedance) property of atriode—
the very property that is the dominant factor (perhaps ninety percent) of the sonic magic that makes listening
to the classic vacuum tube amplifier so much fun. So when you choose our current-source output
connections for your system. )ou'll have asumptuous high end, and amidrange that positively glows. At
the same time, the new Sunfire Amplifier, with its uncanny tracking downconverter, has the ability to raise
goose bumps with its awesome power. Using 12 herculean International +Rectifier Hexfets, it can drive any
load to any rationally usable current or voltage level.

• Choice

of Outputs.

You can connect most speakers to the voltage-source output, with its near zero impedance, to experience the
powerful dynamics and tight bass you've always wanted more of. Or let's say you own electrostatic, planar
magnetic or ribbon speakers, then connecting the higher impedance current-source output can coax forth a
sensuous, delicately detailed musical voice associated with low-powered classic tube amplifiers. Or if you're
able to biwire, you may just arrive at the best possible interface: voltage output to woofer for incredible bass
whack, current output to midrange and treble for ahuge three-dimensional soundstage with detail retrieval
so stunning that you will often hear musicians breathing! Each choice will reveal the delicate musical soul
that complements this amp's astonishing muscle and control. And each will lead to amultilayered soundstage
so deep and wide it will take your breath away.

• Performance

t
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to believe.

The basis for all this is designer Bob Carver's versatility. He's worked successfully for over 20 years with
both tube and solid state designs, and he understands the intrinsic subtleties of each. For the new Sunfire,
he insisted on an enormous 138 ampere peak-to-peak output current capability with 600 watts rms per
channel continuously into 4 ohms and 2400 watts rms into 1ohm on atime-limited basis *. Courtesy of 24
massive Motorola triple-diffused ouput devices, each capable of 20 amperes without taxing current reserves.
Imagine all that in asingle amp Or better yet, visit a Sunfire dealer. That's where you'll hear for yourself
how Bob Carver's Sunfire Amplifier makes it all come together.

Sunfire
'cc $2.375
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.. front the mind & soul of Bob Carrer
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"If you are getting ready
to spend more than $2,175
on an amplifier—doe—
at least not until you've given
the Sunfire alisten. Highly
recommended in the $2000
to $25.000 price class"
The Sensible Sound
Astic \limber 54
WS aa
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Vanley Laboratories
Stingray integrated amplifier

T

here's an aesthetic dimension to the
Manley Laboratories Stingray that
transcends high-end audio and
borders on modern sculpture —not unlike the EAR V20, which Iauditioned
in the October 1999 issue. Still, the
Stingray is by no means an exercise in
gimmickry Form has clearly followed
function at every step in the design
process, the ultimate goal of which was to
fashion avacuum-tube integrated amplifier with real-world power that defined
the outer limits of high-end performance
in afunctional, affordable, bare-bones
package... with atouch of style.
Still, while the Stingray's aural charms
ultimately proved quite engaging, Iwas
initially captivated by its radical styling.
To see the Stingray aglow in adarkened
listening room is an oddly evocative
experience —as if the Muppets, hired by
Bayreuth to stage aWagner opera, had
decided to use achorus of vacuum tubes
in place of the usual sopranos, altos,
tenors, and basses. And if the EAR. V20
reflected its maker's fascination with
high-performance European sports cars,
the Stingray is like avisitor from some
distant galaxy as seen through the retrofuturistic strip-mall prism of 1950s
SoCal pop culture. Like, radical, man.
In fact, when EveAnna Manley first
sketched her hexagonal work in progress — on abar napkin during apause
for the cause at HI-FI '98 in Los Angeles — for erstwhile Stereophile Pooh-Bah
J. Gordon Holt, that venerable sage
remarked dryly, between sips of his even
drier martini, "It looks like astingray."
Of such moments are legends born.
In honor ofJGH, this souped-up, highly evolved descendant of the venerable
Manley 50W monoblocks was dubbed
the Stingray. The fish is illuminated on
the 24K-gold front panel in amanner
befitting the trailer for aWilliam Castle/Vincent Price mondo sci-fi epic.
("No audiophiles will be seated during
the final 15 minutes of this demo!
Please don't reveal the surprise ending
to your friends!")
It takes avillage to nurture an amp
My wife, quite taken by the unconventional appearance of this curious new
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Manley Stingray integrated amplifier

denizen of our audio menagerie, was
pleased to learn that its overall design
was the vision of afemale audiophile.
"It looks like alittle village," she concluded. But while the essential vision
was indeed that of Manley Labs' guiding
light, it took avillage of dedicated
audiophiles, or at least Manley Labs'
dedicated team, to raise such achild.
It's tempting to characterize the
Stingray as an extension of EveAnna
Manley's own personality: bright,
brassy, forward, good-natured, in your
face —in aword, dude, rock'n'roll.
"Well, Ican't admit to consciously
trying to inflict my personality on the
sound of this gear, but Iwill admit to listening to alot of rock'n'roll music,"

Description: Vacuum-tube integrated
amplifier with ultralinear, push-pull
output stage. Tube complement, per
channel: four EL84s, one 6414, one
12AT7. Line inputs: CD, Video, Tuner,
Aux (Record Out, Subwoofer Out
available on request). Power output:
50VVpc, optimized for 5ohm nominal
load (15dBVV); 25W triode configuration available on request. Damping
factor: 10 (equivalent to a source
impedance of 0.5 ohms with a5ohm
load). Bandwidth: 15Hz-40kHz (no
limits given). THD at 5W: 0.25%. S/N

Manley laughs. "Music has such apowerful associative property for me — it's
emotional. True enough, Iplayed saxes
and clarinets and alittle trumpet in high
school and college bands and orchestras,
and even got adegree in Music, so yeah,
Iknow my music theory and Ido know
what real instruments sound like.
"Now, because we build all of this pro
recording equipment, Ifind myself in a
lot of recording studios and mastering
rooms, and, this being the music industry, most of it is pop or rock'n'roll music,
so that becomes my reference. But you
know what? A lot of the evaluative listening process is a relative thing,
whether you're involved with acoustic
purist music or multitrack recordings —

ratio: 87dB (A-weighted).
Dimensions: 19" W by 6.5" H by 15"
D. Shipping weight: 30 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
MST 111.
Price: 52250. Approximate number
of dealers: 35. Warranty: 5years, limited; tubes, 6 months.
Manufacturer: Manley Laboratories,
13880 Magnolia Avenue, Chino, CA
91710. Tel: (909) 627-4256. Fax:
(909) 628-2482. Web: vvwvv.man
leylabs.com. E-mail: emanley@man
leylabs.com.
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ART AND SCIENCE MEET.
FALL MADLY IN
AND MAKE BEAUTIFUL
MUSIC TOGETHER.

Introducing Prelude

MTS from Infinity. Rarely has sonic

accuracy been realized in aform so beautiful. It is indeed a
remarkable meeting of art and science.
Prelude MTS includes more than adozen cutting-edge
transducer technologies, most notable of which is Infinity's
own Ceramic Metal Matrix Diaphragms (C.M.M.D.").They are
three times as rigid as other cones, which results in minimized
internal resonances and maximized sonic accuracy.
Brushed and anodized aluminum extrusions contain
midbass, midrange and high-frequency drivers which are
mounted

atop

a real-wood

veneer, 850-watt

powered

subwoofer. The towers can be used as side or surround
channels along with the center channel to create acomplete
multichannel music and theater system.
Prelude MTS adapts well to any decor and, through
our innovative Room Adaptive Bass Optimization System
(RABOS."), bass output can be electronically tailored to the
unique dimensions and characteristics of any listening room.
Immerse yourself today in the sonic art and science
that is Prelude MTS from Infinity. Contact us at 1-800-553-3332
or www.infinitysystems.com.

Infinity
H AHarman International Company

LOVE.

Manley
once you know anything rather well, relative listening comes into play. Can you
hear the detail of the beads on the shaker, the tone of the guitar, the decay of
that hall, the solidity of the bass attack?
"Hey, Robert Planes voice was once
an acoustic instrument, just the same as
that trombone was. They were both
floating through the air until some
microphone picked up the sound to
convert that air movement into some
little volts to be made into some bigger
volts to get moved through abunch of
gear onto astorage medium, which we
can later buy and do the reverse to."
While the Manley Stingray has only
one power transformer, it is essentially a
fixed-bias, dual-monoblock configuration on asingle stainless-steel chassis. It
has sets of separate left and right line
inputs (gold-plated brass with Teflon

Laboratories

Stingray

dielectric) positioned to either side of
the chassis and adjacent to their own
output transformers, afour-position silver-contact input selector switch, and
screw-down-style binding posts.
Ideally suited to accept spades or bare
wire, these old-fashioned-looking posts
are positioned close enough to the back
of the output transformers that using a
pair of pliers is atight squeeze. Nor was
Iable to piggyback asecond set of speaker cables with WBT expanding bananas
for abiwire setup, as Ihad with the more
versatile vertical binding posts of the
Mesa Audio Tigris and the EAR. V20.
My handy-dandy Dynaclear Postman
(with its
and 7/16" slots) didn't work
here, making it abit clumsy to change
cables. If I'd had an adjustable wrench or
a3/
8"
nut driver, I'd have been cool.
The Stingray's hexagonal shape —

essentially asquare with the front and
back corners cut off— evolved from
Manley's desire to keep signal paths and
connections as short and direct as possible so as to employ apassive preamp
instead of again-stage device. Which is
why apair of bullet-shaped aluminum
pillars serve to conceal and gassy up the
left and right corners, and double as the
conical feet on which the amplifier rests.
And so, in detail after detail of the
Stingray, form follows function. Thus
the decision to employ, for exceptional
transparency, a passive preamp and
high-quality passive Noble volume and
balance controls.
"The main functions of prea nips
these days are switching and volume,"
Manley explains. "When you have to
drive only afew inches of wire, as in the
Stingray, and all your sources are acou-

measured in the plus direction was
1.7dB, two steps in the minus direction
resulted in changes of approximately
5dB each. It is possible, however, to
position the control between detents.
Fig.1 shows the Stingray's frequency
response. (Note the ldB/division scale.)
The response into aresistive load shows a
slight downtilt at low frequencies. The
uneven response into our simulated
loudspeaker load, however is the result
of the amplifier's high output impedance.
Similar deviations will always be present
in actual use, though varying slightly
depending on the impedance of the
speaker used. These changes should be
dearly audible, and will make the amplifier's sound highly speaker-dependent —
acharacteristic of most tube amps.
Fig2 indicates the Manley's output
with a10kHz squarewave input. The
risetime is fair, but there is anoticeable
overshoot and some damped, ultrasonic
ringing. The overshoot is also very evi-

dent in the 1kHz squarewave (not
shown), though the ringing is not.
Fig.3 shows the Stingray's channel
separation: afair result at best, with the
crosstalk in one direction noticeably
worse than the other. However, in neither direction is the crosstalk likely to
result in noticeable audio degradation.
The THD+noise percentage vs frequency results shown in fig.4 are
respectable for atube amplifier, though
the right channel's low-frequency distortion could be lower. (The bias for
each tube was within 10mV of the rec-

Measurements
;less otherwise noted, all measurements were made at level settings
that resulted in a1W output with an
input of 100mV. This was approximately 130 on the Manley Stingray's volume
control, at which position the voltage
gain into 8 ohms was 29dB. The
Stingray's gain at the maximum setting
of the volume control was 39.5B.
After one hour of operation at I
/3
power the Stingray was running no hotter than is typical of tube amplifiers.
The Manley's input impedance measured acomfortably high 472k ohms.
The output impedance, however, was
also high, ranging from amaximum of
3.87 ohms at 20Hz to aminimum of
2.83 ohms at 20kHz — values guaranteed to affect the amplifier's frequency
response through real loudspeakers. DC
offset at the main outputs measured a
negligible 0.3mV in the left channel,
0.1mV in the right. The signal/noise
ratio (referenced to 1W into 8ohms,
left channel, all values rounded to the
nearest dB) measured a good 73dB
from 22Hz to 22kHz, 69dB from 10Hz
to 500kHz, both unweighted, and 78dB
A-weighted. The A-weighted value
dipped intermittendy to 70dB, this most
likely due to aslightly noisy tube.
The Stingray is noninverting, apositive-going input resulting in apositivegoing output. Its volume-control tracking is fair, with aleft/right output deviation of up to ldB, depending on the setting. The volume control's detents are
fairly coarse, particularly from 12:00
down. While the maximum change
Stereophile, December 1999

oo
Fig.2

Dos

Manley Stingray, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8ohms.

MCC

.01

Fig.1

Manley Stingray, frequency response at
(from top to bottom at lkHz): 2.828V into
8ohms, 4ohms, and simulated loudspeaker
load, (1 dB/vertical div., right channel
dashed).

"
Fig.3

'Da

Manley Stingray, channel separation vs
frequency, from top to bottom: L-R, R-L
(10dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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Manley
pie of volts output, as they mostly all are
these days, a passive preamp works
great. Some guys, thinking less is more,
get in trouble with passive preamps trying to use a50k ohm potentiometer to
drive 12' of whatever capacitance in the
cable. Whoops? Where did the balls
and high frequencies go? Gotta get
down to some low impedance to drive
cable properly without loss.
"Another way that the form followed
function was having the power switch
next to the IEC connector. If Ihad run
the power switch up at the front panel,
then the mains would have had to flow
right under the input circuitry. By keeping the power switch at the back, where
it's easily accessible, wiring — and thus
labor — are greatly simplified, and all
the AC is kept furthest away from the
sensitive input stages."

Laboratories

The most remarkable thing about the
Stingray is the amount of gain and dynamic range Manley and her design
team managed to elicit from four little
EL84 output tubes per channel—not
exactly a tube that springs to mind
when envisioning a50W amp of low
global feedback (only 4dB) operating in
ultralinear mode. All sparkly, quick, and
open, the EL84 has never been synonymous with prodigious bass, but the
Manley team reasoned that perhaps this
was not the tube's fault. Because Manley Labs winds its own transformers,
"Hutch" Hutchison was able to define a
new series of parameters, Michael Hunter could wind some prototypes, and, in
short order, Paul Fargo would have one
hooked up to an amplifier on the test
bench for measurements and A/B listening tests with the old designs.

Stingray

As Manley describes it, "'Sorry,
boys,' I'd tell them. 'Your numbers arc
way better with the new designs, but
we're still not there sonically. Try again.'
So what actually ended up happening
was abalance of numbers and ears. The
bass sound Iwas looking for came from
the right amount of inductance combined with aslight introduction of saturation. 'Oh, the horror!' you say. Nope,
numbers ain't everything ... as you may
have heard. The other place we found
we were losing alittle bass was in the
old input stage we'd been using for the
past 15 years. So Paul Fargo developed a
new input design that really did the
trick. And it suited us well, with the
Stingray's passive volume and balance
control, to score alittle extra gain there
anyway. And Mr. 12AT7 takes care of
that job."

Measurements
ommended 250mV reading for these
measurements.) It's clear, however, that
the Stingray is not very happy with
loads below 4 ohms. Fig.5 shows the
waveform of the amplifier's THD+
noise at 2W into a4ohm load. The second harmonic predominates.
Fig.6 shows the Manley's spectral
response with a50Hz input at an output
of 33.5W into an 8ohm load. The second harmonic (100Hz) is just below
-40dB (1%), the third at -44dB (just
under 0.7%). For reference, fig.7 shows
asimilar spectrum taken with alkHz
tone driven at 33.5W into 8ohms. The
second harmonic has dropped to amore
respectable -59dB (just above 0.1%)
with the third harmonic now highest in
level, at -56dB (0.15%). Clearly the
amplifier is less linear at low frequencies
and high levels, but if you read EveAnna
Manley's comments in the main text of
this review, it seems that this was a
deliberate design choice.
srtotOrent 1•4.4”

The spectrum shown in fig.8 reveals
the intermodulation in the output with
a combined 19+20kHz signal being
delivered at 19.7W into 4ohms (about
as high as this amplifier will deliver into
this load before visible clipping of the
waveform). The difference artifact at
lIcHz lies at -52.9dB (about 025%), the
18kHz component is -35.7dB (about
1.7%). This intermodulation is just marginally lower at most frequencies at the
same power into 8ohms (not shown),
but higher at lkHz (about 0.45%). The

results of figs.6, 7, and 8 may appear
uninspiring, but they are not out of the
ordinary for tube amplifiers, which traditionally do relatively poorly on these
spectral analyses.
Fig.9 shows the way in which the
Stingray's THD+noise at 1kHz varies
with output power with one channel
continuously driven into 8, 4, and 2ohm
loads. The discrete clipping measurements are shown, to the nearest watt, in
Table 1. Note that the clipping levels are
given at 3% THD+noise rather than the
1.0•M 0000, Sop.
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Fig.5 Manley Stingray, IkHz waveform at 2W into
4ohms (top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom, not
to scale).
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Fig.7 Manley Stingray, spectrum of IkHz
sinewave, DC-20kHz, at 33.5W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Manley Stingray, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at 2kHz):
4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4ohms, 1W into 8
ohms, and 2.83V into simulated loudspeaker load (right channel dashed).
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Fig.6 Manley Stingray, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 33.5W into 8ohms
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Manley
Bright lights, fast city
In high-end audio, the name of the
game is system synergy. As taken as I
was with the Stingray's sound, Iset out
to audition it in avariety of applications,
with different combinations of tweaks
and gear. Itried both short-wall, nearfield settings (with avariety of standmounted speakers) — in which, Ianticipated, some Sterrophile readers might use
the amp—and full-range floorstanders
in my customary long-wall space. (See
"Associated Equipment.") Ialso did a
fair amount of comparative listening
with apair of similarly priced integrated
amps that were visiting for the summer:
the 6V6/EL84-equipped Mesa Tigris
and the EL34-configured Conrad-Johnson CAV-50.
During this time Ialso experimented

with speaker cables with each integrated-amp/speaker combo, alternating
between the more passive, linear,
midrange-oriented JPS Superconductor
Singles and the remarkably rich, triode-

All of asudden,
Iwas in no hurry
to "upgrade" any of
my core components.
like contours of the new, more subjectively voiced Monster Cable Sigma Retros. And, most significantly, Igot to
upgrade the performance of all my analog and digital components with the

Laboratories

Stingray

new Synergistic Research Designer's
Reference2 Master Couplers. These are,
for my critical listening purposes and
sheer aural exhilaration, an absolute reference point of sonic integrity. The
manner in which they optimize system
performance/synergy and reveal all
sorts of anomalies and sonic warts at
every level is incredibly revealing, and
the degree of bass extension, midrange
resolution, and top-end air they let
shine through is a revelation. They
make good components sound great,
and great components sound positively
surreal. All of asudden, Iwas in no
hurry to "upgrade" any of my core components. Damn, high-end audio is fun!
Cassandra Wilson's beautifully recorded Traveling Miles (Blue Note 8
54123 2) proved ideal in illustrating the

Measurements
1% we usually specify. Note, too, that
the Stingray doesn't quite meet its specified power into either 8 or 4 ohms.
However, an amplifier like this with a
relatively undersized power supply will
deliver more power with amusic signal
than with the continuous test tones used
to derive fig,9 and Table 1. Accordingly,
fig.10 shows the Manley's THD percentage plotted against power delivery
for alow duty-cycle lkHz toneburst (10
cycles on, 400 cycles off).
Under these conditions, the Stingray
delivers 54.6W into 8 ohms (black
trace) and 60.8W into 4 ohms (red
Table 1

Load

trace) for 3% THD+noise. The distortion rises in arelatively linear manner
with output power. But into 2ohms
(blue) and 1ohm (green), the power
delivery drops and the distortion rises
dramatically. Speakers with impedances
that drop below 3-4 ohms or have high
electrical phase angles should best be
avoided. For a1% THD figure (horizontal magenta line), the maximum
current delivery was about the same
into all loads, at around 3.5A, which is
actually quite respectable considering
the Stingray's physically small output
transformers.
Except for those areas in which tube

amplifiers often perform poorly on the
test bench, the Manley Stingray turns in
arespectable if unremarkable set of
numbers. Just be aware that your choice
of loudspeakers will be even more
important with the Stingray than with
other amplifiers — not because the
loudspeaker may be difficult to drive
per se (although Irepeat that I'd avoid
very low-impedance speakers with the
Manley), but because the Stingray's high
output impedance will interact with the
loudspeaker's impedance to create audible deviations in frequency response.
— Thomas J. Norton

Manley Stingray: Discrete Clipping
(3% THD+noise at lkHz)
Both Channels
One Channel
Driven
Driven
W (dBW)
W (dBVV)
(L)
(R)
(L)

réhms 45.9 (16.6) 46.6 (16.7)46.6 (16.7)
(line V)
116V
116V
116V
4 ohms 45.5 (13 6) 46 (13.6) 47.5 (13.8)
(line V)

SI

116V

116V

116V

2 ohms

38 (9.8)

(line V)

116V

OPI4ol

Fig.9

Manley Stingray, distortion (%) vs continuous
output power into (from bottom to top) 8
ohms, 4 ohms, and 2 ohms.
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Fig.10 Manley Stingray, distortion (%) vs IkHz burst output power into 8 ohms (black trace), 4 ohms
(red), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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Laboratories

Stingray's essential musical character,
harmonic correctness, and ease of resolution with acoustic and electric sources,
fast transients, and the human voice. My
initial impressions of the Stingray were
of its incredible speed and tonal brilliance. On "Time After Time," the localization, separation, and detail of specific
images, such as the acoustic and electric
strings in the left and right channels and
the enormous acoustic bass, were clear
and lucid; each instrument was distinctly
delineated in its own acoustic space, yet
elegantly blended with the rest.
Wilson's voice was beautifully centered and richly detailed, from the
chesty mezzo character of her tone to
the breathy aura of her phrasing and
articulation. Nor —unlike many of the
amplifiers I've auditioned of late — was
there anything laid-back or rolled-off
about the highs. The upper harmonics
of Regina Carter's fiddle had wonderful
sparkle and life on "Seven Steps to
Heaven." Tiny percussive details were
clearly rendered, the piano and vibraphone were never muddled in midrange murk, the soundstaging was deep
and open and holographic, and there
was plenty of attack and forward thrust
to the bass — super rhythm and pacing,
if not the last word in heft.
Likewise on the hypnotic gamelan
airs of "Metalanguage," from Ahernesia
(M'A Recordings/Series Momentum
M3), by my worthy colleague and fellow
percussionist, Jon Iverson. This is afantastic full-range recording with exceptional air, soundstage depth, and lowend slam, thanks to Jon's use of avenerable 2", 16-track MCI. The Stingray collated the swelter of metallic, wooden,
and skin voices like aspinster librarian,
seemingly sorting out and cross-referencing all the tonal focal points by height

Stingray
and age, in alphabetical order.
And on "Asking For It," from Hole's
Live Through This (DGC DGCD24631), the Stingray handled all the
ambient effects and acoustic cues with

ing up so the ball bearing didn't quite
rock over to the next click, Idid find an
in-between step that seemed to represent the optimum median gain before
shifting over into Glare Central.

The localization,

Comparisons
No integrated amplifier in this price
range is going to have everything, and in
one-on-one auditions with the Mesa
Audio Tigris and the Conrad-Johnson
CAV-50 the Stingray more than held its
own —and was, in some ways, the most
musically satisfying. Still, each amp had
its own areas of emphasis and strength. A
matter of personal taste. The best way I
can characterize the differences is that
the Stingray sounds as if it was voiced
from the top down, the Tigris from the
bottom up, and the CAV-50 from the
midrange out.
Ifound the CAV-50 to be euphonic
and fairly bloomy: rolled-off on the top,
laid-back on the bottom. Iwas pleased
to discover how sensual and harmonically correct it rendered vocals, and had
alot of fun blowing doors off hinges
with large-gestured symphonic recordings, without the sound getting grainy
or glaring — avery lush, romantic presentation. However, it didn't quite
deliver the elemental bite and bark I
want from rock or the rhythm and pacing Iprefer with acoustic jazz, tending
to favor the warm afterglow of upright
bass rather than tracking the leading
edge of attack transients. Of course, the
CAV-50 uses an integral power cord, so
Iwasn't able to confer on it the sonic
benefits of astate-of-the-art power cord
like the Designer's Reference2 Master
Coupler. Hardly seems fair, does it?
Still, employing the JPS Superconductor Single speaker cables —a fairly linear design with adetailed, articulate
midrange and abit of extra juice in the
presence region — really helped localize the bass and gave the CAV-50 more
air and presence on top. System synergy is everything.
The Mesa Tigris is, in some ways,
the most versatile of these three amps,
what with its dedicated headphone
amplifier and the multiple pentode/triode/negative-feedback combinations
of its Tandem State Imaging. It has terrific slam and bass resolution, asweet,
smooth top end, awarm, musical midrange, and fine soundstaging. Ilove listening to rock and driving acoustic jazz
on it. But as Iintimated in writing of its
multiple personalities in my original
review, it's less powerful, and more colored or subjective in its presentation —
which means it doesn't have the upper-

separation, and detail
of specific images were
clear and lucid.
classical ease and aplomb, then easily
shifted into overdrive to track Courtney
Love's gargling-with-grenades voice and
the band's crunchy garage-band roar
with the kind of snap, crackle, pop, and
elemental swell that more polite audio
designs never approach.
In my secret identity of Clip Stern,
high-end audio's Vlad the Impaler, I'm
always driving amps to destruction. So it
was with the Stingray and its mechanically detented volume control (not to be
confused with much more expensive
graduated switched resistors, to which it
bears asuperficial resemblance). Depending on the source, Ifound that, as I
increased the volume, the Stingray got a
little louder, then alittle more loud,
then abit louder still — until suddenly
there was an abrupt jump to A LOT
LOUDER as the amplifier delivered its
singing telegram: "Hey, schmuck, you
have reached the outer edges of this system's performance limits. Back ofil" I
found myself wishing Icould dial up a
setting somewhere between 7and 8.
But you know what? The electrical
contact of the Stingray's volume control
is actually continuous, like anormal pot;
it is ball bearings that give it the feel of
those little mechanical clicks. By back-

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Rega Planar 3, Dual
CS 5000 turntables; Grado Reference
Master, Ortofon X5-MC cartridges;
Audio Refinement AM/FM tuner.
Digital sources: California Audio
Labs CL-20 DVD player, Delta CD
transport; Audio Refinement CD
player, California Audio Labs Alpha
24/96 tube DAC.
Preamplification: E.A.R. 834P
tube phono preamp.
Loudspeakers: Celestion A3, Joseph
RM22si, Soliloquy 5.0, PSB Alpha,
Cabasse Aria (by Zalytron Industries,
designed by Joe D'Appolito).
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Cables: Interconnects: Synergistic
Research Designer's Reference2 Master Coupler, Resolution Reference
Mk.II; Straight Wire Serenade.
Speaker Cables: JPS Labs Superconductor Single, Monster Cable Sigma
Retro.
Accessories: JPS Labs Power AC
Outlet Centers. Argent RoomLenses,
EchoBusters room treatments; PolyCrystal brass speaker spikes, cones,
stands; Signal Guard H Resonance
Attenuation Platform; Shalcti Stones.
-Chip Stern
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midrange articulation and see-through
clarity that make the Stingray more satisfying for agreater variety of acoustic
sources and rock. For the Tigris to
match the gain, headroom, and soundstaging depth of the 50W, ultralinear
Stingray would necessitate adding progressive increments of negative feedback, which would make it much more
linear and significantly increase the
dynamic range, but with acommensurate loss of transparency.
The Stingray had little in the way of
upper-bass bloom or plumpness. Its bass
was still much faster and more forward
than the CAV-50's, if not quite as fat
and immediate as the Tigris's. Still, the
speed and accuracy with which it portrayed bass were quite musical, the
midrange was exceptionally clear, open,
and articulate, the presence region had
real bite, and the high end was detailed
and brassy. Iwould not recommend
using the Stingray with exceptionally
bright or analytical speakers, as the sonic
aftermath could be likened to the
penumbra's effect on the eyes during a
solar eclipse.
Conclusions
The Manley Laboratories Stingray is a
carefully thought-out, lovingly designed
integrated amp with abig, open soundstage, ashimmering, crystalline top end,
aclear, richly detailed midrange, and a
lean, focused, articulate bass response
with such superb speed and pacing that
it more than compensates for its lack of
extreme low-end heft.
Which is not to say that the Stingray
doesn't have beaucoup bass. With
small, warm, efficient bookshelf speakers, the Stingray's sound was rich,
vibrant, and alive, with plenty of pep,
detail, character, and punch. It was
shocking how rich and musical the
Stingray sounded with the humble little
PSB Alpha minimonitors and the
warm, sweet Soliloquy 5.0s.
'Which is not to say that it lacked the
guts to drive big full-range speakers...
provided they have the requisite sensitivity. At HI-FI '99 in Chicago, Iheard
the Stingray drive the big Tannoy
Churchills to purr-fection, while with
my full-range Celestion A3s —in tandem with the warm, airy, triodelike
midrange character and plump, autumnal upper-bass emphasis of the Monster
Cable Sigma Retros — Iwas able to get
as vivid, balanced, and involving a
sound in my listening room as I've ever
experienced.
All in all, the Stingray is cool, sexd
and musical. But mostly, it's fun.
Stereophile, December 1999
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make your high-end system sound like awaste of
money. While some furniture makers turn adeaf
ear to acoustic performance, Sanus gives it top
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acoustic vibration and provide rock-solid support.
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Conrad-Johnson VF2500 power amplifier

R

umor had it that if the MF2500
amplifier had gotten any better
in development, Conrad-Johnson would have had to include it in
their "Premier" series. However, C-J's
intention was to hold to the lower price
of their established MF series, and so
they have. Rated at 240Wpc and retailing for $3495, the '2500 is the core
model of Conrad-Johnson's current
range of "MF" power amplifiers. Its
companion M F2250 offers 120Wpc,
while the MF5600 delivers 120Wx5 for
multichannel home-theater applications.
Technical story
Like many Conrad-Johnson designs, the
MF2500's higher performance goals
have been attained through experience
and the refinement of established circuits, not by some magic new topology
that's claimed to solve all previously
known audio-fidelity problems. Thus
the input stage is astandard differential
circuit executed with FETs. The second
stage comprises abuffered voltage-gain
amplifier, and uses bipolar transistors. It
drives a regular class-A/13 push-pull
bipolar output stage, which is directcoupled to the speaker. The output stage
is run at quite alow idle power, which
partly explains why the amplifier takes a
little time to get up to speed from acold
start.' But it does mean that the amplifier does not run too hot to touch.
While some of the MF2500's technology is derived from the older
MF2300A (reviewed in October 1996),
the big change has been from FET to
bipolar output devices. In this circuit, at
least, bipolars confer greater gain stability with output load and current variations, imparting amore consistent and
more dynamic sound quality. The
MF2500 has high-current, resin-encapsulated Sanken power transistors: two
2SC3281 and two SA1302 devices are
paralleled for each channel's output
1In discussions with amplifier designers, Ihave suggested that amicroprocessor could be engaged to manage apre-heat routine that would accelerate warm-up
from acold start. This could even extend to the powersupply reservoirs, which several authorities maintain do
not reach optimum sound and electrical characteristics
until 20 or 30°C alxwe ambient temperature.
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Conrad-Johnson MF2500 power amplifier

stage. These transistors have good thermal properties, high-quality electrical
connections to their junctions, and are
endowed with good safe-operating
areas. This means the amplifier can be
protected with simple quick-blow fuses.
C-J favors a predominantly loworder distortion spectrum in which
some second harmonic is designed to
dominate the distortion residual, this in
the MF2500 courtesy of the input
FETs. Minimal loop negative feedback
is used, in this case just 12.5dB, or
approximately 4x. (Some amplifiers
may run with x1000 to x10,000 of feedback.) As Lew Johnson explained, "the
more the performance of the basic circuits was improved from the new MF
series, the more important was the
upgrading of individual component
quality. Then negative feedback could
be reduced yet again."
The MF2500's regulation topology is
of Premier quality. For example, the
input stage has its own transformer tap
stabilized at avoltage higher than the
output stage requirement. Discrete
open-loop regulators have audiophilegrade polystyrene and polypropylene
capacitors. Only the main current reservoirs are electrolytic, but here there is no
choice. Voltage-reference and feedbackcontrol resistors are costly metal-foil
Vishays. Six 10,000g Nichicon elec-

trolytics form the central reservoirs for
both channels, giving atotal of 30,004.F
per DC supply phase and ensuring good
current delivery at low frequencies.
The massive El-lamination transformer
has split secondary sections to feed the
various regulators. Ialso counted no
fewer than 22 of C-J's exclusive leadfoil, large-value polystyrene capacitors,
plus eight higher-value, audiophilegrade polypropylene caps.

Description:

Solid-state

stereo

power amplifier. Maximum output
power: 240VVpc into 8 ohms
(23.7dBVV), 20Hz-20kHz, at less
than 10/o IMD or THD. Frequency
response:
20Hz-20kHz,
+0/-0.1dB. Hum and noise: 100dB
below rated output. Input impedance: 100k ohms.
Dimensions: 19" W by 6.75" H by
16" D. Weight: 55 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
Not noted.
Price: 83495. Approximate number of dealers: 80. Warranty: 3
years.
Manufacturer: Conrad-Johnson
Design, 2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 6988581. Fax: (703) 560-5360.
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Conrad-Johnson
Hardware
The MF2500's 3/
8"alloy front panel is
anodized in C-J's traditional gold, while
the rest is finished in satin-black textured enamel. The baseplate can be
removed to access the underside of the
printed circuit board. The only control
is a front-panel power switch, and
there's no soft start. 'The heavy transformer is affixed to the right side of the
chassis, while the single, external, fullsize finned heatsink is to the left. The
inputs are single-ended phono sockets,
the outputs 5-way binding posts, all
gold-plated. Thermal protection is via a
self-resetting thermal trip circuit. The
power cord is acaptive three-core type.
Listening
Ifound Ipreferred to leave the MF2500
on most of the time, its low idle power
proving ablessing. The amplifier also

MF2500

ness, or excessive attack that endeared
the MF2500 to me. There was asense
of ease; aural fatigue was significantly
lower than usual for this class of amplifier. Just when Ithought I'd got about as
much out of the MF2500 as Iwas going
There was asense
to get, it got better by stages.
Elements of this sound — almost a
of ease; aural fatigue
tube experience — had been dimly eviwas significantly lower
dent in earlier solid-state amplifiers
from C-J. But some of the necessary
than usual for this
tonal consistency, fine textures, vitality,
and clarity were not expressed well
class of amplifier.
enough to make those models truly
viable alternatives. Their FET output
stages suffered from some variations in
miss it on grounds of alack of forthboth clarity and tonal color with reprorightness for its rather measured pace,
duced sound level, this to some degree
and an almost rich, distant presentation.
also dependent on the loudspeaker load
Yet, over the long term, and along with
and the program complexity.
its even-tempered if slightly sweet tonal
In the case of the MF2500, two key
balance, it was the very absence of a
aspects have become firmly established.
forced or excitable character, false hard-

benefited from extended break-in.
In some respects, the MF2500 gave
an understated view of musical events—
with casual listening it's possible to dis-

Measurements

W

tide
the
Conrad-Johnson
MF2500 will drive 4ohm loads
with music, the output specification is
given as 240Wpc (23.8dB/VV) for
20Hz-20kHz, at less than I% of IM or
harmonic distortion, both channels
driven into 8ohms. Don't be concerned
at that high-looking figure of 1% distortion — in practice, the figures are much
less than this. What this figure reflects is
C-J's disdain of slavish conformance to
the artificially low distortion figures
adopted by many companies without
regard to sound quality.
Tested with the UK's 242V, 50Hz
power supply, the MF2500 reached
309W into 8ohms, one channel driven,
and 295Wpc, both channels driven. It
wasn't shy at 4 ohms, and the shared
power supply was man enough for
451Wpc into 4ohms. This, only 13dB
below the 8 ohm single-channel test
result, indicates good regulation and
load-driving ability.
Playing music-related (IHF toneburst) signals, the MF2500 pushed
24.9dBW into 8 ohms (315W) and
24.77dBW into 4 ohms (600W), but
began to current-limit alittle into 2
ohm loads with 23.9dBW (976W)
available. This relative indifference to
loading provides good verification of
the easygoing muscularity identified in
the listening trials. The maximum peak
current capability was approximately
±35A — good enough for all but the
most severe speaker loads, and certainly
those nominally rated at 4or 8ohms.
Stereophite, December 1999

Power bandwidth was fine, at full
power rated -0.45dB at 20Hz and
-03dB at 20kHz — very solid results.
Distortion at rated power was more than
satisfactory: 0.15% at 20Hz, 0.14% at
1kHz (-57.1dB), and 0.4% at 20kHz.
While looking at the bandwidth, Ihappened to check the distortion at IW,
150kHz, where readings of several percent are common, and where the switching rate of the output devices dominates
the issue. The test result showed the
MF2500's fine internal behavior: just
0.5% THD, which is impressive.
In case you're worried that the modest result for 20kHz might have consequences for in-band high-frequency
intermodulation products, don't. Tested
with 19+20kHz IM signals at full
power and 8ohm loading, the MF2500
gave adifference tone well down at
0.0375%, or -68.5dB (see fig.1). Note
that the second-order difference product was alittle higher than the lkHz

Fig.1

Conrad-Johnson MF2500, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 250W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).

difference tone, so the overall IM result
was not quite as good as it might at first
appear. At significantly lower powers
the linearity cleared up quiddy, and the
excellent intermodulation result at IW
output (fig2) was typical.
While this is abipolar amplifier run
at modest class-A/B bias levels, its harmonic distortion signature remained of
low order over awide range of levels
and frequencies. Thus the 1W harmonic spectrum for anon-supply-related
frequency of 177Hz showed an almost
tubelike signature (fig.3): second harmonic was predominant at amoderate
0.1%, third harmonic at 0.015%, with an
almost monotonic harmonic decrement
thereafter. Hum components were
quite low, at -80dB or lower relative to
the 1W output level.
With the MF2500 fired up with a
stressful two-thirds of rated level into a
4ohm load, Ianalyzed the spectrum for
supply harmonic breakthrough (fig.4).

Fig.2

Conrad-Johnson MF2500, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 1W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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interconnect cables.
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"SimAudio deserves recognition as asolid state
brand of first rank, alongside well known muminaries such as Jett Rowland, Krell and Levinson... The
bottom line is that the SimAudio flagship electronics can hold their own against competing flagship
electronics costing 6times more, even surpassing
these competing units in some sonic respects."
MOON P-5 /W-5 Internationnal audio review #80
"I can enthusiastically recommend the Moon
I-5 one of high-end audio's undiscovered gems."
Robert Harley -Fi Magazine February 1999
"I found the smoothness, coherency, holography and
overall tonal balance to be remarkable." P-5 /W-5
Les Turoczi -Audiophile Voice vol.4 no.6 1998.
"The Moon P-5 has transparency, very low noise
and flexibility of control.., and should be considered
among the finest line preamps available today...
The Moon W-5 is one of those few amps that can
convey areal 'lump' with no loss of detail or focus."
Kalman Rubinson -Stereophile -March 1999
"The I-5 is ahigh-quality integrated amplifier that
will appeal to anyone looking for ataste of the
best" SoundStage!- Doug Schneider-May 1999.
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Alpha-Core Micro Purl'"
From the makers of GOERTZ speaker cables.
The revolutionary Alpha-Core Micro Purl interconnects are cutting-edge transmission line technology. They contain two 50 microns thick signal
carriers made of 99.99% pure solid silver or OFC
copper placed on each side of a copper ground
plane. The thin three layer sandwich is then twisted (purled) as it is embedded in a heavy sheath of'
atransparent high grade polymer.
Low Series Inductance.
Superb detail and stereo definition.

Micro Thin Dielectric.
Dead silent background and afast burn in.
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Super -flat sandwich construction.
Sound World

Westminister, CA
(714) 418-0575
Galen Carol Audio

Alpha-Core, Inc.

San Antonio, TX
(210) 805-9927

915 Pembroke Street, Bridgeport, CT 06608

The Sound Exchange
Somerville, NJ
(908) 725-7633
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Provides excellent noise rejection.

Twisted for ease of handling and
added EM and RF cancellation.

Tel: 800-836-5920

(USA) 203-335-6805

Fax: 203-384-8120
Made in the United States — Patent Pending
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Conrad-Johnson
First, this amplifier offered the ability to
play all the way to full output with consistent quality. Second, while the
MF2500 won't put C-J's Premier Eight
A tnonoblocks out of business, or even
the smaller Premier Eleven A, its sound
conveyed much of the general nature of
afine tube amplifier — aclassic type of
moderate negative feedback, wide
bandwidth, and linear, push-pull design
— coupled with greater dynamic range
and sheer load-driving grunt.
Tonal colors were natural, never strident, thin, or hard. While the bass didn't
have the kind of deeply extended
impact of the biggest, most costly reference amplifiers, it was satisfying. Not
only was the bass powerful — more
than sufficient to do justice to cathedral
organ at full stretch, and able to carry
the low-frequency presence of alarge
symphony orchestra—it was also artic-

ulate, in terms of both detail and tuneplaying. The bass also had akind of
bouncy, springy recovery that lent drive
and interest to rhythm bass lines on jazz
and classic rock.

The MF2500 is a
bighearted amplifier,
and sounds it.
Through the midrange, the MF2500
had athermionic tonal poise that appeared to have apayoff in terms of natural image depth and perspective. While
the amplifier's transparency was rated
fairly well, the natural tonality helped
create coherent, focused well-layered
images. Stage width also rated above
average, if alittle more like that of afine
moving-coil cartridge than aCD source.

MF2500

In the upper frequencies, the amplifier remained even tempered, well balanced, and even quite delicately resolved. String tone was nicely presented, and no false edge or breathiness was
added to vocal sibilants. In fact, vocals
in general were handled with neartubelike quality and good clarity, and
the inner harmonies of massed choir
were well read, with well-maintained
perspectives.
Within that slightly "relaxed" temperament, the MF2500 nevertheless
managed to pack quite apunch —this is
abighearted amplifier, and sounds it. As
it continued to break-in and Igrew more
familiar with its balance, musical values
asserted themselves. Pace, rhythm, and
timing, plus dynamic resolution, were all
rated significantly above average.
On my personal scoring scale, this
amplifier achieved acommendable 22

Measurements
Once again, that aurally "kind" monotonic distortion spectrum is seen, with
hum components held to negligible levels. Those early stage regulators must be
doing their job well. Short-circuit trials
resulted in blowing the rail-protection
fuses but nothing else.
The output impedance was satisfactorily low, typically 0.12 ohm at low and
mid frequencies. This rose to 0.32 ohm
by 201cHz, but remained of no great significance. The input was easy to drive,
its impedance nominally 105k ohms in
parallel with 120pF, which will be suitable for tube, FET, and solid-state preamplifiers. Input sensitivity was about
average: 1.9V for full level and 124mV
for 1W, not quite sensitive enough for
the amplifier to be used with apassive
controller unless the associated CD
player offers more than the standard 2V
maximum output.
Frequency response for the precision
-0.5dB points was rather better than

2Hz-21kHz; it, very slightly dulled at
the edge of the audible range, and abit
worse than specified. The rate of rolloff
above that point was quite gradual; tg, to
-3dB at 1401cHz.
Channel balance was tolerably close
at 0.120dB midband, while DC offset at
the output was also quite satisfactory:
38mV left, 25mV right, and remaining
quite stable. Of more interest perhaps
was the rather ordinary result for channel separation, beginning at 83.6dB for
the 20Hz bass range, drifting down to
49.3dB by midband 1kHz frequency,
and falling further to 263dB by 201cHz.
These results were not special, and I
was concerned that if the crosstalk product emanated via the common power
supply, then it could well be dominated
by harmonic distortion from the other
channel. As it happened, this crosstalk
was innocuous, purely signal-related
and probably arising at the high-impedance input section. A direct measure-

ment of the "silent" channel while the
other was driven to 100W into 8ohms
gave afine distortion result of better
than 02%. No worries here.
The UK's 50Hz power supply caused
some mild mechanical hum from the
transformer at certain times of day —
the peak demands of TV sets in the
evening, for example. On electrical
noise, for IHF OdBW, unweighted I
measured afine 772dB rising to 89dB
A-weighted. Relative to full power, the
unweighted reading was 101dB (112
excluding hum) and 112.6dB A-weighted — very satisfactory results.
Finally, the MF2500 was analyzed
for stability (fig.5). It proved unconditionally stable; even a21.LF load and
direct, wide-bandwidth squarewave
drive resulted in aclean result, with little overshoot and negligible ringing.
This tidy behavior further reinforces
my good opinion of its load tolerance.
- Martin Conoms

•111111111 11111111111114.11,111=1„

Fig.3 Conrad-Johnson MF2500, spectrum of
177Hz sinewave, DC-2kHz, at 1W into
8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.4 Conrad-Johnson MF2500, spectrum of
37.5Hz sinewave, DC-2kHz, at 400W into
4 ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.5

Conrad-Johnson MF2500, small-signal
IkHz squarewave into 8 ohms in parallel
with 2pF.
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The new GTP-7 50 Home Theater Tuner/Preamplifier
combines ADCOM's legendary high-end audio
performance with the latest advances in digital processing.
Featuring Dolby Digital l'and dte decoding, advanced
circuitry and user friendly design, the GTP-750 is the
home theater control center for movie and music lovers.

Timber Lane •Marlboro, NJ 07726 •Telephone: 732-683-235 6 •Fax: 732-683-2358

points, asignificantly good result for
type and price.
Conclusion
Conrad-Johnson's MF2500 is asuccessful product on many grounds. It
closely approaches the classic tonal
character of afine tubed amplifier —a
C-J hallmark —and holds on to that
quality over agreat range of output
power and possible speaker loading.
Not easy to accomplish.
It avoids the cheap, quick thrill of a
bright, fast, forward sound. Instead, it
builds on quality and depth of performance to achieve its commendable rating. Its sound is musically entertaining
without being hyperactive, while its
broad, bighearted approach is easy on
the ears. All kinds of music were handled with equanimity.
In the lab, the MF2500's high output
power and good load tolerance were
confirmed. The amplifier could dump
up to 900Wpc into 2ohm loads for
short-term peaks, and cruise happily at
around 300Wpc driving 8ohm loads.
This matches the attainment of significantly more costly amplifiers. Except
for the modest channel separation at
high frequencies, no test result gave rise
to concern.
Well-built and well-finished, with
effective if old-fashioned circuit protection, the MF2500 idled at quite low
power and could be safely left on for
extended listening periods. This musically well-balanced powerhouse represents fine dollar value, and wins awarm
recommendation.
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—Martin Colloms
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In the real world, sound travels in 360.
So why be stuck in the middle? Left,
right, and center, the mbl 101d renders
full-range, 3-dimensional sonic reality.
mbl also offers an impeccable line of
components to complement the 101d.
mbl, we render reality.

"All Ican say af rmy
experience with the
Power Plants is that
any audiophile buying
expensive preamps,
surround processors
etc. would be
absolutely an idiot
not to plunk down
$995 for the P300, as
the sonic improvmen
is likely more than
upgrading to the sa
company s new an
more expensive
surround processo
to come out
in 3-4 years hence."
Steve S.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn LP12/
ARO/Koetsu Rosewood II/Lingo.
Digital sources: Krell KPS-25s,
Marantz CD-7, Naim CDS11 CD
players.
Preamplification: Krell KPS25.r, Conrad-Johnson Premier Fifteen, ART, and PFR.
Power amplifiers: Krell FPB 200
and FPB 650M; Cary 300SE
LX20; Naim NAP250; ConradJohnson MF2300A, Premier Eleven A, and CAV50.
Loudspeakers: Wilson WITT
Mk.II, B&W Nautilus 803, Sonus
Faber Signum, Harbeth HL7ES,
Quad ESL-63.
Cables: Transparent Music Wave
Plus, van den Hul, Siltech.

.,.

mbl of America
PHONE 080-991-8001

FAX 480-991-8797

www.mbl-hifi corn mbl east 860-651-7945

vivivi,rsr, unro,com
877-772-8340
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Highwire Power Wrap
Want the "silence is golden" effect of agreat after
market power cord, but
don't want to spend the
money? The Highwire
Power Wrap is an inexpensive, but highly effective
tweek that filters out RFI
noise much better than ferrite Normally SEO, its on sale
for S39 99
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MSB/Monolithic Sound Link DAC The MSB Link DAC is an incredible sonic
value by itself. Now with the addition of the Monolithic Sound modification it's
aworld beater! Extensive reworking of the analog stage and power regulation
gives the MSB asmoother top end and afuller, more dynamic sound 6549.99

long-playing records
compact disks
audio system accessories

ideuurafoadr

800.449.8333

musicdirect

1327 W Washington Blvd ,suite 102
Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois. 312 433-0200

Monolithic Sound PS-1 Phono Stage This new entrant to analog is aver
iiiv plIU110 dmp vvith three gdIll stages and easily adjustible cartridge loading It can accomodate any output cartridge, including low output moving coils
down to 2Mv. The PS-1 is dead quiet, with awarm musical presentation.
Incredibly it is priced at only $29999 Optional upgrade power supply, RC-1, S199.99,
Music Direct has 30 day trials on all of its accessory/products
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fax 312 433-0011
e-mail mdCamusicdirect.com
http://www.amusicdirect.com

secure web ordering!
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Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300
power amplifier

N

othing like scarcity to create
demand, right? Well, there's
been ascarcity of Nuvistors out
there for decades, and hardly any demand. Do you know about the Nuvistor, aka the 6CW4? It was atiny triode
tube smaller than your average phono
cartridge. Enclosing its vacuum in metal
rather than glass, the Nuvistor was
designed as along-lived, highly linear
device with low heat, low microphony,
and low noise — all of which it needed
to have any hope of competing in the
brave new solid-state world emerging
when RCA introduced it in the 1960s.
Designed mainly for military and
test-equipment applications, the Nuvistor sort of bridged the gap between
tubes and transistors, but no bridge was
needed: tubes proved to be the electronic equivalent of Route 66 to transistors'
Interstate. But just as Route 66 has been
rediscovered, so has the venerable vacuum tube. Finally, it's the Nuvistor's turn.
The only problem is, no one's making them anymore. So Musical Fidelity's
Antony Michaelson, having decided to
build alimited run of Nuvistor preamplifiers and amplifiers, went looking for
the world's remaining stock — and
ended up with thousands. Michaelson,
who is also an accomplished clarinetist,
wove an intriguing tale when he told
me about his difficulties trying to corner
the Nuvistor market (and the Nuvistor
socket market as well, though that's not
really part of this story).
The British company ended up
building 500 Nu-Vista preamps and 500
Nu-Vista 300 amplifiers. Each preamp
(all 500 have been sold) uses four tubes,
so that's 2000 Nuvistors right there.
Company policy is to keep areplacement set on hand for every unit sold, so
that's another 2000. With four Nuvistors (two per channel) also in each
amplifier's front-end circuitry, and a
spare set on hand for each amp as well,
that's atotal of at least 8000 Nuvistors
procured by Mr. Michaelson.
With the Nuvistor's life expectancy
of approximately 100,000 hours, Musical Fidelity figures that, with the second
set of Nuvistors in waiting, the life
expectancy of the limited-edition preStereophile, December 1999

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 power amplifier

If your familiarity with Musical
Fidelity products begins and ends with
the "good for the money" budgetpriced X series, leave your preconceptions at the speaker terminals — this is a
very serious product. And though at
$5495 it ain't cheap, given what you get
physically, sonically, and in terms of
sheer, raw power, it's abargain.
With its curved diecast sides and a
Nu Vista 300
gleaming fascia fine-machined from
Despite its high profile in the Nu-Vista
300's very name, the Nuvistor tube is not aluminum mil-spec billet with polished-brass vertical accents, the long but
the 300's main amplifying device. How
many of the little guys do you think it compact two-chassis design looks and
would take to output 300Wpc into 8 feels as weighty as it ended up sounding.
ohms —or 600 into 4, or 1000 into 2? But while the two boxes look similar,
the Nu-Vista 300 is not amonoblock:
Instead, the Nuvistors are used as drivers
one chassis houses the power supply, the
for what the literature describes as
"ultra-low-noise, super-matched pairs of other both channels of amplification.
While the conventional wisdom is
bipolar [output] transistors."

amp and amp should be 25 to 30 years.
Is that long enough for you? It is for me.
(But then, I'm an old goat.) And don't
worry: Just because Michaelson has cornered the market, don't think he's going
to stick you for an exorbitant amount
when and if your amp needs replacements. A set of four Nuvistors costs $60.

Description: Hybrid Nuvistor/transistor
stereo power amplifier. Output power:
300VVpc into 8 ohms (24.8dBVV),
600VVpc into 4 ohms (24.8dBVV),
1000Wpc into 2ohms (22.4dBVV). Frequency response: 10Hz-56kHz, ±1dB.
THD: <0.005% at 1kHz; <0.008%,
20Hz-20kHz, unweighted; <0.003%,
20Hz-20kHz, A-weighted. Measured
voltage gain: 30c1B (8 ohms). Measured input impedance: 64k ohms.
Input sensitivity: 1.5V for full output.
Measured output impedance: less than
0.1 ohms. Power consumption: N/A.
Dimensions: Amplifier: 13" W by 6.7"
H by 19.3" D. Weight: 60 lbs. Power sup-

ply: same dimensions. Weight: 51 lbs.
Serial number of review sample:
NUPO 519.
Price: 85495. Approximate number of
dealers: I(only sold direct). Warranty: 3
years, parts &labor.
Manufacturer: Musical Fidelity Ltd.,
15-17 Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex HA9 OTF, England, UK. Tel: (44)
0181-900-2866. Web: vwvw.musicalfidelity.co.uk/. US distributor: Audio
Advisor, Inc., 4717A Broadmoor SE,
Kentwood, MI 49512. Tel: (800) 9420220, (616) 975-6100. Fax: (616) 9756111. Web: mivw.audioadvisorcom.
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Featuring never-before recorded
chamber works from Piazzolla's early career.
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This smart-minded collection of classic music and
wordplay delights with tracks by Clark Terry,
John Pizzarelli, Red Rodney, Peggy Lee, and more.
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Musical
that monoblocks offer physical and
sonic advantages in high-power designs,
Musical Fidelity's position is that the
high current and voltage swings produced by large amplifier power supplies
can create magnetic flux, which can
then interact with the circuitry, interconnect cables, components, or even
the amplifier case, and thus degrade the
sound. Monoblocks can also have different ground potentials, which can affect
imaging. So MF puts two mono amplifiers in one box and both power supplies in the other.

Fidelity

Nu-Vista

300

The choke-regulated power supply
includes three transformers: one for
each channel, and one for the control
circuitry. Rather than the quick pulses
of charging current featured by atypical diode-bridge/reservoir-capacitor
power supply, which can generate RF
spuriae, the choke topology provides a
more continuous source of charging
current to the storage caps. While
Musical Fidelity claims to be the only
manufacturer using this particular
three-transformer approach, Ayre uses
something similar in its V-1 (reviewed

in the September 1999 Stereophilt).
Five LEDs are sunk smartly into the
aluminum surface of each fascia. Push
the Power button centered on the front
of the power supply, and the amp begins
arun-in sequence of lights that first
blink orange, then green. When the
four on the power-supply side and the
center one on the amp side turn green,
the amp is ready.
With its custom-made, die-cast, 15.5kg
rounded heatsinks and its long, low-slung
double chassis, the Nu-Vista 300 reminds
me of apair of large-gauge model train

1001cHz. The rolloff was alittle greater
into 4ohms, but still negligible in the
audio band. As expected, the waveform
of a10kHz squarewave (fig2) was excellent, though ahint of well-damped overshoot can just be made out. The shape of
a 1kHz squarewave (not shown) was
textbook-perfect, though again with just
ahint of overshoot Channel separation
(fig.3) was asymmetrical, with R—L
crosstalk much lower than in the other
direction, where the smooth rise with
frequency indicates capacitive coupling
from the left channel to the right Nevertheless, the channel separation is more
than adequate.
Noise was low, the A-weighted S/N
ratio (ref. 1W into 8 ohms) being a
good 773dB. This figure worsened only
slightly, to 71.4dB, with an unweighted,

wideband measurement. Distortion levels on continuous tones were very low; I
had to drive the amplifier at ahigh level
(125W into 8 ohms) to extract the
waveform of the distortion residual
from the noise. This (fig.4) is mainly
second harmonic. Some third harmonic
appeared at 250W into 4ohms, but at a
very low level.
With respect to distortion, the NuVista 300 is more like apreamplifier
than avery high-power amplifier. Fig.5,
for example, shows the spectrum of the
Nu-Vista 300's output while it drove a
50Hz sinewave at 243W into 8ohms.
Despite the level being just 1
dB below
the clipping point, the harmonics are all
at low levels, with the second, third,
fifth, and sixth harmonics evident at
—90dB (0.003%) or below. Plotting the

Measurements

B

efore being measured, the big Musical Fidelity amplifier was warmed
up for an hour driving a11(1-1z sinewave
at 'A power into 8ohms. This will maximally stress asolid-state amplifier with a
class-B output stage; after the 60 minutes
of operation the amplifier's heatsinks
were too hot to keep my hand on, implying atemperature of well above 60°C.
The Nu-Vista didn't invert polarity,
and its input impedance was ahig,hish
64k ohms. The voltage gain into 8ohms
was 30dB, about 3dB higher than normal for atypical American amplifier,
with a0.08dI3 mismatch between channels. DC offset was low at 19mV (right)
and 23mV (left), and the output impedance was 0.08 ohms/0.04 ohms, left/
right, respectively, across most of the
audio band. While these figures rose to
0.13 ohms/0.09 ohms at 20kHz, the
Nu-Vista 300's source impedance is still
low enough that any response variation
due to the effect of the speaker's impedance modulus will be minimal.
This can be seen in fig.1, the slightly
wavy trace being the amplifier's response into our simulated loudspeaker
load. The response into an 8ohm resistive load was down by about 02dB at
20kHz, with the —3dB point above
Mew* lealede0 'mew, led... al
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Fig.2 Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8ohms.
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Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, IkHz waveform
at 125W into 4ohms (top), distortion and
noise waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, frequency
response at (from top to bottom at IkHz):
2.828V into simulated loudspeaker load,
8ohms, and 4ohms (1dB/vertical div.,
right channel dashed).
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Fig.3 Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, channel
separation vs frequency (10dB/vertical
div., right channel dashed).
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Fig.5 Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 243W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Musical
cars. Before you even listen to any music,
the amplifier exudes power and authority.
It screams "expensive."
Connection
Two cables fitted with locking Neutrik
PowerCon plugs supply juice from each
channels' power supply to the amplifier
chassis, while athird cable handles the
control signal. You can't experiment
with power cords — MFs AC socket is
not the standard IEC connector but the
higher-current version. The amp is not
balanced, signal input is via apair of

Fidelity

RCA jacks. Speaker hookup is via dual
pairs of steroidal custom-machined,

Before you even
listen to any music,
the Nu-Vista 300 exudes
power and authority.
gold-plated, solid brass multi-way posts
fitted with huge, tri-knurled nuts.

Nu-Vista

300

While these connectors look impressive, they proved to be the Nu-Vista's
single seriously annoying feature. The
threaded post's diameter is so big, no
spade-lug connector known to man can
fit over it —you're left to insert one tip
into the hole drilled through the threads
for bare wire. When you try tightening
the big nut, shovel-shaped spades will
either need to be flattened (no thanks),
or backed out of the hole enough so the
nut can clamp onto the flat part, which
reduces contact area. All in all, Ifeel this
is apost design meant to please the eyes

Measurements
distortion and noise content against frequency at a2.83V level resulted in the
traces shown in fig.6. The measured distortion increases only slightly as the load
impedance drops from 8to 4to 2ohms,
though aslight rise is apparent in the top
audio octave and above, reaching 0.1% at
501cHz. Even in the high-frequency intermodulation torture test (fig.7), the
1kHz difference tone remained below
-70dB (0.03%).
The Musical Fidelity's output power
plotted against the THD-Fnoise percentage, on continuous tones with both
channels driven, is shown in fig.8. The
amplifier clipped (defined as 1%
THD+N) at 305Wpc into 8 ohms
(24.8dBW), with 480Wpc available into
4ohms (23.8dBW) and 700W into 2
ohms (22.4dBW), the last two readings
below the specified power. But it should
be noted that, with this much power
being delivered into the load, our lab's
AC line voltage was drooping considerably. It was just 108V for the 2 ohm
delivery, which will compromise the
measured figure.
With just one channel driven, and
using the Miller Audio Research Amplifier Profiler — which uses alow-dutycycle toneburst more typical of amusic

signal — the Nu-Vista 300 delivered
420W into 8ohms (262dBW), 784W
into 4ohms, and 1358W into 2ohms!
This is shown graphically in fig.9. Note
this graph's logarithmic scales, which I
used because of the amplifier's very low
distortion. Only into a 1 ohm load

Pe*. Fo4V

tà 44.3

(green trace) did the Musical Fidelity
stumble, with the clipping point dropping to 996W.
It's fair to say that this amplifier will
deliver more than enough low-distortion power into any loudspeaker you
care to match it with.
—John Atkinson
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Fig.7 Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at 200W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig.8
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It

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, distortion (%)
vs continuous output power into (from
bottom to top) 8 ohms, 4ohms, and 2ohms.
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Fig.6 Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, THD+noise
(%) vs frequency at (from top to bottom at
2kHz): 4W into 2 ohms, 2W into 4 ohms,
1W into 8 ohms, and 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load (right channel dashed).
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Fig.9 Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300, distortion (%) vs lkHz burst output power into 8 ohms (black
trace), 4 ohms (red), 2 ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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Over Three Decades ofAcclaim
1969: "In short, areally good speaker" —Hi -Fi News, UK

1995: "...a remarkable design" —
Hi-Fi News, UK

1972: "...in the elite class of small monitor speakers" —
Audio, USA

1996: "Best Center Speaker" —Home Entertainment, UK

1976: "If you want awinner...then it must be the
Mordaunt-Short" —Practical Hi -Fi, UK

1997: "...a speaker with more refinement than previously
possible" —Audio Video, Singapore

1990: "...a four star value rating" —Hi -Fi Sound, Europe

1998: "Highly Recommendable" —Stereophile, USA

2000: The Declaration Series

distributed by Marantz America, Inc., Roselle, Illinois 60172
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2911 N.PROSPECT ST. COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 80907
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more than to fulfill the cable-connection requirements of ahigh-powered,
high-current amp — eg, large contact
and secure connection. Phooey.
Antony Michaelson solved the problem by sending along some excellentsounding Nu-Vista interconnects and
speaker cables fitted with banana plugs
on one end, spade lugs on the other.
Guess which end goes to the amplifier?
(These wires deserve aseparate review,
which Ihope to provide soon in acable
shoot out.)
Yeah, but how does it sound?
Despite their miserable measurements,
low power, and apparent instability, the
KR Enterprise VT8000s that I reviewed in November were atough act
to follow. Iknow, that sounds like
"despite being dead, he's in pretty good
shape." But Icompared the two amps
before and after the KRs figuratively
fell off the test bench. The KRs are like
an old brandy, while the Musical Fidelity is like an expensive, fiery tequila —
clear and pure, with arich kick. Choose
your enlightenment.
Ispent almost two months alone
with the Nu-Vista 300. Idon't care if
you get abunch of tubes and just sit on
them — Ifirmly believe that to truly
enjoy recorded music at home, to create
the sensation of "live," you need tubes
somewhere in the circuit. Otherwise, you
get a"pristine" dryness not found in
live music. I've sat before 100% solidstate systems comprising the finest
stuff— Krell, Mark Levinson, Ayre,
whatever — and Ican admire, but Icannot touch. To my cars, pure solid-state

systems are either too fast and dry or
too soft and rolled-off.
With Nuvistors in the driver's seat
and bipolars in the engine compartment, the Nu-Vista 300 struck afantastic balance between peed, power, and
quiet on one hand, and richness and liquidity on the other. Bass was extremely
tight and well controlled, but not overly
damped or too percussive at the expense
of harmonics. The highs were crystalline and detailed without being too
sharp or etched, though lovers of mellow might want some rounding to the
spires. Not me. The Nu-Vista 300 has
the most natural portrayal of high-frequency transients of any solid-state amp
I've heard ... but of course, the 300 is
not asolid-state amp. It's ahybrid.
Right in the middle was where I
found the amp to be slightly lean compared to an all-tube design, or one with
atubed output like the KRs —or compared to live music, for that matter. The
300 didn't have agreat deal of bloom,
though it easily avoided sounding dry.
So is the bloom of atube amp an additive distortion? Maybe. But what if
adding bloom makes music sound more
real? What if the Nu-Vista 300's superb,
liquid, yet detailed overall balance —
better than any other solid-state amp
I've heard —is also an "additive distortion" caused by the tubes in the input
stage? So what?
Idon't know how you'd answer that
question, but if you refuse to buy atube
amp because of the heat, the potential
hassles with tube replacement, and the
rest, what's the difference? No matter
what, you're not buying. Well, with the

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Simon Yorke, Basis
Debut turntables; Graham 2.0, Immedia RPM2, Simon Yorke toneanns;
Transfiguration Temper Supreme,
Ctown Jewel SE, EMT TU, Lyra Parnassus D.C.t, Grado Statement phono
cartridges.
Digital source: Audio Alchemy
DDS•Pro CD transport, DTI•Pro 32
resolution enhancer, EAD DSP9000 Mk3 HDCD D/A processor.
Preamplificadon: Ayre K-1, Herron Audio VTSP preamplifiers;
Audio Research Reference, Herron
Audio VTPH-1 phono sections.
Power amplifiers: KR Enterprise
VT 8000MK monoblocics.
Loudspeakers: Sonus Faber Amati
Homage.
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Cables: Interconnects: Yamamura
Millennium 6000, QED Silver Spiral, Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista, Electra Glide. Speaker cables: Yamamura Millennium 6000, QED Silver Spiral, Musical Fidelity NuVista. AC cords: Yamamura Quantum, Electra Glide, Wireworld
Aurora Series III.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform,
VP! SDS and Walker motor drives,
Finite Flemente Pagode and Zoethecus equipment stands, A.R.T. Q
dampers, DJ. Kasser Black Diamond
Racing cones, Walker Valid Points,
Harmonix feet, ASC Tube Traps,
Shakti Stones.
-Michael Fremer

Synergistic is aY2K compliant company

• A new
state-of-the-art
backward
compatible
technologyActive
ShieldingTM
• Enhanced
performance
levels throughDiscrete
Shielding .
"'"
• A free guide
for matching
cables to your
system-

Explorer's Guide
2nd Edition Tm
• Free Cable
Matching ServiceOn-Line Cable
Diagnostic
ProgramTM
• Lifetime
upgrade programLifetime Passport
Protection PlanTM

ynt•rgistic Rewarrh
501 Superior Ave.
Newport Beach CA
Tel: 800.578.6489
Fax: 949.642.2900
Intl: 949.642.2800
Net: www.
SynergisticResearch.com
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As Rolls Royce used to say,
"adequate" for any reasonable
demand. You would expect nothing less from this — the MC2000
— the Monumental McIntosh.

Nu-Vista 300, here's achance to get a
healthy part of the tube thing but without any of the hassles.
Of course, driving a92dB-sensitive
loudspeaker like the Amati Homage
with well over 300W might seem like
overkill, but it's always better to have
too much power than too little. What
kills drivers is clipping, not power. If my
Amatis can handle the Nu-Vista 300, so
can your speakers.

and effortless at both high and low
SPLs. Hardly surprising, given the
power potential. And the amp's spatial
presentation was quite fine, with wellfocused images set against ajet-black
background. I've heard more airy presentations from amplifiers with greater
midrange plushness, but front-to-back
layering was impressive, and soundstage
width and depth left little to be desired.

Conclusions
The Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 300 will
probably soon become a collector's
Given its power,
item. There are only 500 of them in the
world, and when Audio Advisor's allotsonic performance,
ment of Nu-Vista 300s is gone, there
build quality, and
will be no more; last time Ichecked,
there were fewer than 90 left in stock.
cosmetic excellence,
So if this review has whetted your
audiophile appetite, you'd better get
the Nu-Vista 300 has
busy before it's too late.
But the amp's collectibility alone is
to be considered an
not reason enough to buy it. The NuVista 300 combines many of the best
outstanding value.
attributes of tube and solid-state power
amplifiers. Its powerful high-current
design is claimed to be capable of outIlistened to hundreds of hours of LPs
putting 1000W into 2 ohms, yet it
and CDs before sitting down to write
sounds as delicate and liquid as agood
these comments, and throughout those
sessions Ifound the Nu-Vista 300 to be a tube amp. Not that you'd ever mistake
it for one — its presentation is both too
consistently enjoyable, exciting, and
quiet and abit too lean in the mids, and
utterly natural-sounding amplifier. It was
perhaps slightly too crystalline on top,
nimble and well controlled, like the
to ever be mistaken for atube sound.
Mark Levinson No335 Iauditioned in
But it's never harsh or grainy, and has
my review of the Ayre V-1. Also like the
enough of agrip on the midband to
No.335, the Nu-Vista controlled sibigive music arich, satisfying bite.
lants, reproducing them like cool runFree of grain, liquid, effortless, bass
ning water — never getting hashy, yet
that was taut and deep, extended and
never leaving me with the sensation that
airy highs, afine overall tonal balance,
it was doing so by glossing over transolid imaging, fine soundstaging, and
sients. But, unlike the Levinson, the MFs
black, utterly silent backgrounds —
control wasn't accompanied by coolness.
Despite its high power and claimed ultra- these were but afew of the performance features that make it easy to say
low noise and distortion, the Nu-Vista is
that this is an impressive, excitingsaid to be alow-feedback design.
sounding amplifier. Given the NuMost solid-state amplifiers I've heard
just can't get agrip on the music, can't Vista's sound, build quality, virtually
unlimited power, attractive cosmetics,
deliver timbres and textures — or the
sense of airy, physical space —the way
and potential collectibility, its asking
price of $5495 makes it a bargain
tubes can. The Ayre V-1 aimed to satisamong high-powered amplifiers. Given
fy in that regard, and did an admirable
job of creating a "tubelike sense of its power, sonic performance, build
quality, and cosmetic excellence, the
space," though there was aprice to pay
Nu-Vista has to be considered an outin terms of bass control and focus. The
standing value.
Nu-Vista 300 didn't quite match the
Ayre's performance in this area, but it
Available on-line
was reasonably close, with superb overWhile the Musical Fidelity brand is
all focus and clarity. Plus, it offered lithe
bass performance and overall rhythmic well-established worldwide, its only US
dealer is Audio Advisor. To learn more
surety. And it was s0000 quiet, laying
about the Nu-Vista 300, visit www.audio
the details right out in space where my
advisor.com or call (800) 942-0220.
cars could grab them and run.
(Unfortunately, you can't listen to it in
The Nu-Vista's dynamic presentation
cyberspace.)
was outstanding, sounding equally open
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The Monumental MC2.000
Is Available From these
Discerning Dealers
California
Audio Concepts:
San Gabriel, CA (626) 285-0011
Long Beach, C A (562) 434-1540
Gluskin's Camera AudioNideo
Stockton, CA (209) 477-5566
House of Natural Sound
North Hollywood, CA (818) 765-1991
Stereo HiFi Center
Torrance, CA (310) 373-6796

Florida
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Clearwater, FL (727) 572-0052
Sound Performance
Coral Gables, FL (305) 446-8055

Illinois
Audio Consultants:
Chicago, IL (312) 642-5950
Evanston, IL (847) 864-9565
Hinsdale, IL (630) 789-1990
Libertyville, IL (847) 362-5594
Audio Image
Chicago, IL (773) 334-2400

New York
Audio Classics, Ltd.:
Vestal, NY (607) 766-3501
Harvey Electronics:
Lyndhurst, NY (201) 842-0660
Fairfield, NJ (973) 276-1677
New York, NY (2 I
2) 575-5000
Mt. Kisco, NY (914) 241-1230
Greenwich, CT (203) 622-0324
Greenvale, NY (516) 625-4468
Paramus, NJ (201) 652-2882
New York, NY (212) 228-5354
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McIntosh Sales Corporation
661 W. Redondo Beach, Blvd.
Gardena, CA 90247
(888) 979-3737
www.mcintoshlabs.com
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mbl 1611HR D/A converter &
1621 CD transport

M

ore than a decade ago, I
bought anew pair of speakers
and sought to find the most
suitable cables for them. After auditioning anumber of borrowed sets, Ienlisted
my daughter to confirm my selection.
She grew up in ahousehold where there
was always good music playing on good
equipment, but had no active interest in
either. To placate Dad, she listened to a
few of her own recordings with each of
the various cables and then, lo and
behold, reached the same conclusion I
had. In fact, she described the differences almost exactly as Iwould have. I
was ecstatic. Not only did it confirm my
opinions about the cables, but it confirmed to me that any motivated listener
can hear what golden-ear audiophiles
obsess about. As Itried to express my joy
to her, she left the room with this parting
shot: "Yes, of course, but who cares?"
I think she nailed it, guys. The
improvements Ihear in switching from
agood Class C or D component to a
similar Class Aor Bcomponent costing
10 or 20 times more arc quite small.
However, if Icare about these aspects of
perfonnance, they are significant to me.
Audiophiles can justify their expenses
only because small perceived differences are important to our personal
enjoyment and satisfaction. Consequently, we choose to assign ahigh subjective value to such distinctions because we are convinced that they will
afford us great joy and happiness.
Extending the issue of subjectivity to
the purely monetary, we each assign a
personal value to dollars as well. Is a
$1000 audio purchase something that
you must plan to make but once every
few years, or is it something you can do
without concern as often as you like?
My situation places me somewhere in
between the two, but I'm certain there
are readers across (or even beyond) that
range. Therefore, it's impossible for me
to say that improvement "X" is worth
expenditure "B" for anyone other than
myself; you must interpret my recommendations as being quite personal.
When Iwas offered the chance to
review the mbl DAC (and, subsequent-
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mbl 1611HR D/A processor

ly, the Burmester and Mark Levinson
DACs that Iwrite about elsewhere in
this issue), Idid wonder if it was possible to fairly evaluate such expensive
pieces. Given what enjoyment is offered
by much less costly equipment, could
there be such differences in performance as would justify the orders-ofmagnitude cost differences between
decent, garden-variety DACs and the
mbl, Burmester, and (to adegree) Mark
Levinson? The products under review
here must do exactly the same things
that all other DACs do: take adigital
datastream, separate the data and clocks,
oversample, convert each data word to
an analog value, and, finally, drive the
output lines. That's it. Can the Bur-

1611HR: Fully balanced digital/
analog converter with 24-bit deltasigma DACs, and full remote control.
Digital inputs: two each of ST, TosLink, AES/EBU, RCA, BNC. Analog
inputs: one (RCA and XLR). Digital
outputs: two RCA S/PDIF. Analog
outputs, fixed volume: 1balanced, 2
unbalanced. Analog outputs, variable
volume: 1 balanced, 2 unbalanced.
Rotary analog volume control.
Dimensions: 18.72" (480mm) W by
5.85" (150mm) H by 16.77" (430mm)
D. Weight: 33 lbs (15kg).

mester 970, for example, possibly do
this 100 times better than the MSB
LinkDAC? Not only is it unlikely, it's
probably impossible.
What cannot be denied is that expectations for these components were high;
mere competence would have been disappointing. Not surprisingly, all three
DACs performed superbly — but they
certainly were not equal.
Who is mbl?
The German mbl company has mount-

ed some of the most arresting demonstrations at the past several Sterrophile HIFI Shows. First, Iwas attracted and fascinated by the unusual mbl Radialstrahler
speakers, one of which, the 111a, has

Serial number of unit reviewed:
21718.
Price: $15,500; variable analog output, $2900; analog input, $690.
Approximate number of dealers: 10.
Manufacturer: MBL-Akustikgerate
GmbH, Einemstr. 20A, D-10785
Berlin, Germany. Tel: (49) 030-85180-74. Fax: (49) 030-851-80-62. Email: mbl_hifi_germany@csi.com. US:
mbl of America, 8730 E. Via de la
Luna, Scottsdale, AZ 85258. Tel: (602)
991-8001. Fax: (602) 991-8797. Web:
www.mbl-hifi.com.
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"...the hottest of the newer cable kids on the
block was Harmonic Technology."
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mbl 1621 CD transport

O

fall this marvelous hardware, I
most enjoyed using the $14,900
mbl transporr, I
just couldn't keep my
hands off it! Its massive black enclosure
matches that of the 1611HR DAC,
with its central, convex display module
flanked by wonderful little gold buttons. Somehow, Iwasn't bothered by
the placement of the Play, Stop, and
Pause buttons on the right — the display module clearly separated them
from the track and search buttons.
Operation, whether via the remote or
the front panel, was straightforward, as
were the display options.
The rear panel had one each of four
digital outputs: ST glass, S/PDIF
(RCA), S/PDIF (BNC), and AES/
EBU (XLR). No TosLink jack is provided, as mbl feels that it would entail a
serious compromise in signal quality.
On top, in place of the large gold
mbl escutcheon on the 1611HR, the
1621 has ahinged, circular lid that covers the CD turntable itself. Operating
the lid was strangely and deeply satisfying. First, it made no sound at all when
opened, although Ialways expected
the subtle sound one hears when
breaking an air seal. This is not surprising —mbl has gone to great lengths to
ensure that the CD chamber is not
subjected to air currents or pressure
changes, despite its isolation. Second,
although the lid has considerable heft,
opening or closing it was nearly effortless. This appears to be the result of
mbl's efforts to ensure that the hinge is
absolutely stable, and yet isolates the

graced the cover of this magazine (April
1997) and lodged itself in "Class A
(Restricted Extreme LF)" of "Recommended Components." Second, Iwas
impressed by the glossy black-and-gold
styling of the amply proportioned mbl
electronics. Finally, Iwas seduced by the
sound of the system, atriumph due in
part to the canny selection of demonstration recordings by mbl's president, Wolfgang Meletzky. Over the years, I've written down the information and purchased more than afew of these recordings. Do they sound as good at home?
Some do, some don't, and some sound
better, but they're generally excellent. I
take this as an indication that they were
not chosen merely to complement mbl's
equipment, but to show how musical
that equipment can be.
Stereophile, December 1999

mbl 1621 CD

mass of the lid from the enclosure and
the transport mechanism.
The transport mechanism itself is a
modified Philips CDM-12Pro, a
direct-drive device. mbl maintains that
the continuously varying speed of CD
playback (200-50Orpm) demands
direct drive; the introduction of acompliance, as in abelt drive, would compromise precise control. Moreover, a
CD drive with high rotational inertia
would resist variation.
A variation on the old saw: Of all
the excellent CD transports out there,
the mbl 1621 certainly is one of them.
It performed as well as any transport I
have tried, but it was hard to s
ingle out
on the basis of sonic performance.
When I used the 1621 with the
1511HR DAC, Iheard all the wonderful characteristics of the DAC. The

At the 1999 CES, the mbl demonstration was followed by asurgical tour
through the chassis of mbl's new DAC
by the company's chief engineer, Jürgen
Reis, who seemed positively compelled
to point out detail after detail of' these
very large devices. Iwondered, though,
why such size is required when other
manufacturers manage with less. Reis
had lots of answers for that. Ialso wondered, this time to myself, whether this
DAC's performance could justify its
cost. As if reading my thoughts, Mr.
Meletzky offered the 1611 DAC for
review. Ifelt as if astranger had tossed
me the keys to his Ferrari.
The big DAC day arrives
The arrival of the mbl 1611HR DAC
(along with the 1621 transport) changed

transport

1621 mated as amiably to the Burmester and Mark Levinson DACs
and caused no changes in my general
opinions of their performance. What
was strange was that Ikept on choosing the mbl 1621 when Iwanted to
play music rather than audition
equipment. After all, Iusually had
three transports (mbl, Burmester,
CAL) with their multiple outputs
connected simultaneously to three
DACs (mbl, Burmester, Levinson),
each DAC connected to an easily
selected input on the SF Line 3.
When Iwanted to audition aparticular DAC, Igenerally used the CAL
transport for fairness; when Ijust
wanted to play aCD, Iused the mbl
1621 and whatever DAC was already
selected. Draw your own conclusions.
—Kalman Rubinson

and dominated the appearance of my
equipment rack. Finished in polished
black with generous gold accents, the
mbl's styling is assertive and glamorous.
The black enclosure is supported by
four gold cylinders (adjustable for leveling, balancing, or stacking) with softrubber bottom surfaces. The front panel
is dominated by alarge, convex, backlit
display module that, in turn, is flanked
by parallel rows of gold pushbuttons
and LED indicators. At the center of the
display module is alarge gold knob, a
completely analog volume control for
the variable outputs. The graceful gold
domes atop the DAC's corners permit
the transport to be securely stacked on
the 1611HR if required. The massive
element in the center is aplate engraved
with the mbl logo. These elements are
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mbl
not gold-toned but, in fact, gold-plated,
and many, such as the pushbutton caps,
are made in-house by mbl.
Any one of the 10 inputs can be selected by pushing the corresponding input
button on the upper portion of the front
panel. In addition, this simple process

1611HR
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powers up only the selected input circuit,
ensuring that there's no spurious interference from the others. The button on the
lower right disengages the display, the
remote control, and the associated crystal
oscillator to minimize extraneous signal
interference. (The two buttons above

that are reserved for future expansion.)
The left top button mutes the signal, and
the lower one selects the analog input,
which bypasses the digital circuitry and is
available from both the fixed and variable
analog outputs. Thus, with its analog volume control, the 1611HR can function as

noise floor, even at 20kHz.
Sweeping a 1
/
3-octave-wide analog
bandpass filter across the mbrs output
signal while it decoded data representing
adithered 11tHz sinewave at -90dBFS
resulted in the spectra shown in fig2.
The top traces were made with 16-bit
data, the lower with 24-bit data. While
all traces are free from spuriae and AC
supply components, there is only about a
10dB lowering of the noise floor with
the greater bit depth, sul,:esting that the
mbrs ultimate dynamic range is going to
be more limited than with the Burmester and Levinson DACs. This is
what Iwould have expected from its use
of anoise-shaping delta-sigma DAC.
Repeating the measurement, but this
time using a16-bit signal representing a
1LSB DC offset and extending the analysis bandwidth to 200IcHz, gave the lower
pair of traces in fig3. (The small peaks in
all of these graphs at 200Hz, 21cHz, and
201cHz are spuriae from the Audio Precision System One and should be ignored.)

Note how much lower the noise floor is
than in fig2. In order to maximize their
performance on aconventional test of
S/N ratio, many manufacturers program
their DACs to turn off their outputs
when fed digital "black" data—hence my
use of asignal comprising a1LSB DC
offset to fool such chips. Now it looks as if
manufacturers are wise to this trick also.
That the Crystal DAC turns off its output
when fed a1LSB signal is shown by the
top pair of traces in fig3, aspectral analysis of the mbrs output while it decodes
24-bit data representing adithered lIcHz
tone at -120dB. The bottom traces represent the analog output stage's noise floor,
the top trace the true 24-bit noise floor.
Note the large rise in ultrasonic noise,
due to the noise-shaped, high-oversampiing DAC topology. Note also the slight
positive error in the level of the
-120dBFS tone, which is worse in the
right channel than in the left
This level error can be seen in the
mbrs linearity plot (fig.4). The top traces
were made with dithered 16-bit data, and
the 1611HR has virtually no amplitude
error down to -1115dBFS, which is
excellent But increasing the word length
to 24 bits gave only asmall increase in
dynamic range in the left channel, and
none at all in the right Despite this performance, the mbl still did agood job of
decoding 16-bit data. Fig.5, for example,
shows the waveform of an undithered
lkHz sinewave at -9031 dBFS — the
three discrete voltage levels can be easily
seen. Feeding the processor undithered
24-bit data at the same level gave agood

Measurements
Interestingly, while Kal thought the
mbl to have ahigher output level —
4.038V balanced and 2.024V singleended from the fixed output jacks —
than the Burmester and Mark Levinson
DACs that he also reviews in this issue, it
was actually only 0.08dB higher. The
analog output was sourced from 200
ohms (balanced) and 100 ohms (unbalanced). The big mbl doesn't invert signal
polarity from either set of outputs (the
XLR jacks are wired with pin 2as hot).
This sample of the 1611HR wouldn't
lock to data with asample rate higher
than 481cHz. Its frequency response on
digital replay was identical from either
set of outputs: flat within the audioband,
but featuring aslight droop to -0.5dB at
201cHz (fig.1, top traces). Via the analog
input, the response was ruler-flat across
the entire band. With apre-emphasized
data input, the top two octaves shelved
down by 025dB (fig.1, bottom traces),
which will be just audible in direct comparisons. Any crosstalk was buried in the
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Fig.4 mbl 1611HR, departure from linearity,
16-bit data (top), 24-bit data (bottom).
(Right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.5 mbl 1611HR, waveform of undithered lkHz
sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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mbl
apreamp control center for multiple digital inputs and one analog source.
The 1611HR's most interesting controls and features are the result of mbl's
use of two separate digital receiver chips
where most systems use only one. The
typical arrangement requires that exter-

nal signals switch receiver modes,
because the same few pins must be used
to indicate error levels, sample frequency, and channel status (data type, SCMS,
pre-emphasis). mbl reserves one receiver chip for handling the audio signals
passed on to the digital filters, DACs,

1611HR
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and the listener, and acompletely independent chip to monitor data integrity.
'This means that the second chip constantly scans for data errors and clock
accuracy, but the chip handling the signal being heard is not affected by the
continual mode switching. A very neat

Measurements
facsimile of a sinewave (not shown),
though this was somewhat noisier than
with the Levinson and Burmester DACs.
Whether processing digital or analog
input signals, the mbl offered vanishingly
low levels of harmonic and intermodulation distortion. Fig.6, for example, shows
the balanced output spectrum while the
processor decodes data representing a
full-scale 50Hz tone. All harmonics are
below -100dB (0.001%), and the unbalanced output (not shown) was as good.
Fig.7 shows the processor's balanced
spectrum while playing amix of 191cHz
and 201cHz tones at OdBFS. (Each of this

me,

10 •••

signal's individual tones lies at -6dBFS, as
is apparent from this graph.) Only the
18kHz and 21kHz components poke
their heads above the -100dB line, and
then only by acouple of dB!
Iused the Miller Jitter Analyzer to
examine the effect of word-clock jitter on
the mbl's analog outputs. The processor
under test is driven with asignal consisting of acombination of ahigh-level tone
at one quarter the sample rate and the 16bit data's LSB toggling at approximately
229Hz. This signal was stored on aCD-R
with low time-base error and played back
on aPS Audio Lambda transport, this
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Fig.6 mbl 1611HR, balanced spectrum,
DC-1kHz, 50Hz at OdBFS, 100k ohm load
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 mbl 1611HR, balanced HF intermodulation
spectrum. DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at OdBFS,
100k ohm load (linear frequency scale,
20dB/vertical div.).

connected to the mbl with an ST-optical
datalink. Any jitter will manifest itself as
symmetrical pairs of sidebands to either
side of the primary tone.
Fig.8 shows a narrow-band FFTderived spectrum of the mbl's analog
output signal, centered on the signal frequency of 11.025kHz. The weighted
sum of the jitter components was 361.5
picoseconds peak-peak — alittle higher
than I'm used to seeing these days from
top-quality DACs and CD players. Most
of the jitter was in the form of sidebands
at the data-related frequency of ±229Hz,
these indicated with red "5" markers. A
pair of AC supply-related sidebands was
present at ±120Hz (purple "2" markers),
but, more interestingly, note the rise in
the noise floor to either side of the central peak This seems typical of the Crystal delta-sigma DAC chip used by the
mbl, and it has been hypothesized that
this presence of very low-frequency random-noise jitter leads to aslowing of
musical pace in the bass and avery slight
smearing of stereo imaging specificity.
Finally, Ichecked the overload margin of the 1611HR's analog inputs. The
input seems to be fed first to the volume
control, meaning that the effective overload margin is infinite. But with the volume control set wide open, the mbl's
circuit didn't clip until an output level of
23V! This can be seen in fig.9.
The mbl offers excellent measured
performance overall. While its dynamic
range is not quite as wide as the best
competing D/A processors, this will be a
moot point for CD playback.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.8 mbl 1611HR, high resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at -6dBFS with
LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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Fig.9 mbl 1611HR, balanced analog input,
THD+noise (WO vs output voltage.
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Berlin Diary

This

summer, just as Iwas tidying
up the final details of these reviews, Ispent afascinating week in
Berlin. The city was exploding with
new construction and reconstruction,
and that, coupled with marvelous
weather, made my stay delightful. In
that bright and optimistic general atmosphere, Ialso spent afew days with
the folks at mbl-Alcustikgerate. Jumping to conclusions drawn from the
sleek, clean, black-and-gold styling of
mbl's substantial components, Iexpected adour, serious bunch of EE
types ensconced in cold, austere
rooms. Instead, they were enthusiasts
who always seemed to relate the technical discussions to the sound of
music. The boss at mbl, Wolfgang
Meletzky, set the tone: He always
ended engineering analyses with his
feelings about what the machine does
for music in the home.
To demonstrate that, we visited the
mbl demo room, which was not in
their sunny downtown office suite, but
in the quiet suburb of Grünewald.
There, in amodest apartment away
from noisy, metropolitan Berlin, dealers and consumers can listen to acomplete mbl system in relaxing comfort.
Not only is this more soothing than the
usual audio salon, it very closely approximates normal domestic arrangements, and probably is abetter indicator of what the consumer can expect in
his home. Meletzky and his chief engineer, Jürgen Reis, demonstrated the
mbl system with justifiable pride.
Back at mbl HQ, Reis dissected the
mbl 1621 transport and its 4kg subchassis, whose suspension is tuned
between the lowest audible frequencies and those of the rotating CD. Reis
emphasized that, to maintain longterm accuracy, they used push-pull
drive for focus and tracking, and three
laser beams. Meletzky added, "That's
also very important for us because a
lot of customers are unable to readjust
the transport. So it would be impossible to send this transport back to the
factory. It was hard work to make this
sound as good as an analog [Philips]
CDM-9. But Ithink we got it, and the
balance is the same, year after year."
An important factor, Reis added, was
the employment of four independent
power supplies: for control/display
electronics, biphase digital electronics,
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Left: All of mbl's "Radialstrahler" omnidirectional drive-units are made in-house.
Right: mbl's president, Wolfgang Meletzky, proudly holds aboard from the 1611HR.

vacuum display, and motor.
Reis pointed out that both the
transport and DAC used mbl's "eyeof-the-needle" design at each junction
between circuit modules. This approach carefully and individually limits the bandwidth for each of the
biphase (balanced) signal lines and the
ground planes, and prevents the propagation of extraneous noise and signals. Reis also said that, for similar reasons, each input module on the DAC
is powered up only when selected; this
further guards against the unused
inputs having any influence, even via
power-supply lines.
Both Reis and Meletzky took care
to emphasize the significance of using
two Crystal input receivers. While
one receiver handles the usual audio
line functions, Reis said that the "auxiliary receiver is used for measuring
transfer rate and error conditions.
And that both these receivers are
totally separate, because to be able to
measure the difference, we have to
have acontrol oscillator, which normally highly degrades the signal quality." Usually, if the receiver detects an
error, it will repeat the last block.
"You just maybe notice aslight degradation of the signal quality. But our
converter, if you put the error flag
high, disables this function, so you
hear ahard clicking noise. This clicking indicates that you better clean the
CD or buy anew one."
Meletzky added that "we have had
some customers at the show bring in
CDs that have been handled normally.
We put the CDs in and they say, 'Oh,

your transport isn't very good — I
hear scratches!' Then we release the
error-level-high switch, and all is
silent." Now Iunderstand Meletzky's
preference for his own well-tended
demo discs.
Reis and Ialso spent time talking
about the use of the Analog Devices
AD797 used for the output after the
Crystal D/A. Ihad experimented with
this IC, and he said that "this is apretty good chip, but you have to be very,
very careful about the bandwidth.
There are some misprints in the data
sheets, [as aresult,] the system will be
very sensitive to oscillation ... which
will be so low in amplitude and high
in frequency that you just notice that
the chip is getting warmer than it
should." Reis said that "control of differential input capacitance and stray
capacitance made it possible to use this
as apure buffer with again of OdB, so
you can drive 200 ohms with fullscale 201cHz without distortion." Having tamed the AD79Z mbl also uses it
in the variable output that Iso liked.
"We used one control and we have a
dynamic range of 110dB. It has ahuge
rotation slide, and multiple fingers. It
has very low resistance if you are at the
maximum or minimum setting."
Ialso visited two other mbl venues.
The first was the big Berlin department store, Ka-De-We. In abusy aisle
among the mini and rack systems, mbl
had set up afull-bore system on an
open platform. Ididn't get achance to
hear it (and Idoubt if the site could be
anything near optimum), but it turned
heads, and stopped some shoppers in
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their tracks. Some were clearly
impressed by the posted prices, but
most were simply stunned by the
bold, massive, and unusual components, which were completely different from any they'd seen. Certainly,
such displays can introduce the
upscale consumer to the existence of
the High End. Beyond that, I'm told
that the periodic demos always gather
large and interested crowds. Idon't
doubt it.
Finally, we took anice, long ride
out to the country to visit the new
mbl factory, outside the small village
of Ebelswalde. After introducing me
to mbPs resident singing frogs, Meletzky proudly showed off the new facility. When you enter the stem of the
Y-shaped building, the machining,
construction, and PCB shops are to
the left, and the design, assembly, and
testing facilities to the right. This kept
the messier operations isolated from
the clean rooms. In between and
straight ahead were the offices.
Ifollowed Meletzlcy around to see
how mbl products are constructed,
and to observe firsthand the care for
detail involved in even the finish of
internal parts. These parts, Meletzky
avowed, contribute to the overall performance, and no detail can be ignored. Iwas particularly impressed
with three things:
First was the meticulous effort
made in the on-site machining of the
individual pushbuttons, which are
then sent out for gold-plating. Perhaps that's why it's apleasure to push
mbl buttons. Second, Iwas fascinated
by the sophistication of the components of the Raclialstrahler speakers,
which are entirely made, assembled,
and tested in the Ebelswalde plant.
Each wire, adhesive, and subassembly represents asolution to aparticular design problem, yet still has to
work with the rest of the assemblies.
Imagine building aDroste chocolate
e:4: from parts! Finally, Ihad anticipated finding things done for appearance's sake alone, but never did.
Whenever we examined and discussed how or why something was
made in aparticular way, Mele
related it to the only issue he cares
about It made the music sound bettet
— Kalman Rubinson
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idea, and one that does not increase the
unit's cost by much.
When the Error Level button (located between the mute and analog
switches) is engaged (LED on), the
error threshold is set high and the internal error-correction circuitry in the
main signal path is disengaged. This is
the recommended starting arrangement
for maximum performance with highquality signals and sources. If, under
these conditions, there are excessive
errors in the datastream, the error LED
on the upper left of the main display is
illuminated and the CD should be
cleaned or checked for physical damage.
If the problem remains, the Error Level
switch can be disengaged (je, error level
set low) to permit play, though this
results in less than optimum performance. If the main error indicator still
lights up, then it's likely that the transport or the connecting cable is defective
and should be checked. Just below the
error LED on the left of the main display
are indicators for pre-emphasis (automatically detected and compensated for)
and DVD (currently not implemented).
Three LEDs on the right side of the
main panel monitor the frequency accuracy of the incoming digital signal. As we
are all aware, digital signals often arrive at
the converter in less than perfect condition. Not only can the transmission be
plagued with jitter (short-term variations
in data word-clock frequency) but the
source (transport, DAT, digital broadcast,
etc.) actually can be operating at aslightly
different data/clock frequency than is
specified for its type. Both of these factors
can affect the operation of the phaselocked-loop (PLL) circuits, which are
responsible for capturing the signals. If
locking is unreliable, the conversion process suffers and the recovered analog signal is corrupted. If locking fails, the conversion process is interrupted and analog
output becomes sporadic. The top "outof-range" LED indicates that the signal is
out of the capture window of the
1611HR's PLLs for 32, 44.1, and 48kHz.
Illumination of the middle "±4.00%"
LED says that only the primary PLL can
be locked, and that that conversion,
although possible, will be at less than
maximum quality. Illumination of only
the bottom "±0.04%" LED is compatible
with the highest-quality performance.
In the center of all these buttons and
LEDs is alarge convex display that boldly shouts "DAT" (for 48kHz), "CD" (for
44.1kHz), or "DSR" (32kHz) when a
signal of the appropriate sampling rate is
detected. This excessively large and essentially unnecessary display is the only
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less-than-gracious aspect of the 16111-1R.
If it is merely to inform us of the sampling frequency, then anumber should
appear. Otherwise, the LED associated
with the selected input is sufficient.
The back panel is, if anything, more
impressive than the front. Almost every
conceivable connection is provided, usually in duplicate. There arc two each of
AES/EBU (XLR), S/PDIF (RCA), S/
PDIF (BNC), ST glass, and TosLink digital inputs, each independently transformer-coupled at its input. There are
BNC and RCA digital outputs. There
are two unbalanced RCA and one balanced XLR output for each channel,
both for the variable and the fixed analog
outputs. And there are balanced and unbalanced analog inputs, which can be fed
through to the volume control and the
variable analog outputs.
Inside, the mbl 1611HR is fully modular, and the basic componentry, including
the delta-sigma DAC stages themselves,
is 24-bit—capable. This means that input
processing, interboard communications,
and noise levels are compatible with high
bit-rate and high sampling-rate signals,
and that any 1611 can be upgraded to
accommodate 24/96 or 24/192 media,
when those are standardized. However,
the 1611HR would not lock to the CL20's 96kHz output.
Listening to the mbl 1611HR
Though I've had the 1611HR in my
setup for several months, it never fails to
evoke aresponse when Iswitch to it
from another source. The words that
come to mind include "transparency,"
"dynamics," and "liveliness." While the
mbl has somewhat less palpable bass than
the other DACs, it is not at all lacking in
that quarter. Nor does the mbl seem to
have the sort of tilted or peaky frequency
response that creates the artificial illusion
of "air and space." Nonetheless, recordings always seem to sound clearer and
nearer, and to have greater dynamic contrasts than with other systems. (John Atkinson's measurements should confirm
that the mbl's output is abit higher than
that of the other DACs. However, Iused
the Line 3's ability to trim input gain to
level the deck outputs.)
Iparticularly liked what the mbl
1611HR did for jazz combos and the human voice. Aside from the usual femaleand-small ensemble discs by Holly Cole,
Diana Krall, and Ridcie Lee Jones, all of
which were revealed with a greater
immediacy of voice and instrumental
detail, the mbl was ideal for the bigger
ensembles of opera and symphony. The
astounding opening of Vaughan Wil121
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flatline fidelity since 1985

mbl
limns' A &a Symphony (Handley/RLPO,
EMI Eminence EMX 2142, CD) made
my hair stand on end. Not only was there
power in the choral and orchestral outbursts, there were size and space that I
hadn't suspected the PSB Gold i's to be
capable of.
Inext hauled out Zubin Mehta's nowclassic recording of Puccini's Turandot
(London 414 274-2), always an impressive
spectacle, and was bowled over by the
expanse of the stage and the depiction of
individual voices across it. A more subtle,
yet equally thrilling, moment occurs in
the final pages of Mahler's Symphony 2
(Rattle/CBSO, EMI CDS 47962), when
the soprano's voice emerges eerily from
the rich choral tapestry. The mbl delineated the tone and placement of that voice
more distinctly than I've heard before,
without artificially displacing it into aseparate acoustic space.
Switching over to jazz and pop, the
sound through the mbl 1611HR was
consistently closer to the stage. The
plucked string bass on Cyrus Chestnut's
Revelation CD (Atlantic 82518-2), had
weight, string buzz, and fingerboard

slap, as I've heard before. What the mbl
also revealed was the plosive quality that
one usually gets only at afront-row
table. Drums and piano, too, were
immediate and clean The bigger ensemble on Dick Ccuy's Saturday Night Friends
(Klavier 77024) benefited from the mbl
treatment, which tightened the bass and
permitted me to follow all of the arrangements' delicious intricacies.
Ialso listened to alot of chamber
music with the 1611HR; the Janácek
string quartets with the Stamitz Quartet
(Bayer 10051) are agood representative.
The rendition was consistently engaging
and often gripping, focusing my attention on the dramatic music. Long listening sessions were never fatiguing, but
the mbl's focus and intensity made it
less suitable for background listening.
With all the music sources Itried, it
brought out the best in the PSB Stratus
Gold i, aspeaker that Iotherwise found
abit reticent and unengaging.
The 1611HR also sports asuperb analog-domain volume control and asingle
pair of analog inputs. Almost invariably,
sophisticated DACs implement gain

Associated Components

M

ost of the extended listening
for these reports was done
with the California Audio Labs CL20 CD/DVD player as the source. I
made this choice to eliminate any
possible bias from using atransport
designed and constructed to mate to a
specific DAC. As the common
source, the CL-20 provided both
S/PDIF (coax and optical) and AES/
EBU outputs, as well as CD/DVD
compatibility with up to 24/96 digital
output Idid this also to maintain a
level playing field without auditioning all the possible combinations of
transport and DAC and interconnection. Let's see: three DACs times four
transports makes 12 combinations,
without even considering digital (balanced, unbalanced, optical) and analog (balanced, unbalanced) connection options. Then there were the
Burmester 970's 400+ internal configurations! Unfortunately, the CL-20
has amaddeningly slow control interface, and is much less sophisticated
and satisfying than the Burmester
969, the mbl 1621, or the sleek, efficient Meridian 508-24.
The CAL CL-20 transport was
firmly seated on aBright Star Big
Rock. The rest of the system con-
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sisted of my Sonic Frontiers Line 3
preamp, Sonic Frontiers Power-2 or
McCormack DNA-1 (Rev.A modifications) power amps, and PSB
Stratus Gold iloudspeakers. Digital
interconnects for extended listening
were Straight Wire AES/EBU or
Illuminati D-60 coax, with various
TosLink and ST-glass cables used
from time to time. DAC-to-preamp
cables were the JPS SuperConductor2, in balanced and unbalanced
varieties, and preamp-to-amp cables
were balanced JPS SuperConductor2. Speaker cables were the
Straight Wire Maestro II.
Iwas fortunate to have an entire
alternative reference system in the
form of a Meridian 508-24 CD
player/transport and apair of Meridian DSP-6000 powered loudspeakers. While this entire system
differed so much from the main one
as to preclude direct comparisons, it
often provided an instructive insight
into the sounds of a particular
recording, which, in turn, shed light
on the more subtle distinctions between the DACs under test Sort of
like having an opinionated but informed kibitzer looking over my
shoulder.
-Kalman Rubinson

1611HR

& 1621

control in the digital filter, since most
modern filters provide this facility. However, whether due to aloss of resolution
as bits are lopped off or to suboptimal use
of dither in the reconstitution of the bitstream, only the Z-systems rdp-1 seems
to have succeeded in doing wide-range
digital-domain gain control without
compromising sound quality. The otherwise superb Burmester 970 fails in exactly this area. [The Wadia DACs' digital volume control is also well implemented. —EA.
The much less expensive Camelot
Uther 2.0 DAC succeeds by implementing astepped, remote-controllable analog
control, but the mbl 1611HR's butterysmooth rotary control does even better.
Switching from the main outputs to the
volume-controlled outputs imposed no
constraint at all on the sound of the digital sources. To take greater advantage of
this analog stage, mbl has added alinelevel analog input, selectable from the
front panel or the remote and fed
through the volume-controlled outputs.
When Ipiped my tuner or preamplified
turntable signals through this input, I
thought the 1611HR to be as good as any
line preamp I've used.
Condusions
The mbl 1611HR is one of the most involving components I've come across. Its
extraordinary dynamics and lively presentation suggested the attributes that
vinyl devotees, the single-ended triode
set, and the devoutly horn-loaded tout
for their preferred devices: striking midrange clarity, precise micro- and macrodynamics, and the resolution of extreme
detail across the spectrum. Like those
devices, the 1611HR isn't for everyone.
And like only the best of those devices,
these characteristics of the mbl 1611HR
are very subtly distinctive. Iemphasize
them only in the interest of making a
clear distinction between the mbl and
other fine equipment. One could argue
that, in the hierarchy of other DACs
(Camelot Uther, Levinson No360, dCS
Elgar, Burmester 970), it is hard to justify
spending alot more for the small incremental performance differences. However, one cannot deny that the unique performance of the mbl 1611HR sidesteps
such relativistic considerations and rewards the listener with its vivid presentation. And don't forger. The analog input
and volume control are as good apreamp
as you need. How's that for added value?
See "Follow-Up" in this issue fir Kal's fitrther thoughts on the mbl 1611HR compared
with the Mark Levinson and Burmester
DACs. — Ed.
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Mark Levinson No.360 D/A converter

U

nlike the imposing mbl
and Burmester DACs
that Ireview elsewhere
in this issue, the Mark Levinson
No.360 is New England conservative in appearance. Its operation was simple to master despite
the sophistication and flexibility
on tap. Flanked by Fasolt and
Fafner, the Levinson No.360
seemed as amiable as Freia.
The No.360, the successor to
the No.36 (which can be upgraded to 360S status), sits
under the $6995 "special performance" No.360S in the hierarchy of Levinson DACs and features aMadrigal-designed input
receiver circuit (DIR) rather
than off-the-shelf chips. Levinson's receiver circuits are based
on awide-bandwidth gate array
and are programmable to permit future
compatibility with new audio data formats. The heart of the DAC, however, is
a32-bit SHARC digital signal processor, which performs as an oversampling
filter and HDCD decoder and interfaces with the FIFO and DAC circuits.
Additionally, this DSP might be reprogrammable to handle formats such as
Dolby Digital, DTS, MPEG, and MLP,
making the No.360 series almost obsolescence-proof.
The single feature that, for me, most
clearly separates Levinson DACs from
others is the use of an "intelligent"
FIFO to buffer and reclock the digital
data. The No360 uses an Analog Devices AD9850 Direct Digital Synthesis
chip to generate aclock (with an accuracy of 4parts per billion!) based on acontinuous recalculation of the long-term
input data rate. The buffer thus cannot
be overrun or starved, and the words are
clocked precisely into the DACs. In
addition, the No.360 uses alow-voltage
differential signal path throughout.
The No.360 differs from the more
expensive No.360S in four ways. First,
the No.360 has two 32-bit DSP chips to
handle digital filtering and decoding;
the No.360S has four. This means that
the No.360S has twice the computational power and is capable of awider
Stereophile, December 1999

Open Mark Levinson No.360 D/A converter

range of future software options, but this
probably means little for current performance. Second, while both have dual
24-bit DACs (Burr-Brown PCM1704)
in each channel, the No.360's output
level matching is accomplished with
high-tolerance Vishay potentiometers,
while hand-calibrated bulk metal-foil
resistors are mated (to atolerance of
±0.0002%!) to each of the No.360S's
DACs. Third, the No.360S uses fourlayer cyanate-ester printed circuit
boards rather than the No.360's twolayer fiberglass/epoxy boards. Finally,
the No.360S has separate discrete regulators for left and right channels, and

Description: Digital/analog converter with dual-differential 24-bit DACs.
Input data rates accepted up to
96kHz. DSP processor, full remote
control, HDCD decoding, 8x oversampling digital filter, Bessel-tuned,
linear-phase analog filter and phase
inversion switching. Digital inputs: 2
AES/EBU, ST, TosLink, RCA, BNC. Digital output: XLR. Fixed-volume analog
outputs: XLR balanced, RCA unbalanced. Impedance: <6 ohms. Connectors and capability for Mark Levinson and PHASTlink integrated system

local reservoirs for critical components based on relatively rare
OSCON caps. An upgrade
from the No.360 to No360S is
available from Madrigal. The
R-2R DACs run at 8fs
(352.8kHz or 384kHz) and the
'360 can handle input data rates
up to 96kHz.
Externally, the No.360's
brushed-and-anodized black
chassis bears 11 machined-aluminum buttons, each clearly
marked so as to make its operation nearly intuitive. Six numbered buttons select the inputs.
The mode button allows you to
add adescriptive name (from a
list of options) to each input
number on the display. This
button also turns on/off the
digital outputs and disables the
6dB attenuation of non-HDCD signals.
The Display Intensity button, on the
upper left, steps the main display through
four levels of brightness. The central LED
panel displays the name and number of
the active input and, usually, the sampling
frequency Under appropriate conditions,
indications of HDCD, Mute, Lock, or
Off replace the sampling frequency
LEDs indicate the activation of digital
de-emphasis, the detection of aprofessional AES/EBU—format signal (not the
use of the similarly named AES/EBU
connector), and absolute signal polarity
(controlled by abutton on the lower
left). The Teach IR button is used to

control. RS-232 port for communications and programming.
Dimensions: 15.75" (404mm) W by
3.84" (98mm) H by 14.3" (367mm)
D. Shipping weight: 35 lbs (15.9kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
0125.
Price: $4495. Approximate number
of dealers: 75.
Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio Laboratories, P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (860) 3460896. Fax: (860) 346-1540. Web:
www.madrigal.com.
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Mark
instruct learning remotes how to control the No.360. Finally, the inset right
side of the front bears astandby button
and power LED. When active, the LED
is illuminated steadily, but flashes when
the No360 is in standby mode.
The labels on the front panel are really
all one needs to know in order to operate
the No.360, but control integration and
linkage among Mark Levinson components is quite sophisticated. For example,
pressing Play on aLevinson transport
will awaken all components in the signal
path necessary for listening, selecting
inputs as required to actually hear the

Levinson

No.360

CD. This is implemented via amaster
communications port on the rear panel.
Also provided are apair of PHASTlink
ports and an RS-232 port for additional
control options. The RS-232 port also
serves as the connection for the software
upgrades referred to above. In addition,
the rear panel bears six digital inputs (two
AES/EBU and one each ST optical,
S/PDIF BNC, S/PDIF coax, and TosLink), an input for an external IR controller, an AES/EBU digital output, and,
paired at the left and right ends, balanced
XLR and unbalanced RCA-type analog
output jacks.

The internal layout is equally logical.
A central portion is divided into an anterior shielded power-supply compartment and aposterior digital input region.
To either side are mirror-image DAC/
analog compartments, separated from
the central section by shielded dividers.
Everything is clearly labeled, down to
individual pin assignments; Igot the
impression that Icould synthesize a
schematic from careful examination of
the circuit boards. The high quality of
components suggests reliable long-term
performance, and empty real estate is
provided for future expansion.

Crosstalk (not shown) was buried
beneath the No360's noise floor over
most of the audioband. Driving the unit
with 16-bit code representing adithered
lIcHz tone at -90dBFS resulted in the
top pair of traces in fig.3, derived by
sweeping the Audio Precision System
One's ',u-octave filter across the audioband. There are no spuriae present in
these traces, and the noise floor, due to
the dither noise present, smoothly rises
with frequency because of the logarithmic-frequency nature of this measurement technique. Increasing the data bit
depth to 24 bits gave the lower pair of
traces, with an almost 20dB reduction
in higher frequency noise. This implies

an almost 20-bit dynamic range for the
No.360, which is excellent performance. However, note that at lower frequencies, the increase in word length
has unmasked acouple of power-supply
components, at 120Hz and 240Hz. I
tried different grounding arrangements
to eliminate these, without success —
but at around -130dBFS, their presence
will have zero subjective effect. Changing the data to represent a-1LSB DC
offset gave asmooth, low noise floor
(not shown), again with some content
noticeable at the power-supply frequencies but without any idle tones present.
This very low noise floor contributed
to excellent linearity performance (fig.4).
With 16-bit input data (top traces), any
level error remained below ldB down
to -110dBFS, while increasing the word
length to 24 bits revealed avery lowlevel negative error that remained slight,
even at -130dBFS. (The data were
dithered for this measurement.) The
excellent linearity and low noise resulted in reproduction of atextbook-perfect
undithered 1kHz tone at -9031dBFS
(fig.5, 16-bit data; fig.6, 24-bit data).
Distortion levels in the No.360 were
negligible. Spectral analysis of the
No.360's output while it decoded data
representing a 50Hz sinewave at

Measurements

The

Mark Levinson No.360 didn't
invert absolute polarity from either
set of outputs (the XLRs are wired with
pin 2hot). The maximum level was 2V
single-ended, 4V balanced, sourced
from 7and 13.4 ohms, respectively. The
frequency response (fig.1, top traces)
was identical from both sets of outputs,
flat within the audioband with avery
slight (-0.1dB) droop apparent at
20kHz. Playing back ade-emphasized
sweep (fig.1, bottom traces), the rolloff
at 201cHz was larger but still inconsequential. The processor successfully
locked to all sample rates up to 961cHz;
fig2 shows the frequency response at
321cHz, 481cHz, and 96kHz data rates.
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Mark Levinson No.360, unbalanced
frequency response at OdBFS (top) and
response at -12dBFS with de-emphasis
(bottom) at 44.1kHz sample rate. (Right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)

Fig.3

Mark Levinson No.360, spectrum of
dithered IkHz tone at -90dBFS, with
noise and spuriae, 16-bit (top) and 24-bit
(bottom) data. (Right channel dashed.)
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Mark Levinson No.360, balanced frequency
response at OdBFS at 32kHz, 48kHz, and
96kHz sample rates (2dB/vertical div.).
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Mark Levinson No.360, departure from
linearity, 16-bit data (top), 24-bit data
(bottom). (Right channel dashed,
2dB/vertical div.)
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Mark Levinson No.360, waveform
of undithered IkHz sinewave at
-90.31dBFS, 16-bit data.
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Point-&-click webstore now open! We will match all
advertised prices!
Pictures, descriptions, sound bytes,
secure, searchable and much more! www.elusivedisc.com
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"Best Album of HIFI 98 " "A Blues classic is born!"
I
st ever release on CD!
Jacintho/Here's To Ben
Roy Goines/I Got The
Illinois Jacquet/Birthday
GRV-1001
T-Bone Blues GRV-I002
Party GRV- 1003
These all-analogue, direct to 2-track albums, recorded on vintage
Neumann tube microphones are available as 180g 2 LP Sets
(1 LP cut at 45rpm) for $29.99 or as 24K/24Bit Gold CD's for $24.99
NE11 RElEASE:Joy McShann/What A wonderful World GRV-1005
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.

Vivante Productions 180g Import LP's
VPLP003 Muddy Waters /Folk Singer

LP
2059
2067
N.A.
2066
2061
2060
2065
2062
101/
2069

$29.99

Cale/

Naturally

GZS-1031
GZS-1056
GZS-1070

This is Jis finest album. The

"Blues-Master" singer/songwriter at his hest! :dreamt laehtet: Call
Me The Breeze. Alter Midnight, Crying Eyes, River Runs Deep.
Bringing It Back. Magnolia. Call The Doctor & more!

736
755
737
752
743
723
753
744
746
748

VPLP001 Al DiMeola, John N1cLaughin & PacoDeLucia /
Friday Night In San Francisco Live!

Best Guitar Lp ever!!!

EMI MILLENNIUM 180g LP's

EUROM4651 The Bond: Music From Big Pink
EUROM4631 David Bowie: Agadir, Sane
EUROM4691 Deep Purple: Book of Taliesyn
EUROM464 IJohn Lennon) Walls and Bridges
EUROM4621 Queen: A Day At the Races

EUROM4661
EUROM4671
EUROM4701
EUROM4711
EUROM4681

$29.99

REM. :Document
Frank Sinatra: Come Dance With Me
The Specials: The Specials
Talking Heads :Stop Making Sense
Jethro Tull: This Was

SIMPLY VINYL 1809 LP's $29.99 & up

SVLP* Aerosmith: Pump, Toys, Rocks, Vacation
SVLP51/44* Beck: Odelay, Mellow Gold
SVLP2 Blue Oyster Cult: Agents of Fortune
SVLIII* Bob Dylan: Blonde, Nashville, Times, more!
SVLP12/50 Eagles: Hotel, Hell Freezes Over
SVLP* Fleetwood Mac: Pious, Rumors, Fleetwood Mac
SVI.P34 Guns N Roses: Appetite Destruction
SVLP62/64 Janis Joplin: Pearl, Cheap Thrills
SVLP* Van Morrison: Blowin .
,Astral, Moondonce

23.99

All titles now OUT-OF-PRINT! —
Order Before The re Gonell
64410 DiMeolo: Friday Night in SF
64403 Miles Davis: Kind of Blue
CALL FOR
66226 Carole King: Tapestry
57206 Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
64368 Frank Sinatra: The Voice
64408 Dove Brubeck: Time Out
LIST
52944 Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues
53814 Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
64426 Roger Waters: Amused To Death $40.00 64421 Simon&Garfunkel: Bridge Over...
64274 Duke Ellington: Black, Brown & Beige
64425 Stevie Roy Vaughn: Couldn't Stood...

PREMONITION RECORDS - CD's: $14.99 /LP's: $27.99
PREM-1919 Patricia Barber: Split (CD & 180g LP) (1ST ALBUM)
PREM-73 7

536
548
574

SYLP• Nirvana: Unplugged, Utero, Nevermind
SVLP26 Soundtrack: Easy Rider
SVLP27 Soundtrack: Pulp Fiction
SVLP54 Soundtrack: The Godfather
SVLP74 Soundtrack: Mon from UNCLE
SVLP30/46 Steely Don: Ak», The Royal Scam
SVI.P23 Neil Young: After the Gold Rush
SVLP24/25 Frank Zoppo: Weasels,Burnt
SVLP68 Pearl Jam: Ten

SONY MASTERSOUND GOLD CD'S

Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP)

/Geld
/ 1126
/ 1130
/ 1133
/ 1129
/ 1127
/N.A.
/1128
/N.A.
101
/1132

CCR: Cosmos Factory
Pot Benator: In The Heat Of The...
CCR: Willie & The Poor Boys

STEREOPHILE R2D4

Elton John: Honky Chateau
B.B. King: Live At The Regal
Aretha Franklin: INever Loved A

1-800-782-3472 C

BARREL

RD.

46064

Squeeze: East Side Story
Tom Petty: Full Moon Fever CAT STEVENS
liaeer .1.xl Tic Rms.at
John Hiatt: Slow Turning
B,S&T: Child Is The Father..,
Jethro Tull: War Child
Toff): TotolV
The Who: Who sNext
The Pointer Sisters:The Point
Counting Crows: Recovering The Satallites
Joe Satrioni: Surfing With The Aliens
570
564
565

Joni Mitchell: Wild Things Run Fast
Robert Croy: Strong Persuader
Tom Pe :Hard Promises

CALL

Getz/Gilberto
247
Billie Holiday: Body & Soul
Dove Brubeck: All Together for the first... 258
Nirvana: Nevermind
Joan Baez: Diamonds & Rust
262
Peter Frampton: Frampton Comes Alive
Muddy Waters) Folk Singer
213
Allman Brothers: Brothers & Sisters
Pink Floyd: Atom Heart Mother
Most other Anodisq titles available, please calif
Kenny Drew: Un rcurrent
Ellington/Armstrong: Great Reunion
Music By Ernest Bloch
Dr. John: Ploys Mac Rebennock
John Coltrane: Blue Train
John Lee Hooker: Mr Lucky
Glory: Original Soundtrack
Antill: Corrobree
Ravel) Works For Orchestra 2 Disc set

D1011
DAD1021
DAD1026
DAD1014
DADI016
DAD1018
DA01019
DAD1020
DAD1022

Reiner: Overture! Overture!
Prokofiev, Cinderella Suites
Stravinsky:Lt. Kije(Reiner/CSO)
The Reiner Sound
LP's &
Walton: Facade Suite
Prokofieff: Sym.# 7/Russian
CD's
Borodin: Symphony #9
can be
Shostokovich: Symphony #1
mixed
Tchoikovsky: Capriccio Italien,,,
Sibelius: Finlandia
Bartok: Music For Strings, Percussion &
Ballet Music From The Opero
Sibelius: Syrrs#5/Karelto Suite
Elgar: Enigma Variations
Dvorak: Slavonic Dances
Festival Reiner
Schuman: Carnival...
Prokofieff: Piano Concerto #2

ORDER TOLL FREE:

IN

739
735
741
742
745
747
754
749
750
75/

Jo nLee Hoo r :..m Boom
Prokofiev: Alexander Nevsky
Lou Donaldson: Lou Takes Off
Terry Evans: Blues For Thought
Hank Mobley: Roll Call
Gershwin Collection:12 Disc Set)
Freddie Hubbard: Open Sesame
Muddy Waters: Folk Singer
C. Adderl Somethin' Else

('hPiNie ReCI1rtiN LP/CD Sale! $12.99 or 10 for $100

H KI

ROLLING

Blondie: Parallel Lines$35
CCR: Green River
Fronk Sinatra: Duets

Classic RCCOr(IN Audio DVD's Only $29.99 $46.99

R[(ORDS.

PENDLETON,

uni
ID, 8. r, coeno.ol cost

MFSL Out-OF-Print Geld CD Sale!!! $29.99

AD1024
DAD1031
DADI030
DADI023
DAD1028
DAD 1007
DAD1008
DADI 029
DAD1025

IC

L../

GZS-1062
GZS:1064
GZS-1053

MFSL #50 & UNDER 200G LP Sale!!!

208
216
238
201
202

aucJioquest

1022

Only 522.99'

MOBILE FIDELITYGold CD's:$22.99

Joe Cocker) Mad Dogs & Englishman
The Who: Live At Leeds
Moody Blues: Question Of Bolence
Rob Wasserman: Trios
Tony Bennett & Count Basie: In Person
Stevie Roy Vaughn: The Sky Is Crying
Johnny Winter: Second Winter
Mohavishnu Orch: Inner Mounting...
Jimmy Buffet: A hite sport Coat &....
Guns & Roses GrSr Lies

LSC2134
L
SC 2135
PREM-741
Patricia Barber: Modern Cool (CD & 180g) LP NEW!!!
LSC 2150
•
LSC 2183
lo 44 Terry Evans & Ry Cooder: Come to the River
15C2285
45 Robert Lucas: Completely Blue
LSC2288
46 Doug McLeod: Unmarked Rood
LSC2298
LP'.: SI 7.99
10 51 Bennie Wallace: Bennie Wallace
LSC2322
CD's: $12.99
10 48 Mighty Som McClain: Journey
15C2323
LP's only available
10 49 Joe Beard: For Real
LSC2336
up to 1043
10 50 Sherman Robertson: Going Back
LSC2374
162 1/9 Livingston Taylor: Ink
24/96 DVD's: $26.99
11I
I LSC2400
165/175 Rebecca Pidgeon: Four Mary ,
CD's: $12.99 (
15C2405
[S N
166/176 John Foddis: Remembrances
LSC2418
164/174 Dave's True Story: Sex Without Bodies
LSC2419
NA /171 Super Audio Collection & Pro Test Disc
LSC2423
155/177 Sara K: Hobo
156/178 John Basile: The Desmona Pr oucct
LSC2450
185/195 Sara K:No Cover
184/194 Chuck Mongione: The Feelings Bock
LSC2465

LJ

CD
1800 LP's & Gold CD's New
Jethro Tull: Original Mosters•
Judy Collins: Best Of....
Metalica:Moster Of Puppets
Van Halen: Van Halen
Not King Cole: Greatest Hits•
Paul Simon) Paul Simon
Linda Ronstodt: Greatest Hits Vol 2
Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymin" Simon
Frank Sinatra: 57 In Concert"
Joni Mitchel: Blue
102/ 102 F Sinatra: The Summit•

The following DCC Gold CD titles are now OUT-OF-PRINT!!! $25.00
This is your last chance to order these great titles at alow price! Order now!!!

The Legend is back!

Best Blues LP ever! Don't miss this classic recording!
VPLP002 J.J.

d2

Imports now available!
0201 XRCD2: Sampler
0045 Ernie Watts: The Long Rood Home
0202 John Coltrane: Settin The Pace
0036 The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
0203 Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord
0047 Miles Davis Allstors:
0204 Sarah Vaughan: Crazy & Mixed Up
0048 Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
0206 Basic & Peterson: The Time Keepers
0049 Kenny Dorham: Chief Kenny
0207 Tiger Okoshi: Color Of Soil
0031 Ella Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
0046 Miles Davis: Bags Groove
0050 Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
0051 Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village...
0044 Tino Turner: Private Dancer
0043 Steve Miller) The Joker
0052 Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
0038 Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
0054 Ernie Watts: Classic Moods
0039 Johnny Griffin: Little Giant
0055 Sonny Rollins Quintet: Plays For Bird
Over 105 titles now available including 24 titles from the Three Blind Mice label,
35 Japanese imports and more on the way! Contact us for acomplete list.

ORDER BY FAX 765 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
VISA
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715
"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

CSCD6009 Stravinsky: Petrushka
CSCD6012 Rimsky-Korsokov: Tale of Tsar..
CSCD6013 Debussy) Iberia
CSCD6023 Ravel-Debussy: Ma Mere Love
CSCD6038 Tchikovsky: 1812 Overture
CSCD6079 Debussy: Lo Boite A Joujoux
CSCD6191 Mendelssohn: Symphony #3
LSCD2225 Witches Brew
Venice .Solti
LSCD2322 Shostkovich: Age of Gold...
LSOCD6007 Harry Belefonte: Returns..Hall
LSPCD1445 Alex North: North of Hollywood
LSPCD2438 Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
LSPCD2527 Sonny Rollins: The Bridge
LSPCD2612 Sonny Rollins: Our Mon
LSPCD2712 Sonny Rollins: Meets Hawk
VSCD4053 Ello Fitzgerald: Clop Hands..,
VSCD8358 Johnny Hodaes: Blues A Plenty

150+pagerY° U.S.A. / $5°° INTL.
!CATALOG f FREE WITH ORDER!!
DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1:4 Items: SS ladt1 items MC eal
/3-Doy Select: 1-3 Items S7 (adtl. Items SI ea.) /
2nd Day Air: 1-3 Items: 58 (odd. Items SI.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING; CALL OR FMI
CANADA: 1st Item $7.00 (adtl. items S1")

Mark
Into the system
Despite its small size and simple appearance, the Mark Levinson No.360 is
afull-featured DAC. At various times I
tried each of its inputs, and even daisychained it with other DACs using the
digital outputs. Because it was easy to
move, Ieven schlepped it to Connecticut for aworkout with my other system. The No.360 was simply unflappable, but Ifound its sound difficult to
characterize. Without question, it was
widerange and low in audible distortion, but seemed to lack much in the
way of adistinctive flavor. It never

knocked my socks off, but the more I
listened, the less Ithought about the
equipment and the more Ithought
about the music and sound.
When anew component goes into my
system,' familiar recordings go into the
player so Ican get aquick feel for how
well the new guy gets along with my old
friends. The familiar sounds of the Bernstein/VP° Mahler Sixth (DG 427 6972), and Herreweghe's performance of

OdBFS (fig.7) revealed traces of second
and third harmonic, but at almost 100dB
down from full-scale these will be benign. This graph was taken from the balanced output., from the single-ended out-

put, the third harmonic stayed where it
was but the second harmonic rose to a
still-negligible —94dB (0.005%). The Levinson's performance was equally good on
the punishing full-level high-frequency
intennodulation test. The lkHz difference tone was almost 90dB down from
the unbalanced outputs (fig.8), dropping
to —94e1B from the XLRs.
Finally, the No.360's sophisticated
input circuitry does indeed do an excellent job of recovering the data with a
minimum amount of word-clock jitter.
Using the Miller Audio Research analyzer on the left-channel unbalanced
output with the processor driven by our
standard PS Audio Lambda transport
via an ST-optical link gave me the spectrum shown in fig.9. (The grayed-out
trace in this graph is aspectral analysis of
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Fig.6 Mark Levinson No.360, waveform of
undithered lkHz sinewave at —90.31dBFS,
24-bit data.
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1See the "Associated Components" sidebar in my mbl
review elsewhere in this issue for a full listing of the
review system.
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Schoenberg's arrangement for chamber
orchestra of Mahkr's Das Lied von der Erde
(Harmonia Mundi HMC 901477), were
undisturbed. As Ilistened, however, I
became aware that there was less congestion among the low-frequency sounds in
Das Lied than Iwas accustomed to, and
each instrument could be perceived as a
more coherent source throughout its
range. Mahler's Symphony 6 had as
much impact, and no more, at the bottom, but the overall sound was less hard
and shrieky in the upper strings. Both
recordings sounded abit closer than
before, but Isuspect this was effected by

the mbl 1611HR's output taken under
identical conditions.) The absolute level
of the jitter content was alow 157 picoseconds (compared with the Mark
Levinson flagship No.30.6's 153ps),
with the low-order data-related components (red numbered sidebands) much
lower than with the German mbl
processor. Some very low-frequency
components were present, including a
pair of supply-related sidebands at
±60Hz (green "1" markers), but these
were almost buried in the noise floor.
The only other sidebands of particular
interest lay at ±386Hz (purple "4"
markers), but Ihave no idea what these
are due to.
Overall, this is excellent measured
performance, with no areas of weakness.
-John Atkinson
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MILLER AUDIO
RESEARCH

LICENSED TO STEREOPI1LE MAGAZINE
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Fig.7 Mark Levinson No.360, balanced spectrum,
DC-I kHz, 50Hz at OdBFS, 100k ohm load
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.8 Mark Levinson No.360, unbalanced HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz,
19+20kHz at OdBFS, 100k ohm load
(linear frequency scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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JITTER FREQUENCY in Hz
Fig.9 Mark Levinson No.360, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at
—6dBFS with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range,
±3.5kHz. Grayed-out trace is mbl 1611HR.
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the No360's tight control of the warm
reverberation of these different recordings. All this, mind you, was with no
noticeable alteration of tonal balance. In
fact, the No.360 seems to have arather
neutral balance.
The Levinson's treatment of another
favorite, Allcan's Grand Sonate ("Les quatre âges"), played brilliantly by MarcAndré Hamelin (Hyperion CDA66794),
was even more satisfying. The staggering dynamic range seemed absolutely
effortless. In the lowest notes Icould distinguish fundamentals, sympathetic harmonics from the piano, and later reports
from the hall, and yet know they were
all bound together. Middle and top notes
had aglorious ring to them. If there was
anything to cavil about, it might have
been the slight tendency of that ring to
become a "ping" with treble notes
played forte and louder. Still, if it weren't
for the No360's coherent tonal reproduction, Imight have thought this duc
to an overly bright balance in the recording. Relying on what the No.360 told
me, the recording isn't bright but captures something characteristic of the particular piano.
The No.360 did similar nice things
with voices and small ensembles. Idug
out an old favorite, Strike aDeep Chord
(Justice JR0003-2) — the opening cut,
"Brother Can You Spare A Dime," has a
wide range of sounds, from solo voices
and "whoop-whoop" backing vocals to
John Campbell's assertive guitar and a
generous bass. Iremembered that the
first time Iplayed this recording, Iwondered if it was possible that the first chorus actually was sung by Dr. John in
falsetto rather than by Odetta. Via the
Levinson No.360, that was not apossibility — even when loud, Dr. John's
voice was always smaller and less resonant than Odetta's. The guitar had an
appropriately cutting sound, and the
bass was deep and tight. As with Das
Lied, the draining of some residual muddiness from the low end permitted a
better sense of space for the entire ensemble. The subjective effect was as if
there was alowering of the noise, even
though Ihad not previously been aware
of any noise problems in these recordings. It could be that the No360's improved bit resolution allowed my ears to
distinguish meaningful sound cues
about the recording venue, even though
the signal levels approach the absolute
noise floor of the 16-bit medium — a
talent it shared with the Burmester 970.
To pursue this issue of subjective
noise level, Ineeded to use George Cardas' new sampler CD-R, Oregon Music,
130
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but unfortunately the CAL CL-20 transport won't play CD-Rs. So, breaking
from the test regimen, Iconnected the
Meridian 508-24's S/PDIF output to the
No.360 and compared the analog outputs
from the Meridian with the No.360.
On the last six of Oregon Music's 12
cuts (I can't abide the first six), the
instruments and voices were scarily present, uncontaminated by the audible
auras of more common recordings. The
voices sounded human, even at very
high levels, and the instruments ranged
naturally from delicate triangle to adeliciously raucous saxophone. Moreover,
there was no background noise at all. By
"background" Idon't mean the lowlevel noise that Ican hear by pressing
my ear to the speaker grille over the
tweeter. No, Imean that the music just
seemed to be there in my room, not
heard through awindow into another
space — and that was with either the
Meridian alone or the Meridian/
No.360 in combination. After adjusting
for the 3dB difference in output levels, I
could not distinguish them in A-B tests
or with extended listening.
That the Meridian 508-24 is afine
instrument is agiven, but kudos is due
the Levinson No.360 for equaling it
under more strenuous conditions. Remember, instead of taking the internal
data and clock signals directly to the
OSF and D/As as the one-box Meridian
does, the No.360 must receive and decode asignal that is multiplexed by the
Meridian's S/PDIF encoder and piped
out by its line driver over acoaxial cable.
Is its excellent performance due to the
custom receiver circuits or the FIFO
buffer's reduction of jitter? Dunno, but
this is one DAC that doesn't seem to
need amulti-line interface, like I
2S.
The No.360 is also capable of handling 24/96 sources — Ifound myself
nearly addicted to such recordings via
this DAC. If you thought the Mobile
Fidelity CD reissue of Muddy Waters'
Folk Singer was pretty damn good, Classic Records' DAD version (DAD 1020)
heard through the Levinson No.360
will be arevelation. As with other Classic DADs, the differences in clarity and

dynamics are very satisfying, but the
No.360 presented Waters' voice with
almost scary presence — noticeably better than with the MSB LinkDAC I
reviewed back in January, for example.
Conclusions
Since the Mark Levinson No.360
seemed to have no obvious defining
character, the best way to get ahandle
on it might be through comparison with
other DACs. Pitted against the MSB
LinkDAC, the Levinson improved on
nearly all aspects of performance, most
noticeably by offering lower subjective
noise and more relaxed HF and ambience. Both of those effects were quite
apparent in A-B comparisons. The sonic
differences between the No.360 and the
Camelot Uther 2 were very subtle —
the Levinson's bass was just abit tauter
and subjectively quieter.
But A-B comparisons were much
more dependent on signal source. The
No.360's superiority in extricating
detail was revealed only in extended
comparisons, and only with more complex and intricate scores. For those who
deem such differences relevant, it's possible that the No360's 24/96 capability
and DSP potential, and the Uther's
superb analog gain control, will loom as
greater make-weights.
The Mark Levinson No.360 joins the
very short list of components whose
neutrality makes them less impressive in
facile A-B comparisons than in extended listening. Like the Sonic Frontiers
Line 2preamp some time back (and the
Line 3now in my system), the No.360
is more distinctive for what it does not
do than for what it does. The No.360
does not favor any part of the audible
spectrum, does not present an enhanced
soundstage, and does not emphasize
dynamic contrasts. What it does seem to
do is present an extremely detailed and
uncolored sonic image that invites long
and involving listening.
See "Follow-Up" in this issue for Kal's further thoughts on the Mark Levinson
No.360 compared with the Burmester and
mbl DACs. —Ed.
Stereophile, December 1999
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Burmester Reference Line
970 D/A converter 8it 969 CD transport

M

yfirst exposure to Burmester
electronics was some years
back at aNew York HI-FI
Show, where they were powering apair
of B&W 801s and impressed me to no
end. But Burmestees distribution seemed
sporadic and the prices beyond my consideration, so Iput them out of my mind.
More recently, Burmester has been
showing up at CES and in my local hifi emporium with amind-boggling array ofjewel-finished components and a
no-holds-barred approach to design.
Demonstrations were as impressive as
that first one, and Ileaped at the prospect
of getting the 970 DAC for review.
While putting the finishing touches
on this review, Ivisited with Dieter Burmester and Udo Besser at their newly
expanded premises in Berlin. From the
temporary congestion in the offices to
the neatly structured assembly and testing areas and the fascinating productdevelopment area, no part of the operation seemed as important to or as representative of Burmester as the company's
combination recording studio and demonstration theater. This large space,
acoustically and electrically isolated, has
acrisp, immediate sound with very controlled reverberation. (I think that Burmester, who was very proud to show off
his guitar collection, is as eager to play in
this space as he is to create an ideal listening room for his components.)
Even though Ihad seen some of the
electronics in the US, Ihad no idea of
the wide range of components and
loudspeakers that Burmester produces.
Examining them in various stages of
completion was fascinating — they revealed clear evidence of meticulous design and scrupulous construction. Overall, there was an air of seriousness and
attention to detail in all of Burmestees
operations — even in the shipping area,
where adozen 970 DACs sat waiting to
go: My Eyes Glazed Over!
Three big boxes
The Burmester DAC, its power supply,
and the companion CD transport (see
sidebar) are three of the reasons Irecently needed to double my rack space.
Initially, Besser sent me aDAC and
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Burmester Reference Line 970 D/A converter

transport that he said were demo units,
and promised to replace with current
production units. The demo and production units were pretty much identical except for color, but the first transport lacked alever on the power switch,
so it could not be turned off, and the
first DAC (SN 8-10-15) lacked aremote control. Other than that, my comments apply equally to prototype and
production units.
There's alab quality to the appear-

Reference Line 970: Balanced digital/analog converter with 24-bit/
96kHz DACs, HDCD capability, full
remote control, five digital and two
analog filter characteristics, and
phase-inversion switching. High-precision master clock at the DAC with
output to control Burmester transports. Digital inputs: ST, TosLink,
AES/EBU, two RCA. Digital outputs:
RCA, TosLink. Analog outputs, fixed
volume: balanced and unbalanced.
Analog outputs, variable volume: balanced and unbalanced. 60-step volume control. External power supply
with 11,6000pF capacitor filtering.
Dimensions: Main chassis: 17.55"
(450mm) W by 6.24" (160mm) Hby

ance of the 970 itself, but the glistening
finish of chrome and brushed metal has
more panache than any lab equipment
I've used. The 970 is clad like abattleship in heavy metal plates that cover a
fully modular design that permits easy
modification as future needs demand. It
is formidably heavy (especially since the
power supply is in aseparate chassis),
with four large spikes to support it. The
spikes are supported in turn by carbonfiber pucks, themselves seated in ma-

13.26" (340mm) D. Weight: 61.6 lbs
(28kg), including aluminum base.
Power supply: 18.80" (482mm) W by
3.70" (95mm) Hby 11.12" (285mm)
D. Weight: 19.8 lbs (9kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
8-12-02.
Price: $33,000. Approximate number of dealers: 1.
Manufacturer: Burmester Audiosysteme GmbH, Kolonnenstr. 30G,
10829 Berlin, Germany. Tel: (49)
030-78-79-68-0. Fax: (49) 030-7879-68-86. E-mail: mail@burmester.
de. US: Burmester USA, 229 Arbor
Road, Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417. Tel/
Fax: (201) 848-7700.
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high-end
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Audio Prism Dwaine Filters

Benz Glider cartridge
DISC Doctor record brushes

Disc Dr Miracle Record Ong Fluid $21 99/Pt
Grado Reference Platinum cartridge
.call
Gray-Glide II
$21 99
$27 50

Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
Audio Prism CD Stoplight

$599 99
$16 99

Black Diamond Racing cones (3)
Custom Power Cord Co Model 11

$59 99
S269 99

An incredible power cord value
Ensemble Tubesox
Highwire Powerwrap
Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner

PATRICIA BARBER:
MODERN COOL
After the wild success of Patricia Barber's
Cafe Blue ¡Record to Die For twice! —available on Music Direct LP or CD), the dreamy
chanteuse follows with Modern Cool It's
Barber's clear-headed reductionism at its
finest. CD, S14 99, or 180-gram LP. $29 99
Patricia Barber Cafe Blue

$14 99

Cafe Blue (Gold) ..

$24 99

$64 99/Pr
$49 99
call

McCormack Micro Headphone drive
back in production(

$794 99

MSB Technologies Link DAC
Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray
Rega Planet CD Player

4314 99
$39 99
call
S29 99

Rightway Audio Suspenders leach)

Ultimate Field Optimizer
This is the one audio !week you cannot do
without! The UFO dissipates the magnetic electrostatic ghosts that inhabit all audio equipment and cabling One treatment restores your
system's high frequency extension, dynamics
and transient response Music Direct's most
highly recommended accessory UFO $299 99

analog

Music Direct carries the best in analog
accessories. Call for products not listed.

Dead Can Dance (British)
Into The Labyrinth

SCE Harmonic Recovery System

$449 99

Sennheiser HD600 headphones
Sennheiser HD580 headphones
Shakti Stone

S349 99
$199 99
S199 99

Shah On-Lines

$99 99/pr

$12 99
$22 99

Signet Cleaning Tools Ipkg of 41
S11 99
TIM Passive Audiofile Processor
$394 99
Tekna Sonic C-10 Vibration Absorber S99 99

Donan cCOs

S13 99

Vans Evers Pandora power cord

JVC XRCDs
Mobile Fidelity Gold CDs
Reference Recordings

$25 99
S22 99
$13.49

XL0 TPC wipes Ipkg of 10)..

Classic Records Gold CD Sale
DCC Gold COs

Milty Zerostat
S59 99
Music Hall MMF-2 turntable
call
Witty Gritty 10record cleaning mach $219 99
Record Research Labs LP-9
. $24 99
Ringmat 330XLR
$79 99
Shure v15VxMR . .
call
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
S17 99
Surniko Blue Point Special
$239 99

him fine print
In addition to items featured here, we

This incredible sonic advance from Audio
eliminates cross channel noise on
power cords, interconnects and speaker
cables down to DC frequencies. The Waveguide is light-years ahead of ferrite-based noise
eliminators $149.99

carry aone of the country's largest inventories
of domestic and import vinyl. CDs, and other
products from Acoustic Disc. Analogue

Prism

Toward The Within
Charlie Haden/Chris Anderson None But
The Lonely Heart Mann)
$17 99
Audioquest
$12 99
Chesky Records
S13 99
Clarity Recording
514 99

S26 99
$694 99

outside North America, refundable on your
first order

Audio Prism Waveguide

S21 99

$29 99

There is a$5 charge for catalogs mailed

518 99 ea

$21 99

KAB Record Grip
LAST record preservative
Lehmann Black Cube phone stage

time, Saturday. 10 to 3. For acatalog, leave
your name and address on our voice mail

are just asampling of what we carry.

Girl Talk
Airto Moreira Killer B's (British).

S24.99
119 99
384.99

We're open Monday to Friday, 9106 central

The following domestic and import CDs

It Happened One Night
Don't Smoke In Bed
Temptation

iliFi News Test LP
Hunt Brush
KAB Speedsfrobe

Sumiko HS-12 Headshell
S29 99
VPI 165 Record Cleaning Machine $429 99

aCCOSSOPIOS

feature CDs
Holly Cole (Canadian Pressings)
Dear Dark Heart
Treasure Ilimitedl

call
534.99/pr

3M Vacuum Tube Dampers
3M Damping Sheets

5299 99

Productions, Alto Edition, Audioquest,
Chesky, Clarity, Classic Records. DCC,
Grado The Statement phono cartridge
Jay' Grado introduces the finest fixed coil phone
cartridge in the worldl land maybe the finest
cartridge of any design) This low output
75mV) cartridge delivers alush, warm tonal
balance that is exceedingly natural without
being bloated Its high frequency extension
is the equal of any moving coil Best of all, you
can tryout The Statement with Music Direct's
unique cartridge demo program $2499 99

S9 99
$3 99 ea
$4 99 ea

Aesthetic Cartridge Demagnetizer
Allsop Orbitrac 2

S179 99
$34 99

Decca, Delos, DMP, Dorian, First Impressions
Music, GRP, Harmonia Munch, Mapleshade,
John Marks Records, JVC XRCD, MCA
Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Naim,
OJC, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, Telarc, Water Lily
Music Direct also features accessories
and hardware from: Arcici, API, Audio Prism,
Auchoquest, Bedini, Benz Micro, Black
Diamond Racing, Bright Star Audio, Creek.
Echo Busters, Grado, Last, Lightspeed, Mango, Monster Cable, MSB Technology, Nutty
Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat,
Roomtune, Sennheiser,Shaku. Shure, Solidsteel, Sovtek, Sunk°, Svetlana, Synergistic,
Target, Vans Evers, Versalab, VPI.

musicdirect
long-playing records
compact disks
audio system accessories
Triphazer Every audio system regardless of price suffers from the
same basic physics problem called frequency skew This distortion
of frequency over time causes smearing of images, production of

Bedini Ultra Clarifier II This new and improved Ultra Clarifier uses
adual magnetic beam to direct twice the clarifying power to your
compact discs CDs treated with the Clarifier sound fuller and richer

non-musical artifacts and this bass. The incredible new Triphaters

with more top end information. The table-top design is easy and

restore this skew to its proper place in time by delivering the high,
mid and low frequencies to your equipment in step. The result Is
precision 3-0 imaging, lower noise floor and incredible dynamics

convenient to use and includes abonus CD cleaning kit Attention
current owners of Ultra Clarifiers! Call Music Direct about our
Clarifier trade-in program Bedini Dual Beam Ultra Clarifier $179 99

A must have for music lovers Triphater Level 2, $599.99/pr
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chined recesses in aseparate and hefty
aluminum baseplate.
The 970 DAC has five digital inputs
and two digital outputs. There are four
analog outputs, balanced and unbalanced, each with fixed or variable volume control. It features ahigh-precision, thermally stable oscillator that not
only determines the timing of the D/A
conversion (as in other DACs), but is
used to reclock the digital signals at several points in the 970 and, via an independent coax interconnect, control the
data decoding in the Burmester transport. The 970 is fully balanced, from the
input transformers on through the four
independent ladder-type DIA converter modules and the output stages. The
60-step volume control is based on a
DAC R2R chain for linearity, and adds
another stage when switched into the
Burmester Reference
signal path. The silky-smooth volume
knob also selects and stores configuranumber of options it offers for digital
tions in the program mode.
and analog processing and the ease with
The most interesting and characteriswhich one can manipulate these optic features of the 970 DAC are the

Line

970

&

969

Line 969 CD transport

dons. The complexity is made manageable by the front panel, which is laid
out as aflowchart with LEDs indicating

Measurements

B

ecause of the Burmester 970's large
number of permutations of digital
and analog filters, Iperformed most of
the measurements at the fixed outputs
and at the MaxRez/Sharp digital filter
and Linear analog filter settings used by
KR for most of his auditioning. I
checked other settings as appropriate.
The Burmester didn't invert signal
polarity from any of its outputs (the
XLR jacks are wired with pin 2hot). Its
maximum output from the fixed-level
outputs was 4.047V (balanced) and
2.025V (single-ended), sourced from
132.6 ohms and 66.5 ohms, respectively.
Channel separation (not shown) was
better than the analog noise floor below
500Hz, but decreased at 6dB/octave
above that frequency to reach astill negligible 96dB at 20kHz.
The frequency response was identical
from both balanced and unbalanced
outputs, though, as can be seen from
fig.1 (top traces), the Slow digital filter
setting rolled off the top octave above
12kHz. The response with de-emphasis
(fig.1, lower traces) was only slightly different from that without. The Burmester successfully locked on to all data
rates up to 96kHz; the extended response at the higher sample rate can be
seen in fig2. The traces in fig.1 and at
the top of fig2 were taken with the analog filter set to Linear. The bottom pair
Stereophile. December 1999

of traces in fig2 show the response with
this filter set to Soft: as well as aslighter
greater top-octave rolloff, the Soft setting drops the overall level by avery
audible 2dB.
The top pair of traces in fig.3 is a
spectral analysis, made with aswept %octave-wide bandpass filter, of the Burmester's output while it decoded data
representing adithered lkHz tone at
-90dBFS. No spuriae or power-supply
components can be seen, and the
smooth noise floor is actually that of the
signal's dither content. Increasing the
data bit depth to 24 bits and repeating
the measurement resulted in the bottom pair of traces. Again, no spuriae can
be seen, and the noise floor is now
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around 21dB lower, implying between
19 and 20 bits of dynamic range. This is
excellent —better than the delta-sigma
mbl 1611HR, and effectively equal to
the Mark Levinson No360.
Fig.3 was made with the processor
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Burmester 970, balanced frequency
response at OdBFS at 48kHz and 96kHz
sample rates, with Linear (top) and Soft
(bottom) analog filters. (2dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.1

Burmester 970, unbalanced frequency
response at OdBFS (top), MaxRez with
Sharp (top) and Slow (bottom) digital filters,
and response at -12dBFS with de-emphasis
(bottom), at 44.1 kHz sample rate. (Right
channel dashed, 0.5dB/vertical div.)

Fig.3 Burmester 970, MaxRez/Sharp, spectrum of
dithered lkHz tone at -90dBFS, with noise
and spuriae, 16-bit (top) and 2a-bit (bottom)
data. (Right channel dashed.)
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the active and/or available paths, and
four digital readouts displaying sample
rate, word length, volume level, and
selected program. Of the approximately 400 possible functional states, any
combination can be stored in one of 20
memory locations. (The program indicator shows you the index number of
the selected configuration.) Of course,
the flowchart LEDs also delineate the
configuration.
Beginning at the inputs and reading
the flowchart from left to right, each
active input is indicated by an illuminated LED to its left and, when selected, by
another to its right. (Those are the first
five options.) When sync lock with an
input is achieved, the next LED is illuminated and the clock and bit-resolution
windows are updated. If one runs the
970 master clock to aBurmester 969 or
979 transport, the clock window should
indicate "SNC" rather than the specific
sample rate when the two are locked.
(Use of the master clock or not doubles
our options.) Next in the path is the

Line

970

& 969

choice of digital filter and filter characteristics. There is aPMD-100 HDCDcapable filter (with one LED to indicate
the presence of an HDCD signal, another to indicate the decoding of HDCD
when the PMD-100 is selected), aregular 8x-oversampling digital filter, and a
MAXimum RESOlution digital filter to
accommodate up to 24 bits and 96kHz
sampling. Although implemented with
an eye toward DVDs and other possible
media, the MaicRez filter will handle all
lesser signals. The latter two filters are
available with selectable Sharp and Slow
cutoff options. (I count that as offering a
range of five filter options.)
In addition, the analog filter characteristics, Soft or Linear, can also be
selected, which doubles our options
again. Add or, rather, multiply the options for absolute phase (2) and for
fixed vs variable volume (2), and you
can see why having the option of storing your preferences from the 400 possibilities is more anecessity than aluxury. Imust admit, however, that beyond

exercising the programming functions a
bit, Itended to use the front-panel buttons or the remote rather than the preset combinations. Users less neurotic
than the typical reviewer will probably
opt for pre-programming.
Oh yes — there's afront-panel On/
Off switch.
Bracingly clean ni chronic and matte silver, the three Burmester units (DAC, PS
for DAC, and transport) were initially
hooked up together with the DAC master clock fed back to the transport, the
STD filter selected, and the unbalanced,
fixed-volume output connected to the
rest of the system. This was done to let
me become familiar with Burmester's
sound, as well as with the many intricacies of the Burmester DAC.
It was instantly apparent that this was
no garden-variety CD player. The sound
was dynamic and smooth, with asense
of great relaxation and ease. Switching
from the S/PDIF connection to the

ductions of both 16- and 24-bit versions
of the waveform of an undithered lkHz
sinewave at -9031dBFS (figs. 6and 7).
Levels of distortion were also extremely low, with only afaint trace of
second-harmonic distortion apparent at
the unbalanced outputs (fig.8), and
even less at the balanced outputs (not

shown). Similarly, intermodulation distortion was also very low (fig.9).
It was only on our standardized test
for word-clock jitter that the Burmester
970 stumbled. Ifeed the processor under test with an analytical signal developed by British digital engineer Julian
Dunn. It consists of acombination of a

Listening to the Burmester 970

Measurements
set to MaicRez. Switching to the STD
filter, which causes a"20" to appear on
the unit's display, gave an identical result
with 16-bit data from CD (fig.4, top
traces). But now when the word length
was increased to 24 bits, there was a
drop in the noise floor only below
lIcHz. As can be seen from the bottom
traces in fig.4, distortion components
appeared above that frequency, presumably due to the truncation from 24 to 20
bits. If you have access to sources with
greater than 16-bit resolution, you
should always set the 970 to MaitRez.
Linearity was excellent when the
Burmester decoded both 16- and 24-bit
data (fig.5), though slightly more error is
noticeable in the right-channel trace than
in the left. The good linearity and low
noise floor resulted in textbook reproMae so...4w
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Burmester 970, departure from linearity:
16-bit data (top), 24-bit data (bottom).
(Right channel dashed, 2dB/vertical div.)
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Burmester 970, waveform of undithered
lkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS, 24-bit data.
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Fig.4 Burmester 970, "STD/20" spectrum of
dithered lkHz tone at -904:16FS, with noise
and spuriae, 16-bit (top) and 24-bit (bottom)
data. (Right channel dashed.)
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Fig.6 Burmester 970, waveform of undithered
IkHz sinewave at -90.31dBFS, I6-bit data.
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Edge
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Art
Ultimate Preamplification
Introducing the Spectral DMC-30 Reference Preamplifier...
The Reference in Remote Control Preamps

"The DMC-30's technical
specifications are mind-boggling.
Listener involvement and musicality
are almost mystical. It's hard to
describe. You must be prepared to be
'face to face' with your favorite artists."
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President of Overture
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Overture is pleased to introduce the long awaited DMC-30 Reference preamplifier. Serious music enthusiasts no longer
need to compromise performance for convenience. The DMC-30 gives us what we have been looking for in an "ultimate"
remote control preamplifier: unparalleled clarity, dimension and musical realism, possible only through an
uncompromising instrumentation design, unique in the industry to Spectral.
Remote designs have had noisy processor control systems, attenuators and displays that pollute audio signal pathways
and degrade sonic performance, as well as problematic distortions and "sweet spot" tendencies where one loudness setting
sounds better than others. Spectral's three-year design effort headed by Keith Johnson has eliminated these problems.
Spectral's unique high-speed discrete circuit topology is combined with full remote convenience for the first time in an
instrumentation design, assuring pristine contamination-free amplification and control of audio signals. The result is an
unprecedented level of listener involvement and insight into the musical experience.
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To audition the DMC-30, or to receive an in-depth essay by Keith Johnson on the
developinent of this breakthrough design, please drop by, or call us at 800-838-1812.

OVE RTU RE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •800-838-1812 •www.overtureaudio.com
Where Your Purchases Are Always Sales Tax Free
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AES/EBU afforded little if any advantage, but removing the clock link
seemed to make the sound abit less
"airy" — an observation I've made before when comparing better transport/
DAC links (like I
2S) with standard ones.
Changing the digital and analog filter
configurations was intriguing in that,
depending on program content, the differences varied from unnoticeable
(sometimes) to inconsequential (often)
to significant (rare). However, there was
less consistency than Ihad expected; I
found it impossible to predict exactly
what combination would suit aparticular CD. Ican see auser stepping through
stored configurations to find an optimum configuration for aparticular disc
and writing the preferred program number on the CD case for easy selection.
At Burmester's sul.t:estion, Idid my
critical listening with my system fully
balanced throughout.' The CAL CL20's AES/EBU output fed the 970
DAC, its fixed-volume balanced outputs feeding the Sonic Frontiers Line 3.

Line

970

& 969

Istarted out with the PM D-100 as the
filter, since Ihave auditioned many
DACs with this same chip. On both
HDCD and normal CDs, the 970
sounded absolutely superb. Depending
on the source material, the CL-20/970
combination reminded me of various
other transports, players, and DACs I
have used before. In the bass, the
Burmester sounded like the Theta
Miles or the Arcam 9, both of which
have great extension and slam. With its
natural midrange and smooth, extended
treble, the 970 recalled the eminent
dCS Elgar. Switching from any of the
other devices on hand to the output of
the 970 always had the effect of convincing me that the Burmester was
"right" in its soundstage presentation,
even though it was sometimes broader
and deeper, sometimes less so.
We can't usually know what the
1See the "Associated Components" sidebar in my subl
review c..Isewhere in this issue for afull listing of the
review system.
—KR

sound of the original event was, but I
always got the impression that the 970
came closer than the others. In the case
of the recent Chuck Mangione recording on Chesky [see "Quarter Notes" elsewhere in this issue — Ed], Iwas present at a
recording session and listened both to
the live sound in the hall and to the live
mix as it was fed to the disk recorder. I
am not abig Mangione fan (sorry, guys),
and Iheard "Mountain Flight" at least
eight times during the session. But while
Ican summon little enthusiasm for the
music, Ido know what it sounded like.
Using the CD (The Feeling's Back, Chesky
JD184) for the source, the CL20/970
combo was impressively close to what I
heard from the live mix and direct playback from the PMC session monitors.
The edge on the horn sound was as cutting as it had been live, while the detail
and balance of the other instruments
was much as Irecalled.
\X./hat Iheard in the hall was something else: The balance was less even
than from the recording, but the senses

Measurements
high-level tone at one quarter the sample rate and the 16-bit data's LSB toggling at approximately 229Hz. To test
the Burmester, the signal was derived
from aCD-R with low time-base error
and played back on aPS Audio Lambda
transport, this connected to the 970 with
an ST-optical datalink. Any word-clock
jitter will manifest itself as symmetrical
pairs of sidebands to either side of the
primary tone.
Fig.10 shows anarrow-band FFTderived spectrum of the Burmester's
analog output signal, calculated by the
Miller Audio Research Jitter Analyzer
while the processor decodes this signal.
The graph is centered on the frequency
of the 11.025kHz tone. The jitter level
under these conditions was extremely
high: 1710 picoseconds, or more than 10
Surrot

4... , •4919, 9,0I460 .9,09. • NW'S

times as high as what I've measured
from other high-end processors. There
are pairs of non-data-related sidebands
present, at ±15.6Hz and ±372Hz (purple "1" and "3" markers), but most of
the jitter appears as sidebands at the signal frequency of 229Hz and its harmonics (red markers).
KR noted that the sound did improve
when the 970 was used with the clock-

LICENSED TO STERECOlLE MAGAZir +f

linked 969 transport, so Imust assume
that the jitter did drop under these circumstances. (I did not have the 969
available for measurement.) But Isuspect that it is only because the 970 performs so well in the other, more conventional areas of measured performance that this high level of clock jitter
did not have amore deleterious effect.
-John Atkinson
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Fig.9 Burmester 970, unbalanced HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at
OdBFS, 100k ohm load (linear frequency
scale, 20dB/vertical div.).
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Fig 10 Burmester 970, high-resolution jitter spectrum of analog output signal (11.025kHz at -6dBFS
with LSB toggled at 229Hz). Center frequency of trace, 11.025kHz; frequency range, ±3.5kHz.
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Edge of the Art -Ultimate Home Theater
Aerial Acoustics Takes You to New Heights in
Cinema and Concert Hall Realism...Now Featuring
the Astonishing SW12 Subwoofer
Aerial Acoustics has become recognized as one of the world's finest speaker companies. Extraordinary performance,
superb build quality, beautiful cabinetry and affordable prices make Aerial Acoustics speakers one of the audio industries best values. Aerial Acoustics speakers are the perfect choicefor Home Theater, multi-channel or two channel systems.

AERIAL MODEL 6

Famous Aerial performance in asmaller format. The Model 6is
only 39" tall and 7"wide. Perfect for small to medium sized
rooms. The 6delivers full bodied rich detailed sound, with great
bass extension, and pinpoint imaging. It delivers "big" sound in a
small package.

R.4.1)g
S4000

AERIAL MODEL 7B

Our best selling Aerial speaker. The 7B offers much of the
performance of Aerial's flagship 10T, in asmaller size and at a
lower price. Its deep bass, detailed midrange, smooth highs, and
extraordinary dynamic range make it the perfect choice for any
high performance music or home theater system.

Head 101
SI000

AERIAL MODEL 10T

The Model 10T has become atrue audio "classic". It ranks as one of the
finest speakers available, regardless of price. Perfectly at home in the
finest cinema or music system, the 10T's frequency extension, overall
resolution, and sheer musicality have made it afavorite with enthusiasts
world wide. When combined with Aerial's new SW12 subwoofer system,
you have one of the finest systems available, regardless of price.

AERIAL MODEL SW12

There is no shortage of subwoofers available in today's market,
but only afew can lay claim to delivering true high-end performance. Flat to below 20Hz, astonishing resolution, and seemingly
unlimited dynamic range, combine with unsurpassed flexibility to
make the SW 12 the year's most exciting new subwoofer. Powered
by atrue high-end 400 watt amplifier, other features include, a
parametric equalizer, adjustable damping for speed or slam, and
full remote control operation. Suitable for use with the finest
speakers, including panels.

AERIAL MODEL CC3
AERIAL MODEL SR3

The CC3 center channel speaker and SR3 surround speakers complete
the Aerial home theater system, and are the perfect way to expand a
high performance 2channel system into amulti-channel format.

The entire Aerial Acoustics line is on display at Overture.
Please call 800-838-1812 for more information.

OVERTURE

THE WORLD'S PREMIER AUDIO/VIDEO AND HOME THEATER STORE
Wilmington, Delaware •(302) 478-6050 •800-838-1812 •wwwovertureaudio.com
Where Your Purchases Are Always Sales Tax Free
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Burmester

Reference

of space and of air around the instruments were much more apparent. If I
switched over to the 24/96 DVD version (CHDVD194) and set the 970 to
MaxRez, Icould restore those attributes
to the sound from the mix. Itip my cap
to David Chesky and his crew: The
24/96 disc, when given the 970 treatment, captures the best of the live event
and the two-channel mix. (I went to a
Chesky press launch for the recording,
at which Mangione and band played
several selections. Lots of fun, but they
had speaker and hum problems. It didn't sound as good as either disc!)
As one might expect from my experience with the Mangione recordings, the
970 was superb at delineating the differences between 16/44 and 24/96 discs
of the same material. My favorite, still, is
John Lec Hooker's Mr. Lucky (Charis-

Line

970

& 969

ma/Pointblank 91724-2 vs Classic
Records DAD 1007); the high-resolution disc simply had more space and
more slam, while Hooker's stubbly
growl dominated front and center.
As for the other options, Ifound negligible difference between the Standard
and the MaxRez filters, but more useful
differences between the filters' Sharp
and Soft settings. As aresult, Irarely
used the Standard filter, choosing between the PM D-100 for most CDs,
especially HDCDs, and the MaxRez for
24/96 sources. The PMD-100 sounded
much like the MaxRez in Soft mode.
These settings made for arelaxed presentation, with aslightly less etched
upper end than the MaxRez filter did in
Sharp mode. Some of the Classic Records DADs derived from older analog
sources benefited from the MaxRez in

Soft mode. Nonetheless, with the best
24/96 discs, Idefinitely preferred the
MaxRez filter's Sharp setting. In fact,
the MaxRez/Sharp setting became my
default, unless there were infelicities in
the recording (or HDCD discs to play)
that required reconsideration.
The 970 was so revealing with all
source material that switching from
another DAC to the 970 provided a
change similar to, if much less pronounced than, switching to ahigherresolution source. Can't wait to hear
Diana Krall's All For You (Impulse!
IMPD-182) in 24/96? Well, the Burmester 970 gave me an idea of what to
expect: tighter and fuller bass, more stable imaging (not the strongest feature of
this disc), asense of instruments in areal
space, and, best of all, amore liquid,
more palpable presentation of Krall's

Burmester 969 CD transport
C itting on matching baseplates and
bill carbon-fiber discs, the $27,500
Burmester 969 transport and 970
DAC look very much alike. On its
front panel the 969 has fewer buttons
and alarger, single display, and on the
top, the central of its three armor
plates can be slid back to reveal atop
loading, belt-driven CD turntable. I
really got akick out of hearing the
subtle relay click as Islid back the
cover. Indeed, the mechanism was so
smooth that the relay was the only
perceptible feedback to the operator.
Udo Besser gave me ademo transport mechanism to study while explaining that Burmester was responsible for the development of the original CE C. belt-drive transport, but that
they now make them in-house. The
reasons for going to abelt drive are
quite different from those one might
assume from experience with LP turntables —CD transports are constantly
changing speed, and the familiar inertial advantages do not apply. Rather, it
seems, the motivation is that it is possible for Burmester to engineer and construct amuch more precise and quiet
bearing for the CD to ride on if that
bearing is not also amotor shaft. Indeed, the lightweight turntable bearing
on the demo mechanism was superb,
with absolutely no observable play. The
same could be said for the small CD
weight, which is machined to match a
specific mechanism. An instrument
machinist to whom Ishowed the demo
rig was deeply impressed.
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Udo Besser shows off the Burmester 970's
machined front panel.

The 969's controls and displays are
pretty standard, although Ifound the
arrangement counterintuitive. Perhaps it's just me, but shouldn't the
Play button be on the left and the
track advance/reverse buttons on the
right? Itended to use the remote,
since Ihad ahard time reading the
highly polished panel's delicately
incised labels.
The rear panel has every sort of dig-

ital output imaginable in aconsumer
machine: low-impedance S/PDIF
(RCA), two 75 ohm S/PDIF (RCA),
AES/EBU (XLR), transformer-balanced 75 ohm S/PDIF (RCA), ST
glass, and two TosLink. There is also
an RCA jack for inputting acontrol
clock from the DAC, which serves to
lock the 969's circuits to those of the
DAC. Thus, the 969/970 combination has the tight circuit-coupling advantages of aone-box CD player, as
well as the advantages in RF and
power-supply isolation of aseparate
transport and DAC.
This was one of the main reasons
that Iused the CAL CL-20 as the
common signal source. As good as the
970 was, it was better when synclocked to the 969. The differences
were even more subtle than those that
separate the DACs in this report, but
they were easily demonstrated with a
flick of aswitch — there was just that
smidgen of additional air and space
around the sounds. Remove or disable
the link, and performance reverted to
the merely excellent. I did listen
briefly to the other DACs with the
Burmester transport, and, while the
969 was beyond reproach, its singular
advantage over other transports was in
the sync-locked mode with the 969. I
feel a little queasy suggesting that
adding a$27.5k transport to a$33k
DAC is agood idea, but that's the only
way to get all of the best out of the
969 with CDs. DVDs? An upgrade is
promised.
-Kalman Rubinson
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smoky tones. The most consistent observation, however, was of less noise, despite
the fact that none of the DACs used for
comparison were noisy It seems to me
that, as one goes to playback devices of
progressively higher resolution with better source material, one's ears are able to
discern finer details that, with lesser
equipment, are lost in the noise. Thus,
although there isn't less noise, there is
more information that the listener's brain
can use to separate the musical and ambient sounds from the noise due to the
recording and playback process. The
result is what Iwould describe as amore
relaxed presentation, since it is easier to
comprehend the music, quite apart from
issues of tonal balance, dynamics, or the
explicit depiction of detail. So far, the
Burmester 970 is better at this than anything else I've heard.
But Iwas less than impressed by the
Burmester 970's volume-controlled
outputs. Burmester says that they provide the volume control as aconvenience, and Iagree with their preference for the use of aline preamp with
the 970's fixed outputs. Convenient and
remote-controllable as the variable output may be, it is out of character with
the 970's otherwise outstanding performance. Feeding the power amps from
it, the 970's small but delicious advantages recede to inconsequence. Feeding
the Sonic Frontiers Line 3, the volumecontrolled 970 was simply one of the
guys in this elite group. Icannot say if a
simple pot would have been better, but
the 970 deserves better.
Conclusions
Aside from the volume control, is there
anything wrong with the Burmester
970? Not really. Ihaven't used another
DAC that was as consistently neutral and
enjoyable with all source materials. In
addition, you certainly get aheap of technology — the multiple filters, slopes, and
memories offer the flexibility to "tune"
the 970 for various sources. The only
caveat is that, when compared to other
top-grade DACs, the 970's sonic superiority will not bowl you over, however
significant that superiority may be to the
uncompromising. Thus, despite the 970's
small but consistent advantages in detail,
ambience, and tonal integrity, it's hard for
me to justify its cost over the dCS Elgar,
or even the Mark Levinson No360.
But that's my problem.
See "Follow-Up" in this issue for Kal's further thoughts on the Burmester 970 compared with the Mark Levinson and mbl
DACs.—Ed.
Stereophile, December 1999
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PS Audio P300 Power Plant

A

'though advertising copywriters
would have us believe otherwise,
there is not alot of true innovation in audio. Most audio products are
based on well-established principles,
perhaps refined in detail and execution.
Of course, some products do take novel
approaches, but they tend to be too offthe-wall to be taken seriously, or simply
don't do the job as well as more conventional products. What's really exciting is
to encounter aproduct that is audaciously original in concept, yet makes so
much sense that you wonder why no
one even thought of it before.'
1am, of course, talking about the PS
Audio P300 Power Plant.
AC/DC
The problem the Power Plant addresses
is fundamental: Although audio components use DC internally, their source of
power is AC, which is then converted to
DC by acomponent's own power supply. (The exception is battery-operated
equipment, which can be made to work
well but has practical limitations.) In
North America, AC is nominally a
60Hz, 120V sinewave (50Hz/220240V in some other parts of the world).
In practice, it is both less and more than
that. Voltage varies, dropping at times to
the point where it results in brownouts,
or rising to well above the nominal level.
(In my home, rve measured AC voltage
as high as 129V, and was told by the utility company that they considered this to
be within the acceptable range.) Then,
superimposed on the 60Hz sinewave are
noise, distortion, and voltage spikes.
Power supplies in audio equipment are
supposed to filter out all this junk, but
do so imperfectly; some of the noise and
interference gets through to the sensitive
audio circuits, where they produce
unwanted additions to the signal.
Power-line conditioners (PLCs) are
outboard devices designed to dean up the
AC and make the job of audio power supplies easier. Many audiophiles have found
PLCs to be useful, but these devices also
1Note, however, that the Mark Levinson No.33 and
No.33H power amplifiers, as well as the Linn Lingo
turntable power supply, include adedicated AC regeneration stage as part of the power supply.
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PS Audio P300 Power Plant

The balanced power approach conhave their detractors, and some equiptrasts with the conventional unbalanced
ment manufacturers specifically recomAC delivery system, in which one
mend not using them. The problem is
that while PLCs may have adesirable filtering action, they often have undesirable 2According to Power Plant designer Paul McGowan,
side effects, the most common being a 115V was chosen as the approximate middle of the
range that American audio equipment is designed to
certain "dulling" of the sound and a work
with. The Power Plant has an internal adjustment
restriction of dynamics. And, in any case,
for output voltage, and if the unit is to be used for powPLCs deal only with noise and distortion, ering electrostatic speakers, McGowan suggests having
the factory set the voltage at 125V, which will increase
not voltage variations.
the electrostatics' bias voltage and is said to produce an
AC synthesis
The approach taken by the Power Plant

to solve this problem is quite different
from that taken by PLCs. Described as a
"regenerative AC synthesizer," the
Power Plant is essentially an audio power amplifier with a single-frequency
output (60Hz, but more on this later)
set by aDSP-based sinewave oscillator.
The output voltage is regulated so that
it's impervious to line-voltage fluctuations. The amplifier is atwo-channel
class-AB bipolar transistor design using
twin transformers. (Early prototypes of
the Power Plant used alarger, single
transformer, but this was changed for
the mechanically quieter twin-transformer design.) Each channel produces
57.5V AC in abalanced configuration,
one prong of the AC delivering +57.5V
and the other —57.5, the potential difference being the requisite 115V.2

improvement in the speakers' dynamic cciluig. As this
voltage is still within the normal AC range, the speakers should be able to handle it, but I'd want to check
with the speaker manufacturer, just to be sure.

Desaiption: AC synthesizer. Input:
120V/60Hz. Output: 115V/50-120Hz.
Distortion: <0.1% (0.05% typical).
Dimensions: 8.85" W by 5.5" H by
19" D. Weight: 30 lbs.

Serial number of review sample:
0302 (second sample).
Price: $995. Approx. number of
dealers: 10. Factory-direct: 30-day
return privilege, buyer pays shipping both ways. Warranty: 3years
parts & labor, transferable.
Manufacturer: PS Audio International, P.O. Box 2037, Avon, CO
81620. Tel: (877) 772-8340.
Fax:
(970)
845-0914. Web:
vinivw.psaudio.com.
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prong is 115V (plus or minus, depending on how it's hooked up at the power
distribution box), whereas the other is at
ground potential. Balanced power is
widely regarded as superior to unbalanced because of its greater immunity
to noise and interference. The Power
Plant amplifier uses high negative feedback, which can introduce problems if
an amplifier has to reproduce the varying frequencies of music. But the Power
Planes only job is to produce asingle
frequency, and the negative feedback
allows it to have the desirable lowimpedance output and very low distortion of the AC waveform.
To ensure that no electronic nasties
reach the equipment connected to it,
and that the Power Plant itself is protected from damage, PS Audio has
taken a comprehensive approach. It
starts on the input side with amegahertz-range filter to deal with any radiofrequency energy riding on the AC.
Catastrophic protection is provided in
the output stage by opto-isolators placed
across the emitter resistors. When apredetermined voltage drop develops
across the emitter resistor, the opto-isolator sends asignal to the Power Plant's
microprocessor, which shuts down the
power activation relay.
In the driver stage, there's acircuit
that limits turn-on current. Yet another
circuit monitors the current delivery on
an ongoing basis, and the ubiquitous
microprocessor calculates the average
RMS current, displaying the result on
the front-panel display. Delivery of 10%
over rated power alerts the microprocessor to shut down the Power
Plant's operation. Iinadvertently tested
the P300's protection modes when I
plugged avideo projector into it. The
projector evidently draws considerably
more than the rated 300W; the Power
Plant shut down immediately, with no
damage to either component.
The P300 is intended for use with
source components, preamplifiers, and
low-wattage amplifiers, the recommended maximum load being 200W. PS
Audio has in the works three higherpowered Power Plant models (the P600,
P1200, and P2000, the model numbers
indicating output in watts) for use with
amplifiers and video projectors. There
are also forthcoming audio amplifiers
based on the Power Plant's basic design.
The P300's attractive, somewhat
unusual industrial design —narrow and
deep, with curved side panels — allows
it to be placed side-by-side with the
matching PA300 audio amplifier.3 The
back sports an IEC AC input jack, four
142

hospital-grade AC receptacles, amaster
on/off switch, agrounding post, and
CATV in/out F-connectors to provide
protection from lightning to video
equipment. It's possible to disconnect
the receptacles' AC ground wires inside
the Power Plant (a simple process,
involving aplug-in connector, but you
have to get the instructions from the factory) and connect aseparate external
ground to the grounding post. This prevents noise that might be present on the
AC ground from entering the system. If
you decide to disconnect the AC

received had a fairly high level of
mechanical hum, apparently the result
of some rougher-than-usual handling in
shipping. PS Audio dispatched asecond
sample, which was much quieter.

Music to my ears
Most audiophiles have encountered the
problem of evaluating apiece of equipment that, sure enough, changes the
sound of the system, but doesn't necessarily represent an improvement. Or that of
having the sound be better in some ways,
but not in others — ie the treble is
smooth, but the bass extension is not as
good. When this happens, deciding
The benefits of the
whether the component is better overall
involves weighing the pluses and minusPower Plant were such
es —a difficult process.
In the case of the P300 Power Plant, I
that it took areal effort
didn't have to face this sort of dilemma.
of will for me to take it out With preamplifier and digital source
components plugged into the P300, the
of the system to make
sound was not merely different, but in
every way relevant to the listening expethe comparisons.
rience, significantly better. 'This was true
whether the comparison was with raw
ground, safety requires that you provide
AC from adedicated line or either of
an alternate ground path through the
two more traditional PLCs: the Tice
grounding post. (See Jonathan Scull's
Series II Power Block and the latest
"Fine Tunes" column in the August
Chang Lightspeed CIS 9600ISO. The
1999 issue.) Idon't have convenient Tice changed the sound too much in
access to aseparate ground, so Ileft the
the direction of softness, and dynamics
AC ground alone.
were reduced. The Chang was better
On the front panel are the Power
than the Tice, and left dynamics alone,
button (which switches the AC outlets),
but the improvement over raw AC was
anumerical display, aMode button that
not nearly as great as with the Power
toggles the display between showing
Plant. The benefits of the Power Plant
output wattage and output frequency,
were such that it took areal effort of
and two buttons that allow varying outwill for me to take it out of the system
put frequency from 50Hz to 120Hz. PS
to make the comparisons.
Audio's term for variable AC frequency
One might expect that the most
is "Power Factor," about which I'll have
obvious improvement would be in
more to say anon. The front panel also
noise level, but this was not the case.
features aprominent "PS" logo, illumiNoise was lower, but the magnitude of
nated in bright blue. It's nicely done, but
the change was quite small. (Noise is
if you do alot of your listening in the
not normally aproblem in my system.)
dark, you might find it and the illumiThe most striking effects of the Power
nated numerical display distracting
Plant were in the upper midrange and
enough to want to orient the Power
highs, which were stripped of much of
Plant so it faces away from the listening the "electronic" overlay that I had
area. (I did.)
thought was an unavoidable result of
The Power Plant's build quality is
the distortions inherent in the process of
obviously high level, with a chassis
sound reproduction, or was part of the
designed and built by Neal Feay, acomrecordings themselves.
pany that does work for the likes of
Recordings old and new sounded
Theta, Conrad-Johnson, BAT, and
fresher, more immediate — more like
Sonic Frontiers. The first sample I real music, less like reproductions. The
highs became more pristine and extended, with no hint of euphonic rolloff.
3Normally, an amplifier like the PA300, whose output
is 150Wpc, would require aPower Plant with an outThere was greater clarity throughout
put of at least 600W, but each of the forthcoming PS
the bass region, too, with string bass,
Audio amplifiers will have an isolated voltage gain
stage, with special AC inputs to drive just this stage.
bass guitar, timpani, and bass drum betAlthough this leaves the current stage with raw AC, the
ter defined. Resolution was enhanced; I
benefits of the Power Plant are said to be most evident
at the voltage stage.
was able to hear subtle details that had
Stereophile, December 18,s
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SONIC FRONTIERS
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Music 11uII
Iàddringi Creel:

$1649
$Call
$225

5 ano/ye/

k
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MMF 5NEW
MMF 2
4330R
All models avail

1Yr a K-)

$449!
$269
$539
$Call

ACOUSTIC

$149
$2095

$395 Velodyne F-1200 R
$795
Von Schweikert VR1000 $695
$349 Wilson P
(White) $2895
$995 Cables-n things

$449

Quicksilver Pre w/Ph
Reflection Audio 0M-1 $3995 Gerdes Cid Crs .5mXLR $295
Rowland Consummate $2095 Kimber 1030 1.5mRCA $1095
$1795 MIT Term 2 1m RCA
$89
YBA 2X w/Ph
Term 3 15' Spkr
$175
$$$$
MI-330
+
11
1.5m
RCA$189
Allis Reference
$695
MI-330 + 11 2m RCA $249
A/A DTI -Pro 32
$395 ' MH 750 + 10 Spkr
$449
DDE-v.3.0
$195
Z Center NIB!
$1195
PS2
$395
Music
Metre
Calibre
$89
Adcom GDA 600
$495
Signature
$129
Aragon D2A Mk11
Assemblage DAC 2
$349 NBS Master 5m XLR
$3995
CAL Delta
$495
M/S II 15'
$449
Camelot Arthur upgrades $495 Omega-Micros
EAD T-1000
$495 SW Crecendo 1m RCA $
$C
39a5
11
DSP-1000 Mk Ill
$395
Virtuoso 1.5m XLR
$295
Forsell Air Ref Trans
$Call
Virtuoso G 1m RCA $249
Forte F50 A
$695 Transparent Cable
Krell Studio
$1495
Digital Link Ref 1m
$695
Meridian 518
$1095
Digital Link 1m
NAD 502
$175
Ref 1m XLR
$1595
Musical Fidelity X-ACT $175
Ref 1.5 m RCA
$1095
Parasound DAC 1000
$295.
Ref 2m XLR
1895
Sonic Front SFD-1Mk11 $895
Super 1m RCA
$295
T-3/P-3 Combo
$Call
Super Pwr Cord
$110
SFD-2
$1695
Ultra 1m XLR
$949
SF0-2 Mk II
$2395
Ultra W Spkr
$1195
SFT-1
$1195 Valid Points Kit
$Call
UJB
$249 ,XLO Sig 10' Spkr
$1495

CD6 Special'
$395
New CD300 &CD500 now
in stock
$Call

THORU1
Link DAC 24 96
.$359
All models available -call

10295 NIB

N1TTY intn-ry-x ..Lee
1•0010 CAM PRODUCIII

van den Hul
Frog demo avail...SCall
All models available -call
tor price and descriptions
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NEW SL1 Ultimate and
JL1 Deluxe Edition now
available.
Call for info.
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PS
previously been merely hinted at or
even obscured. Instrumental and vocal
timbres became more distinctive, and
spatial definition was enhanced, the
soundstage expanding laterally and in
depth. This increase in resolution was
not at the cost of reduced smoothness or
musicality. Although Icould hear more
of the recording artifacts, such as added
reverb, they were not distracting; music
continued to hold center stage.
Another major benefit of the Power
Plant was in the area of rhythm and
pace. Igenerally find differences of this
sort harder to pin down than, say, tonal
balance, resolution, or imaging, but with
the Power Plant in the system, Iwas
more aware of music's rhythmic components, whether the lilt of The Beauty ofthe
North (Dorian DOR-90190) or the exuberance of Boogeyin! (Wildchild! 02452).
Power factor
The Power Plant has afeature that, as
far as Iknow, is unique among equipment offered for audiophile use: variable AC frequency This so-called Power Factor allows AC frequency to be
varied from the normal 60Hz to ahigh
of 120Hz. (The 50Hz setting is for
countries where this is the normal AC
frequency.) PS Audio claims that increasing the Power Factor makes the

Associated Equipment
Digital source: PS Audio Lambda Two transport, PS Audio
Ultralink Two and Muse Two
Ninety Six digital processors,
Rote! RCD-971 CD player.
Analog source: Linn LP12
turntable (fully updated), Ittok
tonearm, AudioQuest AQ700Onsx cartridge.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio Technology SL-1 Ultimate.
Power amplifiers: Rote! RB1090, Parasound HCA-3500.
Loudspeakers: Dunlavy SCIV/A.
Cables: TARA Labs The Two
interconnects and speaker cables,
Illuminati Orchid digital link,
TARA Labs Decade power cables.
Accessories: Argent RoomLenses, Bright Star Little Rock (atop
CD transport), PolyCrystal amplifier stand, Arcici Suspense
Rack. (A recent addition to my
system, this rack provides outstanding isolation from vibration
and looks great.) -Robert Deutsch
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Power Plant still sounded better than
the Ultralink Two with, but using the
Power Plant considerably narrowed the
sonic gap between these processors.
The performance of my system took
amajor leap forward when the Muse
Two Ninety Six digital processor arrived
on the scene. Imust echo Shannon
Dickson's enthusiastic endorsement
(April 1999): This is indeed a great
processor — even without use of the I
2S
link, and even just playing back ordinary
CDs, let alone 24/96 DVD recordings.
The power supply of the Muse Two
Ninety Six is much more elaborate than
that of the Ultralink II, so you might
think the Power Plant wouldn't be of
much benefit. But it was. The difference
in sound between the Two Ninety Six
plugged directly into the AC wall receptacle and plu14:,ed into the Power Plant
was not as dramatic as in the case of the
Ultralink Two, but it was definitely
there: enhanced dynamic contrasts, better sense of space, higher resolution. (By
this time Ihad determined that the Power Plant performs best with the Power
Factor set at 90Hz, so this was the setting used for all the comparisons.)
Ialso spent some time listening to the
Rotel RCD-971 CD player, comparing
its performance with and without the
Power Plant. The RCD-971 offers superb performance for the price ($699),
performance that reaches ahigher level
still with the Power Plant. Although the
Muse/Lambda Two combo is clearly
better (for $5000, it should be!), the
RCD-971 powered by the Power Plant
sounds astonishingly good.
Like the Muse processor, the CAT
SL-1 preamplifier has ahighly sophisticated power supply, the latest, Ultimate
version having higher-value capacitors,
Panacea?
more RC filters for better power-lineAs it happened, a couple of weeks
filter performance, and decoupled casbefore the Power Plant arrived, the
caded regulation across the entire
Sonic Frontiers Processor Three digital
audioband. CAT designer Ken Stevens
processor I'd been using was returned to
is one of those who strongly discourage
its manufacturer and my old PS Audio
the use of outboard PLCs, and, indeed, I
Ultralink Two processor (with HDCD
have previously found the CAT preamp
update) was pressed into service. The
to perform best without such devices.
Ultralink Two was considered afine
But, as good as the CAT's power supply
processor in its day (rated Class B in
is, the preamp sounds better when
Stereophile's "Recommended Components" as recently as April 1997), but plugged into the Power Plant. The differences are similar to those Ifound
with my cars having been accustomed
with digital processors: greater dynamto the more refined sound available
from the Processor 3, its sound seemed ics and immediacy, higher resolution,
less residual grunge.
bright, edgy, and forward.
So, is it safe to say that the Power
Plugging the Ultralink Two into the
P300 Power Plant brought about a Plant has the potential to improve the
sound of every audio component? Well, I
major transformation of the Ultralink's
can't say that, but Iwill say that Ifound it
performance: smoother, less forward,
to improve the sound of every piece of
altogether more listenable. My recollecaudio electronics with which Itried it.
tion is that the Processor 3without the

equipment's power supply more efficient, increasing the effective value of
capacitors and decreasing the transformer's radiated magnetic field.
In my system, increasing the Power
Factor produced astartling sonic improvement. Dynamics — already enhanced compared to the raw AC condition — were even more dramatic, to the
extent that, after comparing the same
CD track with the Power Factor at
60Hz and at 90Hz, one listener accused
me of having turned up the volume. (I
didn't — honest!)
There was asignificant improvement
in overall clarity, and voices sounded
more rounded, less synthetic. My wife, a
fan of the late John Denver, said that with
the Power Factor at 90 his voice "sounded more like John." The most beneficial
effect seemed to be at the setting of
90Hz or thereabouts, the 120Hz setting
resulting in some thinning of the sound.
According to the manual, Power Factor settings of higher than 60Hz should
not be used with turntables and tape
decks that have AC-synchronous motors. My Linn LP12 has this type of
motor, but its Lingo power supply isolates it from AC frequency so this admonition doesn't apply. (The Lingo controls
turntable speed by varying the frequency
of its synthesized AC.) Iused the Power
Plant with the Linn at various Power
Factor frequencies, and as you might
expect, given the similarity between the
Lingo and the Power Plant's approaches,
Ifound the improvement over the sound
of the turntable power supply plugged
into the wall to be fairly minor, increasing the Power Factor setting seemed to
make little or no difference.
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In general, the Power Plant's effectiveness in cleaning up sound varies as an
inverse function of the quality of the
other component's power supply, but
even products with highly sophisticated
power supplies of their own can reap
significant benefits. A friend — whose
components include an Audio Research
Reference One preamp and Sonic Frontiers Transport Three and Processor
Three — reports excellent results with
the Power Plant in his system.

cost represented by this level of power
consumption is quite acceptable in the
context of ahigh-end system, but, keeping in mind the fact that the Power Plant

Even products with
highly sophisticated power
supplies of their own can
reap significant benefits.

Hot stuff
The P300 Power Plant has one practical
disadvantage: It runs hotter than any
solid-state amplifier of my acquaintance,
so hot that, after it had been powering
equipment for 10 or 15 minutes, I
couldn't touch the top of the chassis for
more than asecond or so.
A related issue is the cost of power:
When delivering its rated output, the
Power Plant draws 500W, which can
add up to atidy sum if you leave your
equipment on all the time. However, in
my system, with preamplifier, CD transport, and digital processor plugged into
the Power Plant, the display read only
120W, and this decreased to 20W when
the preamplifier was turned off. The

draws roughly twice the power that it
delivers, Iwould have increasing difficulty justifying purchase of the higheroutput models. (I might consider the
P600 for the home-theater system. If, as
claimed, its effect on video is as great as
on audio, it could well be worth it.)
Conclusion
One of the enduring myths of the marketplace is that if you build abetter
mousetrap —or better amplifier, or better loudspeaker, or better anything—the
world will beat apath to your door.
Alas, excellent products made by honest, hardworking people often fail to
attain their deserved popularity, losing

out to competitors with bigger promotional budgets. The myth survives because there are still times when something comes along that does its job so
well that people will, indeed, beat apath
to the manufacturer's door.
This has been happening with the PS
Audio P300. Initially sold only factorydirect, with minimal advertising, the
Power Plant has captured audiophile
interest to the extent that, until recently,
demand far outstripped the supply.
The success is much-deserved. The
design of the Power Plant represents
original thinking, and provides abrilliant solution to one of the most vexing
problems in audio. The provision of
highly regulated, low-distortion AC
from the Power Plant allows every component to perform at its best, and the
variable-frequency Power Factor feature
has the potential to extend the effectiveness of components' power supplies to
beyond their apparent design limits. In
these days of $1000 power cables, $995
for what is effectively a150Wpc highcurrent amplifier is abargain, not only in
terms of the sonic improvement but also
for the technology it represents. The PS
Audio P300 Power Plant is my candidate
for Product of the Year.
la
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U1UPEq conDuczce

The clarity and resolution of my entire
system improved immeasurably..."
Chip Stern -Stereophile -Nov. '98
"JPS Labs has found away to
provide adetailed, smooth-sounding
cable at an excellent price..."
Jim Causey -Soundstage
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Follow-Up
Kalman
Burmester Reference Line 970,
Mark Levinson No.360,

converters
Itoiled in vain to find agood analogy to
help me characterize the distinctions
among these three digital processors. First,
Ithought of The Three Tenors. It seemed
appropriate to equate the mbl 1611HR
with Luciano Pavarotti's glorious ring and
imposing presence, and to associate the
Burmester 970 with Plácido Domingo's
vocal accuracy and dramatic tone. Howevet it would be wrong to equate the
excellent and future-proof Mark Levinson
No360 with José Carreras, agreat tenor
but one who once was even bettet
Next, Ithought that the three bears
of Goldilocks' acquaintance might suit.
Describing the Mark Levinson No360
as Baby Bear works, since each is the
smallest in its category and seems to
have found an ideal balance of taste and
performance. In addition, the No360
(due to its reprogrammable DSP) and
Baby Bear (due to its youth) probably
have their best years still to come. The
problem is in choosing which parent
bear to represent the mbl, which the
Burmester. Papa Bear's oversize chair,
hard bed, and hot porridge might match
the mbl's large chassis, taut dynamics,
and vivid performance. However, Mama Bear's small chair, soft bed, and cold
porridge are ill-matched to the Burmester's substantial construction, solid
bass, and neutral balance. And Iwon't
even attempt to grapple with the gender
issues this analogy might imply!
So, falling back on a more conventional approach, Ithought each of the
three DACs to be asuccessful but idiosyncratic statement of how, late in the
Sony/Philips "Red Book" era, aDAC
should be made. Each is different in the
design aspects that are given emphasis, in
its physical execution, and in its analog
depiction of the digital bitstream. After
all, you can drive aFerrari, aMercedes,
or aPorsche from point A to point B, but
the three experiences will not be the
same. And aHonda will get you there
just as reliably.
Similar in spirit to the Honda, the
MSB LinkDAC is asuperb 24/96 device
that costs only $349 and does nearly
everything right. The Mark Levinson
mbl 1611 HR D/A

Stereophile, December 1999

No360, however, is agreatly superior
device in execution and performance, and
is about an order of magnitude more expensive (+11dB$). 1Icannot compute the
No360's sound quality as an order of
magnitude better, but, from my own particular audio and financial perspectives, I
felt the additional cost was more than justified. The Levinson No360 improved
on the LinkDAC in high-frequency
smoothness and detail, depth of soundstage, and overall had a more relaxed
sound. The No360, with the CAL CL20 or any of the other transports, is also an
advance on the Arcam Alpha 9, specifically because it lacks the Arcam's nearly
poster-paint, forward presentation.
The '360 also improves on another
Class A DAC, the Camelot Uther 2.0.
Comparably smooth in the HF, the Levinson delivers just abit more detail with
standard CDs, and, of course, still more
detail and air with 24/96 discs, which
the Uther can't handle. (I have been informed that anewer Uther is in production, but Ihave not yet auditioned it.)
Moreover, the Levinson No360, with its
multiplicity of inputs and DSP-based
processing, seems to be the DAC that
will most easily be kept at the cutting
edge of digital advancements.
So if your budget will accommodate
it, the No360 is eminently worth the
price. Ihaven't heard all the DACs in
the world, but Icertainly haven't heard
one that's both better and cheaper than
the No360.
The mbl 1611HR is yet another 5dB$
more in cost, and that increment buys
great elegance in design and much sensual pleasure. Its unusual signal-analysis
facility holds the upstream components
to high standards of performance. The
mbl's sound is certainly more lively, forward, and spacious than the Levinson's,
the Burmeste?s, or even the Elgar's, but
1Since we are dealing with exponential differences in
price, 1conjured anew unit of measure, the &SS, to help
my deliberations. The dllif is equal to lolog*(pricell
pricc2). 1used amultiplier of 10, not 20, because money
Is power, not merely potential. So, if we make the MSB
LinkDAC our reference, the Levinson No360 is
+11d13S, the mbl 1611HR is +16dEtf, and the Burmester 970 is +20dItS. Note that the Levinson is merely 1.8dEtS more than the Camelot Uther, and the
Burmester is less than 4d13$ more than the mbl! These
dEt$ values seem to offer abetter perspective on the
nonlinear relationship between performance and price.

Rubinson
not as obviously so as the Arcam 9's. I
think of the mbl as offering vivid reproduction in both dynamics and harmonics. Alone among these components, the 1611HR consistently sounded
like a topnotch analog source. You'll
know from the first audition whether
the mbl's presentation is appropriate for
you, the rest of your system, and your
room acoustics; if so, the extra 5dB$ is a
worthwhile investment in your musical
enjoyment.
In consideration of that "investment
value," one cannot ignore that the
1611HR includes asuperb analog gain
control and line driver along with its
multiplicity of digital inputs. Although
all of these DACs are upgradeable in
one way or another, neither the Levinson nor the Burmester offers acomparable potential of becoming the centerpiece of ano-holds-barred complete
system. Down the road, the 1611HR
will be able to handle the input from
your preamplified turntable completely
undigitized, as well as all imaginable
digital sources.
The Burmester WO is 20dB$ more
expensive than the MSB LinkDAC and
8.7c1B$ more than the Levinson; now
we're way out on the return-on-investment curve, where high prices can buy
only subtle improvements. However, if I
had enough pennies, Iwould regard the
Burmester 970 as worth every one of
them. Regardless of the configuration, the
970 seemed to have less character than all
the other DACs on hand. Less immediate
but more subtly detailed than the mbl,
slightly more spacious than the Levinson,
and possessing as much slam and detail in
the bass as the dCS Elgar, the Burmester is
simply the finest-sounding (and, Isuspect,
/east-sounding) DAC Ihave used to date.
Its flexibility lets it be tuned just enough
for optimum performance with almost
any source, and one can step quiddy
through one's programmed configurations to find that optimum arrangement.
But the Burmester 970 is atough sell.
While Ipreferred it to the others, the
increment of its superiority is quite
small — real, but small. Having just purchased anew car, Isimply cannot justify
buying aDAC for asimilar price. If you
can, Ienvy you.
111
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r§nNISUMIKO
'A New Design People

are Loving!" -J. Raskin

-.44.

Pro-Ject Perspective

$995

Suspended sub-chassis

Adjustable fluid damping

Visually stunning, clear acrylic plinth,

good this bargain sounds.
Get one and you'll be hooked on vinyl."
"Scary how

Borderline Class B. -Stereophile Rec. Comp.
Class C S$5 Planar 25 10/99 Michael Fremer
"The Rega Planar 25 with the Rega Exact Cartridge

Michell GyroDec MKIIII Limited

Aluminum

alloy platter with a vinyl mat epoxied to the surface
Record clamp
minum

Adjustable cone feet

subchassis

Superior

Very stiff alu-

Swiss

bearings

Female, chassis mount RCA connectors on the rear
panel to allow for the use of any interconnect cable.

is the cats meow! Nothing comes close to the
synergy it offers! Price to performance ratio can't be
touched. The sound is musical, transparent, revealing, open and dynamic. You won't be thinking about
upgrading you'll be happy" -J. Raskin

Planar 3
5695

Wood Classic ...$749

Model 2

Most Beautifully finished

Vinyl

maplewood plinth

platter

tonearm,
bly

Same

platter assem-

chassis

mount

and

..52750

Cartridge Wrench .5125
Electronics

#25 Class C SUS $1275

Jupiter/10CD Player $1795

#3 Class D US

Planet CD Player ..5795

.. $695

#2 Class 12

$499

Mira 60w Int. Amp

#78

5499

Luna 40w mt. Amp .5695

Wall Shelf

$159

Spacers 2 or 4 mm .515

.5895

Cursa Preamp

.$895

Mala 85w Amp .. . 5895
Radio AM/FM

Cartridges

$895

Exact Class C

S595

Xel Speakers

Super Elys

$395

Naos Speakers ...51795

. ..51795

Elys Class D

$225

Ela Speakers

Super Bias

$175

Jura Speakers

. ..5995

Bias

$125

Alya Speakers

..

Turntables
Basis
DebuT Vacuum MKV $10.600
Debut MKV
58 200
2800 Active Vacuum .$10,600
2700 Fixed Vacuum ..56,900
2500 Active Suspension $5,500
2400 Fixed Suspension$4,500
2001 Active Suspension $3,000
2000 Fixed Suspension$2,000
1400 Fixed Suspension$7,400
J.A. Michell
Orbe
$4,200
GyroDec MKtIll Limited .52.150
GyroDec MKIII
$1.995
Gyro Spidr
51 595
Mycro
$1,395
Kuzma
Stabi Reference .. $5,500
Stabi
$2,400

.. _51095
.5695

Stabi Basic
$1.700
Stabi S
$1.200
Music Hall MMF-2.1
..5299
Music Hall MMF-5
..5499
Esoteric Sound
RA-6 33/45/78
$295
Technics SLBD22
Technics SLBD20
Gemini PT-2000
Gemini PT-1000
Gemini XL-500
Gemini XL-400
Gemini XL-100

..5209"
..5179"
$369"
$299"
$199"
$149"
$99"

Teac PA 400
Kenwood KD 492 .
Kenwood KO 291 .
Cartridges
Sumiko
Blue Point Special .
Blue Point

$149"
4179"
.5129-

.5295
$195

Record clamp
chassis

mount

Includes Oyster cartridge.

RCA connectors as the

1.2

Includes Oyster cartridge.

audio tecimica
440ML
List $220
Sale $100

VIBRAPOD

$6 each

VIBRAPOD Isolators Improve
Bass Definition and Depth
Dynamics, Detail Resolution
Ambiance, Clarity
Soundstaging Video Images

orlofon

MC 25 Ft
List $450
Sale $225
ADC
XLM MK II
List $199"
Sale $69"
CCC LPs

$319

VIBRA POD' 1.1101ffl

0C-9
List $400
Sale $200
Planar Turntables

Aluminum

Perspective

rudio technica

119 Class B .3.33

RCA

$495

mat

22.

Pearl
$95
Black Pearl
$75
Oyster
$45
Dynavector 10X4
..5325
Denon DL-160
$180
Denon DL-110
$140
Benz Glider
$750
Benz Gold/Silver
$350
Benz MC20E
$150
Goldring 1042
$250
Koetsu
$3.500-57,500
Transfiguration $1.250-$33,800
Clear Audio . ..5250-$7500
London Decca .5750-$1,750
Phono Pre -Amps
Ear 834P Chrome
..51195
Ear 834P Black
$895
Ear 834P MM Only ... 5695
Ear MC3 Step-Up
$995
°Holm; T-20
5450

"A KR favorite....Vibrapods isolate and enhance performance
Ikeep abox of them around so
that no component goes without" -Stereophile Rec. Comp.
10/99
Creek OBH8
Creek OBH8SE
Creek OBH9
Parasound PPH-100
Music Hall MM-Fl .
0.E.D Disc Saver. .
B-Tech BT-26
Record Care
Last
'1 Power Cleaner
-1Power Cleaner
'2 Record Preservative
'2 Record Preservative
'3 Record Cleaner
'3 RCM Machine Fluid

$200
5325
$249
5120
599"
579"
$49"

$34"
$203
$35"
$212
52e
&so-

'4 Stylus Cleaner
519°
'5 Stylast Preservative 52s,
•I& 2 Combo Kit
$63
'1, '2 & '3 Combo Kit ..583"
'2 & 3 Combo Kit
$517"

TD-190 33/45/78 RPM .5570
Fulty automatic. Includes cartnclige.
TD-295 33/45/78 RPM, Auto
Stop. Includes Cartridge
Black Lacqure
$999
Mahogany or White ..51100
"This is the best looking
Mahogany table I've ever seen
Excellent fit and finish"
-J. Raskin
TD-325 33/45
$1180
New Full Suspension turntable ,
'4 & '5 Combo Kit
$41'
'1. '2, '3, '4 & '5
$125
Disc Doctor
519" pint
Disc Doctor
.$30" quart
Disc Doctor . .ese 1/2 gal
Disc Doctor Brush ..534" pr
Allsop Orbitrac
$40
Gruv-Glide
$25
Discwasher Brush . .519"
AO Brush
$20
Hunt EDA Brush
$25
Deeca Brush
$25
Record Mats
AO SorboGell Mat
$95
Ring Mat
S90
Ultra Mat Anti-static
S12
Gemini Mat
$6
Record Clamps
Sota Reflex Clamp . .5189
Sofa IClamp
$66

Mini Pro Fully Automatic.564
1.5F1 Semi Automatic ..544.
1.5 Semi Automatic ...537,
1.0 Manual Operation ..522.
Record Master
$24.
CD Master
-Stereophile Rec. Comp 4/9
Mini Pro 2, 2.5FI, 1.5FI, 1.
SSS

JA Michell Clamp
$5
Protractor & Misc.
DB Protractor
54(
MoFi Ceo Disc
$3C
Cardas Sweep Record. 525
Shure SFG-2 Stylus Gauge $.25
Milty Zerostat Gun
$61
KAB Strobe & Light . .585
Tweezers
$5
Tone-Arm Wrap
$21

Benz ABCD-1 Dmag . .5195
Tone-Arm Lift's Chrome $99"
Tone-Arm Cables
Kimber Tak
$351
AO S-4
5275
SW Maestro II
518
Headshell Leads
Audio Technica HL -4
.52
AO HL -5
$2
Sumiko HS-12
912
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Shure M97xE

$94

Shure M94E

$65

Shure
Shure

Shure M7OBX

$25

Shure M78S (Mono) ... .560

je
‘

1C-7500
$2800
1C-5000
$2200
1C-3000 MK II ...S1850
ubilee
$1650
lohmann
$1600
1C-2000 MK II .. .51450

ták
XI-MC/MCP
MC-3 Turbo
MC-1 Turbo
0M-40 Super
0M-30 Super
0M-20 Super

$135
$250
$150
$275
5225
$175

The first thing MF notice
was "how well it handled
large and small dynamic
swings.' which he felt is

1C-30 Super
1C-20 Super
1C-10 Super
1C-15 Super
1C-25FL
:5-MC

.5850
..$700
.S525
.5225
$225
$275

0M-10/OMP-10
0M-5/OMP-5
0M-3/OMP-3
0M-78
TM-20
TM-14

.. .S80
$55
$40
$60
$149
,s89

what spells 'the difference
between hearing canned
music and the illusion of
live." ..."You won't believe
your ears." -Stereophile
Rec. Comp. Class B $SS

$225

TM-7

MKII
MKII
MKII
MKII

:3-MC

560

MP94E (T4P)
M92E (T4P)

525

Lehmann
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the finest car
STATEMENT
tridges I've
ever heard at
any price-Stereophile 3199 M. F The
Statement
-The finest fixed-coil cartridge I've ever heard, and
one of the finest-sounding cartridges I've ever heard.
especially in the midrange-regardless of design," said
MF -Stereophile Rec. Comp. 10/99 Grado Reference
Reference
Reference
Reference
Reference
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige

Class B SSS
Master
Sonata Class C
Platinum Class C SSS

Gold . .S180
Silver ... S150
Red
$110
Blue
$80
Green ... $60
Black
$40

$1200
$800
$500
$300

"BEST Buy"
Sound 4 1/2
Value 4
-Hi-Fi Choice,
Grado Gold

"The Grado brought out most
of the tonal accuracy and
excitement and. though I've
heard better, that was only
with cartridges costing ten
times the price."
-Gramophone, Black

4/99 Michael Fremer
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HD-600

Planet

5349"

$795
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JD 301A 30w Int

xhich Ihave ever been physi-

ably with some
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JD 1701A 50vv

ally or sonically comfortable."

of the finest

John Atkinson

JD 1501A 100w Int.

ays KR."

tube separates"

ieadphones
oeard.

The

dynamic

they've
only

Stereophile
:Vass A 10/98

ones

Rec.

Comp.

.120

One of A Kind
Items!
:reek 5250 50w Int. Amp
ist 5795
Sale 5639
'redo RS-1 Headphones
,st $695
Sale $550
Vansevers
lodel 083 Pwr. Cond.
1st $575
Sale $460
Iodai 11 Digital Pier. Cond.
is! $325
Sale 1259"
-Double Pandora Pwr Cord .List
425
Sale 5339
uper Companion Power Strip
¡st $150
Sale 599
'ompanlon Power Strip
ist $30
Sale 519"
'imber PELI XLR Interconnect
¡st $58
Sale 546 .5m pr
'imber KC-1 Interconnect
¡st $114
Sale $69 1.5m pr
'imber KC -1 Interconnect

_astronomical highend bar-

PBJ
$78 lm pr
Stereophile Rec.
Comp. $$$ 10/99

Bring the warm sound
downright low price!
$350
4500
SOSO

JD 1703A 753 Channel $725

-Stereophile Cover Story

gain" -Stereophile Rec.

JD 401A Tuner

$350

10/99 p. 147 Chip Stern

Comp. Class B 555 10/98

JD 602A CO Player

5520

List 5122
Sale 579 2m pr
AO Quartz 1.5m pr. XLII
List 5260
Sale 5159"
AO Topaz 1.5m pr.
List 591
Sale $59
AO Turquoise 3m pr.
List $65
Sale 549
AO Jade t.5mpr.
List 532
Sale Sir
AO Video/Digital 2 1.5m
List $99
Sale $59
AO Video S-Z 2m
List $109
Sale $se
AO Crystal Spk. Cable
List 5285
Sale $19910'pr.
AO Type 6 Spk. Cable
List $165
Sale 599 10'pr.
AO Type 4Spk. Cable 25' pr
List $170
Sale stir
AO Type 4Spk. Cable 19 pr.
List $95
Sale sTe
AO Sorbathane Big Feet.
.sar
AO Sorbathane Little Feet .529
AO Laser Guide
.529

Monster AV POD 403 S
List $80
Sale $64- 2m
Monster 2300 Video F-Pin
List $80
Sale 564 - 2m
Monster M1000V Video 2m
List $60
Sale 548
Monster M1000V Video 5m
List $30
Sale $24
Monster M1000SV Video .5m
List $45
Sale $36
Monster M1000VF Video lm
List $50
Sale sao
Monster MM550I .5m pr
List 545
Sale $36
Monster MM550I 1m pr
List 550
Sale $40
Monster 2 GHZ Splitter 3 way
List 520
Sale 516
Monster 2 GHZ Splitter 4 way
List $25
Sale $20
Goertz Sapphire Interconnect
List 5619
Sale 5449 2m pr
Goertz Tourmaline Interconnect
List 5105
Sale 579 15m pr.

Goertz TO-I Interconnect
List $105
Sale 579' .5m pr
XLO ERS Interconnect
List 589
Sale $63 3m pr
XLO ERS Interconnect
List $49
Sale $39 1m pr
XLO ER 10 Pwr. Cord 5'
List $115
Sale 579
Creek Electronics
4330 40w Int
$495
Headphones
Sfax Classic System II
.51425
Credo
569-$695
Sennheiser HD-600
$349
Koss Porte Pro
539-559
Headphone Amplifiers
Grado RA-1
$350
Creek OBH-11SE
$350
Creek OBH-11
$199
OED MA18
$79
Poiver Conditioners
Panamax 1000.
5249"
Audio Power Power Pack .$1se
Monster HTS2000
$189"

-Customers

tell

me

CV-4 ..524 Stereo Foot
nothings compares to
"New cable with outstanding price to performance Kimber Kable's PBJ.
peoples choice
ratio and aimpressive new The
look!" -J. Raskin
cable" -J. Raskin
Accessories
Bedini Ultra Clarifier
5149^
Bedini co Clarifier
$ae
Audio Prism CD Stoplight .519
Audio Prism Blacklight
$ae
Audio Prism Waveguide . .514e
Shakti Stone
$lar
Shakti On-Lines
599 pr
Kontak
$40
AO Laser Guide
529
Kimber Interconnects
KCAG
$440 mrm pr
Silver Streak
$220 Itn pr
Hero
$140 lin pi
PBJ
$78 trii pi
Kimber Speaker Cables
$212 8 pr
5122 8 pi
5116 0 pr
$58 loot
.568 8
.
pr
51 - tour
Kimber DIgitaiNideo
Orchid
5525 Irs

8TC
OTC
8VS
4VS
8PR
4PR

D-60
DV75
DV30
DV21

5265 1m
$165 In,
$70 lin
546 1m
AO Interconnect Cables
Diamond
5995 Mr pi
Onyx
$495 mpm
Emerald .
$295 1m pr
Opal
$195 lin pr
Ruby
$125 tin pr
Topaz ....
$79 Ion pr
Turquoise
$45 lin pr
Jade
$29 ten pr
AO Speaker Cables
Argent
$7208 pr
Forest
$4008 ix
CV-4
$1928 pi
Type 6
.51478 pi
Type 4
5658 pi
F-14
.51'. boor
F-4
95 cents per fool
Binding Post Wrench .
.9
AO Video Cables
Video 3
5225 lin

factory authorized.
selection, price
and expert advice

shop us on the web for the largest
selection of audio •video •car stereo
home theater •a/v furniture •cables
www.soundcity.com

exceeding your
expectations

home theater package

entech d/a converters

designed by the "Audio Alchemy" engineers

Number Cruncher 203.2

AMC AV81HTC-DD

high performance

pre-amp/processor

AMC 2N100-5

orig.

•150 Wans into 8onms x5

•
Neu,. con.„„,

•255WamernancPa"""lbs

superior performance dia Converter

$2748

•Front pre
deal anO2 ordla: :oar a' P24 ot.r.'s
•Sur indepeM''' ele rewa'orr
•Some anal aor •2,asrro rrer

$1995

multi channel amps
Threshold T3B

Harman/Kardon PA5800

•80W x5 channel high current eviler we
freviduai DC power supply br eadf Cannel
•Toroidal power transtormer
•DC Sensor to protect connehrwra spree's

Ong. $2590

Threshold T400B Orig. $5950
orig.

•Brtdgeade to 450111

$699

$349

featunng Bryston •CinePro •Parasound •B&K

Threshold T800D Orig. $8490
'arne pores anollier

,

Forte 6A

Orig. $2389
power ample 12 (lee

audio/video furniture
f
.t
Atlantis Harmony

Forte F44 ore. $1800
no her (2 demos)

Component Rack

4component shelves plus top shalt CD
storage ems op to an unbeatable combination o'
tundonalitv style and value
Harmony evadable ,r)
orig. $229
,
a,,,
179
,, and DiaCIr userais
hrosewood and dune

featuring Atlantis •BD1
Bell'oggetti •Lovan
Plateau •Sanus •Altra

Fosgate 4125

Orig. $999
12511e 4stared pose( ampi her (2 demos}

Fosgate M560

6VHi

B&K EX4420

Ong. $1298
,te yl

B&K AV654 Ong. $998
.

ef Owe

Parasound HCA1203A

I2

super vhs vcrs

Orig. $599
4len5. 45We5iteo8s5(dHno)

x3poeeraitet2ne.r

Hafler P1500

Ong $599

Hafler P1000 orig
S*/cOpuOjr

•VCR Plus. with cable box controller
•lased editing with hying erase head
•pewrirri2uu er,r,r er VCR

$569

h

Lexicon M212 Ong. $1695
Ruin try Blyslon •ta1iWe2po.eiorirei
(2demosl

JVC HR-S9600u
high resolution super vhs
•Hi -Fi VHS stereo war MIS decoder •Multi-brand oriole

call

a/v cables

Lexicon M312 Ong. $2495
Boll levee •120W x3toe niftier
fi Jew
Audio Source Amp One
8Ar.n sle

'799
$1995
$2500
$699
'499
'399
$249
'599
$399
$499
$269
$249

Ong $1095

Ph'-' 5

poor vM4 •21.
.
4
1bridged

$1099
$1499
Ong. $299

idemol

Audio Source Amp Two

Audioquest • Esoteric Audio
ESP •Monster Cable •Tributaries
XLO/VDO & Pro •XL0 Electric

teVidl stereo power an •move,
(den)

Graaf Int Tube Amp
rftrne sue (ere)

Ong. $399

229
269

Ong. $3495 $1499

111111•1

Panasonic DVD-A120

dvd/video cd/audio cd player

•Component video Out •10-Bit irdeo0/4 convene
•Atoo settling feertrame ell* Advanced digital sew
•Output for Its and Dolby Digital decoders
•Dual digital audio output coavrairdroari

orig. $299

$249

featuring Denon • JVC • Mitsubishi • Pioneer
Sony •Toshiba •Onkyo and more

in-wall and custom

Niles Model 200

in-wall speaker system
•Infinite baffle designed tor in wall ne
•Extended bass rasperse

•6ITT PolyPeOVIene wee

•r Cloth Set dome heeler
•108 WPower nano«)

orig. $299

$149Pr

FREE in-wall volume control

25W stereo volume control

loudspeakers/subwoofers
Velodyne FSR-12

12" F-Series Amplifier

•Ind OMS, ClaS5 WB amplifier
•12" with 9/16" linear travel driver
•25' ['knee voice
.91 oz 5flbs1nragne5
•Reinforced liber cone
•Gloss Rosewood

orig. $1399

799

directview/projection tvs
featuring all
major brands
call for the new
Samsung HDTVs

corporate offices:
45 indian lane east
towaco, nj 07082
973-263-6060

call

dvd players

closeout specials
multi-channel power amplifier

converter

Number Cruncher 205.2

shipping

5channel power amp

dia

•Rear panel input seledability tor choosing between 1digital
coaxial RCA and 1Too/ink digital input
•3pole analog anti-aliasmg trier tor removal of distortion

•PHI. AC3and Dolby Pro Logo processors bourn
•Output lo6 channels flciurting front licit rear sut
•8Stereo kick; inputs.4composite video inputs free

retail showroom:

OM

89 route 46 east
denville, nj 07834
973-627-0083

eM call toll free: 1-800-432-0007

werldwide

I
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ynton Marsalis is askin' for it.
By releasing eight albums in
the last 12 months, he's set
himself up, larger than life, for the sizable
minority who increasingly feel that, despite his transparent efforts to be jazz's
leading ambassador, he's added little to
the music's overall vocabulary.
Since he won aPulitzer in 1997 for the
swollen, uncertain Blood on the Fields,
Marsalis has embarked on an obvious
journey to emulate Duke Ellington's legacy of composing and performing both
within and outside of the jazz idiom. For
the past decade he's steadily marshaled
his image, deliberately raising his profile
by being involved in myriad activities —
from making music for children (Joe
Cool's Blues) to being the most recognizable and, therefore, marketable personality in the Lincoln Center Jazz Orchestra.
It's impossible not to respect Marsalis'
seemingly endless reserves of energy To
get ajump on being the jazz and classical
trumpet player of choice for the new millennium, the New Orleans-born jazz
trumpeter, composer, teacher, jazz historian, and (as he's known in the hallowed
halls of Sony HQ) "Pulitzer Prize and
Grammy Award-winning Sony Classical
recording artist" has devised a carpetbombing run of new discs on the Sony
and Sony Classical labels. Under the collective title of Swinging Into the 21st, this
avalanche of product includes: two ballets, Sweet Release and Ghost Story (SK
61690); astring quartet, At the Octoroon
Balls, and an orchestral suite, A Rddler's
Tale Suite (SK 60979); a multimedia
music-and-spoken-word composition, A
Fiddler's Tale (SK 60765); jazz albums dedicated to Jelly Roll Morton and Thelonions Monk, Mr:Jelly Lord —Standard Time
VoL6 (CK 69872) and Marsalis Plays
Monk —Standard Time VoL4 (CK 67503);
aLincoln Center Jazz Orchestra big-band
disc, Big Train (CK 69860); Reel Time, a
collection of music Marsalis has written
for films (still unreleased at press time);
and, finally, ajazz suite written for the
annual jazz festival in Marciac, France, to
be released in mid-2000.
When completed, the series will
include eight discs, numbered 1through
8according to release date. If you collect
the Swinging Into the 21st stickers that come
Stereophik. December 1999

with each the first seven discs and send
'em to Sony, you'll receive gratis the
Mardac suite, plus acardboard slipcase to
hold all eight. That's alot of music; if
nothing else, the man's ambitious.
Marketing this kind of behemoth is a
challenge. This many discs in this short a
period of time makes it very difficult to
get consumers, radio, and press to focus
on any single album. Sources at Sony told
me that they went along with the Swinging Into the 21st concept primarily because
they needed to entice Marsalis to re-sign
with the label
So why is Wynton Marsalis so important that his label would agree to take on
such an adventure? Along with labelmate
Yo-Yo Ma, Marsalis is that rarest of birds
these days, the successful "crossover
artist" — the kind of musician who can
entice nonclassical customers to at least
browse, and, at best, buy. Given the current declining state of sales of traditional
classical music, artists like Marsalis are
what all the major classical labels are now
betting their very existences on. So far,
the strategy has worked. Between Ma's
Appalachian Waltz, Marsalis' Classic
Wynton, and the Titanic soundtrack album, Sony Classical is doing quite well,
thank you.
But what, if anything, does it add to the
musical canon? Is this important stuf or
just the ego aerobics of an expansive performer who's suddenly got his labels
where he wants 'em?
Although Idon't have the space here
to review each of the five discs already
released by press time, acloser study of
one of them provides aclear window on
the strengths and weaknesses of the entire series.
The two ballets, Sweet Release and Ghost
Story, comprise the series' most recent release, and seemed closest in their qualities
— of ambition, tone, and the desire to be
taken seriously as aclassical composer—
to those found in Ellington's most ambitious work, Blade, Brown and Beige: A Tone
Parallel to the History of the Negro in America.
But Sweet Release and Ghost Story are not
destined to be viewed as vital contributions to this planet's musical opus.
Despite being composed as accompaniment to modern dance pieces, they are,
like Ma's Appalachian Waltz, little more

Baird

than pleasant background music.
Like much of Marsalis' writing, Sweet
Release is laden with aconfused historical/sociological narrative that includes a
snake, sensual salsa dancing, and, as criticturned-Marsalis-activist Stanley Crouch
writes in the liner notes, "the victory of
romance over distraction," whatever that
means. The flow of New Orleans second-line rhythms mixed with Havana
flash is spiked with brass blasts, apredictable compositional rhythm of climax and
withdrawal, and enough cheeky nowlees-try-this-idea writing and technically
dazzling playing to make the ballet an intriguing if puzzling listening experience.
In Ghost Story, apiano-based piece at
times reminiscent of the kind of likable,
single-note wandering that new-age tinIder George Winston has made acareer
of, Marsalis goes soft-focus and ethereal.
His trumpet pops in and out, mostly as an
accent, while Ted Nash's flute and alto
and soprano sax provide most of the
melodic side trails and solo lines. Again,
pleasant but disposable background
music. Like Ma's disc, Ghost Story isn't
going to offend or inspire anyone, yet it
might have had an impact had more
emotion been entwined in the notes — a
problem that the visual presence of
dancers would not cure.
The lack of real emotion is why Ihave
so little desire these days to re-listen to the
music of Wynton Marsalis. His tendency
to repeat the ideas of past composers and
players is compounded by the lack of
genuine feeling in his original compositions. Everything is impeccably well
played, but the music and musicianship
are too cool — and Idon't mean that in
the hip, happening, stylistic sense of the
word. Unlike such earlier discs as Black
Codes (from the Underground), from which
flames of passion and feeling actually
flickered out to move the listener; the
music on the five discs I've heard so far of
Swinging Into the 21st seems indifferent and
still. Even the jazz discs dedicated to
Monk and Morton, which should have
been slam-dunks, fail to raise apulse.
Perhaps Wynton is still growing as an
artist. In the '90s we learned that he could
speak in anumber of voices and musical
forms. In the new century, perhaps he'll
find something to say.
151
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hen Frank Sinatra died in May
1998, he was probably the
best-known pop singer in recorded history When Johnny Adams died
the following September, he was only
slightly less obscure than when he'd
begun 40 years before —but he, too, was
one of America's greatest singers. Of the
words that best describe Adams' art,
"caressing," "great-hearted," "polished,"
and "expressive" all come to mind. Where
Sinatra was acrooner, Adams sang blues
and gospel. While Sinatra lived like a
pirate in Vegas and Palm Springs, the
nondrinking Adams stayed home in New
Orleans, where he held down aweekend
gig at Dorothy's Medallion Lounge.
Frank was 'Ile Chairman of the Board";
Johnny was, at least in his home town,
"The Tan Canary"
But like Sinatra, Adams was avaudvillian entertainer, if in entirely different
ways. Onstage he told jokes, played the
"mouth trombone," and sang in everything from ahushed whisper to aroofraising falsetto. His wardrobe was legendary. My favorite outfit was the one
he appeared in during the early '90s at
one South By Southwest music conference — short, double-breasted black
velvet suit; red shirt, shoes, and handkerchief, and his trademark shades.
Adams began recording in 1959 on
Joe Ruffino's New Orleans label, Ric and
Ron Records. Unfortunately, he got off
on the wrong foot, thanks to Ruffmo's
rapacious management style, which was
only slightly less odious than that of
Herman Lubinsky, of Savoy Records, in
terms of that infamous dynamic between
white entrepreneur and black musician.
At the time, Adams had been singing Astranger to mainstream success, the late Johnny Adams was one of the salient blues-soul
with anumber of gospel acts, including song stylists of all time.
the Soul Revivers and Bessie Griffin and
her Soul Consolators. He also was living eral takes, one of which became Ric 961, would later become, is full of promise and
eager to please. On the slightly resided
in the same apartment building as song- Adams' very first record.
That single, and most of the cream of "(Oh Why) IWon't Cry," which became
writer Dorothy Labostrie, who is most
famous for "Tutti Frutti." As the legend Adams' time on Ric and Ron (1959-63), aregional hit, ies easy to see why Ruffmo
goes, Labostrie heard Adams singing have been reissued on IWon't Ciy (Roun- and Labostrie were excited by Adams'
"Precious Lord" in the bathtub and con- der CD 2083), which mixes smooth, vocal potential. His trademark falsetto
vinced him to take astab at an unrecord- poppy, string-laden "Earth Anger—styled and smooth, unobtrusive vibrato are both
ed number of hers called "Oh Why." rock'n'roll ballads with twinges of New present, if in infant form. Another
Ruffino, too, was aware of the song; Orleans R&B raunch. Here Adams' intriguing aspect of this collection is the
once he and Labostrie heard Adams sing voice, though higher-pitched and less presence of ateenaged Mac Rebennack
it, they convinced him to lay down sev- skilled in phrasing and control than it as producer and songwritet The future
Stereophile, December 1999
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Dr. John contributed four tunes, one of
which, "A Losing Battle," became Adams'
first to hit the national charts, reaching
#27 on the R&B chart in 1961.
Unfortunately, Ruffino slowed any
forward momentum Adams might have
gained from these hits by refusing to cut
adeal with alarger label to nationally
distribute "(Oh Why) IWon't Cry."
Then, more crucially, he threatened to
sue Berry Gordy, Jr. when Gordy
showed interest in signing Adams to the
then-fledgling Motown Records.
When Ruffino died in 1963, Adams'
contract — which, he often maintained,
was not even legal—was assumed by
another New Orleans label, Watch Records, co-owned by Ruffino's brother-inlaw. By the mid-'60s, after his deal with
Watch ended, Adams bounced from
small label to small label, but finally
found success again when he returned to
Watch in 1968 to wax what would become his highest-charting single, "Release Me." The song had been ahit twice
for Esther Phillips, once for country
singer Jimmy Heap, and atop-ten single
for Engelbert Humperdinck. Adams'
version is avocal tour de force, opening
with aburst of falsetto before proceeding at aballadlike pace, his increasingly
in-charge and soulful presence accented
by horns and organ. The record was
then leased by Nashville producer
Shelby Singleton, owner of the SSS
label. Around Christmas 1968, Adams
made his one and only appearance in the
top 100, when "Release Me" climbed to
#84. It simultaneously hit #34 on the
R&B chart.
Adams hit again on SSS in 1969 with
the singles "Reconsider Me" and "I Can't
Be All Bad." Those tracks, and the
majority of his other SSS material, appeared on the 1970 album Heart and Soul
(SSS5, now out of print), and are collected on Reconsider Me, amid-priced CD
(Collectibles 5741). Well-produced and
-played by acrew of Nashville studio
musicians (sadly uncredited in the current set of liner notes), Reconsider Me features lots of first-rate guitar picking and
scratching, and is as close to outright funk
as Adams ever got. Tunes like "I Don't
Worry Myself" show lots of influence
from James Brown — in "You Made a
New Man Out of Me," Adams even slips
in one of Brown's characteristic "Good
God!" exhortations —and the specter of
the Stax/Volt sound, which was then
happening across Tennessee in Memphis, is also discernible.
From adistance, Adams' 1972 flirtation with Atlantic Records looked like a
pivotal moment in his career. Instead, it
Stereophrie, December 1999
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at times clearly uninspired, doesn't always
dig into. Many arrangements arc flat and
unimaginative or filled with faddish,
flashy, disco-era touches, such as tinkling
keyboards. In the cases of "Spanish
Harlem" and "Our Day Will Come" —
both total oddities that, in retrospect, testify to the once-mighty power of disco —a
full-blown, highhat-riding disco-inferno
mix strains Adams' voice and, one imagines, his patience. These records, which
From adistance,
Adams himself called "trash" in Jeff
Hannusch's seminal New Orleans R&B
Adams' 1972 flirtation
history, IHear You Knockin' (Swallow
Books 1985), are hilarious at first but
with Atlantic Records
finally painful to listen to, no matter how
much falsetto Adams throws in.
looked like apivotal
Still, like all great singers who've had
moment in his career.
to contend with inferior material — no
one's ever topped Billie Holiday when it
Instead, it was
comes to making silk purses from sows'
ears — Adams occasionally forces life
perhaps his greatest
into tracks like the joyous ballad "Your
Love is All INeed," the soaring slowdisappointment.
dancer "Stairway to Heaven" (on the
AIM disc), or the slow take of "Nothing
Charles and Aretha Franldin, was find- Takes the Place of You" (on the Mardi
Gras disc), an old proto-rock'n'roll baling anew audience with Led Zeppelin.
lad Adams absolutely slays with his
Like many of the one-off singles he
vocal performance. And he actually raisrecorded in the '60s for small labels like
es a lather on the bluesy, guitar-led
Scram, Smash, and Pacemaker, Adams'
"Turning Point."
Atlantic recordings are currently
One huge difference between these
unavailable.
two collections is their sound quality.
Adams then returned to SSS, where
The Mardi Gras disc has serious probhe continued to make records until
lems: Tunes like "One Fine Day" and
1974. Two years later, the singer —
the old Aaron Neville hit, "Tell It Like It
who'd always depended on steady gigs
Is," are muffled, sounding as if they've
in New Orleans for his livelihood —bebeen poorly mastered from a45 or LP.
gan to record for Crescent City record
producer Senator Jones, who owned a The AIM release sounds much better,
although it, too, contains several tracks
number of small labels. Adams' first sinobviously mastered from less than optigles for Jones appeared on J.B.'s Recmum sources. The AIM set's one major
ords, but by the mid-'70s his material
error is its listing of Adams' final Hep'
was being released on Hep' Me. This
Me single, 1980's "Sharing You," as
often bizarre period in Adams' career is
"Sharing with You" —a not inconsiderdocumented on two currently available
CDs: adomestic collection, Best of New able slip, considering how much it
Orleans Rhythm & Blues, VoLl: Johnny changes the meaning.
In 1982, Adams was approached by
Adams (Mardi Gras 9007); and anewly
released Australian import, The Immortal Scott Billington, an in-house producer
at Boston-based folk/roots music giant
Soul ofJohnny Adams (AIM 1201 CD).
Rounder Records. A long-time Adams
Both discs mix material from the span
fan, Billington eventually signed the
of Adams' entire stay with Jones. The
singer to adeal, and — after await endiscs overlap by only six tracks.
forced by a previous contract that
On the plus side, these recordings feabound Adams to New Orleans producture some of the cream of New Orleans'
er, studio owner, and music entrepredeep pool of musicians. Guitarists Leo
neur Marshall Sehorn — the pair set to
Nocentelli (the Meters) and Walter
work on the first of Adams' nine rec"Wolfman" Washington (for many years
ords for Rounder.
Adams' main sideman), keyboardist Al"Johnny was a musician, first and
len Toussaint, drummer Smokey Johnston, and bassist George Porter (the
foremost," Billington said in arecent
interview from his home outside BosMeters) all enliven these sessions.
ton. "His pitch was dead-on. He had
Unfortunately, many of the songs
themselves are old R&B hits that Adams,
great imagination as an improviser. And

was perhaps his greatest disappointment. Neither of the two singles he cut
in Florida for the label —"I Wish It
Would Rain" and "I'll Carry You" —
received much radio promotion, and
they went nowhere. It also could have
been that Adams' timing was off by half
a decade or so. By the early '70s,
Atlantic Records, the house built by Ray
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he had great respect for asong.
J OHNNY
He had to know the melody
ADAMS
inside and out before he would
improvise on it."
Do c
That first Rounder album,
From the Heart (CD 2204), disPoivius
plays almost all the tangents and
Thr Sgolip. of EN•nry Xktyfirl£1
trademarks of the Adams sound
-- —
that the partnership with Billington would build on over the
next 16 years. The funky, Memphisized
soul music of the opener, "I Feel Like
blues number, "Garbage Man" (he just
Breaking Up Somebody's Home," remained aconstant element on almost all wants his garbage-man-lovin' woman to
come back to empty the trash); and
of the Adams discs to follow. The jazzy,
scat-punctuated "Why Do I" presaged Adams' take on the Dan Penn/Chips
his two mid-'90s jazz albums, Good Moman standard, "Do Right Woman/
Do Right Man."
Morning Heartache and The Verdict. And
But, as always, the real reason to listen
"Scarred Knees" is the kind of slow blues
is Adams' voice. In the liner notes, well—his voice intertwined with an electricknown New Orleans drummer and
guitar lead — that was always one of the
most potent weapons in Adams' stylistic music writer Ben Sandmel wrote one of
the more fitting Adams elutes ever to
arsenal. Guitarist Walter "Wolfman"
see print: "No one wants to hear hype,
Washington, an Adams sideman for
so let's soft-pedal the message here.
many years and adistinctive part of his
sound in the studio and onstage, makes Johnny Adams may well be atruly great
pop-jazz-soul singer, on an easy par with
his presence felt here with an inventive
all the bilelest names. But let's just say
but economical solo on "Roadblock."
that it's impossible to overstate Johnny's
Two songs on From the Heart led to
entire records dedicated to the work of talent — his range, his dynamics, his
exquisite tasteful tones, his swinging and
single songwriters. Adams' heartfelt reninventive sense of time. Not to mention
dition here of Doc Pomus' title track was
the genesis for The Real Me:Johnny Adams the passion and involvement that he puts
into every note."
Sings Doc Pomus. And his breezy, swingFor his third Rounder album, Room
ing trip through Percy Mayfield's "We
Don't See Eye to Eye" led to Walking on a With a View of the Blues (CD 2059),
Adams dove, with Billington's help, headTightrope: The Songs ofPercy Mayfield.
The Mayfield tune is an example of first into the blues. Billington named this
disc — its title borrowed from the key
something that's true of all of Adams'
chorus line of Lowell Fulson's opening
Rounder recordings: although his voice
track, "Room With aView" — as his
is almost unerringly superb throughout
favorite of the nine Adams albums he
— no matter the material or arrangements —each disc contains anumber of produced. It benefits from the twin-guitar
attack of Walter "Wolfrnan" Washington
missteps. On "We Don't See Eye to Eye,"
and guest Duke Robillard, who would
Adams plays the "mouth trombone": his
also appear on Adams' next two records,
voice, sounding like a heavily muted
and the appearance of Adams' onetime
trombone. While this might be asurprisproducer, Mac Rebennack, on keyboard&
ing and charming novelty to pull out durAnd engineer David Farrell deserves
ing alive performance, it doesn't work on
props for accurately capturing Adams'
record, and it's asurprisingly goofy touch
warm timbres with affecting style, as he
to an otherwise sparkling performance.
would continue to do on all of the singer's
The next album, After Dark (Rounder
subsequent discs.
CD 2049), opens with another weak
Strangely enough, Room With a
track, astrangely orchestrated cover of
View's highlight is also its only nonJohn Hiatt's "Lovers Will" marred by
blues number: "Neither One of Us
disco-beat cymbals and cheesy key(Wants to Be the First to Say
boards àla "Lady Marmalade." The tooGoodbye)," best known as abig midhappy, too-simple "Dancing Man" is
'70s hit for Gladys Knight and the Pips.
another miss. But After Dark still contains
An Adams/Rebennack collaboration,
more than enough to earn ahigh rating:
the bluesy "I Owe You," is also asucDoc Pomus' "I Don't Know You" and
cess. And three Percy Mayfield tunes,
"Give aBroken Heart aBreak"; acover
headlined by "The Hunt is On," and a
of Paul Kelly's poppy, tuneful "Missing
You" sweetened by afemale vocal trio; a pair of Doc Pomus tunes, including the
fun take on Willie Hammond's amusing tender "The World INever Made,"
Stereophile, December 1999
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make this another essential
Adams session.
Adams's next two recordings focused on Mayfield and
Pomus, his favorite songwriters. The Mayfield disc, 1989's
Walking on aTightrope (Rounder CD 2095), is acelebration,
via Adams' pipes, of the blues/
soul writer whose songs had
been amainstay of Ray Charles'
repertoire throughout the '60s.
From the smoky, subtly swingin'
"Stand By" to apreviously unrecorded
Mayfield song (the straight blues of"My
Heart is Hangin' Heavy") to the bigband swing of "Never No More,"
Tightrope is asolid effort. Especially sweet
is the trio of Amadee Castnell's wailing
tenor sax, Duke Robillard's guitar, and
Adams' stratospheric chorus whoops on
"Look the Whole World Over."
But, as on all of Adams' Rounder
discs, the peaks are so high that the valleys look that much deeper. The midtempo "You're In for aBig Surprise"
and the ballad "Danger Zone," despite
its socially aware lyrics, fail to catch fire.
The Real Me: Johnny Adams Sings Doc
Pomus (Rounder CD 2109), co-produced in 1991 by Billington and Rebennack, is the gem of Adams' Rounder
years. The combination of Adams'
caressing, get-to-the-guts approach and
Pomus' elegant, immaculately crafted
songs — the perfect match of inimitable,
irreplaceable singer and songwriter —
makes for Adams' best all-around disc.
Opening with the slow, horn-accented
soul of "Imitation of Love," The Real Me
scores on both fast and slow numbers.
The exquisite "There is Always One
More Tune," one of Pomus' last tunes,
is undoubtedly one of Adams' deepest
and most affecting ballad performances
on record. In amere 3:41 it sums up
Adams' gifts for climbing inside asong
while driving home the words and
making every note count. On the fast
side, "The Night is aHunter," another
flabbergastingly classic Pomus composition, shows Adams in his best upbeat
form: gritty, improvising just before and
just after the beat, his voice rising and
falling in impeccable time.
The Real Me is the one Rounder disc
that makes you wonder what might
have happened had Adams cut these
tracks in aNew York studio with firstclass studio pros and amore aggressive
producer — say, Tommy LiPuma or
Craig Street (both of whom worked
with another underappreciated singer,
Jimmy Scott) — someone more conversant with the jazz'n'standards idiom.
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Still, if you own only one Adams disc, e
make it this one.
From this pinnacle, Adams' career
î
moved into its most controversial period,
as he tried to become ajazz singer. Such
astylistic risk has to be applauded, and at
the time seemed a sure thing — but
Adams' next two albums, 1993's Good
Morning Heartache and 1995's The Verdict,
are, in retrospect, very mixed bags.
For starters, it's often been suggested
by critics that these sessions, too, would
have had agreater impact had they been
made in New York, this time with ajazz
producer. While it might have been fun
to hear Adams with Ron Carter, David
"Fathead" Newman, and (since we're
dreaming) Herbie Hancock, it's also
probably true that, away from his lifetime home, Adams might not have felt
comfortable or centered enough to give
it his all. Whatever your opinion, it is a Adams, caught performing here at the New Orleans Jazz & Heritage festival in 1990, was at
his most powerful and most relaxed onstage.
shame that Adams never got the chance
that Jimmy Scott did to make abig-budsome time, mainly in order to have easier
2135), is more successful. Two duets
get major-label record.
access to his other major passion, golf.
Adams' jazz discs are studies in what with Harry Connick, Jr. at the piano,
That final disc, Man of My Word
"Blue Gardenia" and "A Lot of Living to
might have been — lots of gorgeous,
(Rounder CD 2155), features acover
Do" (the second slightly marred by
wonderful vocal moments, some puzphoto of Adams looking for all the world
zling arrangements, and odd song Adams' "mouth trombone" schtick), are
as if he knew this was his swan song.
divine. And his moving, beautifully
choices. After years of listening to both,
Although Adams sounds abit weaker
paced reading of "Come Home to Love"
Iwonder if what looked like such anatis easily one of the most enthralling than usual —noticeable only in his falsetural, astylistic right turn that couldn't
to —the album is acharacteristically conmoments of his entire recorded history.
miss, really wasn't meant to be. Maybe
summate vocal performance. He manOn One Foot in the Blues (Rounder
Adams didn't have the jazz singer everyages towering performances of the soarCD 2144), from 1996, Adams and Billone — including himself— thought he
ing pop tune, "Now You Know," the soul
had inside him. Still, when you hear ington took risks in adifferent direction.
tear-jerker "It Tears Me Up," and the
This time, Adams fronted a funky
what an idiosyncratic voice like Willie
greasy R&B workout "Bulldog Break
Hammond B-3 quartet led by organ
Nelson could do with standards, these
His Chain" (as in "She can make a...").
luminary Dr. Lonnie Smith, and it's
two discs' lack of success becomes even
immediately apparent that the singer Man of My Word closes —appropriately,
more mysterious.
considering Adams' gospel roots—with
thrived in this setting. A sublime "Ill
For example, two peerless standards
an acappella version of the gospel song,
Wind," an ebulliently upbeat blues,
on Good Morning Heartache (Rounder CD
"Never Alone," in which Adams trades
"Roadblock," and atrio of Percy May2125) — the Mercer-Arlen classic "Come
leads with Aaron Neville.
field tunes headed by "Half Awoke" —
Rain or Come Shine," and Sammy
Billington says he had simple but very
ablues number in which the man comCalm's jazz-singer standard, "Teach Me
plains, "Oh baby /Child you're still a powerful goals for his records with
Tonight" — are examples of what the
square /and unless you wake up baby / Johnny Adams: "I wanted to find other
records themselves are and are not. Both
facets of what he could do and show him
tunes have almost endless reserves of you will never get nowhere" — are all
as an evolving artist, not just some '60s
choice slices of Adams' funkier side.
emotion that asinger can tap into, yet in
In January 1996, Adams was one of guy still trying to do it. Ithink, during the
each case Adams doesn't quite get there.
four featured vocalists in athree-night albums we made together, he began to
The very ordinary arrangements by
take himself seriously as an artist. Johnny
series of big-band concerts at the New
famed New Orleans musical force
Adams wasn'tjust agreat singer, he was a
Orleans Contemporary Arts Center.
Wardell Quezergue spend more time
great artist." Billington considers his time
getting in the way than providing a The resulting album, Mood Indigo
with Adams to have been the "one bless(Rounder CD 2145), includes two cuts
showcase for Adams' voice.
ing in my life." He still wishes they'd
by Adams, "Lost Mind" and "Let's Get
Of course, just when you're about to
made agospel record together.
Lost," neither of them prime material.
push Stop on the CD player, Adams
Adams best summed up what he
Adams was diagnosed with prostate
bites into abreathtaking vocal perforhoped to accomplish in liner notes writcancer in October 1997. He underwent
mance — like his smooth, absolutely
ten for The Verdict four years before his
right-on take on the Jonnie Barnett/ surgery and chemotherapy, made his last
death: "Lots of guys just go until they
record between February and April 1998,
Carson Whitsett/Dan Penn chestnut,
can't go anymore, but Iwould rather
and by April was in remission and per"Back to Normal."
have people remember me from when I
forming again. On September 14, 1998,
Possibly because he was feeling more
sang with alot of inner soul and feelind
the 66-year-old Adams died in Baton
comfortable with the idea, Adams' secand spirit."
Rouge, Louisiana, where he'd lived for
ond jazz disc, The 14.7clia (Rounder CD
Stereophde, December 1999
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At Last, On Time
Seventy-three-year-old Weepin' Willie (Robinson)
may very well be the best classic R& Bsinger
you've never heard of. Unless you happen to live in
the Boston area where Weepin' Willie is something
of alocal legend.
Lending strong support for Willie's recording
debut is one of the brightest new blues lights to
emerge in recent years, Susan Tedeschi. Mighty
Sam McClain co-produced the album (along with
Joe Harley) and also contributes his patented
rand of soul singing and songwriting.
long with Jimmy D. Lane, who joins
non one track with his blazing
uitar, At Last, On Time proves
he wisdom of the phrase
"better late than never!"
LP =AAPO 2009 $25
CD =CAPO 2009 $16
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Quarter
Wes
performer singing to an audience than
like aclose friend talking with you.
And the other musicians communicate with Ms. K. with the same extraordinary directness. Gary Richardson on
bass is aparticular standout. His sound is
rich, deep, and powerful —but the
power is less stated directly than
implied. And Chuck Mangione's flugelhorn on "If ICould Sing Your Blues" is
so conversational that Iget goosebumps
every time Ihear it.
No Cover is so natural, so ungimmicked, that most people will never
notice how extraordinary it sounds. Of
Chesky Records
course, audiophiles like you and me live
for these rare occasions when performer,
SARA K.: No Cover
material, and recording are so perfectly
1D185 (CD). 1999. Hui Cox, David Chesky, prods.;
matched. But just this once, let's let all
Barry Wolifson, eng. DDD. Tr: 58:13
CARLA LOTHER: Ephemera
our friends in on the secret too.
1D183 (CD). 1999. Joel Goodman, David Chesky,
Carla Lother's Ephemera is hard to clasprods.; Barry Wolifson, eng. DOD. Tr: 51:16
CHUCK MANGIONE: The Feeling's Back
sify. If pressed, I'd say she has alittle of
Chuck Mangione, flugelhorn; Gary Niewood, flutes;
Kate Bush's waiflike vocal quality (and
Jay Azzolina, guitar; Sarah Carter, cello; Cliff
perhaps alittle of her conscious artiness,
Korman, piano, keyboards; David Finck, Kip Reid,
acoustic bass, electric bass; Paula Braga, drums;
too) as she wanders through musical
Café, percussion; Maucha Adnet, Jackie Presti,
genres and eras in away that reminds me
Annette Sanders, vocals
J0184 (CD). 1999. Cliff Korman, Chuck Mangione,
of Dead Can Dance — but she's not realprods.; Barry Wolifson, eng. DOD. Tr: 56:59
ly that much like them either.
Here she sets several poems by Yeats
hile I've always liked individto music, sings traditional songs from
ual tracks on Sara K. recordthe British Isles —"Geordie" and "Black
ings — and I've always felt
her well served by Chesky's sound — I is the Color," along with Dowland's
seldom ever had the urge to just sit "Flow My Tears" — and several of her
own. Quite arange.
down and listen to awhole disc. Until
The songs are all set for a small
now. No Cover is woven so completely
acoustic ensemble — with alittle synfrom the same cloth that it's hard to simthesizer for added color — in aspacious,
ply listen to asingle track.
natural, audio venté setting (St. Peter's
The thing is, Ican't exactly say that it's
again). Don't let the synth put you off—
very different from her other albums —
this disc sounds extremely natural. The
she's certainly still working the same
percussion, bass, and twinned cellos give
motherlode of carefully observed, finely
Ephemera a deep woodiness that concrafted vignettes of love and life. And
trasts nicely with the guitar, flute, violin,
her voice is still rich and warm and — as
and Lother's vocals. It's an atmospheric
always on Chesky — recorded with
sound that's hard to resist.
refined intimacy. Maybe I'm just reactChuck Mangione's The Feeling's Back
ing to the fact it was recorded "live" at
St. Peter's Episcopal Church, and to get was also recorded at St. Peter's, and,
again, the results are sonic magic. Manthe full effect of Ms. K. you just have to
gione's octet is augmented by three
experience her in performance. Or maysingers, with arrangements by co-probe it's the way the songs hang together
ducer Cliff Korman. The music is mel(no covers this time).
low without being toothless, sweet
Of course, it could be the sound. This
without being saccharine. In other
is such a seductive-sounding album.
There's anaturalness to the sound that words, it's pretty and Ilike it anyway.
And with engineer Barry Wolifson's
matches the obvious emotional honesty
of Ms. K.'s songs — it sounds less like a sound, what's not to like? Like the Sara
Stereoph/le. December 1999
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K. and Carla Lother, this recording is
hard to top for the absolute naturalness
of its instrumental sound. Everything is
in perfect balance — especially Jay Azzolina's acoustic guitar, which finds a
fine balance between blending into the
overall sound and being clearly audible
at all times. Inever thought I'd say this
about aChuck Mangione album, but
this one's staying in my to-be-played
pile for along time.
Both the Sara K. and Chuck Mangione
recordings are available as DVD-Videos
with 24/96 stereo sound, by the way.

Classic Records
LOU DONALDSON: Lou Takes Off
Lou Donaldson, alto sax; Donald Byrd, trumpet;
Curtis Fuller, trombone; Sonny Clark, piano;
George Joiner, bass; Art Taylor, drums
Blue Note/Classic DAD 1026 (DAD OVO). 1957/
1999. Rudy Van Gelder, prod., eng. MD. Tr: 38:47
SARAH McLACHLAN: Surfacing
Arista/Classic RTH-18970 (LP). 1997/1999. Pierre
Marchand, prod., eng. AAA? 7: 41:20
ANTILL: Corroboree Suite
GINASTERA: Panambi Suite
Eugene Goossens, London Symphony Orchestra
Everest/Classic SBDR-3003 (LP), DAD 1029 (DAD
DVD). 1958/1999. No prod./eng. listed. AAA/AAD.
TT: 38:11
BRAHMS: Violin Concerto
Jascha Heifetz, violin; Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
Orchestra
RCA Victor/Classic LSC-1903 (LP). 1958/1999. No
prod./eng. listed. AAA. 7: 34:22
SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto
Jascha Heifetz, violin; Walter Hendl, Chicago
Symphony Orchestra
RCA Victor/Classic LSC-2435 (LP). 1960/1999. John
Pfeiffer, prod.; Lewis Layton, eng. AAA. Tr: 26:51

expected Lou Donaldson's Lou Takes
Off to be one of his funky soul-jazz
outings. Much to my surprise, it
includes ahealthy shot of pure, straightfrom-Bird bop —and the band came
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ready to play! It's aswinging session, with
afew smoldering blues. Prime stuff.
The sound is some of the best Rudy
Van Gelder ever achieved. There's
great center-fill, and the instruments
have plenty of bite, tons of body, and
in-the-room presence. True, there's a
little tape hiss, but Iwasn't unduly
bothered by it — the payoffs in harmonic overtone extension and deepbass impact are worth alittle steadystate noise. Otherwise, this DVD has
fantastic sound. To my ears, it's one of
Van Gelder's triumphs — but credit
must also go to Classic and Bernie
Grundman for hitting the mark so
completely this time out.
Having achieved sextuple platinum
success, Sarah McLachlan's Suda-cing
doesn't exactly need introduction. Still,
i'd managed not to have heard it before
this Classic LP showed up. McLachlan
sings in asmall, breathy voice of surprising power and expressiveness. The production is sparse but extremely naturalsounding — the piano, in particular, has
all the power and harmonic complexity
you could ask. The sound's impressive,
with lots of space between instruments.
Given that McLachlan's amajor artist
on ahuge label, this couldn't possibly be
a purist recording, but everything
sounds coherent and natural — especially the sense of acoustic space — and the
drum sound is so informed by areal
room that it's almost shocking. Good
bass, too — powerful and quite deep.
And am Icrazy, or is that amusical saw
in the mix? A surprising curveball from
the guys at Classic, but athoroughly
enjoyable LP reissue.
John Antill's Corroboree is one of those
exotic excursions into local color —in
this case, into the Australian outback —
that were so fascinating to audiences in
the '50s and '60s. Maybe the trend became popular because people didn't
travel as much then and were interested
in foreign sounds, or because the returning war veterans had traveled and
enjoyed them. But Isuspect it was a
stereo phenomenon — after all, that was
the dawn of the stereo age, and dramatic works with wide dynamic range were
required to show off those new systems.
Which Corroboree certainly does. It's a
real roof-raiser, with tone color and dynamic contrast all over the place, and it
holds up better than most of the musical-safari genre. (I particularly like the
bassoon masquerading as adidgeridoo.)
This DVD, too, has hiss — to be expected, given the age of its source — but
Ifound it more intrusive on this music
than on the Lou Donaldson. However,
Stereophile, December 1999

the same tradeoffs apply: the DVD
reveals the hiss in all its glory, but also
shows you just how good the instruments on that original 1958 tape sounded. All in all, Conyboree is fun and can
still give stereos areal workout, even at
the dawn of the millennium.
The Brahms Violin Concerto is a
strong performance, extraordinary not
merely for Jascha Heifetz' technical
mastery of his instrument and the piece,
but also for the deliciously communicative passages throughout, which illustrate why the Heifetz/Reiner collaborations still resonate strongly nearly half a
century later. This performance lives up
to the ideal of aconcerto: aconversation
between soloist and orchestra.
Pity about the sound. It's very hissy,
and just not very good — Iwas never
able to ignore the steady-state noise and
simply listen to the music. The orchestral sound is relatively opaque, and
there's no soundstaging to speak of. In
fact, there's ahole in the middle you
could drive a Mack truck through.
There are also afew tape edits that are
hard to ignore.
Heifetz' performance of the Sibelius
Violin Concerto, however, is simply one
of the most transcendent recordings oía
violin I've ever heard — and the orchestra don't sound too shabby, either.
Actually, it's abit difficult deciding what
to rave about first; everything is superb.
Heifetz owns this piece. He seems to
toss it off effortlessly, but it's actually a
carefully crafted performance full of
bravura flourishes. The Chicago matches him measure for measure, turning in
as finely poised areading as you're ever
likely to hear.
If the performance weren't so definitive, I'd feel foolish raving as much
about the sound as I'm about to —
musically, this is as choice as it gets.
The sound, however, is even better.
First, the solo violin and the orchestra
are in perfect proportion. Heifetz
occupies center stage life-size (if your
system is up to it) — which means the
orchestra sounds really big and powerful (ditto). And that means it gets
wicked loud in the crescendos. The
hall's acoustic perfectly supports the
solo violin and burnishes the orchestral
sound. What you hear isn't reverberation so much as illumination; it adds a
soft luster to the proceedings.
Iguess there's no such thing as aperfect record, but if there were, this might
be it. And yes, it is short, even for an LP.
But who's to say that some of its incredible sound isn't the result of such widely spaced grooves?

Notes
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BENNIE WALLACE

Enja
BENNIE WALLACE: Someone to Watch Over Me
Bennie Wallace, tenor sax; Mulgrew Miller, piano;
Peter Washington, bass; Yoron Israel, drums
EMI-9356 2 (CD). 1999. Joe Harley, prod.; Joe
Marciano, eng. ADD. TT: 54:42

7

.his is the Bennie Wallace session
I've always wanted. Wallace is a
brilliant improviser, but he's best
when he's got some real tunes to sink
his teeth into (big Duh, and this allGershwin outing gives him great source
material. The songs are all familiar, of
course, but as much as Wallace respects
them, he's too much of acontemporary
player to play them safe — this is atuneful album that isn't afraid to walk out on
the edges abit, interpretively speaking.
Further, Wallace plays here with a
dream band: Mulgrew Miller is acriminally underappreciated pianist, but, as
he shows here, he's as sensitive and
inventive an accompanist as is out there;
Peter Washington is akiller bassist, melodically swinging with abig sound; and
Yoron Israel, not familiar to me, is a
drummer with mighty big ears and
loads of technique leavened by taste.
And then there's the recording itself—
not just aJoe Harley production, but an
exceptional one. This is demo-material
country — everything clicked. The room
sound is seductive: not too small, not too
big, just large enough to support the
tenor on anice fat cushion of air, and just
hard enough to keep the cymbals lively.
Wallace's tenor sounds big and brash,
except when he's in aruminative Ben
Webster mood. Then his sound is breathy
and mellow, almost across between a
growl and asigh. Miller's piano is life-size
and two yards wide —when he chords
with both hands on "It Ain't Necessarily
So," you'll wonder how you managed to
fit all that pi-anner in your listening
room. Washington's bass is so deep and
tuneful, and Israel's drums so filled with
tonal color and transient crackle, they
make me wonder what instruments are
played by those other people on all those
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other jazz records I've been buying.
Someone to Watch Over Me is this
month's one indispensable pick. Pass it
by and you'll be the poorer for it.
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Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
TFIE POINTER SISTERS: The Pointer Sisters
Blue Thumb/MFSL UDCD 749 (gold CD). 1973/
1999. David Rubinson 8 friends, prods.; Fred
Catero, Jeremy Zatkin, engs. AAD. TT: 47:32
10E SATRIANI: Surfing with the Alien
Epic/MFSL UDCD 751 (gold CD). 1987/1999. Joe
Satriani, prod.; John Cuniberti, prod., eng. AAD.
TT: 37:39
ROB WASSERMAN: Dios
GRP/MCA/MFSL UDCD 752 (gold CD). 1993/1999.
Rob Wasserman, prod.; John Cutler, prod., eng.
AAD. TT: 57:21
THE WHO: Who's Next
MCA/MFSL UDCD 754 (gold CD). 1971/1999. The
Who, Glyn Johns, prods.; Andy MacPherson, Jon
Astley, engs. MD. 7: 77:57
THE WHO: Live At Leeds
MCA/MFSL UDCD 755 (gold CD). 1970/1999. Jon
Astley, prod., eng.; Andy MacPherson, eng. MD.
7: 76:59
JOHNNY WINTER: Second Winter
Columbia/MFSL UDCD 753 (gold CD). 1969/1999.
Johnny Winter, prod.; Ed Kollos, eng. MD.
7: 46:52

he Pointer Sisters' debut record, on
Blue Thumb, was afunky masterGadfly
piece that mingled the sisters' tight
harmonies and bold scatting with an
CORKY SIEGECS CHAMBER BWES: Complementary
COICVS
electric sound that wasn't like anything
Corky Siegel, blues harmonica, piano, vocal;
else being done at the time. Imagine the
Guillaume Combet, Rebecca McFaul, violins;
Richard Halajian, viola; MI Kaeding, cello; Frank
Andrews sisters if they'd been AfricanDonaldson, tabla, percussion
Americans who'd spent the late '60s in
Gadfly 507 (CD). 1999. Ken Goerres, prod.; Scott
Steiner, eng,. MD. TT: 55:10
San Francisco and you're almost there.
Not all of it has held up, but by and
his is avery silly record.
Corky Siegel, aveteran of the large it still works. The original pressSiegel/Schwall blues band — ings of the Blue Thumb LP had great
which recorded William Russo's Three sound — open and airy, while preservPieces for Blues Band and Orchestra on DG ing the impact of atrap set played hard
back in the 1970s — has put together an and the rump thump of areally wellengaging blend of blues harmonica, bar- recorded Fender bass. (Not so true of
relhouse piano, Indian hand drums, and a later pressings, however.)
MoFi's GAIN 2rernastering goes back
string quartet The result? Sort of Mozart
jams with Little Walter in Technicolor as to the source, and even goes the LP one
better by extending its dynamic range.
performed by the Marx Brothers.
Iknow, it sounds as if it would be honi- The vocal harmonies are clean as can
ble — sort of like those ticicyJolui Bayless be —U-R-there 4sure. The instrumental
Bach Meets the Beatles travesties. But Siegel sound is extremely open and, even
isn't pompous; he knows it's acrazy idea, though this has got to be multitracked,
but he has aball pulling it off. And you'll the band sounds coherent and centered
in real space, especially the drums.
dig it too, if you give it achance.
But maybe you had to have been
Moreover, it sounds fantastic—it was
recorded in alovely-sounding room on there. Iloved the album then, and I
two analog Studer 24-track machines think the reissue's a gas, but Ican't
with tubes. The string quartet is recorded imagine how somebody coming upon it
close in, but suspended on apillow of now for the first time would react. If
reverberation. Weaving in and out of your ears are open to the sounds of adtheir late-18th-century filigree, Siegers venturous genre-jumping and you'd like
mellow harmonica sounds like ar6ss- to hear '30s jazz vocalizing updated to a
room cut-up ring off of teacher's lec- credible rock setting, maybe it's time
ture — only in this case, teacher has his you got acquainted with Anita, Ruth,
Bonnie, and June.
own droll sense of humor.
Joe Satriani's 1987 instrumental
Yeah, Iknow, you think of the harmonica as ashrill-sounding instrument. album, Sueng with the Alien, sent alot of
Not as played by Siegel and recorded on guitarists back to the woodshed — it's
this disc! I've never heard anyone play one of the most remarkable pure rockharp with this much body and harmon- guitar showcases ever released. It totally
shreds, dude.
ic (I know, Iknow) delicacy.
Enough jive talk. This one's awinner,
Iguarantee you've never heard anyeven if you don't normally take to flashy
thing quite like Complementary Colors.
Stereophile, December 1999
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guitar solos. That's 'cause, while Satriani
is flashy, he's not all flash. His guitar lines
breathe — some critics have actually
compared them to singing. Maybe that's
so, but Satriani reminds me of aclassic
American muscle car — his rhythm
playing has that same throaty rumble,
and he's got so much power in reserve
that he can just bull his way through any
tight spot he gets into.
MoFi's remastering is better than the
original Epic release, but doesn't redefine it. The bass and drums have greater
wallop — the bass, in particular, has
more bottom — and Satriani's guitar
tone has atouch more liquid quicksilver,
if that's possible.

giRIGINRI MRS TER AEC

Is it worth trading up? Well, how
many hours aday do you practice guitar? Any axe-murderer will want this
new edition. As for the rest of us, Ican
say only that if you never picked up a
copy, MoFi's reissue makes for alovely
excuse to rectify that situation.
Rob Wasserman's Trios is an audiophile classic already, and certainly needs
little introduction to this audience. Still,
for those who haven't heard it or heard
about it, it's aconcept record — one of a
series Wasserman has recorded of solos,
duets, and now (d'oh!) trios. Here he's
joined by artists as varied as Brian and
Carny Wilson, Elvis Costello, Les
Claypool, and Bruce Hornsby. It's a
classy record, wonderfully played and
fascinating in its variety.
It sounds beautiful, too. Wasserman's
bass has heft and employs atonal palette
as rich and varied as they come. But since
Trios is about collaboration, Wasserman
doesn't come across as the "star"; each
trio is the focus. What really comes
across is how every musician and every
trio sounds different — and it is, in fact,
the differences we celebrate when we
celebrate music
Idon't have acopy of the original disc,
so Icouldn't do adirect comparison with
the MoFi, but it sounded good enough
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to be ademo standby at hi-fi dealers and
trade shows. It's out of print now, so if
you want acopy, you'll have to find a
used one or go for the MoFi. Make it
easy on yourself—just buy the MoFi.
The two Who albums are both
acknowledged classics in their LP releases, and both were badly served by MC.Ns
initial CD versions. But MCA remastered
them afew years back, adding gobs of
previously unavailable material to make
the newly remastered versions nearly
twice as long as the original LPs. And
they sounded good; better—at least in the
case of Live At Leeds—than the records.
Has MoFi improved them further
still? Maybe. A little. Ithink. Or maybe
they're just slightly different. Different
isn't always better. You get alittle more at
the extremes —a leetle more string zing
off Townshend's Rickenbacker, slightly
more bottom on Entwistle's bass — but I
think MCA pretty much got it right the
second time around.
Sometimes more isn't necessarily
more. Ilike having the extra tracks —
indeed, it would seem churlish to complain about them. But Who's Next and
Live At Leeds were exceptionally tight
albums, with no fat or waste. To my
ears, the expanded versions dilute the
original records' extraordinary impact.
It's not that the new stuff is filler, exactly; some of it is pretty cool stuff, and
highly desirable. Iguess the great thing
about CD's programmability is that I
can always listen to the original versions,
while still having the extra goodies for
when Imight want to hear 'em. If
you're aWho fan who doesn't have the
extended, improved MCA CDs (unlikely, but possible), you should definitely add them to your collection. If
you're afanatical Who fan or acornpietist, by all means buy the MoFi.
Johnny Winter had been recording for
years before his "debut" Imperial/Liberty
album and his first Columbia disc,
which preceded Second Winter. But Second
Winter really clicked for him — maybe it
was the healthy dose of mainstream rock
he mixed into his blues. Maybe? Of
course it was. Second Winter is one of the
rockingest records ever released.
It was released as a"three-sided" double record: two discs, but only three
faces had grooves. (That blank fourth
side was great for cartridge adjustment.)
But while that made for an adequate
single-CD running time, Sony's CD
version wasn't otherwise desirable,
sounding congested and dull.
Not the MoFi. It's not apretty record,
mind you—in fact, it's abit raw—but
the LP's deep bass has been restored, as
Stereophile. December 1999

have Winter's ringing guitar harmonics
and the body behind his gutsy singing.
Brother Edgar's wild rock harpsichord
and tack piano have also been restored
to full-sized instruments here. They add
unique tonal color to the album — it
doesn't sound like just another bluesrock outing.
Second Winter certainly has its late'60s quirks — instrumental lines and
even entire songs fade up and down in
the mix, and there are some bizarre
phasing effects here and there — but
Winter is a guitar-playing force of
nature here. This is some of the fastest,
cleanest, tastiest rock guitar ever laid
down on tape. I've been listening to his
version of Dylan's "Highway 61
Revisited" for two decades, and Istill
can't believe anyone can play slide guitar that fast — or that perfectly.

Speaker's Corner

le

CANNONBALL ADDERLEY QUINTET: In Chicago
Julian "Cannonball" Adderley, alto sax; John Coltrane, tenor sax; VVynton Kelly, piano; Paul
Chambers, bass; Jimmy Cobb, drums
Mercury/Speaker's Comer SR 60134 (LP). 1959/1999.
Jack Tacy, prod.; no eng. listed. MA. Tr: 34:17
IttE MOODY BWES: Days of Future Passed
Deram/Speaker's Comer SML 707 (LP). 1967/1999.
Hugh Mendl, prod.; Derek Vamais, eng. AAA.
TT: 41:45
BEN WEBSTER: Meets Oscar Peterson
Ben Webster, tenor sax; Oscar Peterson, piano; Ray
Brown, bass; Ed Thigpen, drums
Verve/Speaker's Comer VG 8349 (LP). 1959/1999.
Norman Granz, prod.; Rudy Van Gelder, eng. AAA
TT: 37:10
FALLA: El Amor Brujo
With: Granados: Intermezzo from Goyesecas. Ravel:
Pavane pour une infante défunte, Alborada del
gracioso.
Rafael Frühbeck De Burgos, New Philharmonia
Orchestra; Nab Mistral, soprano (Falla)
Decca/Speaker's Comer SXL 6287 (LP). 1967/1999.
No prod./eng. listed. MA.. TT: 44:16
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade
Sir Thomas Beecham, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra;
Steven Staryk, violin
EMI/Speaker's Comer ASD 251 (LP). 195,1999. No
prod./eng. listed. AAA. TT: 45:27
SIBELIUS: Violin Concerto
With: Tchaikovsky: Serenade mélancolique, Op.26;
Scherzo from Souvenir d'un lieu ther, Op.42 No.2
Ruggiero Ricci, violin; eivin Fjeldstad, London
Symphony Orchestra
Decca/Speaker's Comer SXL 2077 (LP). 1959/1999.
No prod./eng. Estad. AAA. TT: 43:51

I

n Chicago was reissued as Cannonball
and Coltrane on Emarc-y, but it was
originally recorded as an Adderleyled session, and this release restores the
original billing and cover art. Basically,
it's the late-'50s Miles Davis sextet without the leader. Both Adderley and
Coltrane do really have the spotlight
here; they egg each other on with asurprising contrast in sound, given how
well they blended in Miles' band. When
Coltrane burns it up on, of all things,
"Limehouse Blues," Adderley ups the

Notes

ante with ahappy and happening "Stars
Fell on Alabama." Good stuff, though
Wynton Kelly does the pianist's trick of
vocalizing through much of his contribution —you'll either find this endearing, as Itry to, or intensely annoying, as
Itry not to. But now you know.
Unfortunately, my copy was consistently ticicy, with afair amount of rightchannel distortion throughout side A.
Verve has just reissued this as a
24/96-remastered CD in their Master
Edition line, and that version sounds
fantastic. (And now there's a 24/96
master out there for afuture format,
heh-heh-heh)
No one could have been more surprised than Iwas at an LP reissue of
the Moody Blues' Days ofFuture Passed.
Thought I,
bother? Turns out it has
great orchestral sound, big and full and
colorful. The jacket says it uses the
"Deramic Sound System" to achieve
"deep wide spectrum." Yeah, I'd say
that was about right. The hippy-dippyness of the recitation is less annoying
than Ihad remembered, although this
kind of overwrought "Poetry" sounds
pretty silly to me now. Iguess you had
to be there.
Ben Webster Meets Oscar Peterson was
remastered at Acoustech and pressed at
RTI. Iwas struck by how unbelievably
quiet this pressing is, with extraordinary
HF extension — the cymbal work on
this one shows how flat and open the
best LPs can sound.
It's amellow swinging session, with
Peterson sounding relatively subdued.
Brown's bass is particularly solid and
tuneful here. Over in the right channel
there's lots of classic OP grunting and
humming, so take amiss if that annoys
you. But it's Webster's breathy tone,
deep and warm as akiss, that's the star
here. My, my, my, is it ever full of
overblown wind and reedy overtones.
As far as I'm concerned, this is as good
as it gets.
Falla's El Amor Brujo is afavorite of
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-David Price. Hi -Fi World
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Review System
The recordings reviewed in this
installment of "Quarter Notes" were
auditioned with the following system:
Analog source: Linn LPI2 turntable, Lingo power supply, Cirkus
suspension, Ekos tonearm, Arkiv
phono cartridge.
Digital sources: Meridian 50824
CD player, Denon DVD-3000 DVD
player.
Preamplifier: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista.
Power amplifier: Musical Fidelity

mine, and Frübeck de Burgos' performance here ranks at the top of my list.
It's atmospheric and brooding, with an
incredible dynamic range. The quiet
passages are only slightly above awhisper, while the "Ritual Fire Dance" practically blows the roof off. But what Ilike
most about this performance is what
will be its biggest sticking point with
some listeners: Nad Mistral's voice.
She's got the wild, nasal huskiness of
aflamenco singer — which is, after all,
what the part calls for. Compared to
Von Stade or Berganza or any of the
classically trained divas who have sung
the work, Mistral's atad uncertain as to
pitch — or perhaps another way of
putting it is, she's more concerned with
conveying the emotion than in getting
the notes "right." All Iknow is, as much
as Ilove her singing, there are people
out there who don't.
If you want a great-sounding Scheherazade on LP, you don't lack for choices: Reiner, Haitink, and Muti have all
conducted rip-snorting performances.
Of course, if you want one new, you're
pretty much confined to Classic's
Reiner reissue, but since that's almost
universally acknowledged as one of the
best recordings and performances, you
could do alot worse.
Unfortunately, the Beecham/RPO
just isn't in that league, either for sonics
or performance. It has its charms —it's
polished as all get out, sharply observed,
just atad brisk-sounding, and solo violinist Steven Staryk is top-drawer. But
on the whole, this just doesn't make it
into the top five Scheherazades on vinyl.
Then there's the sound. Not having
an original pressing on hand, Ican't
speak for its hiss levels or lack thereof,
but this reissue is remarkably hissy — if
there was an acoustic worth remarking
on here, it's been totally obscured by the
Stereophile. December 1999

XA-200 monoblocks.
Loudspeakers: B&W Silver Signature, Dynaudio Contour 1.1.
Cables: AuclioTruth Lapis x3 interconnect, AuclioQuest Dragon speaker cable.
Accessories: Osar Selway Audio
Racks, Audio Power Industries Power
Wedge Ultra 116.
Room treatment: ASC Tube Traps,
Slim Jims, Bass Traps; latibulizinous
cat.
—Wes Phillips
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World's Best
Porcelain
Isolators. Get
your cables off
the floor.
Improves noise
floor and dynamics. Non conductive glaze
reduces noise.

$79.99 for eight
noise. The orchestral sound is hard and
brittle in the crescendos, and in the softer passages it's merely hard. There's also
some severe groove-echo or printthrough (my suspicion) in the final
movement. Buy the Classic.
You'd think one Sibelius Violin Concerto rave per column would be
enough, but that would reckon without
the remarkable talents of Ruggiero
Ricci and Oivin Fjeldstad. This performance is very different from Heifetz'. It's
about three minutes slower, for one
thing, which means it has less of that
intense drive that distinguishes the
RCA disc. That's okay; the more relaxed pace brings out the work's elegance, where the Heifetz/CSO performance gave it asense of urgency.
Ricci's tone isn't as fat as Heifetz', but
its bell-like clarity is just as rich in its
way. The LSO sounds fantastic here —
this is what close orchestral playing is all
about. And again, like the RCA disc, the
blend of soloist and orchestra is in perfect proportion.
The bass is deeper than Bertrand
Russell, and the string sound as thick as
clotted cream — and those are good
things. The sound is, overall, leaner than
that on the CSO performance, but that,
like the difference between Ricd's and
Heifetz' instrumental sounds, is more
an illustration of the variety of good
sound than an endorsement of one
recording over the other.
If I had to choose, I'd pick the
Heifetz — I'm asucker for arich, reverberant acoustic, which that recording
has in spades. Decca's hall sound is more
subtle, and will be preferred by many
listeners who find the RCA sound too
much of agood thing. And Rica gives
you two enchanting Tchaikovsky miniatures to fill out the program. Thâ
make for delightful lagniappe.
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visit our website, browse
our products. Order
online or call toll free
1-877-994-5505
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www.AudioNut.com
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NOTE: The MIT cords come with standard molded type AC/IEC plugs. AudioQuest
models shown come with the Hubbell 5965 AC plug and astandard molded type IEC
plug. Superior quality plug upgrades ate available on all cords; Schurter IEC plugs and
Hubbell 5266C or 82I5C Hospital grade AC plugs. Before ordering please visit our web
site for acomplete list of all available lengths, configurations, and plug upgrade prices.
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Recordings of the Vonth
THE WHO: Who's Next
MCA/Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab UDCD 754 (gold CD). 1971/1999. The Who,
Glyn Johns, prods.; Andy MacPherson, Jon Astley, engs. AAD. Tr: 7757
THE BEATLES: 'Wow Submarine Songfest&
Apple/Capitol CDP 5 21481 2 (CD). 1968/1999. George Martin, prod.;
Peter Cobbin, remis eng. MD. Tr: 45:38
Both: Performance *****; Sonia *****

T

he originals of these recordings document the two
most influential rock groups of the 1960s just as they
were transforming simple rock'n'roll into an expansive
art form that anticipated just about every progression popular music has experienced since. Fortunately, these two
groups were able to make their music with the finest technology available. As aresult, these remixes enable you to listen more closely than ever before.
Who's Next— one of the greatest albums of the rock era—
featured the first use of synthesizer sequencers as part of the
rhythm track, arecording practice that has become the industry standard Its hard-rocking dynamics were well translated
on the original releases, but the subtleties revealed by Mobile
Fidelity's digital transfers from the original master tapes give
this music the same presence it must have had at the moment
it was recorded. The most dramatic differences can be heard
in the details of some of Pete Townshend's guitar fills — on
"Bargain," say—and on the songs where the electric guitar is
not constantly revving through the middle range. Nidcy Hopkins' piano work on "The Song is Over" is fuller and rounder,
"Getting in Tune" reveals much mote detail, and "Behind
Blue Eyes" offers gorgeous separation of the vocal harmonies.
This version is expanded as well. Part of the series assembled by Who archivist Chris Charlesworth, it features material related to the Lifehouse project (a science fiction film that
never got off the ground), from which Who's Next emerged.
"Pure and Easy" takes on apresence here that it has never
before enjoyed on record. Keith Moon's drumming of "Baby
Don't You Do It" is gloriously up-front Who fans especially
will be shocked by the depth and sonic detail of this materiaL
Similarly, Yellow Submarine has never before existed in the
configuration found on Songtrack, which augments the original release with tracks from Rubber Soul, Revolver, Sgt. Pepper's
Loneb,Hearts Club Band, and Magical Mystery Tour, all of which

appeared on the film soundtrack itself.
Although his own orchestral music is omitted, George
Martin emerges as the real star here. Peter Cobbin's remixes
of Martin's remastered original recordings draw attention to
many of the brilliant touches Martin's production added to
the overall image. Martin and the band went through many
generations, mixing down from four tracks to one, then filling up the three newly available tracks, then mixing those
down to another single track, and so on to create the dense
tracks they're jusdy famous fot The consummate sound magician never called attention to his own hand in the work.
But Cobbin exults in revealing the behind-the-scenes
workmanship. Vocals are delicately untangled and given
enough distance to be individually recognizable; instrumental
parts are tucked and rearranged on the soundscipe. Ringo's
tom-toms on the last verse of "Yellow Submarine" thump
with newfound clarity. The string quartet arrangement on
"Eleanor Rigby" takes on warmth, particularly against the
filer vocal harmonies. Originally the arrangement was asingle mono track placed dead center in the mix, with Paul's lead
vocal panned hard right.. In the new mix, the quartet is spread
across the soundstige, "behind" and around Paul's vocal,
which now occupies the central position. The difference ain't
subtle. "Think For Yourself" deconstructs the simple brilliance of Martin's approach to the band's basic sound, isolating
guitar, vocals, and rhythm as coloristic elements, which produced amonolithic illusion on more primitive equipment, but
were arrually assembled with the precision of awatchmaket
Several Sgt. Pepper's songs — the title track, With aLittle
Help from My Friends," "Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds,"
and "When I'm Sixty Four"are cut hotter here than on the
Martin remaster, and the woodwinds on "When I'm Sixty
Four" are wonderfully full-figured.
The greatest moments come on the "new" songs. In the
old version of "All Together Now" Paul's vocal was hard
right, Jolm's centered. In the new, Paul's and John's vocals are
both centered —and how about those handclaps? "Only a
Northern Song," the original coda of which sounds intentionally cluttered, is now revealed to have layers of surrealist
sound, anticipating the "White Album." "Hey Bulldog" is
revealed as aminor clasic. The jigsaw nature of the piano,
guitar, and bass parts comprising the song's first verse are presented in jewel-like foiL McCartney's spectacular bass line
stands out with awesome presence.
Songtrack ends with the anthemic "It's All Too Much,"
with its handclap rhythm track and amagnificent extended
guitar solo pitched against ahonking bass figure. The coda
features heraldic trumpets, overlaid guitar lines, and multiple vocals, grunts, and handclaps in an orgiastic illustration
of the slogan "Too much ain't enough!"
The Beatles still win new fans every day; in dramatic
fashion, this album demonstrates why.
-jam Swenson
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prise me yet again —
they have now turned
composers! In order to
provide their program
ANONYMOUS 4
with amusical narration,
they have created periLegends of SL Nicholas
od-style settings for
Harmon la Mundi HMU 907232 (CD). 1999. Robina
Middle English texts
G. Young, prod.; Brad Michel, eng. DDD. Tr: 69:46
dealing with Nicholas'
Performance ****
Sonics ****
life and deeds. These
expect that if you did aword-associ- work out well, although
Iexpect most modern
ation test among non-Catholics, the
word most likely to follow "Saint" listeners will no more
would be "Peter," but "Nicholas" or understand the language
"Nick" would not be far behind. Of of Chaucer than Iundercourse, this is due primarily to 19th-cen- stand that of hip-hop.
Like many of my gentury poets, newspaper editors, and political cartoonists, but it's also true that the eration, Ican remember
saint himself was very popular in the when the only reMiddle Ages. In part, Isuspect, this is cordings of medieval
because his is among the more human music were Christmas
of the hagiographies. The deeds and albums (which usually
miracles attributed to Bishop Nicholas managed to inappropriof Myra (d. ca 342) are sometimes con- ately include something
ventional saintly acts — punishment of like "Sumer is i-cumen
evildoers and the like — but often they in"). There would be a
big bright LP cover with
have ahuman scale.
The best example of this is the story acastle or some people
(well illustrated on this CD) of how the in tacky costumes, and all
Bishop thrice gave apoor man gold with the songs would be the
which to marry off his daughters, and same as last year's
thus save them from the sin of prostitu- medieval Christmas colArtists
like
tion. Not only is this Husbandman's lection.
plight one that would be familiar to ordi- Anonymous 4and labels Angela Hewitt has come of age as an intrepreter of the musk of J.S. Bach.
nary families of the time, but the tale (as like Harmonia Mundi
have moved us into the true Golden Age her youth, but always in apositive sense.
told) has apeculiar ring of truth: the
For example, one may find greater profather gives the money as dowry not to a of medieval performance — not abad
-Du Berkley fundity and depth of feeling from
convent (as the audience might have ex- Christmas gift in itself!
Sviatoslav Richter's sonically compropected), but to an earthly spouse.
BACH
mised recording from the 1970s (not curFurther, the donor is careful to conceal
rently available), and more analytical
his own part in the affair, prudent indeed
The Well-Tempered Clavier, Book
depth in Edward Aldwell's outing (Nonefor acleric who might be thought to be
Angela Hewitt, piano
such 79200). But Hewitt's youthfid emogiving gold for quite another reason.
Hyperion CDA67303/04 (2 CDs). 1999. Ludger
tionalism has awinning intensity, and, as
This sort of tale, with its humanity
Bockenhoff, prod. ODD. Tr: 2:27:34
suggested by both the sense of architecand generosity, clung to the saint until Performance *****
Sonics *****
ture in her performances as well as her
the 17th century, when the Dutch
brought him to New Amsterdam as
uckily, the music world has gotten extensive notes in the booklet, she's no
away from the idea that perform- slouch in the intelligence department.
Sinter Klaus. Indeed, Ican think of no
If Bach pianists can be put on aspecers shouldn't touch certain works
better patron for the modern festival of
until they're past 40. The twentysome- trum with the ultra-cerebral Glenn
altruistic capitalism we call Christmas!
Now we are in an age that has begun, thing Canadian pianist Angela Hewitt Gould at one end and the confessional,
however haphazardly, to look for the comes of age as aBach interpreter with romantic Richter at the other, Hewitt
antecedents of our own culture. The her recording of the more abstract, lofty would be quite close to the middle.
members of Anonymous 4are well suit- second book of The Well-Tempered Toward the Richter end of the scale, she
Clavier, which is close to the summit of would be flanked by Andras Schiff,
ed as guides to the liturgical Saint Nicholas who preceded the Jolly Old Elf. this great composer's lifelong examina- toward the Gould end would be Rosalyn
Covering both the plainchant of the tion of counterpoint. And as much as I Tureck. The middle is not always an
early Carolingian period and its later guard against making too much of a interesting place to be, but Hewitt surely makes it so. She has aflexibility and
polyphonic settings, the ensemble pro- young artist on first discovery, Ibelieve
vides an accurate and pleasing overview from the bottom of my objectivity that elasticity of tempo that Gould would
of the vast amount of music created in this is perhaps the best all-around re- never allow, but, in comparison to the
cording of the piece on modern piano creamy legato that's the hallmark of the
Nicholas' honor.
Ihave no more superfluous superla- (as opposed to harpsichord), both inter- Schiff recordings, Hewitt favors aleaner
sound more conducive to revealing
tives to throw at these four women; pretively and sonically.
There are times when Hewitt shows interpretive details without taxing the
nevertheless, they have managed to sur-
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overall line. Similarly, her recording
venue, the Beethovensaal in Hannover,
gives her sound amiddling radiance that
never becomes amorphous.
There's acrispness about her playing — especially the tastefully done
ornaments — that gives even the most
winding, abstract fugues a sense of
buoyancy. Rarely, though, does she settle for slick, simple interpretive solutions. Counterpoint is further clarified
by her exquisite, minute coloristic shading, which also means that pairing after
pairing of prelude and fugue can inhabit arelatively soft-spoken dynamic level
without any sense of sameness setting
in. Also oddly gratifying is Hewitt's fallibility in afew of the preludes that
seem a bit earthbound. Occasionally
there's alack of rhythmic spring that
was far more apparent in her recording
of Bach's The Rend, Suites (Hyperion
CDA67121) than in the less danceinspired music here. All of this means
Hewitt is not amachine, but an artist.
—David Patrick Stearns

HANDEL
Solomon
Andreas Scholl, Solomon; Inger Dam-Jensen,
Solomon's Queen; Alison Hagley, First Harlot;
Susan Bickley, Second Harlot; Susan Gritton,
Queen of Sheba; Paul Agnew, Zadok; Peter Harvey,
ALevite; Gabrieli Consort 8Players, Paul McCreesh
Archiv 489 688-2 (3 CDs). 1999. David Murray, exec.
prod.; Christopher Alder, prod.; Reinhard
Lagemann, eng. DDD. IT: 2:41:08
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2

I

thas been argued that this late oratorio of Handel's is short on dramatic
events, the exception being the
"Okay, cut the baby in half' /"Okay,
never mind" scene. But by 1748, Handel's ability to infuse tension and emotion into his choruses and arias —so that
they practically stand alone as little dramas — was so keen that the argument is
moot: There's plenty of drama here, if
precious little plot. The choruses, double
choruses, and even the arias have aconcision, nobility, and splendor that are rare
even for Handel; Solomon's opening
arioso, for example, is quiet, just three
minutes long, and to the point, but from
it we learn much about Solomon and his
belief in the Almighty. There are no blazing trumpets and drums, no melodrama:
We meet aking and see him humbled —
eloquently so—before God.
The most controversial aspect of this
set is doubtless the casting of the role of
Solomon. Handel chose afemale mezzosoprano; McCreesh opts for a countertenor. But all academic arguments go
out the window when one hears Andreas
Scholl in the part. He sings with great
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nuance, excellent English diction, and
subtle power, and the voice is luscious and
round — odd for a countertenor, and
most welcome. Carolyn Watkinson for
John Eliot Gardiner (this set's only real
competition) is excellent — and she,
oddly, sounds like aboy —but Scholl outdoes her in expressivity and sheer beauty
of sound. Paul Agnew's contribution is
likewise valuable; his mellow tenor,
adaptable to rapid coloratura and long,
legato lines, is always used lovingly. Susan
Gritton makes much of the Queen of
Sheba's music, and Alison Hagley and
Susan Bickley impress as the First and
Second Harlots, respectively. Only Inger
Dam-Jensen, as Solomon's Queen, is in a
slightly lower class.
One might have thought it impossible to beat Gardiner's chorus and
orchestra, but Paul McCreesh gets
astounding singing and playing from
his: The attacks are precise and diction
superb, and the period playing is crisp,
clean, and amazingly warm. What's
more, Archiv has soft-focused the
recording just enough to keep all the
parts in perspective — this is a big
soundstage under perfect control.
This is also the first-ever uncut recording, but Ifelt no tedium whatsoever. Not
much takes place, but Solomon—and this
performance—will fill your ears and
heart with joy.
-Robert Levine

Reviews

1Nould you buy asacred choral work front this man?

so complete is the craftsmanship, so
genuine the inspiration, as to mark the
work that of atruc original.
Contrast is key to this 12-movement
composition in which the juxtaposition
and mingling of male and female choirs
is exploited to full effect. Likewise, color
and harmonic density are deftly manipulated, sometimes with liquid smoothness but more frequently in stark, sudden transitions. Schnittke's dynamic
scope is likewise highly varied, moving
beyond the architectural to alevel of
landscapelike relief.
SCHNITTKE
The mood is predominantly dark,
Psalms of Repentance
like the ceiling of the pre-restoration
Per Bjorsund, Leif Aruhn-Soln, tenors; Teinu Kaljuste,
Sistine Chapel, covered with the soot
Swedish Radio Choir
and candle wax of the ages. But through
ECM New Series 1583 (CD). 1999. Gunnar Andersson, prod.; Ian Cederholm, eng. DDD. IT: 53:04
the darkness shine glorious glints of the
Performance ****1/2
religious vision beneath.
Sonics ****1/2
Text and music contemplate manrom Alfred Schnittke's Psalms of kind's shortcomings in the struggle betRepentance emerges aprofoundly ween good and evil. Psalms opens omisacred meshing of the celestial nously with soft male voices cascading
and the earthly, the divine and the pro- over alow drone. Immediately one is
fane. In its ever-shifting pastiche of styl- struck as much by the quality of the
istic elements, one hears archangels son- recording as by the music's disquieting
ically mutating and morphing into souls mood, as abalance between airy reverb
of the tormented in purgatory, and vice and pristine lyrical clarity is struck from
versa. The 1988 score for mixed choir the beginning.
and two tenor soloists will likely be
The second movement begins with
viewed by generations to come as one plainchantlike simplicity. Male and feof the great sacred choral works of the male voices gradually enfold the curious
modal line in layers of harmony and dislate 20th century.
Like many of the mature works fol- cord, moving toward adynamic climax
lowing the Russian-born composer's of simultaneously rising and falling
conversion to Catholicism in 1982, vocal lattices before settling back again
Schnittke's approach here is "polystylis- into simpler strains.
The third, fifth, and sixth movements
tic," encompassing the broad sweep of
musical history from plainchant to seri- all employ simple canonic techniques,
alism. In lesser hands, such juggling of while the air of sadness and discord is
temporal reference points might seem a periodically clarified by luminous
useless exercise. But in Schnittke's score patches of renaissancelike harmony. The
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seventh movement, though generally
cloaked in dissonance that ranges from
the ominous to the shrill, mimics the
rhythmic style of renaissance polyphony. The eighth and ninth movements
are two of the score's most transcendental, seamlessly moving between renaissance, romantic, and serial languages
with stark contrasts of clash and release.
The beginning of the wordless
finale is an ear-bender that will likely
have you reaching for the liner notes
to see what string section is playing.
In actuality, what you're hearing are
humming male voices. Gradually,
over the meandering course of the
ambiguously centered movement,
the various vocal sections come in
one by one, moving to a dense,
Ligeti-like climax before resolving in
alow, soft close.
Conductor Tünu Kaljuste, whose
peerless recordings of fellow Estonians
Arvo Fràxt and Veljo Tormis have solidified his reputation, draws from the
Swedish Radio Choir aperformance of
orchestral scope. This disc is amust for
lovers of great choral literature and
audiophiles alike.
—Daniel Buckley

Reviews

amazingly good. The live tracks are of
abetter quality than is found on most
bootlegs of that era. Studio tracks like
"Back of aCar" are all jangly (Big Star
was the first band to truly deserve that
now emblematic adjective), and completely opposite from what everyone
else in this country was doing at the
time. The live material is noisier, and
includes a stripped-down version of
Alex Chilton's Boxtops hit, "The
Letter." These six tracks show that the
legendary Big Star was still, in the end,
just awarty, knot-headed rock band,
despite its band-over-soloist aesthetic
that was so far ahead of its time.
—Robert Baird

BROOKS, HUNTER
& WALKER
Lone Star Shootout
Alligator ALCD 4866 (CD). 1999. Bruce lglauer, Tao/
Owens, Jon loose, prods.; Stuart Sullivan, Larry
Greenhill, engs. AAD. Tr: 63:39
Performance ****
Sonics ***

T

he 1985 Showdown album, which
reunited Albert Collins with former bandmate Johnny Copeland
and added newcomer Robert Cray,
proved to be one of the most successful
earth. Both bands also liked to get noisy recordings in the history of Alligator
and stupid live, and both had hunky, Records. The chemistry among the
three was perfect, and the ensuing exlibidinous buccaneers for lead singers.
Risen from the ashes of Stevie
citement led to agreat album.
ALTERNATIVE ROOTS
It took nearly 15 years for asimilar set
Marriott's old Small Faces of "Itchycoo
THE FACES: Good boys... when they're asleep...
The Best of Faces
Park" fame, the Faces were Rod of circumstances to present themselves,
Warner Archives/Rhino R2 75830 (CD). 1999. Ian
Stewart's steady side project as his solo but Lone Star Shootout is the goods.
McLagan, Patrick Milligan, Gary Stewart, reissue
Lonnie Brooks, Long John Hunter,
career gained momentum through the
prods.; Bill Ingle, reissue eng. AAD? TT: 79:25
Performance ***1/2
early and mid-'70s. The band's only hit Philip Walker, and special guest Ervin
Sonics ****
single was "Stay With Me"; it's included Charles all spent their 1950s youths ripBIG STAR: Nobody Can Dance
here, along with other chockablock ping it up on the Gulf Coast circuit,
Norton CED-265 (CD). 1999. Kenny Smith, orig.
eng.; Vic Anesi, eng. AAD? Tr: 53:25
album tracks, all led by Ron Wood's from Louisiana into Texas and down
Performance ***1/2
hedgetrimmer guitar work: "Had Me a through Mexico. Shootout reunites the
Sonics ***1/2
Real Good Time," "Miss Judy's Farm," four guitarists, now elder statesmen but
ow that the whole "alternative" "Borstal Boys," and "Cindy Inci- still at the top of their respective games.
And ashootout it is, one burningmusic lunge is fading into histo- dentally," etc. Again, the ensemble
ry (to be replaced by... ?), it's nature of these admittedly rough-hewn down-the-highway solo after another.
time to wonder where it actually came tracks — the band reveled in being Brooks checks in with an update of
from. Here are two prime 70s sources of deliberately gut-bucket and coarse — is
inspiration for what, adecade or so later, what influenced the alternative hordes
became Husker DU, R.E.M., and to come. The Faces were, with matchless, evil glee, the Moody Blues' worst
Nirvana.
The connections between these two nightmare.
The myth of Big Star has grown to
acts, separated by an ocean, were more
numerous than you might think. Most the point that it's hard to even imagine
important, each had amagical way with what the truth once was. This disc
inspired sloppiness, and ahearty appre- combines eight tracks from a 1974
ciation for the concept and inspired rehearsal and six tracks from alive perexecution of agood time. Each was a formance at Memphis' Overton Park
band whose sound depended on its band shell — one of the first places
members playing together, rather than where Elvis faced screaming throngs —
being acollection of showman soloists to form one of the best Big Star records
like Led Zeppelin or any of the other yet. Considering its vintage, the sound
arena-rock triceratops then ruling the on both the studio and live material is

rock
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"Roll, Roll, Roll," the swamp-rock classic he wrote back in the '50s during his
days as "Guitar Junior." Walker and
Brooks trade off on Gatemouth Brown's
hard-driving "Boogie Rambler" before
Hunter lays on the grease for the Guitar
Slim-inspired ballad "A Little More
Time." Walker takes us down to the
bayou, singing the syncopated "Bon Ton
Roulet," atimeless classic by Clarence
Garlow in which Walker, Hunter, and
Brooks trade leads while another Gulf
Coast veteran, Marcia Ball, sits in for
some soulful piano work. Ball also plays
on the swamp-pop standard "This
Should Go On Forever," and Esquerita's
New Orleans R&B stomper "I Can't
Stand It No More." Hunter adds to the
bayou flavor with a soulful original,
"Alligators Around My Door," and
Charles chimes in with the autobiographical "Born in Louisiana."
Two other Louisiana-influenced
tunes reflect the fact that both Brooks
and Walker spent time in the band of
zydeco legend Clifton Chenier. "It's
Mighty Crazy" features Kaz Kazanoff
playing aLazy Lester-style harmonica
part and the unmistakable counterbeat
of the rubboard, while the rollicking
"You're Playing Hooky" was written by
another member of Chenier's band,
Lonesome Sundown.
Elsewhere on Shootosit, the lineup's
Lone Star credentials are much in evidence. T Bone Walker's style is evoked
on "Street Talking Woman," which
closes out with ablistering cutting session between Walker and Hunter.
Walker pays tribute to the Duke Records ballad sound of Bobby Blue Bland
on "I Met the Blues in Person," which
includes aterrific horn arrangement by
Kazanoff, whose great sax playing is featured. The brilliant song selection on
the set is rounded out by acover of
"Quit My Baby," written by Hunter's
original inspiration, B.B. King, and closes with Muddy Waters' dark, foreboding "Two Trains Running."
—John Swenson

CONTINENTAL DRIFTERS
Vermillion
Razor 8 Tie RTADV82848-2 (CD). 1999 Continental
Drifters, prods. MD? Tr: 51:08
Performance ****
Sonics ***

M

aybe it's the occasional nature
of the Continental Drifters'
collaboration that makes their
infrequent albums so special. Formed in
Los Angeles at the dawn of the decade,
the group has always featured alineup of
under-recognized overachievers, includStereophile, December 1999

ing bassist Mark Walton (Dream
Syndicate), multi-instrumentalist Peter
Holsapple (dB's), and guitarists Vicki
Peterson (Bangles) and Susan Cowsill
(Cowsills), among others.
The Drifters relocated to New
Orleans, adding guitarist Robert Mach
(Steve Wynn band) and drummer Russ
Broussard (Bluerunners). Their pedigree
speaks for itself in terms of musical variety, but their 1994 debut, Continental
Drifters, spoke louder: It surveyed styles
from pop and rock to country, folk, and
even soul, with fine originals like "Mixed
Messages" and "Invisible Boyfriend"
standing alongside such covers as the
Michael Nesmith chestnut "Some of
Shelly's Blues," the Box Tops' "Soul
Deep," and "I Can't Make It Alone," by
Gerry Goffin and Carole King.
Vymillion is no less varied or ambitious, though it consists of all original
material. Kicking off with "The Rain
Song," ajangly midtempo number that
shows off the group's honeyed harmonies, the album moves through anarchic rock ("Don't Do 'What IDid"),
country-folk ("Watermark Daddy Just
Wants It to Rain"), and driving pop ("Way
of the World"). Best of all is the gorgeous,
anthemic "Drifters,"
which chronicles the
band's history and
offers astatement of
solidarity ("Keeping
up the good fight /
And we'll be all right
/ We always have
each other / And
that's all we need")
that is apparently
legit: The group acts
as atrue democ-racy,
with everyone writing, producing, and
deciding on direction.
Hard to say if that
democracy was the
reason for the long
delay between releases. More likely
it's the plethora of
side projects, ranging
from
Holsapple's
sideman stints with
R.E.M. and Hootic
and the Blowfish, to
Cowsill and Peterson's band, the Psycho Sisters. But such
waits are justified, so
long as they produce
music of this quality
and emotion.
—Daniel Durchholz

Reviews

BOB CORRITORE
All-Star Blues Sessions
HMG 1009 (CD). 1999. Bob Corritore, prod.; Clarke
Rigsby, eng. MD? TT: 57:01
Performa
Sonics ****

0

ne of the biggest downsides of
music writing is having afriend
suddenly show up with asmile
on his face and anew disc in his hand
that he made himself Ouch! Sad to say, in
most cases the results are something less
than essential.
Iadmit up front that Bob C,orritore is
an old and dear friend who, like all my
musician friends, got the standard warning: "You'll get no special quarter from
me just 'cause we're friends. In fact, I'll
be harder on your disc than Iwill on
those from musicians Idon't know." On
top of that, collections of "all-star" collaborations usually leave me cold — too
many disparate styles, philosophies, and
engineers to make for acoherent album.
All that said, Corritore — who coowns Phoenix's Rhythm Room Club,
hosts aradio show, is one of the world's
living experts on Chicago blues, and,
oh yeah, plays afairly mean harp — has
made avery listenable blues record that

In Bob Corritore's case, friends do let friends play the blues.
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moves from highlight to highlight. This
disc contains everything from R.L.
Burnside's primal, modern-day Mississippi grunt blues vocals ("Goin' Down
South") and the great King Karl singing
Excello blues ("Cool Calm Collected"),
to Texas blues-piano legend Henry
Gray ("Everybody's Fishin'," plus two
more) and asweet cut from late Chicago icon Jimmy Rogers ("Out On the
Road"). Despite my reservations about
stylistic incongruities, it all hangs
together beautifully.
The glue is Corritore's producing
skills, his friendships with his guests,
and his tasty, unselfishly economical
solos. Happily, Clarke Rigsby's engineering has captured it all in sound that
is very good to great —lots of separation between instruments, abelievably
sized soundstage, and plenty of warmth
and presence.
Friend or not, Bob Corritore has
recorded afine collection of modern
blues styles.
-Robert Baird

short takes

with old friend and former producer
Matthew Sweet for this typically upand-down collection of intricate
power-pop confections. The tambourine-and-multi-vocal, go-go-dancerlike
"Melody 01," and the McGuinn-wishes-he'd-written-it (in away he did!)
Rickenbacker fest of "Gentle Breeze,"
are proof they do make 'em like that
anymore.
-Robert Baird

jazz
REGINA CARTER
Rhythms of the Heart
Regina Carter, violin; Werner Gierig, piano; Rodney
Jones, guitar; Romero Lumbambo, acoustic guitar;
Kenny Barron, piano; Peter Washington, bass;
Richard Bona, electric bass, acoustic guitar, African
percussion, vocals; Lewis Nash, drums; Mayra
Casales, percussion; Cassandra Wilson, vocals
Verve 314 547 177-2 (CD). 1999. Regina Carter,
Richard Seidel, prods.; James Nichols, eng. DDD?
TT: 53:32
Performance ****
Sonics ****
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damning
know, there's
with fulsome
such athing
praise.
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Every now and then a writer
makes such garish claims for an artist
that the poor musician spends the rest of
Stax SCD-7501-2 (CD). 1999. Ian Anderson, orip,.
prod.; Bill Belmont, reissue prod.; Stephen Hart,
his or her life living down the hype.
eng. PAD? TT: 63:53
(Julian "Cannonball" Adderley being
Performance ***
hailed as "the new Bird" immediately
Sonics ***
This is the kind of artifact that can send springs to mind.) Thus it was with a
blues geeks into atizzy. Recorded in mixture of foreboding and perverse
1983 at aCanadian television station, delight that Iperused the heavy breaththis session doesn't have the kind of son- ing of Billboard's Timothy White when
ics you'd wish for, especially in anum- he emerged from atrance to praise viober of spots where it seems to run slow linist Regina Carter.
Well, I'm here to ask you to please
for asecond or two. Still, it's the best
transfer of aTV audio track I've ever not hold it against Carter, because she's
heard. There's afriendly rivalry in the adelightful musician whose sweet tone,
playing, and in the snatches of telling playful sense of humor, and buoyant,
conversation between Stevie Ray and rhythmic command certainly mark her
his idol, the underappreciated Albert as arising star on jazz violin. Carter has
King. Hearing master and pupil trying akeen grasp of the instrument's jazz
to give each other space, not to mention heritage, and evinces awelcome sense
respect, is fascinating.
-Robert Baird of inclusion in her choice of repertoire
(including acharming, ska-flavored rendition of the Temptations' "Papa Was a
VELVET CRUSH: Free Expression
Rolling Stone" featuring Cassandra
Bobsled Bob-6 (CD). 1999. Velvet Crush, prods.;
Wilson). Which is why her first Verve
Matthew Sweet, prod., eng. PAD? TT: 40:20
production, Rhythms of the Heart, comes
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2
across as an engaging reprise of the vioIt's been five years since Teenage Sym- lin's most compelling stylistic milephonies to God —the gloriously retro stones, while offering tantalizing hints
Brian-Wilson-meets-The-Byrds mini- as to where this imaginative musician
masterpiece — made Paul Chastain and may yet take things.
From the urbane, Grapelli-esque airs
Rick Menck more visible than they'd
been for a decade. Since then these of her duet with guitarist Rodney Jones
Illinois natives, who live in Providence, on "Oh, Lady Be Good" to the Afro-pop
Rhode Island, plunged deep into an lyricism of "Mandingo Street" (reflecting
XTC-like fear of performing and spent the joyous new directions Jean-Luc
time on side projects before re-teaming Ponty explored on his underrated 1991
ALBERT KING & STEVIE RAY
VAUGHAN: In Session
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release, Tchakola), Carter walks the line
between mainstream and new hybrid
forms with graceful certitude, and her
intonation — the bane of too many jazz
fiddlers —is rarely an issue for me. Thus
we have the easygoing groove of
"Cook's Bay" and the Latin-tinged
"Mojito," first-rate airplay prayers for an
adult contemporary format in some better world than this (too jazz, I'm afraid;
not quite stoopid enuf). But what makes
Carter's balancing act work is that she
can swing abit, with atouch of wit àla
Stuff Smith. She displays this in navigating the good grooves of Kenny Barron,
Peter Washington, and the ever-impressive Lewis Nash on "Our Delight" and
"New York Attitude," and offers convincing blues and ballad postures on
"Skeeter Blues" and "Spring Can Really
Hang You Up the Most."
Rhythms of the Heart can engage awide
variety of listeners without pandering,
and pays homage to the past without
being stuck there. Regina Carter has
made an album she can be proud of—
something substantial to build on that
will hopefully transcend the treacly
hype that has accompanied it into the
marketplace.
-chip Stern
TOM HARRELL
Time's Mirror
Tom Harrell, trumpet, flugelhom, arr.; Earl Gardner,
lead trumpet; Joe Magnarelli, Chris Rogers, David
Weiss, James Zollar, trumpets, flugelhoms; Conrad
Herwig, Mike Fahn, Curtis Hasselbring, trombones;
Douglas Purviance, bass trombone; Alex Foster,
tenor sax, flute; Don Braden, tenor sax; Craig
Bailey, alto sax, flute; Mark Gross, alto sax, clarinet;
David Schumacher, baritone sax; Xavier Davis,
piano; Kenny Davis, bass; Carl Allen, drums
RCA Victor 63524-2 (CD). 1999. Bob Belden, prod.;
James Anderson, eng. DDD. TT: 50:46
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

T

he prospect is filled with promise:
Take one of the most original
soloists now working in jazz and
surround him, for the first time in his
recording career, with abig band full of
excellent players. Tom Harrell's lyricism
is as rapt as Chet Baker's, but drier, more
aslant. His sound, on both trumpet and
flugelhom, is adeep texture of poignant
intelligence. Framed by alarge ensemble, Harrell's distillations and abstractions of melody should be even more
stark and indelible.
But lime's Mirror is not quite that
album. Its focus is Harrell the arranger,
not Harrell the soloist. What is less
expected is that most of the charts were
written when Harrell, now 53, was in
his teens and twenties. Harrell calls it
"an autobiographical recording."
When he was 18, Harrell could mix
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instruments and manipulate harmony
with precision, but "Autumn Leaves" is
just atouch too sweet, and the sentiments ofJolunly Mercer's "Dream" are
dated. Harrell's very early writing is not
nearly as strong as his mature work,
such as the kaleidoscopic "Daily News"
and, especially, the title track, whose
design emerges with the patience of a
flower unfolding.
When he takes up his horn, Harrell
can make everything stop. On the
opener, "Shapes," his flugelhorn is an
island of lucidity in the band's surging
currents. On ballads like the title track,
his every phrase sounds new, yet poised
and definitive.
An album in which Harrell's extraordinary solo voice was the focal point for
afull orchestra could have been special.
Hopefully he will make that recording
some day. (The producer of Time's
Mirror, Bob Belden, would be aperfect
arranger for such a project.) In the
meantime, we have the "autobiographical" album Harrell chose to
make, and it is aworthwhile addition to
his growing body of important work.
The sound is more subtle, less incisive than most James Anderson recordings, but the fine details within the
ensemble are there to be discovered.

Mahavishnu in flight: From left to right, Jerry Goodman, John McLaughlin, Billy Cobham, Rick Laird, and
Jan Hammer.

Yet as good as The Inner Mounting
Flame and Birds ofFire were, those studio
albums were pale reflections of the
musical juggernaut Mahavishnu had become by 1973. Over the years, as memories faded and fusion turned to treacle,
Ibegan to wonder: Was it real?
Now, with the long-awaited release
of The Lost Trident Sessions, all of those
memories come rushing back. Recorded in one session on aJune 25, 1973
stopover at London's Trident Studios,
and resurrected for release by musician
and master archivist Bob Belden, these
six fresh arrangements reflect the telepathic intensity Mahavishnu had
achieved through two years of nearly
—Thomas Conrad
constant touring. At alittle under 40
minutes, this is but aslight return to
MAHAVISHNU ORCHESTRA
those thrilling days when anything
The Lost Trident Sessions
seemed possible, but nothing in the
John McLaughlin, electric 6/12-string guitar, acoustic
band's catalog — including those exguitar; Jerry Goodman, electric & acoustic violin;
cerpts from the August 12, 1973 CenJan Hammer, Fender/Rhodes electric piano, MiniMoog; Rick Laird, electric bass; Billy Cobham,
tral Park concert that were released as
drums
Between Nothingness and Eternity —
Columbia/Legacy KC 65959 (CD). 1973/1999.
Mahavishnu Orchestra, prods. MD. TT: 39:50
comes close to conveying the giddy,
Performance *****
convulsive energy this band could rouSonics ***1/2
tinely throw down, as it did for The Lost
Trident Sessions.
must have seen the Mahavishnu
Two extended suites by McLaughlin,
Orchestra close to two dozen times
between summer 1971 and Nov- "Dreams" and "Trilogy," made up the
ember 1973, when Iattended one of bulk of the aforementioned live release,
their last concerts, at Cornell University. along with keyboardist Jan Hammer's
Invariably I'd float out of the hall in a "Sister Andrea." On Trident Sessions, the
trance, mumbling to myself, "I'd forgot- crisp precision and visceral manner with
ten... "— as in forgotten just how over- which the band tosses off these complex
whelming those concert experiences arrangements is truly startling — but
were. For listeners of my generation, this was standard operating procedure
who worshipped the John Coltrane throughout 1973. During this period,
Quartet and the Miles Davis Quintet Billy Cobham's phenomenal dynamic
range and ability to both navigate combut knew of their music only from
backward glances at classic recordings, plex time changes and make rock
rhythms swing earned him areputation
and who came of age during the
post-Dylan/Sgt. Pepper's epoch, toward as one of the greatest drummers in the
the end of the ascendancy ofJimi Hen- world. (Papa Jo Jones used to affectiondrix, John McLaughlin's Mahavishnu ately refer to him as "My million dollar
Orchestra was the closest thing we had drummer.") On "Dreams," Cobham ento the (here's that word again) shaman- gages McLaughlin in afiery dialog worthy of the Coltrane-Rashied Ali duets
istic energy of the 1960s.

I
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on Interstellar Space (with a nod to
Muddy Waters), while on "Trilogy" he
supercharges Jerry Goodman's banshee
solo and the ragalike exchanges between McLaughlin and Hammer with
an impossible triple-time shuffle groove
full of polyrhythmic asides so transparent and offhand it's as if he never broke
asweat. Aw, shucks.
The recorded sound is much drier
than on Birds of Fire, and feels as if it
might've been mixed on the fly, complete with avariety of quaint period
cross-fades and pans. Hammer's rhythmically daring Fender/Rhodes playing is
particularly well represented, as is his
melodic rapport with the guitarist—all
the more remarkable considering they
were hardly speaking to each other at
the time. Likewise, other bandmembers
felt as if their contributions to the working arrangements were not being acknowledged in terms of publishing,
which accounts in part for composing
contributions from Goodman (the
"Moonlight Sonata" cadences of "I
Wonder"), bassist Laird (the layered
rhythmic cycles of "Stepping Tones"),
and the aforementioned Hammer arrangement, notable for its hard-funk
overtones and misterioso minor release.
McLaughlin's own writing was still quite
fresh, drawing upon equal parts folk,
blues, jazz, and classical, as in the countryish 12-string arpeggios that introduce
"Trilogy" and the complex time gates
and elemental cycles that animate an asyet-untitled concluding composition.
Put it all together and you have a
remarkable snapshot of aband at the
peak of its collective power, aband that
represented — though we didn't know
it then—the high-water mark of
fusion. It's good to be reminded of those
days, and to know that Ididn't imagine
the whole thing. To John, Jerry, Jan,
Rick, and Billy, Ican only say, Thanks
for the memories... but The Lost Trident
Sessions will do in apinch. —Chip Stern
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On "Grand Street" he swings with customary buoyancy, murmuring some
Three Reissues
phrases, shouting others. "If You Were
Sonny Rollins and the Big Brass
the Only Girl in the World," with just
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; with orchestra arr. 8. cond.
bass and drums, is splendid. At abrisk
by Ernie Wilkins (Nat Addedey, Clark Terry, trumpet; Billy Byers, Jimmy Cleveland, trombone; Don
tempo, Rollins works conversationally,
Butterfield, tuba; Rene Thomas, guitar; Henry
deftly balancing short, rhythmically
Grimes, bass; Roy Haynes, drums); with trio
(Henry Grimes, bass; Specs Wright drums); and
muscular statements with those that
with the Modem Jazz Quartet (John Lewis, piano;
take longer to unfold. Heated, imaginaPercy Heath, bass; Connie Kay, drums)
tive exchanges with drummer Specs
Verve 557 545-2 (CD). 1958/1999. Leonard Feather,
prod.; Ben Young, reissue prod. MD. TT: 66:36
Wright are ahighlight. "Manhattan" is
Performance ****1/2
the glorious counterbalancing ballad.
Sonics ** *
The MJQ cuts were recorded live, and
Sonny Meets Hawk!
Sonny Rollins, Coleman Hawkins, tenor sax; Don
Rollins stretches out abit. "Limehouse
Cherry, trumpet; Paul Bley, piano; Bob Cranshaw,
Blues,"
taken at agallop, is akiller. At
Henry Grimes, bass; Roy McCurdy, Billy Higgins,
first, Rollins emits his breathiest tone,
drums
RCA Victor 63479-2 (CD). 1963/1999. George
whispering brief ideas. Then he beAvakian, orig. prod.; Paul Goodman, Mickey
comes more ardent, the lines unfurling
Crofford, Ray Hall, orig. engs.; Orrin Keepnews,
reissue prod.; Dennis Ferrante, remaster cog. AAD.
resplendently. He swings magnificently
TT: 54:13
on the more relaxed "Doxy," as does the
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****
pithy-phrased John Lewis.
When Rollins made the two RCA
The Standard Sonny Rollins
Sonny Rollins, tenor sax; Jim Hall, guitar; Herbie
albums considered here, he was producHancock, piano; Bob Cranshaw, David Izenson,
ing a sound that occasionally buzzed
Teddy Smith, bass; Mickey Roker, Stu Martin,
drums
somewhat, and was captivated by a
RCA Victor 68681-2 (CD). 1964/1999. Prods., engs.
thirst for new ways to state his case.
same as on Sonny Meets Hawk! MD. TT: 56:42
Performance ***1/2
There's no question that Omette ColeSonics
man's unfettered directions piqued Rollins' interest. He borrows bits of Colehese Sonny Rollins reissues —
man's approach, but only those that
one from the classic late '50s, the
work for him, ending up sounding
other two from the early '60s,
more expressive and freewheeling but
when he was definitely more experistill like himself.
mental — reveal once more the substanIt takes afew spins to realize that
tial power and persuasion of this modSonny Meets Hawk! is asuperb album.
ern master of the jazz tenor. The Verve
Rollins picks standard fare for this ad
disc includes Rollins unaccompanied,
hoc recording with his primary idol,
with abrass section, in atrio setting, and
tracks with the Modern Jazz Quartet and, with his adventurous playing, pushes the ever-modern-minded Coleman
culled from an album that also featured
Hawkins, then 60, to one of the top persaxophonist Teddy Edwards — all good
stuff. "Love is the Simple Thing" is a formances of his final decade. The addition of pianist Paul Bley, another Orcooking-with-brass number in which
nette devotee, is a plus. "Yesterday"
Rollins and tuba player Don Butterfield
finds Hawkins warmly melodic and inoffer the theme in unison, with band
vestigating the inner reaches of the
backing, after which Sonny blows with
chords with his hurly-burly tone, then
aquartet. His tone is chewy and resoRollins takes aHawk trill and dramatinant, and he drops in fragments of the
cally builds his solo around it. On "Summelody amid more personal remarks.
SONNY ROLLINS

****
T
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mertime," Rollins and Hawkins sometimes work simultaneously, their unique
viewpoints creating aural delights. On
"Just Friends" and the blues "At McKie's," Rollins swings hard, if somewhat
abstractly.
The final three tracks team Rollins
with trumpeter Don Cherry, bassist
Henry Grimes, and drummer Billy
Higgins, and Sonny gives his own version of Ornette's pianoless quartet.
"There Will Never Be Another You"
typifies these structurally loose, melodically open renditions.
The Standard Sonny Rollins is an odd
duck, full of mostly wondrous tenor
playing that on several tracks is truncated by mysterious fadeouts. Just when
Sonny seems to be warming up on "I'll
be Seeing You," the 1:36-minute track
is over. The same goes for "Three Little
Words": he's wailing, then goodbye.
Frustrating. On "Love Letters," Rollins
plays with heart for awhile, then seems
to step back distracted.
But it's not all like this. Though brief,
"Autumn Nocturne" gets an impassioned treatment, and is as good as any
Rollins ballad anywhere. "My Ship" is
another lovely slow song, while "It
Could Happen to You" is one more
example of Rollins the grand modern
swinger. Pianist Herbie Hancock and
guitarist Jim Hall are just two of the stellar supporting cast.
-Zan Stewart
RENEE ROSNES
Art & SOW
Renee Rosnes, piano; Scott Colley, bass; Billy
Drummond, drums; Dianne Reeves, vocals;
Richard Bona, cljembe, udu, shaker, kalimba, rainstick
Blue Note 4 99997 2 (CD). 1999. Renee Rosnes,
prod.; James Farber, eng. DDD? TT: 5830
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2
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ased on how large they loom in
my record collection, it is undeniable that Ihave ahuge jones
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for piano trios. A proclivity for this format starts with the conviction that the
acoustic pianoforte is one of the exalted
products of the human mind. But my
taste for trios is not merely ahunger for
aparticular instrument. A true piano trio
is an interactive democracy in which
drums and bass transcend their roles as
accompanists and break out into song. It
is, perhaps, aparadox, this preference
for the rhythm section alone. But "the
minimum complete jazz orchestra"
affords unique opportunities for the discovery of group form.
Renee Rosnes' Art & Soul is avery
good piano-trio record. (Actually, singer
Dianne Reeves and percussionist Richard Bona join on two numbers each, but
I'm on aroll and won't let them interfere with my theme.) Art & Soul is primarily about the interrelationships and
collective expression of three voices,
each strikingly articulate: Rosnes'
expansive yet impeccably controlled
piano, Scott Colley's sinuously melodic
bass, and Billy Drummond's complicated, ever-stirring drums.
There is an Omette Coleman piece
("Blues Connotation"), a highly civilized understanding of Coleman's jerky,
primal energy. There is aBeatles song
("With a Little Help from My
Friends"), so cleverly reharmonized
that you smile when you finally recognize it. There is ascrupulously detailed
reading of Gordon Jenkins' bereft ballad, "Goodbye," which Frank Sinatra
sang on Only the Lonely. As in every performance here, Rosnes' arrangement
makes the piece more refined, more
classically proportioned.
"Ancient Footprints" is Wayne Shorter's much-covered "Footprints," but
now with lyrics provided by Kitty
Margolis. Dianne Reeves stays bravely
with the tricky melody. "Fleurette
Africaine" is a lesser-known jewel of
Duke Ellington's vast oeuvre. Rosnes
makes it glisten. Dianne Reeves releases
Stereophi/e, December 1999

"Lazy Afternoon" like breathing turned
to thought, while Rosnes embroiders all
around her. There are also two interesting Rosnes originals, plus "Sanfona," by
Brazilian guitarist Egberto Gismonti —
an unresolved mystery from whose hovering stasis Scott Colley's bass dances
free. The album ends with Bartók's
"Children's Song No.3," a pristine
melody that Rosnes used to practice
when she was five years old. It flows naturally into adult reflections.
Renee Rosnes is not yet an original
interpretive artist on the level of Brad
Mehldau or Bobo Stenson or Gonzalo
Rubalcaba, but she is acraftsperson of
the highest order. Art & Soul improves
(without imposing itself upon) the time
you spend with it, as only fine pianotrio albums can.
-Thomas Conrad

Reviews

ing of Live from the Limo, lei —when
Sahm calls for adrum roll, twice mentions that what's to follow is the "San
Antonio national anthem," then lurches
with the rest of the band into what is
actually the anthem of the Tornados
themselves, "Hey Baby (Que Paso)"
(listed here as "Kep-Pa-So") —it's clear
that it's time to chill the cervezas.
Border music's most beloved and successful on-again/off-again side project is
back for another good time.
The Tornados are your basic seenand-done-it-all live act who, if pushed,
could probably do respectable versions
of everything from "The Star Spangled
Banner" to "Smoke on the Water." The
funny thing is, they've also made records
that are good to great. Their self-titled
1990 debut remains amilestone of easy-

Proof that friendly aliens do walk among us —The Texas Tornadoes. From left to right, Doug Sahm, Augie
Meyers, Flaco Jimenez, and Freddy Fender continue to make the border's best music.

etc.
TEXAS TORNADOS
Live from the Limo, Vol.!
Frontera/Barbed Wire/Virgin (CD). 1999. Phil
Mezzetti, prod., eng.; Doug Sahm, prod.; Malcolm
Harper, Greg Klinginsmith, engs. AAD? Tr: 55:50
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2

A

nything by Freddie Fender,
Augie Meyers, Flaco Jimenez,
and Doug Sahm belongs under
the "World Music" heading. Whether
musically or in terms of the personalities involved, that foursome, known collectively as the Texas Tornados, exists in
its own little world(s). From the open-

going la frontera dancehall favorites like
"Dinero," "Laredo Rose," and "Who
Were You Thinking Of?" All of those
tunes are reprised on this live set,
recorded in December 1998 in Austin's
famous blues club, Antone's, in surprisingly spacious and detailed sound. The
band is augmented by acrack group of
sidemen, including saxophonist Spot
Barnett, bajo socto player Max Baca, and
bass guitarist Speedy Sparks. A few oddball cuts — "Mendocino," a '60s hit
from Sahm's days with the Sir Douglas
Quintet, and aSinatra standard, "South
of the Border (Down Mexico Way)" —
spice up the well-worn Tornados set list,
and make this collection essential for
collectors and longtime fans.
—Robert Baird
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Dynaudio Contour 1.3 SE
Editor:
Many thanks to Stereophile, and in particular
to Sam Tellig, for taking the time to showcase our Contour 13 Special Edition. Sam
used several descriptive adjectives that reinforce our design objectives: "authoritative,"
"refined," "natural," "hill-bodied," "neutral."
It's great to see that these objectives were
not only met but also appreciated and
noticed. Our industry is born from apassion, and ultimately it is the passion behind
aproduct such as the Dynaudio 13 SE that
is its greatest attribute. It's atruly special
product that takes the conventional to the
next level.
Of course, refinement has its own intricacies. No, we would not su le.est mating
the 13 SE to most single-ended triodes
either, as there is simply not enough current
generated to allow the speaker to reach its
intended performance capabilities. (Singleended triode owners need not despair, as
our Contour 1.8 Mk.II floorstander will
offer agreat match in most cases, and retails
at the same price as the 13 SE.) Sam makes
agood point about "jump factor." Sure, it
takes alittle more power to get things going
with regard to most smaller speakers with
average sensitivity ratings, but although the
85dB sensitivity of the 1.3 SE may seem
low, the efficiency curve of the speaker is
actually quite steep. It takes abit of current
to get it going, but once it's going, the performance capabilities seem endless.
We often compare this phenomenon to
the difference between a4-cylinder turbo
engine and abig 12-cylinder model. Sometimes that turbo can be real quick off the
line, but after ashort while it levels off and
is tapped out; whereas the 12-cylinder
might take alittle more time and effort to
get going, but once it's going it has much
more headroom to keep on keeping on, and
much more power in reserve. In many
ways, the Dynaudio performs like that 12cylinder. But rest assured, when mated to
compatible associated components —
whether value-oriented budget hi-fi, or
even the best of the best in terms of any
available cost-no-object reference-level
electronics— the 13 SE will never disappoint, and never be out of place.
Mike Manousselis
Director ofSales and Marketing
Dynaudio North America
Electrocompaniet ECI-3
Editor:
We appreciate the time and effort that
Stereophile, December 1999

Comment

Fig.7: The intermodulation spectrum at
19 and 20kHz has a very rapid drop,
which is absolutely normal. What is confusing is that, at the beginning of the graph
at 1000Hz, there is an interference whose
origin our engineers cannot determine.
Fig.8: Again, your laboratory has measured a2ohm value, which does not exist
in our amps. No one understands why you
Mikrokosmos Labelography
persist in measuring avalue that has no
Editor:
meaning.
Iwould like to thank Michael Fremer
Fig.9: The values appearing in fig.9 arc
and Stereophile for the very nice review of
not valid because we have only 4 and 8
the Mikrokosmos Labelography. Iwould also
ohms.
like to advise you that Vol2 of the LabelAt this juncture, what remains fairly
ography includes the London (UK Decca
obvious is that no one in your testing
equivalent) labels.
Peter Fülöp
Mikrokosmos
department has asked us how our amplifiers work and what principle the Vacuum
Transducer represents. In fact, with astatKR Entemise VT8000 MK in November
ic input, the amplifier can never give the
Editor:
maximum potential of the frequency
First of all, Iwould like to take this opporresponse and the output power. Just to
tunity to thank Stereophile for permitting
Mr. Michael Fremer to review our "top-of- give you asimple way of measuring our
new technology: If you feed asignal of
the-line" monoblock amplifier, the
1kHz to the amplifier and calibrate the
VT8000 MK, [see November 1999, pp.129output at 1W on an oscilloscope screen
137 — Ed.] and to visit our factory in
without touching anything else, you will
Prague, Czech Republic.
be introducing amusical signal reaching
Second, if Imay, Iwould like to respond
peaks of over 50W. Naturally, it was
to anumber of inexplicable points that
amusing to read that one of your conhave been raised by your test-bench results
tributing editors, Mr. Sam Tellig, in "Sam's
that may give erroneous ideas of our sound
Space," discovered this wonderful phequality and design philosophy, despite Mr.
nomenon on his own (Stereophile, SepFremer's very enthusiastic audition.
tember 1999, p33). Allow me to quote
My primary duty is to answer, point by
Mr. Tellig: "'FIVE watts,' Iexulted. My
point, the results of the curves comprising
friend Marc and Iwere listening to the latthe testing report you have sent me that
est version of the Audio Electronic Supply
will accompany the article:
SE-1 power amplifier with upgraded
Fig.1: This graph could be interpreted as
valid if the amplifier was loaded with a transformers and the KR 2A3 output
tubes. Much to Marc's amazement, this litnoted impedance, not with aload that has
tle 5W dynamo was driving the B&W
not been established. [The load referred to was
805 Nautilus speakers to reasonable
the simulated loudspeaker load Stereophile uses
sound-pressure levels. So much for B&W's
in all its amplifier reviews. — Ed]
suggested minimum amplification of
Fig2: This graph conforms to normal
50W." He continues by saying, on p37,
values.
"The SE-1 'works' okay with the B&W
Fig3: It is impossible to measure this
Nautilus 805, even though B&W recomamplifier with avalue of 4W, 2ohms, in
mends aminimum of 50W, not 5W"
that no value of 2ohms exists in this amp.
To clarify how our sophisticated tube
Furthermore, for the graph at 2W with the
technology with extremely high vacuum
simulated load the above also holds true.
functions, KR was forced to apply our
Fig.4: This measurement is not valid for
tubes to circuits — je, build amplifiers —
KR amplifiers, because none of our units
to demonstrate what could be achieved in
have 2ohm values.
audio by using our new tube technology.
Fig.5: We do not understand the value
It is only now that the various OEMs
you are testing or the results.
have found our KB 300B tube models to
Fig.6: With regard to the testing of the
give 25W.
odd-harmonic values, this is normal for
Surely, it was the first time these gentube amplifiers that are using directly heattlemen found themselves in front of the
ed triodes. Therefore, we cannot underraw power of the new KR technology,
stand your comments.

Sam Tellig has put into this review. We
would like to make one additional point:
The remote control of the ECI-3 controls
volume, can "directly" select any one of
the six input sources, and can also mute
the unit.
Alan WarShall ,
Jason Scott Distributing
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where the dynamics and, consequently,
the music drive our tubes at output powers never achieved before, either with normal/traditional tubes or transistors.
Therefore, using standard values for all
test-bench measurements is completely
invalid, bordering on shortsightedness and
engineering incompetence.
To declare ageneric instability is incorrect in that your laboratory neglected to
say or state "'What is potential instability?"
Mr. Norton should elaborate exactly what
Ire means by this comment, in that no
bench test was tied to his statement. We
believe Mr. Norton might have been in
good faith, but, given his repetitive testing
errors at 2ohms (not existing), we would
be happy to come to Santa Fe at our
expense and organize refresher courses on
tube amps in general and our KR design
philosophy in particular.
This logically brings us to the conclusion that your testing criteria cannot be
applied to all amplifiers. Every amplifier
must be measured according to its characteristics. Another point is that the preamp
you use in your testing might not be compatible in obtaining the best bench results
for our amplifiers.
After receiving your 22-page galley
proof including the test-bench report,
with ...a six-day deadline [for our
answer], Icalled anumber of engineers,
some residing in America, some in Asia,
and some in Europe. The answer was the
same: You cannot apply the same method
of measurement to all amplifiers. Unfortunately, your laboratory did not contact us for ulterior information and amp
characteristics. If someone had called us,
you would have been spared the extra
work of measuring [the] nonexistent 2
ohms [setting].
With regard to your well-taken point
about the sufficient replacement and warranty parts, Ibelieve Stereophile ignores the
international law that every manufacturer
must guarantee the existence of available
spare parts for the duration of five years,
starting from the first date of production
of the model in question. KR has supplied
its distributors with these parts and is
compliant with the law.
If your laboratory has really opened the
amplifier to examine the quality construction, you could easily have noted that [its]
resistors, capacitors, and solid-state devices
are available all over the world, being that
they are of standard production. Except
for the output power devices, future or
potential KR customers should feel reassured that the company has the [pieces]
necessary to make the amplifier whole/
working. Repairs can easily be carried out
wherever aKR Service Center or distributor/importer exists.
Although someone thought it very
funny to call the units "boat anchors" if
they were not serviced with our designer
parts, we feel that this sense of humor is
Stereophile, December 1999

misplaced, and thought it to be malicious
in that it is untrue.
The same goes for your test-bench procedures, which throw an unflattering light
on our product, misrepresenting our technology to the industry and the public. It is
natural for anyone who has not physically
auditioned our amplifiers to come to the
conclusion that Mr. Atkinson did: "We
reserve the right to withhold unconditional recommendation of the KR amplifier
due to the unfavorable test results."
We would like to ask in the future, if
Stereophik is of the same mind, to retest
our products using our standards, and then
reserve asecond opinion not only after
our excellent bench reports, but the marvelous sound.
KR cordially extends an open invitation
to our next public audition in the States, at
CES 2000, Alexis Park Hotel, January
6-9, Rooms 1707 and 2607.
Dr. Riccardo Kroft
KR Enterprise
KR Enterprise VT8000 MK
Editor:
Iam taking up my pen again to respond...
to Mr. Fremer's ... additional commentary in his "Analog Corner" feature,
where he says, "I was extremely disappointed and surprised to read the discrepancy between the KR's claimed power
(75W) and measured power (40W and
lower, depending on load impedance and
distortion)." From this statement, it is evident from Stereophiltes technical testing,
[that] we are still in the horse-and-buggy
age. Those may have ran very well on
plowed fields, but if there is aFerrari, it
certainly cannot give the same performance. Naturally, when compared to the
horse and buggy in tests designed for the
horse and buggy, [the Ferrari] comes up
unfavorably.
At this point, we must conclude that
Stereophik tends to ignore new technology
and progress made in the audio field.
This is understandable in that amagazine cannot quantify the value of new
R&D, which in this sector (my 65 years
bear wimess to these facts) hasn't been
done since 1952. Idid try to explain to Mr.
Fremer our patent, our industrial design
philosophy and procedures, but, it seems,
without success. It didn't get conveyed in
the text.
The other point we feel should be
taken up are the personal observations
that our company believes were made
accordingly about KR for no reason [than]
to tarnish our products by inventing "fietionalizations" that manipulate public
opinion against the company. If you could
elaborate why these unprofessional comments were made about us, we would be
more than happy to learn how they
enhance our image.
Sidebar in November, "Mikey's Praguenosis": Mr. Fremer makes a few corn-

Comments

ments about the factory. His facts were not
thoroughly checked out before writing up
his notes. Yes, in the old days of tube manufacturing, there were great environmental problems. In traditional tube manufacturing today, using directly heated power
triodes, thoriated tungsten is still being
used as estrusion material, even though it
has been prohibited under international
convention due to its carcinogenic properties. Our research has led us to experiment
with anew filament, and KR Enterprise
has received aHealth and Safety Certificate from the Czech government attesting to the fact that our manufacturing procedurcs are completely within the norms
of current law and protect our more than
20 employees.
Mr. Fremer failed to mention that our
factory has 10 large laboratories, and that
even though it is not Silicon Valley the
rooms are freshly painted and have many
high windows for light and ventilation.
KR Enterprise does not work in arundown castle.
Personal Observations: After reading
many product reviews in your pages, it is of
great perplexity on our part to find so many
derogatory snipes that other manufacturers
have never had written on their account.
Iwas personally described as "grufP'
twice in the first paragraphs. It certainly is
aput-off and frightens people. If this isn't
adeterrent to not working with us, Idon't
know of abetter one.
'This idea that my wife and Icarry lots
of baggage seems to imply that we... will
create all kinds of problems for the
prospective customer. Again, an image of
freaky, unstable people running an eccentric company.
Most manufacturers who have their
products reviewed are represented as
geniuses, gods, and nothing short of
designers of notable merit who almost
began using apencil for outlining schematic diagrams while still gestating in their
mothers' wombs.
Another strange tactic is the depiction
of the businesses of home builders who
have only the space to make one or two
amplifiers per week, in their free time, as
"industries" by magazine reporters who
artfully ignore the very modest circumstances where these products are assembled. Yet they have received better "press"
than KR in that no one criticized their
temperaments or moods, or made disparaging remarks about either them or the
giants (meaning the big manufacturers).
Please explain why my company and family and myself were set up for this particular treatment — despite, again, the magnificent sound Mr. Fremer heard. Ido not
believe this is an example of the American
sense of humor. No one here, nor the people Ispoke to in the States, found it funny.
The two points under "Negatives"
should be eliminated. Mr. Fremer has
apologized for using the words "boat
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anchors." Spare parts exist and will continue to be produced. It would be much
more amicable on Stereophilds part to
change the term "boat anchors" (really
unkind) to "power-device units." And, as I
mentioned in my call, the price of $25,000
falls to the wayside with no official importer, along with Mr. Fremer's comments about what aunit should contain
physically for $12,000. We can evaluate
our R&D and compare it to any other
manufacturer's high price. This comment
is absolutely gratuitous and untoward.
Why have our research costs been criticized, or, more aptly, ignored?
Of course, if you do decide to publish
the above hurtful and untrue points about
KR technology (remember, good journalism should come as reasonably close to
the truth as possible), it will really be acase
in which the degree of credence is inverse
to the degree of knowledge. We will defend the KR name by other means...
Dr. Riccardo Kron
KR Enterprise

sal preamplifier. It is compatible with most
all of the hundreds of tube and solid-state
amplifiers being sold today. Indeed, in the
latest issue of the Audio Directory, only 10
of approximately 1000 amplifiers are listed with an input impedance of less than
10k ohms. One of them is the Linn Klimax, which Jonathan found mated so well
with the VK-50SE!
Our thanks again to Stereophile for their
professional review of our first Special
Edition offering.
Steve Bednarski
Balanced Audio Technology

Burmester Reference Line 970 & 969
Editor:
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on Kalman Rubinson's excellent review of our 970 Reference Line D/A converter and 969 CD transport
First off, I'd like to thank Kalman for
his very thorough and expert review. We
roundly agree with his findings. However, we would like to address afew of
his caveats.
It is atestimony to his good ears that he
found the volume control on the D/A
Balanced Audio Technology VK-50SE
converter wanting in light of the unit's
Editor:
overall world-class performance. As he
Our thanks to Stereophile and Jonathan
rightly points out, it is meant as aconveScull for his finely written review of our
nience. Iwould like to add, however, that
Special Edition VK-50SE preamplifier.
in comparison with the volume controls of
We are glad that Jonathan found so much
most other preamplifiers on the world
passionate enjoyment with awide variety
market, it is still one hell of agood device.
of music and received such consistently
Yet it is not in the same class as the volume
high performance with the numerous refcontrol of our 808 reference preamp. If
erence amplifiers at his disposal. Rather
one really wants to hear what the 970 is
than add to Jonathan's eloquent portrayal
capable of, acombination with our CD
of the performance of the VK-50SE, we
transports and our 808 is amust.
would like to comment more specifically
Which brings me to his other sore
on two areas of the review:
point the cost. We don't argue the point
VK-50SE vs VK-5i comparison:Jonathan
that high-end audio has become very
writes that "The Si was more easily likeexpensive. But you cannot look at the price
able, like ascruffy towheaded kid digging
tag without also looking at the value. Kal
his toe into the grass as you pat him on the
found the Burmesters more "right" and
head." Iwould then describe the VK50SE as the same kid grown up to be a "relaxed" than anything else he had heard.
Those "small but consistent advantages in
beautiful, passionate adult. You can have
detail, ambience, and tonal integrity" are,
more fun now than just apat on the head!
we beg to differ, not so small, and not just
Measurements: We are heartened by
for the uncompromising. They are the
John Atkinson's finding that, with the VICpoint of all of our research, careful selec50SE, "an astonishing 40V RMS is available
tion of highest-quality parts, and no-comat lIcHz at the 1% clipping point." Morepromise manufacturing. It's the ultimate
over, he points out that "even into the atypvalue for money: hearing real music in real
ical 600 ohm load, the [VK-50SE] doesn't
space when you want it and where you
actually clip until it is delivering 14V ..." He
want it. After careful consideration, Kal,
also states that "this preamp is not bothered
too, concluded that, to that end, the Burby having to deliver output current."
mesters were worth "every penny."
These stellar results are directly attributWe have studied John Atkinson's bench
able to the use of the 6H30 SuperTubc in
measurements with great interest. We
acircuit designed to maximize its perforwere not familiar with the design of his test
mance. It is rewarding to find that the VKfor word-clock jitter and are trying to dup50SE drove the rather difficult 7.7k ohm
licate it. What we can say is that it was
input impedance of the Linn !Climax solo
most unfortunate that he did not have one
500s with a"demon pace" in Jonathan
of our CD transports at hand to check the
Scull's system. This is all the more astonvalidity of our clock-link feature. In stanishing when one reflects on the fact that
dard German tests, the data-induced jitter
the VK-50SE uses only asingle gain-stage
drops from 676 picoseconds without to
without any buffers or followers.
179ps with clock link.
Dieter Bunnester
This is testimony to BATs having
Bunnester Audio Systems CI
designed the VK-50SE as anearly univerStereophile, December 1999

"Yamaha @PET RP-U100," continuedfrom p.75
DVDs having only a5.1 DD mix, such as
Karajan's performance of Dvoráles "New
World" Symphony (Sony SVD 48421), I
didn't care much for the too-dose sound,
regardless of how Iset up the Yamaha.
Shannon Dickson will discuss his
experience with the RP-U100's virtual
surround modes next month, but Ihad
much more difficulty than he did getting
any sense of envelopment behind me.
Spacious, yes; true envelopment, no. I
ended up preferring the Hall and Jazz
settings, which seemed optimally tuned
for classical and rock music, respectively.
But with the radio, Ihad to be quick to
dive for the Thru button when the
announcer started talking, if he or she
wasn't to sound bathroomy. And applause never worked very well, tending
to sound colored and comb-filtered regardless of the chosen algorithm.
To give Yamaha credit, with the exception of the occasional effect on Stings Soul
Cages album, Ihave never been very sensitive to virtual surround techniques —
even the much-hyped QSound of afew
years back failed to impress me. The
shape of my ear pinnae must be too far
from the norm, or at least from the models used by the auralization engineers.
But as Iwrite these words in the
Stereophile office, I am listening to
"Amelia," from Joni Mitchell's Painting
With Words and Music DVD (Eagle Rock
14381-5515-2), the 5.1 Dolby Digital
soundtrack fed to the Yamaha's optical
input with AudioQueses new TosLink
cable and processed with the receiver
set to Hall, the video fed with an Svideo connection to my Apple Studio
Display. The experience of reproduced
music has never approached this level of
satisfaction before — at least at work!
Condusion
Imay have been critical of some aspects
of the Yamaha's technical performance,
but this needs to be put in its price perspective. At $499, it costs the same as
both the soundcard Ihave installed in
my computer and the Musical Fidelity
D/A processor Iused to audition it, yet
it includes A/D and D/A converters,
versatile digital signal processing, an
AM/FM tuner, and abeefy output amplifier. Considered in that light, it actually performs remarkably well. Its sound
quality is respectable. It is also terminally cute!
I can heartily recommend the
Yamaha RP-U100 as the audiophile's
essential desktop companion — I'm bui
i
ing the review sample.
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Where

to

US dealers interested in selling Stereophile
should call (800) 446-3563; outside the US,
call (802) 388-1280. Or fax (802) 388-1290.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Huntsville
Accurate Audio Video
(256) 533-1711
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks Audio
(907) 276-2525
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Arizona Tube Audio
(480) 921-9961

Napa
Napa Valley Home Theater
(707) 258-9900
Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
Palo Alto
Audible Difference (The)
(650) 328-1081
Pasadena
Gnp Audio
(626) +57-77767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(760) 776-1616
Roseville
Dimple Records
(916) 781-2800
Sacramento
Audio FX
(916) 929-2100
Paradyme Audio/Video
(916) 971-3600
San Bernardino
Videomarl
(909) 885-3191

CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522

San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311

Berkeley
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1000

Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151

Opel Audio
(510) 848-2545
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deeles Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Costa Mesa
Atlantic Stereo
(714) 646-8895
Culver City
Armadillo 8Company
(323) 937-7674
Audio Video City 02
(310) 838-8889
Cupertino
Kst Ok
(095) 007-2865474
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Fremont
A/V Room (The)
(510) 713-1241
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700
Hollywood
World Book and News
(213) 465-4352
Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363
Menlo Park
Sound Perfection
(650) 323-1000
Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ltd
(626) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(408) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303
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Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060

San Francisco
San Francisco Stereo
(415) 861-1044
San lose
Bay Area Audio
(4081 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
Santa Monica
All Systems Go
(310) 393-2800
Audio Video City
(310) 453-5355
Santa Rosa
Catania Sound
(707) 526-7555
Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(831) 438-5112
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(310) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-4700
Walnut Creek
Stereo Unlimited
(510) 932-5835
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley% Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser D Entertainment
(714) 693-2882

Buy

Stereophile

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153
Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500
Listen Up
(719) 633-2600
Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684
Denver
Cherry Creek Audio
(303) 758-4434

Marietta
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
(706) 861-0282
Roswell
Avi Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120

Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2114
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505

HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550

Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

Listen Up
(303) 778-0780

Classic Audio 8. Video
(808) 732-9625

Moondance Audio
(303) 777-4449
Durango
Northstar leading The Way
(970) 259-6722
Westminster
Westminster Newsland
(303) 428-0823

IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene
Audio Video Design Associates
(208) 772-3348

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131
New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127
New London
Roberts
(860) 442-5314
Ridgefield
Lights Camera Action
(203) 438-7000
DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575
Overture 1.1.0
(302) 478-6050
FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Fort Lauderdale
Digital Video Connection
(954) 205-5210
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House Of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

ie=

(954) 969-2550
Palm Harbor
Audio Video Odyssey
(813) 784-1911
Pinellas Park
Speakerworld
(813) 544-3819
Saint Petersburg
Sounds Terrific
(813) 538-2266
Sarasota
Lasers Edge CD sDOD
Exchange
(941) 922-7827
GEORGIA
Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 640-1399
Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977
Lilburn
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606

ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Paul Heath Audio Ltd
(773) 549-8100
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
(708) 754-3770
Crestwood
Music In Motion
(708) 396-2000
Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166
Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844
Morton Grove
Abt Electronics
(847) 967-8830
Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500
Rockford
Absolute Audio
(815) 395-1000
Woodridge
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298
INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370
Bloomington
Sound Solutions
(812) 330-0390
Fort Wayne
Audio Video Lifestyles
(219) 436-4669
Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342
Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(317) 449-4211
Terre Haute
Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200

Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860

KANSAS
Shawnee Mission
Audiopcut Ltd
(913) 341-2222
Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555

East Lansing
Quantum leap
(517) 337-8362
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Kalamazoo
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(225) 926-0244

Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320

Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(504) 866-3457

West Bloomfield
Ensemble
(248) 668-1400

MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Annapolis
Hi Tech Electronics
(410) 266-0818
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134

Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100

Superior Sight 8Sound
(248) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MISSOURI
Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St Louis
Flips Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600

Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(101) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Soundstage Audio LLC
(877) 777-4434
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8 Design
(402) 423-0363
Omaha
4Tech Electronics
(402) 334-9119

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111

NEVADA
Las Vegas
Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

Ensemble
(617) 648-4434
Cambridge
Audio lab
(617) 864-1144
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(781) 449-1005
North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H BSStereo Systems
(413) 443-3434

MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683

Kalispell

Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
Dunelien
Home Theater Shop (The)
(732) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Palisades Park
Angel Audio Tech
(201) 313-5551
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Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(973) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
Westfield
Soundstage
(908) 233-6196
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(732) 636-7777
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
SGAudio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Audio House LLC
(718) 745-2834
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 734-84344
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound By Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410

OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gehenna
Genesis Audio Ltd
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117

BLUE CIRCLE

Precision

•

components:

povver amps

systems
in thir
m
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listen to
Steve Davis.

preamp
signal transformer
powerline conditioners

•

phono preamp

s

cord

Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound Of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633
PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (the)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055

ALEXANDER AUDIO
Portage, Mi
616 345 1019
wvvvykalnetnet/aaud,c,
ALTERNATIVE AUDIO
905 627 0899
altaudioebigwaye ca

Audio Compositions
LINCOLN UNIVERSITY, PA

.
cr
t

610 869 7346
audiocompleaolcom

Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Vestal
Audio Classics
(607) 766-3501
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

Selinsgrove
Village
Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220

Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

south

NORTH CAROLINA

TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

sasylumepacbell.net

Ium

Tv 8

Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373

north

Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(570) 323-9014

415 387 4487
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• MO

DUNDAS, ON

Triangle Radio 8Television
(412) 561-1115

Morrisville
Audio Broker
(919) 467-6806

Ak

handcrafted

Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050

Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300

The people
withihi
r
l
e
ccneire
ecs .
s
aifioe
in.

Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005

sQuad

Why? Because he listens to them. Gets to
know them. Learns their musical tastes,
their priorities, their budgets.
So when Steve makes reccommendations, his customers trust
his advice. They
know they're
getting the best
equipment for
their needs. Sound
good? You bet it
does. And your system
will, too. Just
listen to
Steve.

•me
cf

SAN FRANCISCO, CA
twopeteysttearthlink.net

•

•••••

.
E

LOS ANGELES, CA

a

310 306 2262

west coast ti ud
Surrey, BC,
604 597 6131
dlemanebluecircle.com

•

U1

New & Used Audio Since 1978
800-752-4018 or 540-721-U34o ww.hifiform.com
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TEXAS
Austin
Audio By Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
NTT Audio Video
(713) 523-3388
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
Richardson
Top Communications Services
(972) 231-7777
UTAH
Orem
Reference Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511
Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
18021 879-3900

Buy

Stereophile

VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Fairfax
Audio Buys
(703) 385-4464
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
OK 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
Disc-Go-Round
(413) 733-1094
Suess Electronics
(414) 733-6464
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News And Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910

Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

PUERTO RICO
Amadora
Aiasom
(351) 147-48709
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust Dvd Distributors
(787) 274-0146
San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870
CANADA

Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262

ALBERTA
Calgary
K8W Audio
(403) 244-8111
Edmonton
Audio 5.1
(403) 432-3232

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4307

Audio Plus
(780) 439-0011

ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
(416) 665-0749
London
London Audio
(519) 673-1780
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
(613) 722-6902
Rexdale
Audio Empire
(416) 745-6866
Toronto
Brack Electronics
(416) 364-5002

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Queensland
Str,i1 Audio
Mt )168 S',6h

INDIA
Mumbai
Now Audio Systems
91 22 .1954260

BRAZIL
Blumenau Sc
Sound Image
55 47 3260676

IRELAND
County Dublin

BULGARIA
Sofia
Aries Commerce Ltd
359 2954-9469

MACEDONIA,

Audio Consult
359 255 4069
COSTA RICA
Curridia bat
Parlatek
506 225 8231
DENMARK
9610 Norager
Hi-Fi Klubben -Denmark
45 353 64960

Experience:

• Clearer sound
• Broader stereo field
• Perceived 20 to 24
bit resolution
• Warmer highs and
tighter bass
• Better data recovery
from CD-ROMs
• Sharper pictures and Using it requires no preparation and
purer color tones
one mat works on most horizontal
from DVDs.
tray-type CD and DVD players.

1.,ounediately noticed.ctry
attprovement al, the
ntabitab claeity cteta.
i411.01.04.41.f. "B. Jones. Freelance
Producer/Recording Engineer

"I have. tried,ca1 other
prodattk... WOW, what a,

product, It work's," H.
Audio Enthusiast
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GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
49 6722 8060
HONG KONG
National Distributor
Kowtoon Branch
852 2392 6368
Central
YK Audio Ltd
852 2524 8775

Just place the mat on the printed side of the disc,

"Whey.,
Iput therm:It on, ,/

FRANCE
Quincy-voisin
Renaissance Sarl
331 6004 6066

ARGENTINA
National Distributor
Buenos Aires 1416
RIMartinet
5.1 114585141)

Aurex CD/DVD MatTM
center it, and play the disc normally.

FINLAND
Turku
Hifi Mesta Dy
3582 2504 888

Order online for $29.95* at
www.aurexmat.com.

(800) 918-8804
30-day money back guaranty.

Resellers needed.
.1/axes and S&H extra. ‘'isa and NH. act. eptud.
Aurex Corporation. PO Box 141255. Columbus. olno -l.S2 I
4
0 1998 Aurex Corporation.

NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
47 55 25 6214
PHILLIPINES
National Distributor
Quezon City
Upscale Audio
62 2931 3742
SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sane Audio Elite
34 96 3527026
NEW YORK
New York
New York Asa Trading
Company
212 665-6053
SWITZERLAND
Geneva
Hifi Portier
41 22 7840050
THAILAND
National Distributor
Bangkok
Music World Co Ltd
662 276-5190
TRINIDAD

REPUBLIC OF
Slovakia

NETHERLANDS
Vlijmen

NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Wellington
Dr Britton Ltd
64 45688 066

a
u
n
r
c
e
h
l
Uectronix
868 633 1384
TURKEY
Nisantasi Istanbul
Rkd Munk
90 2122413411
UNITED KINGDOM
Nottingham
Wollaton Audio UN
0115 928 4147
VIET NAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
381 112224322

S'eued aettee &acme
Audible Illusions
Revel
Audio Research
Aerial
Mark Levinson
ProAc
Theta Digital
Avalon
Pass Labs
Paradigm
Proceed
Paradigm Reference

qie.94 Pe»vulteutee
Stew() &ielote 7deatze
5576 Chamblee Dunwoody Rd.
Atlanta,Georgia 30338

(770) SO4- .M77
http://www.soundandcinema.net
VPI

Grado
Sumiko
Graham
Tara Labs
Zoethecus
Benz-Micro
McCormack
Kimber Kable
Kimber Select
Magnum Dynalab

Pioneer Elite
Salamander
Faroudja
Vidikron
Marantz
Lexicon
Stewart
Aragon
Acurus
Denon
ATI
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GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Naim, Pink
Triangle, Quad, Spendor, Rolisan, Creek, Regs, Epos,
ReVoit JPW, Dynaco, OC-9, Goldring, Meadowlark,
Target, Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of
used gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 6588311, e-mail: gmenibinaudio@earthlink.net.

HIGH-END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices: Aerial, Et&W, Bryston, Classé, Dynaudio, EAD,
EgglestonWorks, Hales, Lexicon, Martin-Logan,
Meridian, Proceed, Revel, Thiel, Totem, Krell, and
other exclusive stereo and home-theater products. All
merchandise new, perfect, with full manufacturers'
warranties. Helm Music Company, (888) 519-9800.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR—University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acurus, Aragon, Audio
Research, B&K, CAL, Cambridge. EAD, Golden Tube,
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan, Paradigm, Rega,
TARA, Thiel, Totem, YBA. (608) 284-0001.

AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic
Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetic, Air Tight, Avalon Acoustics,
Audio Artistry, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Basis,
Benz-Micro, Cabasse, Cary, Chang, Conrad-Johnson,
Electrocompaniet, Ensemble, Fanfare, German Physics,
Graaf, Graham, Koetsu, Kuzma, LAT, Lehman,
Magnum Dynalab, Musical Design, Music Metre,
Muse, Odeon, Otite, Pathos, Rega, Samadhi Acoustics,
Spendor, Tammy, Totem, Transfiguration, Wheaton
Triplaner, XL0, YBA, Zoethecus, and more. Call John
Barnes at (303) 691-3407, fia (303) 922-0522. 2341 TV
Yak Ave, EriglewomL CO 80110.

"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL Classé Audio, Zoeducus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum DynaLab, Martin-Logan,
Mirage, MIT, Oracle, PowerWedge, ProAc, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen, JF Woodworks. Audio Excellence,
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/AmEx/Discover.
ATTENTION QUAD, KORA, ROKSAN, SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales and/or service for Quad, Kora, Roksan, Spendor, and Gradient.
New ESL panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63 panels,
updates, stands, and subwoofers available! Contact
Randy or Mike, QS&D, (540) 372-3711, fax (540) 3723713. E-mail: iparidd@aolcont
wwwqsandd.com.
WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon, Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, 'Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West LA. Call Super-ex Produas, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-4356, Sennie
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our
website at wwwfanfarecom. See the latest FM antennas
(the new APS-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our product literature. Not on the
Net? Call for our Stem) Pilot newsletter at (800) 268863Z also (716)683-5451, orfax to (716)683-5421. E-mail:
info@farierrecom, or write to fimfare FM. Box 455, Belo,
NY 14225-0455.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. The Audio
Products, teL (561) 575-7577, fax (561) 575-0302,
www.ticeaudio.com.
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on FtFl. Noise-fighting accessories, $0.50 up;
power-line conditioners, $85 up. Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Free catalog! Virtual Mode, 1Old
Coram Road, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876,
www.vinnodecom, vinualmode@worldnetattriet.
PLACETTE AUDIO: If you have been searching for
that incredibly dear, transparent, and distortion-free
sound that you can listen to for hours on end, we have
the remote-controlled preamplifiers and volume controls that can make that possible! The exclusive use of
Vishay S-102 resistors in our 125-step attenuators and
other signal paths results in the most transparent audio
components available today at any price. From $1000
to 14000. No-risk 30-day trial. Be prepared to be
impressed! Once you hear the sparkling clarity of
Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less. (208)
342-6141, www.placetteaudio.cont
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Martin-Logan, Vandersteen, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300.
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PREMIUM-GRADE PARTS! Excellent selection of
audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! InfiniCaps,
Hovland, MIT MultiCaps, SCR, Black Gate, Elm,
Nichicon, Vishay, Caddock, Holco, Mills, ICiwarne, etc.,
capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, chassis
wires, cabling, Alps, Noble, T1CD, Hexfied diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes, vibration damping sheets, isolators, Defier Panels, hospital-grade connectors, tools,
accessories, free catalog by e-mail or post. Michael Percy,
Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937 (415) 669-7181, fax (415)
669-7558, mperty@svnmet
OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL, Audio Physic, EAD, Immedia, Audio Refinement,
Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, Casde, Mesa Engineering,
VansEvers, Benz-Micro, Klyne, Sound Anchors, RPM,
Sumiko, ART, Yamamura, Townshend, XL0, Gallo,
Audio-Technica, REL, Vibrapod, Sanus, LAST, VP!,
Bybee Technologies, Needle Nectar, ASC, Nitty Grin
and more. Used and demos available. Trade-ins welcome. Corner Audio, (503) 643-7512. E-mail: jweber@awneraudio.cont, www.comeraudio.com.
VMPS AUDIOPHILE SPEA10ER. Dealer for entire
speaker line, induding the FF1. FF3, and special ribbon
editions. Ihave the FFIs on hand for audition on Long
Island, New York. My prices are absolutely the lowest
available. Please call for prices and/or literature. Big
(516) 826-3791, fax (516) 826-5870.

NEW RATES: Private, $1.50 per word;
Commercial, $4.75 per word, $190 minimum
on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one
or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash
on either side.) PAYMENT: All classified ads
must be prepaid with order, either by check or
credit card: MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO:
Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529. PAX: (505)
983-6327. ONLINE: cLusifieds@stereophik.
com. DEADLINE: Ms arc due on the first
working day of the month, two months in
advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run
in the February 2000 Stereophik, you must submit it by December 1, 1999. Please Note:
Phone-in ads are not accepted. Please plan on
faxing or mailing in your ads on the form provided at the end of the section. No refunds.

Mart

MUSICAL CONCEPTS, creating highly regarded
modifications since 1979. Simply awesome Platinum
series with exotic Platinum resistors. Natural Signature
moda with Hyperfast diodes, Blackgate caps, and more.
Md Hyperfasts, Blackgates, Platinums to any component!
Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy, B&K,
Dyna (tubes too!) and Hailer' Single-ended PA-3 frontend boards for Hailer amps—unbelievable sound! DVD
and CL) players: Enigma. Epoch, and highly rated CDT-4
transport Call for our pithy newsletter! Musical Concepts,
49 Jason Courr, St Charles MO 63304, (314) 447-0040, email:jhillig@primarymet.
[)TS FOR DENON AVR-3600, AVR-5600, and
AVP-8000. Now available at Denon Super Service centers. This factory-designed internal upgrade provides
transparent switching when DTS data are detected.
(512) 458-8292, www.pyramid-audio.com; (757) 498-8277,
www.audio-services.com; (503) 238-1955, wwwinnersouruicom; (717) 397-0509, www.elearoservicescom; (800)
634-8606, unvw.unitedradio.com.
www.tedsoccellentrablecom.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding, dependable audio equipment (plus video). We
offer friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience, free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Cary,
Nakamichi, Acurus, 1Cimber, KEF, Parasound,
Kinergetics, Quad, PS, Fried, Audible Illusions,
Spendor, Target, Carver, many more. Free catalog! Read
Brothers Stereo, 591 King Sc, Charleston, SC 29403. (843)
723-7276.
GENESIS 200, latest drivers, list $45,000; 300, list
$30,000; 350, list $26,500; 900, rosewood, list $2800.
Latest, factory warranty. Make offer. (707) 280-3824,
daroad@CAlreeinet
McCORMACK EQUIPMENT upgrades available
from SMc Audio Developed by Steve McCormack
(the original designer), these outstanding upgrades are
available for all DNA amplifiers, TLC and ALD preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call (760) 7320352; e-mail: SMcAudio@aolcom.
SONIC FRONTIERS Line-2 preamplifier, gold face,
$2250; KEF 105-3 speakers in rosewood with Kube,
$1850; McIntosh MCD 7007 CD player, $1050;
McCormack DNA-2 300W power amplifier, $2550.
All pieces in great condition. Please call Erik, (336) 83 40022 or e-mail: nikh@gso.noblesrest.com.
FM ANTENNA PERFORMANCE —No gimmicks,
just the finest FM-reception products on the planet: the
APS-13, the finest rooftop antenna for FM in production
(Stereophile "Recommended Components," April 1999);
the smaller APS-9; and the new attic-mount In-Tenna.
View/download product literature at wwwaruennaperfor
mancewm. (860) 643-2733, e-mail: antperf@rttpbc.net.
INFINITY IRS GAMMA, ($7000) $1500; ARC D400
Mk.II, ($6000) $2300. (724) 449-7553 or penist@nauti
com.net.
APOGEE DUETTA SIGNATURE Ils with matching
Apogee subwoofers and DAX, mint condition, taupe,
never stressed. Have boxes for ribbons only. Will
demo. Buyer to pick up in Central NJ, ($9000) $2500
firtn. Made Maud, (908)709-9227 days, (908)233-2188
days and wederruis, MFWelland@weldrietaanet.
PLINIUS M12 preamplifier, flawless, original condition, $1000. (541) 388-1922.
EPOS E522 FLOORSTANDING SPEAKERS, cherry finish, low usage, boxes, like new, $1650. (817) 4555169, e-mail: afitenteseasknet
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THE LEGEND CONTINUES: KONI)0 —Audio
Note of Japan. Direct from Sounds of Silence to you,
with no middleman and no inflated costs. World's
finest pure-silver-transformer SE tube equipment.
Hand-built to order by Mr. Kondo with lifetime warranty. Call (603) 888-5104.
SONIC FRONTIERS T-3 and P-3, Power-3, Line-3.
Genesis speakers: 200s, 300s, 500s. (408) 262-3422.
THOR AUDIO, CARY, ORACLE, Soliloquy, Alón,
Basis, Gocrtz, Citation, and much more are now available for your review in the San Francisco Bay Area. St.
Cecilia Sound Gallery is now open! We specialize in
tube electronics and loudspeakers designed for them.
(510) 732-1204, www.SCSoundCallay.com.
LEVINSON No.333, one owner, mint condition,
$4995. (410) 796-5311.
PROAC RESPONSE 4, ebony, ($22,000) $9500;
Thiel CS5i, teak, ($12,000) $4750; Basis Debut Gold,
($10,600) $4500; Graham 1.5T, 2 wands, ($3495)
$1300; Lyra Parnassus, ($2995) $1250; Theta Data Ill,
single mode, ($5300) $1950; Theta Gen.5A, balanced,
single mode, ($6695) $1995; Mark Levinson No333,
($8995) $4100; No.380S, ($6495) $3500; No.360S,
($6495) $3500; Transparent Reference speaker cable,
8', ($4200) $1600; MIT MH770 Reference EVO
speaker cable, 12', ($6295) $2400; NBS Master speaker cable, 8', 2pairs, ($4000/pair) $1800/pair. All items
mint with OHM, reasonable offers considered. (972)
980-2560, fax (972) 960-0818.
TWO 1982 BELLE KLIPSCH, serial nos. 3U915 and
3U916. Stored 16 years in factory canons. Showroom
condition, beautiful furniture, incredible sound. Tacoma,
WA, (253) 759-0417.
NO REVIEWS, NO EDITORIALS, just lots of used
equipment! For over eight years, thousands of audiophiles have used our publication to buy and sell used
audio gear nationwide. Call today for your free brochure
and sample issue. Audio Trading 77nus, (715) 479-3103.

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

CARY 300-SE Signature, 300-SE-LX20, 303-SEILX20, SLP-50A. (864) 487-4985.

WANT TO BUY B&W 805 Matrix in black ash only,
must be in like-new condition. (310) 393-2331.

STUI)ER ANALOG, TWO- AND FOUR-CHANNEL mastering recorders. Studer Swiss precision quality endures! A820 2-channel, two for sale, both from
1986 production, with superb provenance, 1
4 "and 1
/
2"
/
headblodcs, very low hours and beautiful throughout,
$17,500 each. A80-MR Mk.II, 1" 4-channel: this
superb example has only 125 hours and is essentially
brand new, $15,000. A80-Vil MILIV 1
/"4-channel,
2
from 1986 production, completely original and like
new with only 284 hours, easy conversion to 1
/"22
channel, should you desire that, $13,000. A80-VU
Mk.I I 1
/" 2-channel, the classic, simple, elegant,
2
durable, professional workhorse. This one was convened from a1
/"2-channel, only 880 total hours, $6500.
4
A80-RC Mk.11 1
/"two, the greatly respected type RC
2
/"2-channel, this one has only 1591 hours, $5500.
2
1
Your careful on-site inspection of this equipment in
San Rafael, CA is invited and encouraged. You are buying directly from the owner. Ireserve the right to prequalify all buyers. All prices are FOB, San Rafael, CA;
crating and shipping are additional. Contact A.F
(415) 381-6519 voice mail, (415) 381-6539 fax, e-mail:
afilial@parbellnet.

CREEK 4330R amplifier, $450; Blue Circle BC3 preamplifier, $2150; Clavis Da Capo cartridge, 51150;
Deluxe RoomTune, $65. (606) 581-3763.
TNT3 with 12" JMW toncarm, mint, $3200;
McIntosh MR78, mint, Modifieri-modified, top performance, $1600; McIntosh C-22 commemorative
reissue, low hours, $1500; two McIntosh 275 stereo
amps, commemorative reissues, mint, $2000 each. Call
(732) 679-5241.
AUDIO NOTE ONGAKU, $33,000; Kharma
Exquisite Reference, $38,000; Wytech Opal preamplifier, $4500; Accuphasc 1)G28, $6000; Accuphasc
DC300. $9500; Audio Note Keson M monoblocks,
$50,000. (860) 456-0287
mitt tilt www.usedcable.com itititiatt The online
used-cable clearing house. Buy, sell, trade,
l
iii
AURIC ILLUMINATOR provides enhanced resolution of CDs and DVDs. Optical media arc experienced
through aveil of jitter that no re-docking buffer can
fully eliminate. Make digital sound analog! Try Auric
Illuminator, money-back guarantee. Treats 300 discs!
$39.95. (800) 565-4390, wunv.audinrce-ay.com.

ICRELL FPB 200, $4500; Levinson No331, $3000.
(404) 256-9701.

AUDIO NOTE, Finite Elementc, Lirai, imported
music, and more. www.hifichoirecom.

SNELL 1800 SUBWOOFERS (2), hardly used, $3000.
(914) 944-8398.

NORDOST S.P.M. interconnect, ($1100) $500. (513)
631-8022, EST

WARNING !!!
Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure —pay by credit card.

COLUMBUS, OHIO DEALER: Totem, Meadowlark, Reference 3A, Stanley Linear, Mordaunt-Short,
Copland, Edge, Rogue, Eagle, Monarchy, Coda/
Continuum, GarD Transforms, MSB, Audio Refinement, Cambridge, There's, Harmonic Technology,
Audio Magic, Music Metre, TG Audio, LAT, Black
Diamond, Chang, Salamander. Featuring the Wisdom
Audio Adrenaline. Archive Audio, (614) 237-5699. AmEx,
Visa, MC, Discover.

knooplis
Sell Your Gear FREE on
our Internet Site .. plus
Trade-ins & Specials
www.audio-logic.com
515-255-2134

Ls Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist

•AERIAL ,, 10 USTICS •ATVS •ARCAM •ARGICI •ATLANTIS
'BASIS •BM •BENZ MICRO•BILLY BAGS•BOWTECHNOLOGIES
•CLASSE •StEARAUDIO •CRESTRON •DISCOVERY •DRAPER
• DUNLAV• • REVEL • ELAN • EQUIrTECH • ESP
•FANFARE RI •FAROUDJA •FUSION DESIGNS •GOLDEN TUBE
•GOLDEN THEATER •GRADO •GRAHAM •JEFF ROWLAND
•KINDER SRECT •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD 'PHILIPS •PIONEER
ELITE •POLY YSTAL •PSB •REL •REGA •SONANCE •SONIC
FRONTIERS
STEWART • SUMIKO • THETA DIGITAL
• TOWNSH
•TRANSPARENT CABLE • VIBRAPLANE
•VIDINRON •WHEATON IRIPLANAR •ZSYSTEMS •AND MORE

310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
Hol-in 10 -7 Sal 10 -5:30
2337 Rom, Rd. Ste. 6, Bel An, CA 90077

VISIT OUR WEBSIT(:

www.ambrosia.com

information & large selection of pre owned electrorucs
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•Audio Research •Billy Bags •CAL •Chiro
•Definitive Technology •Dunlavy •Grado •Krell
•Lexicon •Martin Logan •MIT •Monster Cable
•NUT •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite
ProAc •P58
•Regs •Sinus •Synergistic Research •Thiel •VPI
•Wadia •Wilson Audio •Z-Systems

IN -STOCK

Krell
Auclio.Video
L•0•0•I•c
Loral Passion ... National Reputation
3702

Des

Beaver

Ave.

Moines, IA

50310

STORADI SC'
Fine-furniture quality CD storage systems with
angled shelves &non-slip surface that hold
asingle CD upright. Solid Hardwood Finishes
and Custom Sizes available. For further
information visit us at www.Storadisc.com
or call 800-848-9811

DAVIDSON•WHITEHALL
290 M. LKing Jr. Dr. S.E. •Atlanta, GA 30312
404-524-4534 •Fax 404-659-5041
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SOUND LAB Al, all options, ($18,000) $10,000
Meridian 508, 24-bit, ($4000) $2500; both one year
old. REL Stentor, ($4000) $2500. All mint (702) 5234684, (702)361-1014, leave number.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES. COMING
DECEMBER: 24/96 for DA-10! Discounts for early
orders! Convert SA12/100/20/220 into completely
new amps! Monoblocks, octal tubes, balanced inputs,
rugged, reliable, tremendous power, fantastic sound!
Counterpoint's designer Michael Elliott services,
upgrades Counterpoint. (760) 945-0356. Details at
wunvaltavistaaudio.corn.

SOFA TURNTABLE availability includes awide array

of options for old and new SOTA owners. Availability
includes new and refurbished turntables, trade-in
options, updates and upgrades (including the Cosmos
and Comet), modifications, parts, accessories, and
more. Tonearm and cartridge setups also available.
Custom requests welcome. Call SOTA Sales and Servia;
(708) 246-9815, fax (708)246-9778.
PERFECT CONDITION WITH WARRANTY.
Krell: KPS-25SC, $13,000; KAV Standard, $7500; KRC,
$2600; KAV-250a, $1900; KAV-250p. $1400; KAV3004 $1600; KAV-500X5, $3000; KAV-5004 $3200;
KSA-2505, $3100; KAS, $16,000; KAS II, $9500. Canary
Audio: CA-801, $3600 CA-300, $2250; CA-301 Mk.II,
$3003; CA-309, $6303. Call for list, (718) 494-7765.
CLASSÉ DAC-1, latest, Stereophile Class A (April 1999),
($4000) $1700; Cello Audio Palette, ($20,000) $9100;
Cello Master power supply, ($3000) $2100. See actual
Cello items: http://hometown.aol.com/cello4sale/
myhomepage/index.html. Genesis 500, ($11,500)
$6900; NBS Statement with XLRs, 14', ($13,500) $4100
NBS Pro AC cord, 6', ($1800) $900. COD with shipping prepaid. Brian, (805) 527.9739, fax (805) 529808.
LEVINSON No.36 digital processor, $1900; No.38
preamplifier. $1900; AudittTnith Lapis 3X, 1.5m, $200.
(503)629-8166.

TUBE AMPS THAT DRIVE DIFFICULT SPEAKER LOADS: Bruce Moore Audio lksign. Bruce
Moore, former chief designer of Precision Fidelity,
Audible Illusions, MFA, and now of Bruce Moore
Audio Design. Preamps and amps. R.B. Eleamnics, 5492
Linden Street, Dublin, CA 94568. Tel. or far, (925) 8751055, www.rbaudio.com or unmegoldpt.com. Dealers and distributors welconte.

AUDIO/VIDEO
CABLES
&
MORE

SORBOTHANE 3 ISOLATORS! The real thing!
$10/set of 4. Isolate your speakers for better low-frequency response, decouple CD players and turntables
for vibration and rumble control. Details at
www.blackaudio.com. Visa and MC. Black Audio
Devices, (805)653-5557
SOLID SILVER CABLES FOR UNDER $100?
Interconnects starting at $95, speaker cables at $225.
Pure-silver ribbon conductors, air dielectric, silver terminations, and superior build quality, delivering outstanding performance. Full range of cables and equipment-isolation accessories, reasonably priced. Stage Ill
Concepts, Inc, (212)627-5628. Visa, MC, AntEx.
CARY USED: 300SE-LX20, 300SEI-LX.20, latest 805C,
2A3-SE. Used Pass Aleph 12, Aleph Premote, Aleph 5.
Spectron Digital One amp, $1700. (801) 226-1018
VACUUM TUBES AND HIGH-END AUDIO in
Florida! NOS and current tubes for the audiophile, guitarist, radio, industrial, and special-purpose. Over 1500
types available! Buy, sell, trade. High-end equipment
and accessories: Art Audio tube amps, preamps, and
IMCs; Amazon turntables from Germany; Morch tonearms; Cabasse loudspeakers from France; F-irMait,
world's finest headphone amplifier. PolyCrystal equipmcnt racks, hand-built Benz cartridges made in
Switzerland, Allerts cartridges made in Belgium. Jadis
amps and preamps. Advantage Tube Services, (954) 9169981,fax (954)916-3429, untmatibeman.com.
ACURUS 200x3, mint, $700.Jarniu, (281)444-v215.

DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
L A T International, Inc has years of
experience in wire manufacturing and
has equaled the high priced brands
Sonic equivalents of the high priced
brands at a fraction of their price L A T
demystifyies wire technology Ask for
explanation literature
8 MORE

COMPONENTS
CD players

solid state and tube

Pre-amplifiers - solid state and tube
Amplifiers solid - state and tube
Integrated amplifiers
Line conditioners
Phono Cartridges

II

Speakers

Ii

AUDIO GALLERY

when the music pleases your ears
your soul will dance

GIVE LIFE

TO THE MUSIC

STEREO PHI LE RECOMMENDED CO MPONENT
OCT. '99, VOL. 22, No. 10

AUDIO REFINEMENT
GRAAF•
ATMA-SPHERE'
AIR TIGHT'
MCCORMACK
PASS LABS
AUDIOCRAFT'
DISC DOCTOR
ACCUPHASE•
VERITY AUDIO'
SOUND LAB
CONRAD-JOHNSON
SONUS FABER
GALLO ACOUSTICS —
KOETSU•
NORDOST FLATLINE"
E.A.R.
MEADOWLARK AUDIO —

Patent Pending 8 U.S. Patent D412.106
THE VIORAPOD COMPANY
WWW Wbrapod.com
2 V2" DIAMETER BY 116

HI
GH

5 MODELSAVAILABLE
Ar $6.00 EACH AND A 30 DAY
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE...
You CAN'T Go WRONG!

t.usI:11
DI
SC
1022 Rolling Barrell Road
Pendelton, IN 46064
(800) 782-3472 (765) 778-2715
FAX (765) 778-2669
Email: ElusDisc©aol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
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8 MORE

HOME THEATER
Video & Audio wire and cable
Speakers -free standing
Speakers -in wall
Line conditioners
Component stands
li MORE

MASSACHUSE
HIGH-END CHOICE

ACCESSORIES

IN BEAUTIFUL PICTURESQUE WE
1100 MAIN ROAD
wESTPORT, MA 02
TEL. (508) 636-3400
FAX (
50
BEDINI
CUSTOM POWER CORD CO.
BASIS
SOUND IMAGES CABLES'
GRADO
TRANSFIGURATION
ART AUDIO
AC ROTEC CABLES'
ODEON'
SPECTRON'
J.A MICHELL*
GRAHAM

leNz

•
FURNITUREBy:
TARGET, CONTOURS. OSAR', AND SALAMANDER
MANY MORE PLEASE. ('Al.!.

TRADE-INS ACCEPTED
PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
'NEW ENGLAND'S EXCLUSIVE DEALER
** MASSACHUSETTS EXCLUSIVE DEALER

Send for a free complete catalog of all
our

Audio/video

products that

also

includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day Fax 856 428 1832

AUDIO VIDEO CABLES AND MORE
IS ASUBSIDIARY

Of

LATINTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC
311 PROVINCLIOWN ROAD CHERRY bill lNJ ono3.1
www.latinternational.com
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KLIMO MERLIN line stage, dual-mono, latest version, mint condition, ($3950), $2150. (609) 822-7907
WE OFFER PERFECT CONDMON with warranty: Audio Physic, B&W, Canary, CAT, Clearaudio,
EgglestonWorks, Gershman, Krell, Levinson, mbl,
MIT, NBS, Sonic Frontiers, Thorens, Transparent,
Wadia, Western Electric, Wilson, and many more
high-end audio and video components. Call for inventory list or visit our showrooms at 35-62 166 Street,
Flushing NY 11358. Tel: (718) 961-8842. Fax: (718) 8869530. High End Audio.
GUARANTEED-CONDITION audio amplifiers,
preamplifiers, processors, transports, players, analog,
theater, speakers, and cables. Audio Research D130,
D200, VTM120; McCormack DNA-.5, DNA-1;
Quicksilver 8417G; Adcom GFP-1A, GFP-565; Audio
research LS1, LS2, LS9, LS22; BAT VK-3i, VK-5i. Ask
Trevor for complete inventory. Tollfree: (877) 274-9983,
oaks@voicenetcom.
SONIC FRONTIERS LINE-1, $1595; Anthem CD1, $1095; Anthem Integrated-1, phono, $780; PSB
Stratus Gold-i, $1795; PSB Stratus Bronze, $795;
Conrad-Johnson Premier Fourteen, $2695; Premier
Twelve, Premier Eleven; Classé CA 101, CAV 151;
Meridian 508/24, 52795; Bryston 8B THX, 511 THX;
Totem Model One, $975; Model One Signature,
$1275; Arto, $745; Manitou, $2495. Audio Associates,
(601) 898-3727
GET THE BEST DEAL ON NEW, DEMO:
Dynaudio, B&W, JMIab, Hales, Martin-Logan, Alón,
Gcrshman, Totem, ProAc, dCS, Accuphase, Oracle,
Metronome, Krell, Pass, Meridian, Sonic Frontiers,
Classé, Bryston, YBA, Harmonic Technology, Nordost,
Siltech... call for the other 112 specials. (888)427-8124,
worldwide e-mail: bestofdeal@aolcom.

JADIS DPL, $1980; Krell ICSA-3005, $4300; KSA200S, $3500; Threshold SA-4e, $2600; Classé Audio
DAC-1, ($4000) $1450; C.E.C. TL 2X, $1800;
Gryphon BelCanto preamp, ($5700) $2500; NBS
Statement speaker cable, 10', ($15,000) $5500;
Statement Pro power cord, $1500; Artemis EOS II plus
large bass module, optional rosewood, ($20,000)
$9300. (909) 627-3869.
ACCUPHASE DP-65V CD player new, sealed, best
offer. (801) 224 1216.
VINTAGE TUBE SERVICES. The original and still
the only service supplying genuine, properly selected
and prepared tube sets for the high-end community
When that feeling hits you that you're not getting the
whole story, call for the year 2000 catalog and essay, "Of
Tubes & Fine Wine," or go to www.vintagetubeservicescom,
(616) 454-3467 7091 Eva Road Rockford, MI 49341.
FM ACOUSTICS CABLES, Audio Logic DAC,
C.E.C. TT 2transport. Mint condition. (973) 746-2794.
MUSE 24-BIT/96kFlz combi DVD/CD transport and
processor, plays CD/DVD/advanccd audio discs, mint,
boxes, warranty, ($6750) $5250; monoblocks, $2400;
preamp, $1275. 1Caren, (888) 415-3081, scsinc@yalwo.com.
EUROKIT'' HIGH-END DIY TURNTABLE
joined by Eurokit 2000. EarMax headphone amps,
HRS. Bocchino copper connectors. Y2K sale on audiophile close-out CDs, most under $10, some $6. Ask for
complete list! Audio Advancements LLC, Box 2090,
Branchville, ng 07826. (973) 875-8705, e-mail: audadv@
earthlinlemet, www.audioadvancements.corn.
AUDIOLAB CLEARANCE! Last chance to buy
Audiolab at tremendously discounted prices direct
from the distributor. From 25 to 50% off suggested
retail prices. Don't miss out on these great deals! Call us
today! (514) 631-6448.

Audio Mart Order Form
NEW RATES: Private, $1.50 per word; Conunercial, $4.75 per word; $190 minimum on all
commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad
13epartment, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads arc credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the February 2000 Siereophile, you must submit it with
payment by December 1, 1999. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available
issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-141L
U Enclosed is payment in the amount of $
for
0 Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Swreophile.

words.

U Iprefer to pay by 0 Visa 0 MasterCard
My card #is

Exp. date

MARX LEVINSON No380 preamplifier; like new,
$3190. (972)233-2124 days, (972) 335-4222 evenings, CST:
AUDIO RESEARCH LS10 programmable preamplifier. Current model, transferable warranty, ($5595)
$2995; MIT Tube Terminator interconnects, lm,
($375) $175. Keith, (503) 266-6301, PST

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Lawrence
°Took PO. Box 138, Bearsville NY 12409. TeL/fax: (914)
679-1054.
TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock,
alternative, audiophiles (SR/LSC/EMI-ASD). 150,000
titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record Exdrang4
20 Tulane St, Princeton, NJ 08542, USA. (609) 921-0881,
www.prezcorn.
AUDIOPHILEUSA.COM —Addictive website for
LP and CD fans. We e-mail superb monthly lists of
new and used jazz, rock, audiophile, and much more.
ICnowledgeable staff, great service. We buy choice
record collections. Free monthly catalogs. Toll-free orders,
(877) SPIN-LPS.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaitial speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Mtec, ElectroVoice, JBL, Jensen,
McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher,
Heath, Eico, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Marantz, Western
Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson,
Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane Midwest City,
OK 73110. (405)737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Harman/Kardon, Maranta, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road,Jertleiruown,
PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.
Website catalog: www.tstocom. E-mail: tsto@tsto.com.
CHASSIS ONLY for pair of Carver Silver 7t, 9t, or
TMF series amps. selvan@uniservewm.
B&W 805 Matrix in black ash only, must be in likenew condition. (310) 393-2331.
a/d/s/ L2030 loudspeakers. Brian, (888) 353-4052.
SONY TC-880, TC-666, Tt-650, TC-580, TC-250,
or other working reel recorders, 'I'C-1775D cassette.
Sony STRV-4, STRV-5, STRV-6, STRV-7 receivers;
TAN-80ES, TAN-77ES amps. JI3L Paragon. (818) 4046308 or (626) 796-4310.

Signature

Employment

Please run my ad in the following months:

SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty AN products.
Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog
sales or custom. North Jersey/NY area. Fax résumé to
(973) 334-6115 or call (800) 888-5343 x300.

Category heading:

U General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

0 Wanted

0 Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Business Opportunities

Name

Company

Street
State

200

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

IF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the
excitement of the audio/video industry appeal to you —
Tice Audio would like to speak with you! As aTice
Audio partner you will be in astrategic position to
build your future with ours as we diversify into new
markets and continue our advancements in technological innovation. We have created alimited number of
opportunities for "hands-on" partners to share in our
future expansion. If you have marketing or audio/video
knowledge and the necessary financial backing ($1 million minimum), call us at (561) 575-7577, or visit our
website, www.ticeaudio.com, for more information.
Serious inquiries only.
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Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Aerial Acoustics
Alpha-Core
Ambrosia Audio
Analog Shop
Arcici
ARS Electronics
Artech Electronics
Audio Advisor
Audio Connection
Audio Creations
Audio Nexus
Audionut.com
Audio Outlet
Audiophile Systems
Audio Plus (JMlab)
Audio Plus (YBA)
Audiopoint
AudioQuest
Audio Research
Audio Unlimited
Audio-Video Logic

160
100
48
98
198
154
188
184
168
118, 124, 139
182
190
176
169
152
60
18
14
188
204
74
164
192, 198

AudioWaves
190
Aurex
196
Avantgarde
8-9
Balanced Audio Technology
42
Blue Circle
195
Bryston
62
B&W Loudspeakers
29
Cable Company
144
Can-Am
188
Cardas Audio
51
Cary Audio
38
Chesky Records
104
Classé Audio
90
Classic Records
192
Conrad-Johnson
26, 176
CSA Audio
180
David Lewis Audio
162
Davidson-Whitehall
198
Delphi Design
112
Digital Ear
116
Dunlavy Audio Labs
104
Dynaudio
96
Elusive Disc
126, 128, 198
Energy Loudspeakers
16
Freehold Stereo Video
178
Galen Carol Audio
116
Goodwins High End
172
Harmonic Technology
114
HCM Audio
170
HeadRoom
158
Hi-Fi Farm
195
Holm Audio
184
Home Base Audio
114
Infinity
86
Inner Sound
30

Innovative Audio
Jeff Rowland Design
Joseph Audio
JPS Labs
JS Audio
JVC
Kimber Kable
LAT International
Legacy Audio
Legend Audio
Linn
Lyric HI-FI
Marantz
Mark Levinson (Madrigal)
MartinLogan
MBL
McIntosh
McCormack
Meridian
Mordaunt-Short
Motorola
Musical Surroundings
Music Direct
NAD
Needle Doctor
Nirvana Audio
Nordost
Nova Audio
Now Hear This
Overture
Paradigm
Parasound
Parts Connection
Pass Laboratories
Per Madsen Design

Index

93
108
116
146
139
10-11
20
199
76
114
72
140
32
50
203
101
110, Ill
176
44
108
4-5
164
132, 102
46
148-149
102
45
112
22
135, 137
12
52
190
106
201

Perpetual Technologies
Polk Audio
ProAc
Progressive Audio
Pro Musica
PS Audio
PS8
Reference Audio Video
Revel
Rogue
Rotel
Sanus Systems
Siltech
Silver Audio
Sim Audio
Sony
Sound and Cinema
Sound by Singer
Sound City
Sound Images
Soundex
Stereo Exchange
Straight Wire
Surniko
Sunfire
Synergistic Research
TARA Labs
Thiel
Totem Acoustics
Toys From the Attic
Tube Store
Ultimate Stereo
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen
Waveform

58
80
88
174
201
101
56
192
78
188
25
94
106
116
98
64
196
66-67
150
182, 199
156
166
36
34
84
109, 178
40
2
186
143
180
201
186
118
122
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WE SELL MUSIC: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
IS SIMPLY AMEANS TO THAT END.
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Dynavector
GoldenTube
Oracle
H/K
Hales

America's best disc, tape and
component storage system

11111

The RACKIT - System

Herron Audio

www.rackiltm.com

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
illease. mention Stereophilel

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
P.O. Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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Immediately You Know

ULTIMATE STEREO

EXPERT ASSISTANCE
INSTALLATIONS •
SERVICE

623 Hanley Industrial Court
St. Louis, MO 63144
(314) 644-0900

1136 N CLARK CHICAGO, IL 60614 773 883 9500

http://www.ultimatestereo.com

e

Email: sam@ultimatestereo.com
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Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

Scull

had an epiphany the other night.
(Hope Rabbi Lichtenstein won't be
too upset.) Kathleen and Iwere watching the Antiques Road Show on PBS, and,
during abreak, Istarted channel-surfing. I
know, it's obnoxious — but Ifeel compelled
to hop around and keep up the sense- and
info-pounding barrage we've come to take
for granted and, in fact, rely on. In away,
channel-surfing is aperfect symptom of
our information-overload society: click
Geraldo, click Robin Byrd, click Jazz
Channel, dick Weather Channel. We're
bombarded, we're inundated, we're ...let's
face it, we're overwhelmed. The Internet,
e-mail, phone calls — lots of information,
and little time to process it.
Ilanded on another PBS station and
caught afew minutes of Nova — aspecial
on roller coasters. Ican't stand roller coasters — Iprefer to let music spin my head.
But as Iwas about to thumb the button
on my remote, Irealized the final segment was on virtual-reality (VR) theaters
and rides.
My finger hovered over the next-channel button, my mind momentarily alert as
Iwaited to see if something interesting
would develop. Man, and how. They were
interviewing acouple of big-money entertainment types who are already spending
hundreds of millions of dollars on VR
mini-theaters, coming soon to acyberplex
near you. Rows of seats will move around,
going bump in the night as the audience is
immersed in explosive surround-sound
and hoisted into alternative cyber-realities
within the embrace of ahuge, curved 180°
screen rife with breathtaking action and
color. Don't forget to write.
The gist of their collective message was
that audiences, having become "more
sophisticated" in their entertainment preferences, are now "ready" for the VR immersion experience. More sophisticated? I
don't know. Sorry, I'm not acting the snob;
it's just that even these industry moguls
were the first to admit that the VR technology available to them is still pretty
basic and crude. After all, you can't step
out into any of these alternative environments any more than the programmers
allow. And I'm not so sure it's because of
"sophisticated" tastes that audiences are
ready for VR. More like it's the only thing
left that can move our jaded, desensitized,
late-millennial, been-there-done-thatseen-everything sensibilities.
Then, bonnnnng— the epiphany descended upon me. Irealized that in the
202

space of no more than five minutes I'd
heard the word "immersive" about 15
times. Talk about ahot-button buzzword
with which to define our times! And
remember, these people have millions at
their disposal, their beady-eyed attentions
focused unwaveringly on the entertainment buck in John Q. Public's wallet.
The gears turned slowly in my brain
like an old Harley getting akick-start,
thra-BOOM, followed by that lumpy,
vibration-rich idle: Thaes exactly what highend audio systems offer RIGHT NOW! (And,
yes, home-theater systems too; we'll go
there in amoment.) Our present level of
Musical Immersion Therapy is out there
now, and there's nothing at all crude about
it. In audio's virtual world, you're the
boss, limited only by your imagination —
not the machinations of some nerdy programmer in Silicon Valley. The gears in
my head were synchro-meshing now. I
realized that audiophiles were [gasp] finally hip —ahead of the curve!
Think about it. In the audiophile world
of today we can reproduce truly sophisticated virtual worlds in which we can
immerse ourselves not only physically but
emotionally, even intellectually. What
you see is in your imagination. You can
travel far and wide in your mind to places
you've never seen in the flesh, understanding ideas and concepts you'd never
have otherwise. If you've been reading
"Fine Tunes" and improving your twochannel setup (on the cheap), you're
probably already enjoying this wonderful
out-of-speaker/immersed-in-soundfield
audio experience. And Isuppose that's the
quality most audiophiles strive for: that
holographic, realistic, involving reproduction of music that allows you —all parts
of you — to fall right into it.
This might go along way toward understanding the groundswell for surround-sound for music. Ithink recordings for multichannel music playback are
still in that steep part of the learning
curve that any new technology must go
through as it develops. Recall, with some
SD 1999 by Pdersen Aiblishing Camparg, LLC-14.22
Nag Dsrember 1999, Lune Number 239. Stereophile
(1S.SN #0585-2544) is published monthly, $1994 per ytur
US residents (Casada add $13; all others add $15) by
Gunpany, LLC, 6420 Wilshire Blvd,
Los Angelis, C4 90048. liriodirals postage paid al Los
Angelis, C4 and additional mailing ems. Canada and GS7:
he Pe R12468-3855. vosTNIASIER: Soul address
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80322-3117
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regret perhaps, early Beatles Ping-Pong
stereo (see this issue's "Recording of the
Month"), or many Rudy Van Gelder
Blue Notes and early Atlantic jazz
recordings. Idon't much care for geewhiz demos with atuba over my left
shoulder and atrombone blatting over
my right. Imuch prefer the sitting-somewhere-in-the-audience perspective at
which most high-end systems are adept
at reproducing. But Ialso immensely
enjoy those times when a soundstage
wraps around me in the Ribbon Chair to
truly enhance my sense of immersion
and involvement. And that's where the
great potential for surround-for-music
lies. Get the immersive acoustic dialed in
just right —real ambience, not cheap
sound effects — and you might really feel
you're there, and the magic might be that
much more accessible.
After years of asking recording engineers and audio-equipment designers
what they were trying to accomplish, what
their goal for Andy Audiophile was —reproduction of real instruments in real
space, what appeared at the mikes, what's
on the master tape — Ifinally realized
what Pm looking for. Yes, it's that immersive sense when, late on aSaturday
night, I'm deep into alistening session, so
involved I'm seeing God. The music
reaches me in some profound, elemental,
totally human way. In fact, Icrave that
experience.
There are basically two kinds of people. Some like it quiet, others find that a
day spent without music is aday completely lost. Iget jumpy if it's too quiet. I
need to have music playing at all times,
much like any other requirement with
which to sustain life. Without it, I'd die.
So here's what Isuggest. If "immersive" is indeed the buzzword for our
overwhelmed millennial times, let's hit
on it. Many audiophiles bemoan the general public's lack of awareness of high-end
audio. How to explain to those many
music lovers out there — who, once exposed, might become "infected" —just
what it is we do?
Get out there and share your passion.
Plant friends and family in your listening
chair. As they look at you aghast, tell 'em
that it's all about immersion —in the
sound, in the performance, in the meaning and intent of composer and musicians. Tell 'em it's about striving for something bigger, better, more meaningful.
Tell 'em... it's about life.
Stereophile, December 1999
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Breakthrough advances in
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Loudspeaker technology
living up to the promise.
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mentation unfold the audio
experience to new holographic levels—effortlessly.
Its coming in January, but you
can find out about it now.
Contact your MartinLogan
dealer or visit our website for
aglimpse of the future—the
uncompromised heart of any
system.

M ARTIN LOGAN
785.749.0133
www.martinlogan.com
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"Conquering Everest" is not on the option list
for a Sport Utility vehicle ... but it is available for
your audio system. For the cost of afew SUV extras
you can experience music from the summit of Everest.
Extreme performance speaker cable from AudioQuest!
Everest speaker cable includes everything we have ever
done right in cable design, plus: astonishing new Perfect Surface
solid Silver (PSS), spiraled Counter OctoHelix construction, third
generation SST distortion-minimizing ... and it is just plain bigger!

aucJioquest
P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA Tel: 949.498.2770

Fax: 949.498.5112 www.audioquest.com

